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Abstract 

The form of this PhD is an authorised biography of Australia's pioneering haiku 

writer, Janice M Bostok, titled White Heron. For the Plll'POses of examination, the 

biography's Introduction serves as an exegesis. 

Drawing on material acquired through unrestricted access to the subject and her 

personal papers, interviews with family and friends, and meticulous research into 

her prolific literary output, the work employs a double-stranded narrative structure 

to tell the story of Bostok's difficult childhood, extraordinary love affairs and 

groundbreaking creative endeavours. Inquiry into the theory of English-language 

haiku- a genre of 'one-breath' poetry that originated in ancient Japan and is now 

growing in prominence worldwide- is woven throughout the text. 

The Introduction is the main repository of material relating to the genesis of the 

project. It articulates the book's original contribution to knowledge (White Heron 

is the first Bostok biography), and contains two prominent lines of inquiry: one 

haiku-related, and the other associated with biographical theory. 

Haiku-related concerns include: discussion of a misconception over 'syllable 

counting' commonly associated with English-language haiku; a brief history of 

haiku and its related forms in Japan; a short analysis of the correspondences 

between meditation practice and haiku practice; an appraisal of the influence of 

traditional Japanese poetry on writers connected with the 'Beat Generation' (in 

particular, Jack Kerouac and Gary Snyder) and, in turn, the influences of these 

writers on Bostok; an examination of an over-valuing of the role of Zen in haiku; 

and, an assessment of the value of haiku as a 'literary art'. 

Biographical considerations include: an investigation into difficulties commonly 

associated with biographical writing; an exploration of tensions between 'fact' 

and 'fiction' in biography (with reference to the writings of Virginia Woolf and 

Drusilla Modjeska); a repott on the subject's reaction to potentially confronting 
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chapters; and, an outline of the biographer's methodology, comprising an 

emphasis on dialogic research and documentation as inspired by feminist 

standpoint-theory and the transcendental ethics of the philosopher Emmanuel 

Levinas. 

Appended to White Heron is a select bibliography of Bostok's haiku-related 

writings, a timeline of key events and publications in Bostok's life, a copy of the 

informed consent mechanism package drafted at the beginning of the project, and 

a copy of the project's ethical clearance certificate. 

Bostok's contribution to the development of Australian haiku is significant. After 

learning about the genre from an American pen friend in the late 1960s, Bostok 

created the first market for haiku in Australia by founding the journal Tweed. In 

the 1990s, she wrote The Gum Tree Conversations, the first series of articles to 

demonstrate the relevance of haiku to the Australian experience and landscape. In 

1999, with fellow haiku writer John Bird, Bostok edited the First Australian 

Haiku Anthology, which led in 2000 to the founding of the Australian Haiku 

Society (Haiku Oz), and then in 2006 to the publication of the Second Australian 

Haiku Anthology. 

Over four decades, more than four thousand of Bostok' s haiku have been 

published, together with sixteen collections of her haiku-related work. She has 

won many awards, edited joumals, mentored two generations of haiku writers, 

judged national and international haiku competitions, and conducted numerous 

haiku workshops. 

White Heron investigates the key personal forces underpinning Bostok' s creative 

success: namely, her desire for attention, and her longing to 'disappear'. It also 

reveals the extent to which growing up in a small country town - with an 

unbounded passion for the natural world, an early interest in Japanese culture and 

the constant feeling of 'not belonging' - helped shape Bostok's proclivity for 

haiku. 
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Bostok as a child was shunned for being 'the fattest kid in town' and belonging to 

a 'weird religion'. White Heron charts her settling as a seventeen year old in 

Melbourne, where she met her future husband, Romanian migrant Silvester 

Bostok. After the early years of their marriage in the Victorian sawmill town of 

Cann River, the couple bought a banana plantation near Murwillumbah in 

nmihern New South Wales in the late 1960s. For the next thirty years, Bostok 

helped her husband work the land while developing her writing career and 

establishing a reputation as the doyenne of Australian haiku. 

During this period, Bostok adopted a neglected child, raised a severely disabled 

son and battled diabetes. In 1978, she made an overseas pilgrimage to visit some 

of the world's leading English-language haiku writers. All the while, her 

relationship with her husband was obsessive and complicated. White Hei'On 

demonstrates that throughout Bostok's adult life, regardless of the challenges she 

faced, she consistently sought refuge in haiku, a 'way of seeing' that fortified her 

spirit and reaffirmed her connection with the natural world. 
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of Australian haiku writer Janice M Bostok". The framework for Part I of the 
book's Introduction was published in Haibun Today in 2008 as the context for an 
interview called 'The Curious Incident of the Dog and the Birthday Cake: A 
Wide-Ranging Conversation about Haibun with Janice M Bostok". Also 
previously published in Haibun Today during 2008 - as patt of an article called 
"Stepping Stones: An Interview with Janice M Bostok" - is a segment of 
interview transcript about haibun theory. This segment now appears in Chapter 7. 
And finally, several paragraphs in Part 2 of the Introduction appeared in Stylus 
PoefiJ' Journal in 2006 as part of an essay called "Goin' on a Ginko". (See 
Bibliography for full referencing details.) 

Sharon Elyse Dean 
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Author's Note 

Episodes in White Heron are based on real people and events, but ultimately the 

biography is an imaginative reconstruction of the subject's memories. For the 

purposes of a smooth-running narrative, some conversations recorded on separate 

occasions have been conflated into single time frames. 

Unless otherwise indicated in the in-text referencing, all quotations attributed to 

Janice M Bostok are taken from interviews conducted by the author between 

March 2007 and August 20 I 0, or from emails written to the author during that 

period. 

Also unless indicated in the in-text referencing, comments attributed to characters 

identified as the subject's deceased relatives - in particular, Valerie Irvine and 

Clarrie Irvine -are the inventions of the author, based on the subject's recall of 

her experiences with those people. 

Please note that with respect I have used English spelling for Romanian place 

names, such as 'Bukovina' for 'Bucovina', and 'Storozhynets' rather than 

'Storojine('. 

Also note that when describing a Japanese historical figure - ie. a person born 

before the Meiji period (pre-1868) - I have used the traditional Japanese order of 

family name followed by given name. When describing a modern Japanese figure 

- ie. a person born after the beginning of the Meiji period (1868 onward)- I have 

used the Western order of given name followed by family name. 
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Dedication 

This PhD dissertation is dedicated to the memory of the Bukovina Jews whose 
bones lie in mass graves in Romania and the areas under its control during World 
War II, as well as to the Australians whose bone tissue was stolen during the 
Strontium 90 Measurement Program. 

bleached bones 
on my mind, the wind pierces 

my body to the heart 

- Basho 
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white heron 
returned from feeding grounds 
at dusk 
lightens the darkening sky 
of my homeward journey 

-Janice M Bostok 





Prelude 

It's more fun to talk with someone who 
doesn't use long difficult words 

but rather short, easy words 
like 'What about lunch?' 

- Winnie the Pooh 
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The cattle at Janice M Bostok's old farm have names like T-Bone, Rogue and 

Trouble. I feed them passionfruit from a cardboard box while Jan leans on her 

walking stick by the clothesline, chatting with her daughter, Vicki. Then it's time 

to go. I figure it's time to go because although we've been here for an hour, we 

haven't been offered a cup of tea. 

'They've cut down the persimmon trees,' Jan says as we walk to the car. 'The 

leaves used to turn the most beautiful shades of red and yellow this time of year.' 

It's June 2008. For almost four decades, Jan and her late husband Silvester grew 

bananas on this property at Dungay, a farming community in the hills outside 

Murwillumbah on the far notih coast of New South Wales. Since Jan moved into 

town more than two years ago, this is only the second time she's returned to the 

farm -now owned by her daughter and son-in-law. As Jan struggles to pull on her 

seatbelt, I sneak a glance at her face and see that she's blinking back tears. 

We rattle along Campbells Lane in my beat-up Camry, and Jan points out the 

roadside paddock where, day after day, she used to see the same horse standing in 

the same place at the same time. 'There was a drought, and the horse was getting 

thinner and thinner,' she says. 'Then one day I had a moment where I was aware

more aware than usual- and those words just popped into my head.' 

sleeping horse 
angled bones lean 
into sunset 

(Bostok 2003a: 19) 

Jan's 'sleeping horse' is a much-loved and anthologised English-language 

haiku, a short form of poetry that originated in medieval Japan and is now 

enjoying a burgeoning popularity worldwide. Like many haiku writers, Jan thinks 

of her compositions as 'one-breath poems', in that each poem spans the length of 
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one breath. She often writes haiku in three lines, but in the 1980s- taking her cue 

from the American haiku writer Marlene Mountain- composed one-line haiku for 

five years. 

first night with us the kitten sucks a button on my blouse 

(Bostok 2003a: 46) 

But the essence of haiku is more important to Jan than the form a poem takes on 

the page. Having spent most of her adult life following what she calls 'the way of 

haiku'- a practice she describes as 'being sensitive to the smaller things in life'

she has honed her ability to perceive the extraordinary in the ordinary, and to 

capture the essence of a moment. As literary theorist Roland Barthes observes, 

'haiku is not a rich thought reduced to a brief form, but a brief event which 

immediately finds its proper form' (Barthes 1982: 75), and Jan excels at this art of 

observing an experience and expressing her observations in a manner that is 

succinct, and yet expansive. 

unable to see 
my neighbour's house 

i sense her light 

(Bostok 2003a: 62) 

It's little wonder she is considered not only 'the foremost pioneer of haiku in 

Australia' (George 2007: 2), but also the 'spirit of haiku' in the southern 

hemisphere (Higginson 2003: 9). 

Q 
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Jan first learnt of haiku in the late 1960s. In letters to an American penfriend, 

Marcella Caine, she described her life at Dungay. Jan felt she belonged to the land 

-a feeling she experienced from the moment she set foot on the property in 1967. 

In her letters, Jan wrote about the python that lived in the hole by the side of the 

road, the echidna snuffling around under the veranda looking fot· ants, and the 

wallabies that hopped past the front door at seven o'clock most mornings. 

Marcella suspected Jan would enjoy writing haiku. Jan had to ask what haiku was. 

Two weeks later, her answer arrived in the mail. Marcella had sent Jan a slim 

volume of haiku translated from Japanese into English. Jan was hooked. 

It's a warm day. Butchet· birds throw clear, sharp notes toward the sky as we 

drive down the mountain. To our left, lush grazing land drops away into a valley. 

Fragrant sub-tropical rainforest covers the hill that rises steeply to our right. I 

imagine a twenty-five-year-old Jan sitting on a fallen tree in the bush, savouring 

each haiku in the book Marcella had sent, rather in the way that someone with a 

sweet tooth would devour a box of Swiss chocolates. 

'When you first read haiku, what did you fall in love with?' I ask. 

'That they weren't like a lot of Western poett·y, all flowery and difficult to 

understand; they were just about everyday things - like the Japanese poet Bash6 

saying my feet against the wall, how cool it is. Lots of times I'd come in from the 

farm and I'd be tired, so I'd lie back and put my feet up on the cool wall. Just 

things everybody does. Universal experiences.' 

'What did you do with this new feeling? Did you talk to Silvester about it?' 

'No, I couldn't talk to him.' 

'So what did you do? 

'I stmted writing haiku.' 
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Introduction 

How on earth are you going to fit the 
story of my life into one volume? 

-Janice M Bostok 
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Part I: The Journey to Jan's Place 

An avid haiku apprentice, I often drive nmth from my home on the Alstonville 

plateau to visit Janice M Bostok in Murwillumbah. The eighty-kilometre journey 

takes me through an ever-changing landscape of shimmering sugar cane crops, 

valleys pungent with the scent of lantana, and stretches of highway overlooking 

the Pacific Ocean. Turning inland after the one-pub village of Billinudgel, I pass 

prime grazing land, banana plantations, and patches of subtropical rainforest. 

Blessed with abundant rainfall and rich volcanic soil, the Northern Rivers 

region is the ideal place to raise cattle and grow macadamia nuts, tropical fruit and 

other produce. Farmers stock their roadside stalls with avocados, rock melons and 

paw-paw, while teahouses sell everything from mango ice cream and blueberry 

pie, to banana cake and chocolate-coated coffee beans. 

At the foot of the Burringbar Range- the final mountain crossing before I reach 

my destination - is the village of Mooball, where every power pole is painted in 

black and white cowhide patches. Homemade signs implore visitors to buy a Big 

Moo Moo Burger at the Moo Moo Cafe, or browse the vintage wares at a shop 

called 'Antiques and Collect-A-Bulls'. The village often seems deserted. As 

drive straight through, a farewell sign tells me, 'There's no udder place like it.' 

The road from here is steep and winding. Near its highest point, a spectacular 

mountain comes into view. Although, it's more than a mountain- it's the central 

remnant of an enormous shield volcano that erupted more than twenty million 

years ago. 

For most of her writing life, Jan has lived within view of this striking landform, 

which is known to different people by different names. On May 16, 1770, for 

example, Lieutenant James Cook named the distinctive peak Mount Warning, 

unaware of its sacred importance to members of various Indigenous groups -

many of whom called the mountain Wollumbin, a name their ancestors had used 

for thousands of years. 
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Wollumbin is the centrepiece of the extinct volcano's erosion caldera. The 

largest erosion caldera in the southern hemisphere, this area is today known as the 

Tweed Valley and is home to five World Heritage-listed national parks. As well 

as providing a habitat for more than two hundred endangered plant and animal 

species, the valley is also refuge to remnants of ancient rainforest from a time 

when Australia was patt of the pre-historic super-continent, Gondwanaland. 

Historic records account for at least twenty different group identification names 

for Tweed Aboriginal people (Fox 2009), including the Minjungbal and Narakwal 

(Nayutah and Finlay 1988: 24), the Ngandowal (Steele 1984: 46) and Wirangiroh 

(Hargrave 1903: 39). According to Indigenous heritage specialist Ian Fox, this 

goes some way toward explaining why there are at least six different stories that 

describe the cultural significance of the mountain, some of which are confidential 

and therefore not in the public domain. As he explains: 

Multiple stories and layers of cultural information are a feature of 

traditional Aboriginal beliefs, which is why it's impottant to 

acknowledge that the interpretation and value of those stories is the 

prerogative of the Aboriginal people themselves. (Fox 20 ll) 

In one publicly available story, told by Jolanda Nayutah and Gail Finlay in Our 

Land, Our Spirit: Aboriginal Sites of North Coast New South Wales, Wollumbin 

means 'warrior' or 'fighting chief of the mountain'. 

Legend has it that the spirits of the mountains were warriors. The 

wounds they received in battles are the scars on the mountainside, 

and the thunder and lightning are the results of their battles. If you 

look today towards Wollumbin from certain angles, you will see the 

face of the warrior chief in the mountain outline. (Nayutah and Finlay 

1988: 25) 

Another well-known tale depicts Wollumbin as an injured brush-turkey. 

Once, a long time ago, turkeys could fly greater distances than they 

can today. Well, one turkey flew from Mt Brown. He had joined a 
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gathering of other birds talking, when a giant bird approached. All the 

birds, the turkey too, were so frightened they flew away quickly. The 

turkey flew all the way to Wollumbin [where he] ... stopped on top of 

the great mountain to catch his breath, but as he rested, he was 

wounded in the head by a spear from a warrior. Because of his head 

wound, the turkey's flying ability was impaired. That is the reason 

why turkeys today can fly only short distances before they must rest; 

and if you look at Wollumbin you can see the mountain top has a 

small bend in it where the spear hit the turkey. The mountain tip is the 

point of the warrior's spear. (Nayutah and Finlay 1988: 25) 

But probably the most widespread Indigenous explanation of Wollumbin 

identifies the mountain as a 'weather maker' or 'cloudcatcher' (Nayutah and 

Finlay 1988: 24). Hence the name of our local haiku group: Cloudcatchers. Jan 

and I have been involved with Cloudcatchers since its inception in 2005, and Jan 

is the group's patron. Once every season, a core group of around a dozen writers 

meets within view of Wollumbin for a ginko, or haiku walk, and each of us feels 

blessed to have a haijin, or haiku writer, of Jan's calibre in our midst. We're a 

small haiku family, and Jan is our venerated elder. 

Because I approach Murwillumbah from the southeast, I must cross the Tweed 

River to reach the pretty country town of around nine thousand people. In spring, 

Murwillumbah welcomes me into a mauve haze of jacarandas. Autumn and 

winter are vibrantly green. Come summer, Murwillumbah's dominant hue is 

poinciana red. And dominating the horizon is Wollumbin. When not shrouded in 

cloud, the mountain's peak is the first place on the Australian continent to catch 

the sun's rays each morning. 

So yes, the region's scenery is breathtaking, its traditional stories are intriguing, 

and there's no doubt the quality of its produce is superb. But more than anything 

else, I'm drawn to Mmwillumbah because I'm fascinated by Jan's original and 

mysterious way of perceiving the world using all five senses - or rather, all six 

senses, as the deeply intuitive poet would insist. British Columbian attist and 

writer Emily Carr coined the term 'fresh seeing' to describe the notion of 
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'grasping the spirit of the thing rather than its surface appearance' (Carr 1972: 

I 0), and Jan's haiku consistently demonstrate her capacity to see things fi'eshly. 

She's certainly not stuck in the 'ruts of ordinary perception', to borrow a phrase 

from Aldous Huxley (Huxley 1990: 73). 

The final stage of the drive to Jan's place involves passing through 

Murwillumbah's central business district. A few months into my association with 

Jan, I became convinced I'd met a writer who possesses what Irish poet Gabriel 

Rosenstock calls 'the magnetic capacity to attract the haiku moment' (Rosenstock 

2004). Intrigued by this phenomenon, I've since travelled to Murwillumbah so 

often I've become familiar with the town's most pleasing sights (its fine examples 

of Art Deco architecture, for instance, and Knox Park with its fountains, skate 

park and duck ponds), and most appetising flavours (one historic cafe does a 

fabulous line in cupcakes, while another specialises in gourmet pizzas and gelati). 

A steep hill leads west from the town centre. I've heard people say that Tweed 

Valley Aborigines once called the area now occupied by Murwillumbah the 'place 

of many possums'. The region is still home to an abundance of the tree-dwelling 

marsupials. Late at night, for instance, Jan often receives visits from a large male 

mountain brushtail possum. The animal loiters outside her study window, chatting 

to the beeps, crackles and clicks of her modem's dial-up noises. 

The steep hill ends at Byangum Road, which runs along a ridge - past two 

aged-care centres and a cemetery- and down into a gully. When driving through 

this leafy area, I sometimes think about Jan's computer-friendly possum. For, 

after embracing internet technology at the turn of the new millennium, Jan not 

only co-founded HaikuOz (the Australian Haiku Society) with fellow haiku writer 

John Bird, but also co-edited both the first and second anthologies of Australian 

haiku (initially in online editions, but later in printed format), and then - via 

email, and with no expectation of payment or other forms of recognition- began 

mentoring a new generation of haiku writers from throughout Australia and across 

the world. 
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I am one such writer. Having first encountered English-language haiku as a 

twenty-one year old in 1990, I rediscovered the genre with a passion more than a 

decade later. 

The first time around, I was browsing the shelves of a second-hand bookshop in 

the Victorian port city of Geelong when I came across four slim volumes of haiku. 

Published in 1968, the collection was Haiku Poetry: Volumes One-Four, and its 

author was the American poet and philosopher James W Hackett. Initially, I was 

drawn to the books' covers of delicately textured cardboard, but soon became 

captivated by the small poems inside. 

Searching on the wind, 
the hawk's cry ... 

in the shape of its beak. 

(Hackett 1968: vol I, I) 

Hot sun, yet the nun 
pauses to joke with a pair 

of earrings and shorts. 

(Hackett 1968: vol 4, 47) 

Suffice to say I bought the books. It wouldn't be until years later, however, that 

I would realise I had stumbled upon some of the best English-language haiku 

written during the 1960s. As contemporary haiku publisher Charles Trumbull 

writes, 'Hackett was clearly one of the founding fathers of English-language 

haiku ... At the time of his greatest fame in the mid-1960s, his haiku were 

unquestionably among the best being ·written outside Japan' (Trumbull 20 I 0: 

126). 
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As I read Hackett's books, however, I became inspired by more than his haiku; 

I also enjoyed his reflections on his writing practice. For, according to Hackett, 

haiku can become a 'way' - namely, a way of living with awareness. In his 

Preface, for example, he writes that even though there are 'important structural 

and a1tistic considerations involved in the expression of the haiku experience', it 

is the genre's 'spiritual qualities' that prompted him to adapt it to English 

(Hackett 1968: n.p.). 

Of all poetry, haiku is the one which best holds a mirror up to nature. 

Characteristic of true haiku is a spirit of Suchness, wherein nature is 

reflected just as it is ... Haiku's real treasure is its touchstone of the 

present ... the very pulse of life itself. (Hackett 1968: n.p.) 

Like the marine biologist and environmental writer Rachel Carson, I have long 

believed that 'the more clearly we can focus our attention on the wonder and 

realities of the universe about us, the less taste we shall have for destruction' 

(Carson 2002: xix). In reading Hackett, I'd found a writer who demonstrated that 

the practice of a pmticular form of poetry could become 'a way which leads to 

wonder and joy, and through the discovery of our essential identity, to 

compassion for all forms of life' (Hackett 1968 n.p.). In each of Hackett's haiku, 

the interconnectedness of all things becomes radiantly apparent. 

You crafty spider -
running a web that clings 

to everything else. 

(Hackett 1968: val 4, 40) 

But life became busy.llived overseas, worked in a number of challenging jobs, 

went to university ... and placed my passion for haiku on the back burner. It 

wasn't until fifteen years later, while writing an Honours thesis on time 
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conceptualisation, that I recalled Hackett's comment about haiku being 'the 

touchstone of the present', and tracked down my old copies of his books. 

By this stage of my life I was raising two sons, and wanting them to grow up in 

a culture that valued the natural environment. Perhaps this was why I suddenly 

began experiencing the kind of enthusiasm for haiku that novelist Alice Walker 

described feeling in the late 1960s, when she became so obsessed with the genre 

that she wrote all of the short, haiku-inspired poems for her first collection of 

poetry, 'without stopping, except to eat and go to the toilet' (Walker 2003: 252). 

I was delighted to learn that in three or four lines a poet can express 

mystery, evoke beauty and pleasure, paint a picture - and not dissect 

or analyse in any way. The insects, the fish, the birds, and the apple 

blossoms in haiku are still whole. They have not been turned into 

something else. They are allowed their own majesty, instead of being 

used to emphasise the majesty of people; usually the majesty of the 

poets writing. (Walker 2003: 252) 

By 2004 I had begun a haiku practice that soon became an important part of my 

life, and by late 2006, I was looking for a mentor. I figured I'd aim high by 

approaching Jan, who had been described as 'the inspirational leader of haiku on 

this continent' (Bird 2003: 3). The more I learned about Jan's achievements, the 

more I realised the extent to which she'd earned such lofty praise. After all, Jan 

had been writing haiku for more than forty years, and four thousand of her small 

poems have now been published in anthologies and journals in Australia and 

overseas. At the time I began reading about her, she was preparing her sixteenth 

collection of haiku-related work for publication. 

As l sought out Jan's haiku, I learned that many have appeared in 

unconventional places, having been carved by invitation onto rocks in New 

Zealand, programmed into computer games in America, and printed on the labels 

of green tea bottles in Japan. They have also won numerous awards, including a 

Haiku Society of America Book Award in 1974 for outstanding achievement in 
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the field of haiku publication, as well as first prize in the UK's 2002 Seashell 

Game for the most popular world haiku published in English. 

Jan's haiku have also been translated into several languages, including 

Japanese. In fact, Japanese interest in Jan's work has been considerable. Hiroaki 

Sato, the Japanese poet, translator and past president of the American Haiku 

Society, for example, cited thirty of Jan's one-line haiku in his essay "The 

Agonies of Translation" (Sato 1999), while the Japanese artist Takejiro Nojima 

was so inspired by Jan's haiku that he rendered a selection of them in calligraphy, 

several examples of which are now held in a collection at the Tweed River 

Regional Art Gallery (see Hadman 2001). 

Early in 2006, after communicating with numerous haiku writers, I also became 

aware that Jan's passion for haiku has extended well beyond the realm of personal 

accomplishment. Abiding by the Japanese notion that haiku is a communal 

activity, she has spent countless hours leading workshops, judging competitions, 

editing journals and anthologies, and working in creative collaboration with other 

haiku writers. In the 1970s, for instance, she produced and edited Australia's first 

haiku magazine, Tweed, and then, two decades later, wrote "The Gum Tree 

Conversations", a pioneering series of articles (published in Hobo poetry 

magazine) that demonstrate the relevance of haiku to the Australian experience 

and landscape. 

So who better to talk with about Australian haiku? Fortunately, late in 

December 2006, when I asked Jan if we could meet over several months for a 

series of formal interviews, she said yes. What's more, she also agreed to my 

additional request for haiku-writing advice and guidance. 

When the interviews began in late March 2007, I wanted to talk solely about 

haiku - both in the broad sense of exploring the genre's evolution within 

Australia, but also in the more personal context of inquiring into Jan's creative 

processes. I figured that I could eventually shape our interviews into a sequence of 

articles about Australian haiku, and at the same time, hone my haiku-related skills 

and move toward regular publication of my own creative work. 
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Little did I know, however, that after only a few in-depth interviews, I would 

become as fascinated by Jan's accounts of the sweeping dramatic episodes in her 

life as I was by the haiku she wrote about the minutiae of moments. Instead of 

producing atticles about Australian haiku in general and Jan's haiku in particular, 

I would write this book: Jan's authorised biography. 

Jan moved into her new home in Murwillumbah early in 2006, not much more 

than a year before our interviews began. Although the modern brick unit seemed 

worlds away from her old farmhouse, it was in fact less than ten kilometres 

southeast of the forested hills of Dungay. So despite the fact Jan felt sad about 

leaving the bush, she was grateful that Wollumbin remained a strong presence in 

her life. The extinct volcano dominates the westward view from her unit's front 

yard. 

One thing that Jan believed she would endlessly pine for, however, was the 

Dungay wildlife. But twenty years ago, according to one of Jan's favourite 

anecdotes, a clairvoyant had predicted: 'Like Saint Francis of Assisi, you'll 

always attract the birds.' And these days, whenever I complete my drive to 

Mutwillumbah by pulling up outside Jan's property and casting an eye over the 

front garden, I have to acknowledge the clairvoyant was right. 

Typically, I'll see currawongs, magpies, kookaburras and brush-turkeys. And 

there's rarely been a time when I haven't been able to spot a sacred ibis named 

'Minnie the Moocher' poking about beneath a small stand of Bangalow palms. 

Minnie became a regular visitor after Jan heard about an ibis-culling program 

taking place in town, and began feeding the bird in an effort to keep her away 

from the central business district and hence the prospect of imminent death. 

Jan's home always feels like a haven from the bustle of the outside world. The 

living area is filled with Eastern-styled art and soothing sounds. White jade 

Buddhas recline beside bonsai; fish tank filters bubble and hum. Jan enjoys 

practicing sumi-e (Japanese ink brush painting), and the large number of 

canvasses stacked against furniture and hanging on walls is evidence of her 

commitment to her art. Sumi-e is traditionally practiced using black ink, but Jan 
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painted one large canvas in several colourful brushstrokes - yellow, orange and 

green - to suggest early morning light shining through trees. 'It's what I saw 

through my bedroom window at Dungay,' she once told me. 'I painted it just 

before I left, so I'd always have the view.' 

Jan and I like to make a pot of tea before settling down to talk. During our 

initial meetings, I asked her question after question about haiku and its related 

forms, including tanka (a five-line poem that became the main genre of waka

Japanese poetry - at the beginning of the tenth century, and is generally more 

lyrical and openly subjective than haiku), senryu (a variant of haiku that is usually 

amusing or ironic, and primarily concerned with huinan nature), haibun (a 

combination of prose and haiku), haiga (a mix of image and haiku), renga (linked 

verse), and renku (a modern form of the ancient renga practice). 

As mentioned above, however, after just a few visits our conversations changed 

dramatically in style and tone. Rather than continuing with structured interviews, 

we fell into wide-ranging and emotional discussions of the kind that inspired one 

of Jan's most popular haiku. 

stationary bus 
talking we visit places 

within each other 

(Bostok 2003a: 57) 

Although I didn't realise it at the time, my proposed series of articles about 

haiku was already on track to becoming an entirely different project. 
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Part 2: Going on a Ginko 

Jan has no memory of our first encounter, which took place late in 2004 when she 

launched her fifteenth book, Songs Once Sung: Collected Tanka Poems 1972-

2003, at the Tweed River Gallery in Murwillumbah. Tweed Valley resident 

Margot Anthony played Moonlight Sonata on the gallery's grand piano, then Jan 

gave a short talk about her approach to writing tanka. Reading from the author's 

note at the back of her book, she explained that whereas haiku are 'moments that I 

experience, in my environment, and which come to me, naturally, each day ... 

tanka, on the other hand, force me to go looking for them, to express my 

emotional surges' (Bostok 2004: 81). 

fireflies 
their amorous signals 
flash in the dusk 
in soft lamp light your eyes 
no longer send messages to mine 

(Bostok 2004a: 28) 

dawn 
ginger leaves still hold 
last night's rain water 
my anger moves 
into a new day 

(Bostok 2004a: 59) 

At the end of the night, I bought a copy of Songs Once Sung. Jan and I chatted 

for a few minutes, and I explained that I was learning to write haiku. Aftetwards, I 

noticed she had signed my book: 'To Sharon, with high hopes.' 

We didn't meet again until the following year, when- on an overcast and gusty 

morning in December 2005 -we both took part in the first Cloudcatchers ginko at 
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Brunswick Heads. According to past president of HaikuOz, Beverley George, one 

of the best ways to write haiku is to enjoy a ginko with friends. 

As in Japan, small groups are the heart and soul of Australian haiku 

writing. These are poems of observation, so it is fitting the groups are 

regionally based, allowing members to share urban or rural 

landscapes. (George 20 I Oa) 

The first Cloudcatchers ginko - like every ginko thereafter- was a relaxed and 

focused affair. Organised by John Bird, it attracted some of the region's most 

prolific haiku writers (including Quendryth Young, Max Ryan and Nathalie 

Buckland), as well as a few beginners. Forewarned that latecomers would be 

thrown into the sea, everyone arrived on time and gathered around a picnic table 

in Torakina Park, an area of littoral rainforest wedged between the Pacific Ocean 

and the mouth of the Brunswick River. 

John opened the event by acknowledging the Dur-ung-bil people, the traditional 

owners of the land that is also his family's spiritual home. He then told us about 

the ginko he used to enjoy with his late mother, Alma Bird, who began writing 

haiku when she was eighty-four. 

According to John, the first time he attempted to take Alma on a ginko, she 

spoke incessantly of her favourite subject: her grandchildren. John promptly took 

her home. On the second occasion, Alma talked a lot about small household jobs 

that needed doing. Once again, John ended their attempt at a ginko. But by their 

third outing, Alma had gotten the message about the need to empty her mind of all 

but the present experience. She enjoyed a peaceful walk with her son - during 

which they made brief notes about their observations of the natural environment, 

often standing with their eyes closed to help focus attention on what they could 

feel, smell or hear- and Alma soon became a proficient haiku writer. 
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steady rain -
the park puddle connects the ibis 
to me 

(Alma Bird 2003: 14) 

John asked us to adopt a similar approach for our ginko, adding that we might 

also find it useful to occasionally change our focus by observing something in the 

far or mid-distance (such as a mountain or tree), before considering something 

close by (like a flower or beetle). This strategy reminded me of some of the haiku 

in Cor van den Heuvel's landmark book, The Haiku Anthology. 

sheet lightning: 
the face near the top 
of the ferris wheel 

(Brickley in van den Heuvel 1999: 18) 

a poppy 
a field of poppies! 

the hills blowing with poppies! 

(McClintock in van den Heuvel 1999: 118) 

The Haiku Anthology was first published in 1974, and by its third edition in 

2000 had featured the work of most major English-language haiku writers, 

including Robert Spiess, James W Hackett, Jack Kerouac, Elizabeth Searle Lamb, 

LA Davidson, William J Higginson, Anita Virgil, Gary Hotham, George Swede, 

Marlene Mountain, and John Wills. Widely regarded as 'a definitive collection of 

American and Canadian haiku' (Takaguchi 2002), the anthology featured Jan's 

haiku in its second edition, published in 1986. According to Jan, she is the only 

Australian whose work has appeared in any edition of the anthology, and she 
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believes her inclusion accounts for why many readers and writers of haiku, 

especially during the late '80s and early '90s, assumed she was American. 

When John had finished speaking about the value of mindfulness and the focus

switching technique, he invited Jan to make a few comments. In a gentle and 

compelling voice, Jan explained that she agreed with John's observation that 

'haiku are best written when one is in Haiku Mind', a mental and emotional state 

she defined as calm and alert. 'Which is why I need to get something off my chest 

before we begin,' she continued. Jan then expressed her anguish over an event 

that was taking place in Singapore at that very moment: the execution by hanging 

of twenty-five-year-old Vietnamese Australian Van Tuong Nguyen, who was 

arrested for drug trafficking in 2002. 

After a respectful silence, Jan then spoke briefly about haiku's history in Japan. 

The genre evolved over hundreds of years, she said, from pre-existing classical 

poetic forms, such as tanka and renga, which are built on patterns of 5/7/5/7/7-

sound units, a rhythmic pattern pleasing to the Japanese ear. Jan also explained 

that in Japanese, haiku are traditionally printed in a single vertical line and tend to 

take aspects of the natural world as their subject matter, whereas in English, haiku 

predominantly appear in three lines (to parallel the three 5/7/5-sound unit phrases 

of Japanese haiku) and often deal with any subject matter. She finished by saying 

that haiku was introduced to the Western world largely through the translations 

and critiques of Harold G Henderson and RH Blyth in the 1950s. 

Later, I learnt that the 'sound units' Jan mentioned aren't syllables as 

commonly believed, but 'morae' or 'moras' - called on in Japanese- and that 

they are small, timed units of sound. In spoken Japanese, for example, one on is 

counted for a short syllable, while two are counted for an elongated vowel, 

diphthong or doubled consonant, and one more for an 'n' at the end of a syllable. 

Consider the word 'Nippon', for example, the official native name for Japan. 

Though counted as two syllables in English, 'Nippon' has a count of four on in 

Japanese (nip-p-on-n). It's not surprising, then, that linguists advise English

language haiku writers who wish to duplicate the length of Japanese haiku written 
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in the traditional 517/5-on form to compose haiku in ten to fourteen syllables, 

rather than the old-fashioned and misconceived seventeen (see Higginson 1989: 

I 00-110, and also Gilbert 2008: pp.263-288). 

Suffice to say Jan's short talk piqued my interest in the history of haiku in 

Japan. In the months that followed, I read numerous books and journal articles on 

the subject. Eventually, I decided that the complicated and extensive topic was 

best summarised by internationally-renowned haiku writer, editor, publisher and 

past president of the Haiku Society of America, Jim Kacian, who would later tell 

me in a personal email that Jan was among the first writers whose work he read at 

the beginning of his own haiku journey. According to Kacian, he admired the 

'honesty' of Jan's haiku, as well as 'the qualities of human touch and sensitivity' 

(Kacian 2007). 

But back to the subject of haiku's history in Japan, about which Kacian 

provides the following overview by touching on the influence of Masoka Shiki 

(1867 - 1902) and Matsuo Basho ( 1644- 1694), two of Japan's four great pillars 

of haiku; the other two being Yosa Buson (1716- 1783) and Kobayashi Issa 

(1763- 1828). For ease of understanding, it might help to remember that renga, at 

its most basic level, is made up of long chains of linked tanka, and that poets often 

wrote it at parties, where they would drink sake and entertain one another long 

into the night. As Kacian explains: 
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Haiku arose from the practice of renga. Renga was a serious art form 

in Japan from about the 12th century until Shiki's time, that is to say, 

the beginning of the 20th century. Shiki denounced renga as artificial, 

and it fell into disuse. It has made something of a comeback in 

contemporary times, and is now more usually termed renku to 

indicate the modern form of this ancient practice. 

Renga had many, and complicated, rules governing what might be 

included in a sequence of linked stanzas, as well as rules concerning 

what seasons ought to be included in what m1mber and order, what 

topics were allowed, and many other considerations. What concerns 

us primarily is that renga always began with a kami no ku stanza, that 



is, a 51715-on stanza, created by the rengashi, or renga master, 

supposedly at the time and place of the occasion during which the 

renga was to be composed. This stanza was termed the hokku 

(literally opening stanza). It was often written on the spot, but since it 

was not easy to create excellent hokku on demand (any more than it is 

to produce excellent haiku), rengashi began to create them in advance 

and stockpile them for use at an appropriate time. In so doing they 

could more carefully craft each hokku, and be cettain that each poem 

contained not only its topical material but also a depth, or resonance, 

so that the poem (and its possible links) could open outward. In this 

way, hokku are the true predecessors of haiku, since they were 

created independently, and needed to incorporate a seasonal aspect, as 

well as a sense of the place in which they were created: all aspects 

which came to be integral to haiku. 

The great early figures of haiku (Bash6, for example) were not 

haiku poets: they were, instead, rengashi who wrote hokku. It is only 

in retrospect that we have claimed them for haiku. This is not unfair, 

since what they wrote were poems which undoubtedly could have 

been and sometimes were used as hokku, but which also held 

sufficient interest, integrity and resonance that they could stand alone, 

without the remainder of the renga necessary to justify their creation. 

It is this tradition we follow when we write haiku: a poem based on a 

kami no ku rhythm, incorporating seasonal and place aspects that 

locate us in the here and now, which contrast (usually) a pair of 

images which, when juxtaposed, illuminates them in a moment of 

insight, creating resonance which deepens the moment and connects 

the writer and the reader. (Kacian 2005) 

As any history of Japanese literature will attest, it was Shiki who renamed the 

hokku as 'haiku' - a term that literally means 'play verse', and is now applied 

retrospectively to all hokku appearing independently of renga, irrespective of 

when they were written. 
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Not that I was aware of such details at the first Cloudcatcher's ginko. At the 

time, I simply enjoyed listening to Jan's potted history of the genre's ancient 

origins. And once she had finished speaking, she encouraged our small group of 

writers to set off from the picnic table in the hope of composing our own haiku. 

As we walked beneath pandanus plants and tuckeroo trees, some among us 

became fascinated with intricate patterns of yellow lichen on bark, or the rattling 

sound made by old timber planks as cars crossed the Torakina Bridge. Others 

watched cormorants fly low over the ocean, or enjoyed the cool sensation of the 

Brunswick River lapping at their feet. A quietly companionable mood developed, 

which we maintained once back at our table, where we worked our notes into 

rough haiku that we then read aloud to each other while sharing Jamingtons, fruit 

and tea. 

The haiku that stayed with me from that day are two of Jan's, appearing here as 

they occurred to her that morning, and as yet un-submitted for publication. 

half a magpie's note 
drops off into the sound 
of the surf 

banksia-
the open seedpod 
accepts my cry 

Jan apologised for what she described as the self-indulgent tone of the final 

haiku, explaining that the poem 'arrived like that' due to her inability to release 

her anguish over the Nguyen execution. 

Contemporary English-language haiku often comprise a one-line fragment and 

a two-line phrase. Here are a few of the rough phrases I jotted down at the ginko: 
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a red leaf spirals to the ground 
the sun-warmed shell of a sea snail 
a bug in the shape of a spearhead 
her red skirt billows in the sea wind 

From among those phrases, I composed one satisfactory pairing, based on the 

experience of watching Jan walk towards the ocean. 

summer clouds 
her red skirt billows 
in the sea wind 

(Dean 2006e: I) 

After the ginko, evetyone relocated to a nearby cafe for lunch, and Jan and I 

ended up seated beside one another at a large outdoor table. I mentioned that I 

found it difficult to stop thinking in words when observing the natural 

environment for the purposes of writing haiku, and Jan said that in seventeenth

century Japan, when Bash6's students complained about the same thing, he 

advised them to 'look through the words' at whatever they were observing, rather 

in the way a person could look through running water at a rock. 'Your main focus 

is the rock, and you're only vaguely aware of the water, the words,' she explained. 

Another year went by, and with Jan's advice in mind, I continued writing haiku. 

As my practice deepened, I began to move closer to the truth of Henry David 

Thoreau's assertion that, 'Nature will bear the closest inspection. She invites us to 

lay our eye level with her smallest leaf, and take an insect view of its plain' 

(Thoreau 2004: 20). Quickly, I discovered that, for me, a pleasing side effect of 

reading and writing haiku is a heightened awareness of what the Japanese refer to 

as mononoke -or 'nature energy'. The more I write haiku, the more I feel I am 

sharpening my perceptions, and thus renewing my propensity for discovering, as 

the poet Rainer Maria Rilke once observed, 'how much splendour is revealed in 
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the smallest things, in some flower, a stone, the bark of a tree, or a birch leaf' 

(Rilke 1945: 59). 

During 2006, I attended a Cloudcatchers ginko every season. Meanwhile, 

journal and anthology editors began accepting my haiku for publication. 

beach sunset 
a frangipani trodden 
into wet sand 

(Dean 2006b) 

a tree frog's belly 
pressed against the window 
moonlight 

(Dean 2006a: 2) 

Part 3: Being the Stream: Beats, Pops and Zen 

Around this time, I began a PhD. Intent on exploring the correspondences 

between writing practice and meditation, I devised a tentative hypothesis: that 

fresh and succinct writing emerges from a state of mental clarity. As I researched 

the working methods and literary output of writers who were known to meditate 

(or who had written extensively about meditation) - namely, Gaty Snyder, Allen 

Ginsberg, Jack Kerouac, Aldous Huxley and Natalie Goldberg - I noticed how 

cleanly my interest in haiku intersected with significant aspects of my research. 

Almostly immediately, I became most interested in the work of Gary Snyder 

and Jack Kerouac- both members of various literary circles during the 1950s that 
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are now associated with the 'Beat Generation'. Both Snyder and Kerouac were 

greatly influenced by traditional Japanese poetry, as well as by the poetry of the 

early twentieth-century Imagists, whose work in turn had drawn strongly on 

Japanese literary traditions and shared much in common with haiku - in 

patiicular, a concern with the compression of language, the 'fight against 

abstraction', and the objective presentation of images (Pound 1968: 87). 

According to Ezra Pound, the poet and critic who helped develop Imagism, an 

image is 'that which presents an intellectual and emotional complex in an instant 

of time', and 'since the beginning of bad writing, writers have used images as 

ornaments' (Pound 1968: 87). Pound, however, was tired of what he described as 

ornamentations. 'They are all a trick,' he wrote, 'and any sharp person can learn 

them.' What interested Pound was the idea of using the image itself as speech, a 

notion he saw exemplified in Japanese poetry. 

The Japanese have had the sense of exploration. They have 

understood the beauty of this sort of knowing. A Chinaman said long 

ago that if a man can't say what he has to say in twelve lines he had 

better keep quiet. The Japanese have evolved the still shorter form of 

the hokku. (Pound 1968: 87) 

In 1912, Pound experienced a moment in an underground train station in Paris 

that inspired his short, haiku-like composition, "In a Station of the Metro", which 

became Imagism's most famous poem. 

The apparition of these faces in a crowd; 
Petals on a wet, black bough. 

(Pound 1926: I 09) 

As with many haiku, "In a Station of the Metro" comprises two images that 

have an unexpected likeness, and the poem's emotion is conveyed in the mental 
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process that links the images together. As Australian haiku writer Jacqui Murray 

explains, this use of two contrasting images is known in the English poetic 

tradition as 'internal contrast', and in haiku serves to provide what some have 

called the 'aha!' moment, or the sting in the tail. According to Murray, 'Ideally 

one image is of time and place whilst the other evokes, or hints at, invites, mood, 

emotion or some other intuitive response' (Murray 2008). As Pound observes: 

In a poem of this sort, one is trying to record the precise instant when 

a thing outward and objective transforms itself, or darts into a thing 

inward and subjective ... It is the presentation of such a "complex" 

instantaneously which gives that sense of sudden liberation; that 

sense of freedom from time limits and space limits; that sense of 

sudden growth, which we experience in the presence of the greatest 

works of art. It is better to present one Image in a lifetime than to 

produce voluminous works. (Pound 1968: 87) 

In the early stages of my PhD research, I found myself comparing the high 

standards Pound set for Imagism with Basho's aspirations for haiku, as Basho had 

similarly written: 'He who creates three to five haiku poems during a lifetime is a 

haiku poet. He who attains to ten is a master' (Basho in Yasuda 2001: 32). 

Applying this criterion to the writers I was researching, 1 decided it was no 

exaggeration to refer to Kerouac, as a 'master' of English-language haiku. After 

all, he had composed hundreds of haiku in notebooks dated from 1956 to 1966, 

and many notable haiku writers over recent decades have cited him as an early 

influence. 

Cor van den Heuvel, for example, first became interested in haiku after reading 

Kerouac's 1958 novel The Dharma Bums, in which 'the struggle to perfect haiku 

becomes part of the narrative motif (Weinreich 2003: xix). Years later, van den 

Heuvel would publish the following Kerouac compositions in his second and third 

editions of The Haiku Anthology mentioned earlier. 
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Evening coming-
the office girl 

Unloosening her scarf. 

(Kerouac in van den Heuvel 1999: 97) 

Missing a kick 
at the icebox door 

It closed anyway. 

(Kerouac in van den Heuvel 1999: 97) 

According to van den Heuvel: 

[Kerouac] was one of the first to write haiku in English, and to do so 

in a distinctively modern, American style, using a colloquial idiom 

and everyday, local images rather than turning out imitation Japanese 

poems about cherry blossoms. (van den Heuvel I 999: liii) 

Hundreds of Kerouac's haiku are gathered in his Book of Haikus, first published 

in I 96 I, and then incorporated into an expanded collection edited by Regina 

Weinreich in 2003. Like all Japanese words, 'haiku' is both singular and plural, 

thus making Kerouac's use of 'haikus' unusual, but not surprising. Kerouac 

wasn't a stickler for convention. While he marvelled at the way traditional 

Japanese haiku 'developed over hundreds of years in Japan to be a complete poem 

... and to pack in a whole vision of life in three shmt lines' (Kerouac I 97 I: 69), 

he concluded that Western languages are incapable of emulating the genre's kami 

no ku rhythmic patterns. He then sought to redefine haiku in English by taking it 

beyond strict syllable counts into what he believed was its essence. 
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I propose that the "Western Haiku" simply say a lot in three short 

lines in any Western language. Above all, a Haiku must be very 

simple and free of all poetic trickery and make a little picture and yet 

be as airy and graceful as a Vivaldi Pastorella. (Kerouac 1971: 69) 

Kerouac incorporated English-language haiku- which he would later refer to as 

'Haiku Pops' - into his novels, correspondence, journals, sketchbooks and 

recordings. According to Weinreich, Kerouac considered haiku a 'loose 

designation, a springboard to dive from, one he could use freely for his own 

artistic ends', and while he understood the discipline of haiku, 'often his attempts 

are more playful than rigorous' (Weinreich 2003: xxxiii, xxx). 

In my medicine cabinet 
the winter fly 

Has died of old age. 

(Kerouac 2003: 12) 

This light-hearted approach to haiku is a quality also prevalent in Jan's work. 

As she would tell me during our initial interview sessions, reading Kerouac's 

haiku in the 1980s gave her the confidence to submit her own humourous haiku 

and semyu for publication. 
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in the shopping mall 
santa says something risque 

each time i walk by 

(Bostok 2003a: 47) 



i've been home the phone's been out 

(Bostok 2003a: 59) 

seven calories per stamp 
i write too many letters 

(Bostok 2003a: 86) 

In Kerouac's The Dharma Bums, the main characters are the narrator Ray 

Smith, based on Kerouac, and Japhy Ryder, modelled on Snyder, who was 

Kerouac's real-life poetry mentor and the person who introduced him to 

Buddhism in the mid-1950s. At first, I was interested in reading closely into the 

novel because I'd enjoyed it several years earlier, and recalled that it contained 

numerous descriptions of the narrator's meditation practice. 

One night I was sitting meditating when I heard a loud crack to my 

right and I looked and it was a deer, coming to re-visit the ancient 

deer park and munch awhile in the dry foliage. Across the evening 

valley the old mule went with his heartbroken "Hee haw" broken like 

a yodel in the wind: like a horn blown by some terribly sad angel: like 

a reminder to people digesting dinners at home that all was not as 

well as they thought. Yet it was just a love cry for another mule ... 

[On another night] ... I was meditating in such perfect stillness that 

two mosquitoes came and sat on each of my cheekbones and stayed 

there a long time without biting and then went away without biting. 

(Kerouac 1986: 188) 

But this second time around, I was aware that the book seemed to feature not 

only multiple references to meditation, but also to haiku - and that I was now 

drawn to the sections about haiku. In one episode, for example, Ray and Japhy go 

mountain climbing, and on their journey they compose haiku and talk about haiku 
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practice. The following extract is worth quoting at length, because woven through 

it are several observations that articulate what I love about haiku. 

As we climbed the lake began to appear below us and suddenly in its 

clear blue pool we could see the deep holes where the lake had its 

spring, like black wells, and we could see schools of fish skitter. 

"Oh, this is like an early morning in China and I'm five years old 

in beginningless time!" I sang out and felt like sitting by the trail and 

whipping out my little notebook and writing sketches about it. 

"Look over there," sang Japhy, "yellow aspens. Just put me in the 

mind of a haiku ... talking about the literary life-the yellow aspens." 

Walking in this country you could understand the perfect gems of 

haikus the Oriental poets had written, never getting drunk in the 

mountains or anything but just going along as fresh as children 

writing down what they saw without literary devices or fanciness of 

expression. We made up haikus as we climbed, winding up and up ... 

"Rocks on the side of the cliff," I said, "why don't they tumble 

down?" 

"Maybe that's a haiku, maybe not, it might be a little too 

complicated," said Japhy. "A real haiku's gotta be as simple as 

porridge and yet make you see the real thing, like the greatest haiku 

of them all probably is the one that goes "The sparrow hops along the 

veranda, with wet feet." By Shiki. You see the wet footprints like a 

vision in your mind and yet in those few words you also see the rain 

that's been falling that day and almost smell the wet pine needles." 

(Kerouac 1986: 58-59) 

Of all the writers I was researching for my PhD, Kerouac and Snyder were the 

ones I continually encountered at the intersections of my research into 'writers 

who meditate' and my interest in haiku. This is perhaps not surprising; after all, 

Kerouac and Snyder were friends who shared more than a passion for Japanese 

literature; both were also deeply committed to defying conventional writing, and 

were greatly interested in Zen, a Mahayana school of Buddhism that emphasises 
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enlightenment through meditation. (The word 'Zen' is in fact the Japanese 

pronunciation of the Chinese word 'Chan', which in turn is derived from the 

Sanskrit word 'Dhyana', which actually translates as 'meditation'). 

As intimated above, it was fun to read Kerouac's thoughts on haiku. I enjoyed 

his essays, such as "Origins of Joy in Poetry", in which he praises 'the mental 

discipline typified by the haiku ... that is, the discipline of pointing things out 

directly, purely, concretely, no abstractions or explanations, wham wham the true 

blue song of man' (Kerouac 1971: 4) And I found his musings on meditation just 

as lively. In "Mexico City Blues", a book-length poem that explores his earnest 

practice of meditation in the early 1950s, for example, Kerouac advises readers to 

'be devout under trees' and 'awake to Universal Mind' so that 'Seeing that all's 

illusion/You lose your mind/In meditation/And heal yourself well' (Kerouac 

1959: 123, 183 & 203). 

According to no shortage of commentators, however, Kerouac didn't meditate 

much - not only because 'his knees were ruined by playing football [and] 

wouldn't bend without great pain' (Fields 1992: 214), but ultimately because he 

eventually abandoned his intense Zen obsession and found comfort in Catholicism 

and then alcohol. Besides, as Kerouac's friend, the poet and Zen Buddhist Philip 

Whalen, recounted: '[Kerouac] never learned to sit in that proper sott of 

meditation position. Even had he been able to, his head wouldn't have stopped 

long enough for him to endure it' (Whalen in Fields 1992: 214). 

Snyder, on the other hand, seems to be the only writer associated with the Beat 

Generation who meditated on a regular basis at all. As one commentator notes, 

'Except for Snyder, who sat regularly on his rolled-up sleeping bag for an hour or 

so every morning ... the Buddhism was mostly literary' (Fields 1992: 214). 

Suffice to say, while there's no shortage of verve and spontaneity in Kerouac's 

writings on meditation and haiku, it might be argued that there is greater clarity in 

Snyder's disciplined and less self-conscious essays and poems on the same 

subjects. 
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Traditions of deliberate attention to consciousness, and of making 

poems, are as old as humankind. Meditation looks inward, poetry 

holds fotth. One is private, the other is out in the world. One enters 

the moment, the other shares it. But in practice it is never entirely 

clear which is doing which. In any case, we do know that in spite of 

the contemporary public perception of meditation and poetry as 

special, exotic, and difficult, they are both as old and as common as 

grass. The one goes back to essential moments of stillness and deep 

inwardness, and the other to the fundamental impulse of expression 

and presentation. (Snyder 1991 : 56) 

Snyder's work reflects a balanced and integrated understanding of what he has 

learnt through academic research, as well as what he has discovered through his 

own life experiences. He is an accomplished scholar. In the 1950s, for example, 

Snyder worked with a translation team at the First Zen Institute of America in 

Japan, thus becoming one of the first translators to bring Zen to America. He is 

also an experienced meditator. After finishing his work at the institute, he 

remained in Japan almost continuously for the next twelve years, and lived for 

part of that time in an ashram, where he devoted himself to Zen study and 

meditation. 

Since 1986, Snyder has held the position of professor of English at the 

University of California, Davis, and he still meditates daily. Describing 

meditation as a plain and simple activity, he observes that it's 'odd that we don't 

do it more, that we don't, simply like a cat, be there for a while, experiencing 

ourselves as whatever we are, without any extra things added to that' (Snyder 

1999: 95). For, according to Snyder, the most imp01tant practice of Zen is 'simply 

being', which involves: quieting the mind and body through meditation, living 

without excess material belongings, and maintaining peaceful relationships 

wherever possible (Snyder 1991: 56). 

At the time I began acquainting myself with Snyder's work, I was also reading 

essays and books by Alan Watts, the British philosopher who brought Zen to a 

Western audience in the 1950s and whose work, more than fifty years later, is still 
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noted for its continuing relevance (see Davis 2006: 159). In 1958, pondering the 

'extraordinary growth of Western interest in Zen during the last twenty years', 

Watts observes that: 

Always in the background there is om· vague disquiet with the 

artificiality or "anti-naturalness" of both Christianity, with its 

politically-ordered cosmology, and technology, with its imperialistic 

mechanisation of a natural world from which man himself feels 

strangely alien. For both reflect a psychology in which man is 

identified with a conscious intelligence and will standing apart from 

nature to control it, like the architect-God in whose image this version 

of man is conceived. The disquiet arises from the suspicion that our 

attempt to master the world from outside is a vicious circle in which 

we shall be condemned to the perpetual insomnia of controlling 

controls and supervising supervision ad infinitum. To the Westerner 

in search of the reintegration of man and nature there is an appeal far 

beyond the merely sentimental in the naturalism of Zen - in the 

landscapes of Ma-yuan and Sesshu, in an art which is simultaneously 

spiritual and secular, which conveys the mystical in terms of the 

natural, and which, indeed, never even imagined a break between 

them. Here is a view of the world imparting a profoundly refreshing 

sense of wholeness to a culture in which the spiritual and the material, 

the conscious and the unconscious, have been cataclysmically split. 

(Watts 1996: 50) 

Fortuitously, my encounter with Snyder dovetailed with my reading of Watts at 

a time when- inspired by all the reasons articulated above by Watts- I had only 

recently completed two ten-day residential Vipassana meditation courses. While 

learning the Vipassana technique, students rise at 4am every day, maintain a vow 

of silence for the duration of the course, and refrain from engaging in all forms of 

entettainment, including reading, writing and listening to music. Experienced 

students take no food between lunch one day and breakfast the next, and meditate 

for at least ten hours every day. 
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From my point of view at the time, the discipline required in learning Vipassana 

seemed considerable. Once I had established a meditation practice based on the 

technique, however, I felt that my effmts were rewarded tenfold. At one extreme, 

meditation gave me the capacity to sit cross-legged on a cushion for two hours 

straight without fidgeting. At the other, it offered mind-shattering glimpses into 

the nature of reality (one night, for example, I walked out of the meditation hall to 

see ostensibly solid entities like people and trees dissolving and reappearing in a 

fluid interplay of vibration and space). 

Although it is with this second type of experience in mind that Snyder observes 

that 

to those for whom meditation is their central practice, a vision or a 

revelation is seen as just another phenomenon of consciousness and 

as such is not to be taken as exceptional. The meditator would simply 

experience the ground of consciousness, and in doing so avoid 

excluding or excessively elevating any thought or feeling. (Snyder 

1991:56) 

For, according to Snyder, the main benefit of meditation is that it is 

not just a rest or retreat from the turmoil of the stream or the impurity 

of the world. It is a way of being the stream, so that one can be at 

home in both the white water and the eddies. Meditation may take 

one out of the world, but it also puts one totally into it. (Snyder 1991 : 

56) 

Two results of this, according to Snyder, are that one experiences a 'profound 

sense of body-mind joy' while discovering that 'the world is as sharp as the edge 

of a knife'. This happens, he says, 
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.. . to those who sail in the ocean, kayak fjords or rivers, tend a 

garden, peel garlic, even sit on a meditation cushion. The point is to 

make contact with the real world, real self. Sacred refers to that which 



helps us (not only human beings) out of our little selves into the 

whole mountains-and-rivers mandala universe. (Snyder 2000b: 94) 

Snyder's observations on connecting with the natural world reminded me of the 

thirteenth-century Zen priest Dogen Zenji, whose teachings suggest that it is only 

when the self retreats that the true splendour of our multi-faceted world can reveal 

itself (see Dogen in Tanahashi 1997). In fact, the more familiar I became with 

Snyder's writing, the more I recognised the extent to which his ideas aligned with 

those of classic Zen masters- not only philosophically, but also in terms of how a 

poem could be constructed. For Snyder believes in 'the idea of a poetry of 

minimal surface texture, with its complexities hidden at the bottom of the pool' 

(Snyder 2009: 66). 

Stray white mare 
neck rope dangling 

forty miles from farms. 

(Snyder 1971: 25) 

A great freight truck 
lit like a town 

through the dark stony desert. 

(Snyder 1971: 26) 

In 2004, Jan was short-listed for the Masaoka Shiki International Haiku Prize 

(see Bird 2003a, 2003b), which ultimately was awarded to Snyder. Jan once told 

me that on hearing the result, she'd cried. 

I had never wanted anything as much as I wanted that. I'd really 

believed I would win. I'd heard that the Japanese thought it was time 

for a woman to make her mark on world haiku, and that I was the 
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only woman who was suitable. Silvester was in hospital dying when 

the result was announced, so no one told me at the time. But when 

they did, it was another blow after Silvester was gone. 

In his acceptance speech, Snyder said that although he isn't a haiku poet, he was 

nonetheless deeply influenced by the genre, and had written a number of brief 

poems that 'may approach the haiku aesthetic' (Snyder 2004). Toward the end of 

his speech, he touched on the importance of practicing the 'ancient Buddhist 

teaching of non-harming and respect for all of nature', an ethical precept which he 

described as being 'quietly present within the haiku tradition' (Snyder 2004). 

When I read a transcript of Snyder's speech, I was impressed by two things. 

The first was his use of the phrase 'quietly present'. For, in the history of haiku in 

the West, a Buddhist- and in patticular, a Zen Buddhist - interpretation has at 

times been 'over-emphasised to the point of displacing or strongly misinterpreting 

the main intention and even brilliance of haiku as a literary art' (Gilbe11 2004: 27). 

As Kacian explains, this over-valuing of the role of Zen in haiku hasn't been 

helped by the great number of books and papers that have espoused Zen as the 

true way of haiku, not to mention the oft-quoted fact ofBasho being a Zen priest. 

Thus, even though Zen has been 'an important element in the transmission of 

haiku understanding in the West', according to Kacian, it is important to 

remember that: 
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While discovering the revelatmy in the ordinary may sound like Zen, 

it also sounds like any other exhortation toward heightened 

perception: slow down, pay attention to what's before you, write 

clearly and accurately. This might just as well be a step-by-step 

procedure in scientific enquiry as Zen understanding. What may be 

more accurately said, then, is that Zen is one of several orientations of 

mind which holds in common many of the valued precepts of haiku. 

When two bodies of knowledge overlap to a great extent, it is perhaps 

inevitable that analogies be made about their separate practice. Here it 

seems almost inevitable that the 'haiku moment' and the 'moment of 



satori' (the attainment of enlightenment, according to Zen scholar DT 

Suzuki) be conflated, and even seen by some as identical. (Kacian 

2008) 

Richard Gilbe1t, an associate professor at Kumamoto University (who moved to 

Japan in 1997 to pursue haiku research) supports this view. 'I don't believe there 

is a "Zen haiku" as such, only people who think that's what they are,' Gilbert 

says. 'There are haiku that do relate directly to Zen experience, just as there are 

baseball and tennis haiku.' 

Gilbert goes on to observe that: 

Zen culture and perspectives may have much to say about haiku; at 

the same time, interpretation is not poetry but rather an avenue of 

discussion, usually directed to a certain purpose or goal. Bash6 

opened hokku to the field of mind, and thereby made what would 

later be coined "haiku" into high art: Bash6 composed haiku (hokku), 

not Zen haiku. (Gilbert 2004: 27) 

Gilbert's observation leads directly to the other aspect of Snyder's speech with 

which I was greatly impressed: his focus on haiku as a literary art. For, as Snyder 

pointed out, during the years he lived and studied in Kyoto he managed to 

improve his understanding of Japanese enough to read haiku in the original, thus 

enabling himself to 

... comprehend that the power of haiku poetry is not only from clear 

images or vivid presentation of the moment, or transcendent insight 

into nature and the world, but in a marvellous creative play with the 

language. Poetry always comes down to language - if the choice of 

words, the tricks of the syntax, are not exactly right, whatever other 

virtues a piece of writing might have, it is not a poem. (Snyder 2004) 
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Part 4: Wild Writing 

During the first year of my PhD candidature, my research focus began to shift. 

Gradually - largely due to my extensive reading of Snyder - I moved from 

comparing meditation and writing practice in general, to considering the 

relationship between meditation and haiku in particular. Perhaps this shift was 

inevitable. After all, as Kacian suggested, both meditation and haiku are bodies of 

knowledge that overlap, and my personal experience suppmted this assertion. 

For one thing, my interest in both meditation and haiku stemmed from my 

concern over the same issues: the destruction of the natural environment, and my 

sense that society seemed to be 'revving itself into a pathologically short attention 

span' (Brand 1999: 2). Secondly, I found that practicing both meditation and 

haiku led to the same personal side-effects: a strengthened connection with the 

natural world, and a deceleration- or sometimes even erasure - of my perception 

of time. 

As !learned more about haiku, however, I had to agree with Snyder's claim that 

'poetry always comes down to language' - so much so that by the beginning of 

the second year of my candidature, I realised that my research was now focussed 

intensely on haiku (and only peripherally on meditation). This was partly because 

I was inspired by Snyder's essays on Japanese literature, but also because my first 

interviews with Jan were taking place at exactly this time, and I was discovering 

that Jan and Snyder shared more in common than the fact they'd both been short

listed for the same prestigious Japanese literary award. 

Snyder started writing poetry in his adolescence to 'give voice to some 

powerful experiences' he had while climbing mountains (Snyder 1991: 57). At 

first, he wrote 'directly as [he] felt', but after discovering the work of Robinson 

Jeffers and DH Lawrence, 'became aware of poetry as a craft - a matter of 

working with materials and tools- that has a history, with different applications 

and strategies all over the world over tens of thousands of years'. He came, he 

writes, to 'understand poetry as a furthering of language' (Snyder 1991: 57). 
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Similarly, Jan says that when she began writing haiku, she set out simply to 

describe her experiences, particularly those stemmil\g from her strong connection 

with the land. After reading hundreds of translations of classical Japanese haiku, 

however, she began adding imaginative dimensions to her own work in the genre 

by taking risks with language. She would revel in ambiguity, for example, or 

combine two words to invent a new one. 

The body of work Jan produced during the 1990s is probably the clearest 

evidence of her commitment to experimenting with language in haiku. For, at a 

time when most English-language haiku writers were composing haiku in three 

lines, Jan insisted on writing nothing but one-line haiku for five years. She did 

this partly to encourage astute readers of her work to find different and 

overlapping meanings within the one short line, but also to test the extent to which 

she could push phrases and meanings to circle back in on themselves. 

outside my comfortable night the shriek of a bird 

(Bostok 2003a: 82) 

Furthermore, as Jan's mentor, the esteemed haiku writer, editor, publisher and 

translator, William J Higginson observes, Jan also wrote one-line haiku to create 

the type of poem that seems to 'drive the reader instantly from one end to the 

other, without a pause for reflection or even noticing the grammar involved' 

(Higginson 2004). Higginson called this style of poem a 'one-stroke' haiku. 

crow caw shatters the silence between composers 

(Bostok 2003a: 86) 
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'When it comes to writing haiku, I've always believed in learning rules and then 

breaking them,' Jan has said to me on more than one occasion. 'I experiment with 

language to make it more interesting.' 

It shouldn't be a surprise, then, to learn that Jan subscribes to Snyder's 

definition of 'truly excellent writing' -which comes to those, he explains, 

.. . who have learned, mastered, and passed through conventional 

good usages and Good Writing, and then loop back to the enjoyment 

and unencumbered playfulness of Natural language. Ordinary Good 

Writing is like a garden that is producing exactly what you want, by 

virtue of lots of weeding and cultivating. What you get is what you 

plant, like a row of beans. But really good writing is both inside and 

outside the garden fence. It can be a few beans, but also some wild 

poppies, vetches, mariposa lilies, ceanothus, and some juncos and 

yellow jackets thrown in. It is more diverse, more interesting, more 

unpredictable, and engages with a much broader, deeper kind of 

intelligence. Its connection to the wildness of language and 

imagination helps give it power. (Snyder 2000a: 3) 

The American haiku writer, editor and translator Jane Reichhold is another 

award-winning poet who believes in looking beyond the 'haiku moment' for 

literary techniques that can help build a good haiku. Reflecting on her experiences 

as an emerging haiku writer in the 1970s, she explains: 
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In the early years of English haiku writing, the prevalent credo on 

how to write haiku was, sometimes implied and occasionally 

expressed, as being: if the author's mind/heart was correctly aligned 

in the "proper" attitude, while experiencing a so-called "haiku 

moment", one merely had to report on the experience to have a 

worthy haiku. 

One reason for rejoicing in the acceptance of this view was that it 

bypassed the old 5-7-5 barrier crisis. Another advantage of this 

system of defining a haiku was that it bestowed near religious honour 



on the author of an acceptable haiku. No one knew exactly why a 

particular haiku was good, but it was clear from the haiku that the 

author had experienced a moment of enlightenment (or safari for the 

Zen-inspired). If the moment was holy and the form fit the 

"philosophy" of the group publishing the verse, the haiku was said to 

be an excellent one. (Reichhold 2002: 52-53) 

However, Reichhold continues, many people recognised that haiku moments 

were 'very much like other flashes of inspiration which, when transported into 

other media, became paintings, stories, dreams or even new colour schemes or 

recipes' (Reichhold 2002: 53). Furthermore, she notes, many others 'shared the 

frustration of having a truly life-altering moment of insight and then never being 

able to write a decent haiku that expressed the wonder and majesty of that 

moment' (Reichhold 2002: 53). 

Reichhold 'felt a sense of rescue', however, when she came across the little 

booklet Aware: A Haiku Primer, written by hand and illustrated by the Canadian 

haiku writer Betty Drevniok, who was a regular contributor to Jan's haiku journal, 

Tweed. Unsure of when the booklet was published (as it has no date, although 

Reichhold guessed it was released in the early 1980s), she found that it was full of 

useful discussions of haiku writing techniques. 

Technique! So there are tools one can use! I thought joyfully. And I 

practiced [Drevniok's] methods with glee and relative (to me) success 

and increased enjoyment. Suddenly I could figure out by myself what 

was wrong with a haiku that failed to jell as I thought it should. I 

could ask myself if there was a comparison, a contrast or an 

association between the images and if this relationship was clear and 

understandable for the reader. (Reichhold 2002: 54) 

Over the years, Reichhold practiced these comparative techniques, and -

combining them with what she learned from translating the haiku of the Japanese 

masters, and also through reading the work of her contemporaries - she began 

experimenting with additional literary strategies including sense-switching, 
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narrowing of focus, and noun/verb exchange. And although Reichhold is adamant 

that the way she lives in order to 'be able to receive haiku inspiration' is more 

valuable to her than the poems she eventually writes (Reichhold 2002: 16), she 

never hesitates to seek creative recourse from what Snyder refers to above as 'the 

marvellous creative play of the language'. 

For it's the power of language, after all, that enables Reichhold to share what 

she's discovered about the miracles of the world. As she explains, being in a state 

of heightened awareness or humility, for example, or having a flash of inspiration, 

'will not guarantee that the haiku is good, great, or even a haiku'. Her conclusion? 

'One must know how to write and, even more specifically, how to write a haiku' 

(Reichhold 2002: 22). 

moving into the sun 
the pony takes with him 
some mountain shadow 

(Reich hold 2002: II) 

According to John Bird, this dual ability to perceive an experience from a fresh 

perspective and then mticulate that experience poetically in haiku is one at which 

Jan excels. In the year 2000, Bird created a website to showcase Jan's work 

because he was 'absolutely cettain' that he was promoting somebody who was 

'very important' (Bird 2008). 
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One ofBird's favourite Janice M Bostok haiku is: 

in this blue 
the scalloped flight 
of one swallow 

(Bostok 1974: 17) 



When I interviewed Bird at his home by a golf course on the far north coast of 

NSW, he critiqued the above haiku as a way of explaining why he admires not 

only Jan's way of seeing, but also her ability to express what she sees. 

There's that recognition. That, "Ah, that's what it is!" I'd never 

thought about it as a "scalloped flight", and yet, as I've found living 

here, I can tell a bird that's too far for my old eyes by its flight pattern 

-just as I can tell who's on the golf course by their golf swing. And 

Jan is the person who picks that sort of thing up, and puts it simply, 

and I feel! belong with her, that I can connect with her work, because 

she captures things that I have seen but not internally realised. It's her 

perception, and then her ability to put it into words. It's the seeing 

that she's got, that's the first thing. My mother had that, that ability to 

see, but she struggled trying to reduce it to haiku. But Jan, she can see 

things and express them in a way that makes her haiku fascinating. To 

me, that's it: a rare combination. (Bird 2008) 

Part 5: Diving in Deep 

In December 2006, when I asked Jan if she would like to participate in a series of 

interviews, we were standing outside the women's toilets in the RSL Hall at 

Bangalow, a small country town in northern NSW. I was in a light-hearted mood 

for two reasons. The first was that our situation reminded me of one of Jan's 

haiku. 

outside the 'ladies' a gathering of newly made friends 

(Bostok 2003a: 41) 
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I was also happy because we were in Bangalow to celebrate the launch of the 

34111 issue of the Tasmanian literary journal, Famous Reporter, in which the haiku 

of several Cloudcatchers had been published, and I had just won an honourable 

mention in a poetry slam for performing a silly verse about almost eating a 

goldfish (see Dean 2007g). 

How coincidental, then, that early in 2007, Jan and I conducted one of our first 

interviews at her home in Murwillumbah while she was trying to save a goldfish. 

Ifl remember correctly, our conversation flowed smoothly even though the mood 

was dismal. My hands were in the back pockets of my jeans, while Jan's were 

wrist-deep in a large ceramic pudding basin, which was filled with a generous 

volume of water that contained one overweight and very miserable-looking 

goldfish. And this was no ordinary goldfish. Named for his round white tummy, 

'Golf Ball' was a dazzling red and white fancy variety of 'Lionhead' goldfish. His 

broad forehead and fat cheeks gave him a cute puppy-like appearance. 

Unfortunately, only moments before my arrival that morning, Jan had found 

Golf Ball floundering on his side at the top of his tank. He was lashing the water 

with his fins, and obviously had a buoyancy problem. Jan was now trying to keep 

him steady. 'Come on, Golf Ball. There's a boy,' she cooed, holding him upright 

with one hand, while stroking his ample flank with the other. 

One of the oldest varieties of dorsal-less goldfish in the world, the Lion head 

was originally bred in China during the seventeenth century, where it was named 

Shou-xing after the Chinese God of Longevity- the irony of which wasn't lost on 

Jan and me that morning, for poor old Golf Ball didn't seem long for this world. 

Jan told me that she'd given mouth-to-mouth resuscitation to fish on previous 

occasions, and I wondered if I were about to witness a demonstration of such an 

illogical attempt at fish revival that very morning. I remember her saying, 'When 

I've been trying to save fish, I've blown into their mouths and moved them up and 

down the tank to get water flowing through their gills. I actually did save one fish 

by doing that. After an hour or so, it flicked its tail and took off on its own. I was 

ecstatic.' 
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Unfortunately, poor old Golf Ball wasn't so lucky. 

After discussing the merits of flushing his body down the toilet versus laying it 

to rest in the garden as an offering for the ibis, we eventually settled on the second 

option in an effort to support the local food chain. Jan carried the shimmering 

corpse into the front yard, where we placed it on a pyre of paperbark at the foot of 

a melaleuca tree. As we walked away, I looked back just in time to see Minnie the 

Moocher and a couple of her friends making a beeline for our offering. 

Jan has always lived in close contact with animals. As a child, she taught a crow 

to talk, and as a young woman, she bred Welsh Corgis and ran boarding kennels. 

Throughout her life, she has also hand-reared a range of creatures - from kittens 

and poddy calves, to hermit crabs and axolotls. It's a conservative estimate, but 

I'd say that at least one-third of Jan's haiku feature animal protagonists. 

morning flying ant wings on the eat's whisker 

(Bostok 2003a: 49) 

the thump-thump 
of the wonga-wonga pigeon 

echoes in my head 

(Bostok 2003a: 62) 

slippery floor the dog snorts at a click beetle 

(Bostok 2003a: 83) 

As we walked back inside after giving Golf Ball's body to the ibis, I was struck 

by the thought that Jan was just as interesting as her haiku. As far as I knew, she 
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was the only person I'd met who had tried resuscitating goldfish, and every time I 

arrived at her place for an interview, she greeted me at the door wearing a 

different one-of-a-kind item of jewellery that she'd either made herself or 

procured during an overseas adventure. But aside ft·om those easily observable 

details, what began to intrigue me was her personal history. 

And because we found that talking about haiku led to talking about ... well, 

everything else, I soon became curious about the extent to which growing up in 

the nearby country town of Mullumbimby - with an unbounded passion for the 

natural world, an early interest in Japanese culture and the constant feeling of 'not 

belonging'- had shaped Jan's proclivity for haiku. 

Fortunately for me, Jan likes to talk. In fact, she enjoys a chat so much she often 

jokes about her ability to 'talk underwater' - an ironic choice of metaphor 

considering she's terrified of swimming. Her earliest memory is of being knocked 

backwards while water rushed over her face, and of not being able to breathe. She 

was only eighteen months old, and had been strapped into a stroller that her 

cousins had then placed in the middle of a moat they'd built around a sandcastle at 

Brunswick Heads on the far north coast of NSW. According to family anecdote, 

when the tide turned, waves surged into a trench the cousins had built between the 

sea and the moat. The force of the water knocked the stroller backwards, and baby 

Jan almost drowned. 

This story is just one of many Jan told me during our initial interviews. While 

forging her haiku career, for example, Jan not only adopted a severely neglected 

child, raised a disabled son, and cared for a mother suffering from dementia, but 

also managed to run a banana farm, battle diabetes, and share two passionate and 

complicated marriages with one man: a Romanian migrant who had fled to 

Australia from southeastern Europe after surviving World War II and its 

aftermath. 

In other words, Jan had faced some extraordinary challenges. And early in our 

acquaintance, I was intrigued to hear that throughout many of the most upsetting 

periods in her life, she took refuge in haiku - an activity which, in turn, helped 
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calm her emotions and reaffirm her connection with the cycles of degeneration 

and renewal in nature. 

home again huntsman's sack empty the babies scattered 

(Bostok 2003a: 77) 

I began to wonder if it would be wise to write about Jan's haiku as though it 

were separate from her life. George Orwell's authorised biographer, Michael 

Sheldon, provided me with some helpful advice on this issue by stating that: 

[Orwell's]life matters because his work matters, and there is no point 

pretending that the two things are unconnected. Books are not written 

by machines in sealed compartments. The writer's character and 

personal history influence what he writes and how he writes it, and 

the more we know about him, the better we are able to appreciate his 

work. (Sheldon 1991: 5) 

As mentioned earlier, at the time I was interviewing Jan, the focus of my PhD 

began shifting from a comparison of meditation and writing practice, to an 

exploration of the similarities between meditation and haiku. But whenever I met 

with Jan to talk about haiku in general, I found myself asking about her haiku in 

particular- and Sheldon's argument became harder to ignore. 

There is an intimate connection between Jan's life and haiku, a fact that would 

become movingly apparent to me following a 2008 trip to Japan, where I often 

bought bottles of chilled green tea from vending machines. One day in Kyoto, I 

was surprised when a machine dispensed to me a bottle featuring one of Jan's 

haiku. The poem was printed in Japanese characters, and the accompanying 

translation read: 
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summer dusk 
day lily petals fold 
into night 

(Bostok 2007b) 

Aware that the flowers of most day lily species have a relatively brief lifespan

in that they open at sunrise and wither at sunset- I admired the ephemeral quality 

of the image. Months later, however, on hearing Jan explain that she'd written the 

haiku in memory of her first child, a son who had died at birth, I gained a greater 

appreciation for the poignancy of her att. 

During my initial interviews with Jan - as I listened to her stories and learned 

about her groundbreaking haiku achievements- I couldn't shake the feeling that 

'someone' needed to document her profound contribution to the development of 

haiku in Australia. Brief profiles existed, of course, including an inspiring piece 

by American Ty Hadman that described Jan as 'Australia's first haiku poet' and 

the person who had 'single-handedly pioneered the writing of haiku in her 

country' (Hadman 2001). But when I noted that Hadman's essay weighed in at 

only I ,765 words, I felt incredulous that it was the longest article on Jan's life and 

work that I had managed to find. 

Mid-way through 2006, I expressed these thoughts to Jan, and discovered she 

shared my astonishment. 

'I've always thought someone should write about my life,' she said. 

I went out on a limb. 'Perhaps I could take a shot at it?' 

Jan was supportive of my suggestion. 'I've tried writing my autobiography but 

couldn't bring it to life on the page,' she said. 'I write prose in fits and starts. Each 

time I go back to it, I use a different voice. I don't know how to write a long 

stmy!' 
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As encouraging as it was to have Jan's blessing, I worried that I might find it 

too much of a stretch to move from the idea of creating a series of articles and a 

conventional PhD about haiku and meditation, to writing an entire book about a 

haiku writer. I'd never written biography, and wasn't confident I could develop 

the skills I would need to research, record and interpret someone's life. 

But Jan had grown to trust me. With courage and generosity, she insisted that I 

adopt a 'warts and all' approach to writing about her life. So, embracing the 

challenge of working in an unfamiliar genre, I committed to producing Jan's 

biography, which would also serve as the creative component of my PhD 

dissertation. I designed an informed consent mechanism package, gained ethical 

clearance from my university's ethics committee, and dived deeply into exploring 

the life and haiku of Janice M Bostok. 

winter solstice 
promised warmth 
from a new friendship 

(Bostok 1995) 

Part 6: Empathy and Imagination ('a biography is not a textbook') 

Biography is broadly defined as the 'creative and non-fictional output devoted to 

recording and interpreting real lives' (Hamilton 2007: I), and in commercial terms 

has become 'one of the most successful areas of publishing in modern Western 

culture' (see Tridgell 2004: II). It is also a genre of writing that seems fraught 

with difficulties and tensions. According to academic Susan Tridgell, many 

'epistemological and ethical' issues are associated with biography, including: 

... the inevitable "lies and silences" in biographies, the possible pain 

caused to people mentioned in the biography, the idea that focusing 
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on a single person is an inevitable falsification, that focusing on a 

person's inner life means pursuing the unknowable, and the uneasy 

marriage between fact and fiction in biography. (Tridgell2004: II) 

Between 2007 and 2009, in an effort to explore the ways in which a variety of 

writers had tackled the above concerns, I read a large number of biographies and a 

significant amount of biographical theory. Ultimately, I discovered that there are a 

seemingly unlimited number of ways to set about recording and interpreting a life. 

At the conventional end of the biographical spectrum, journalist David MatT 

earned my highest regard for the meticulous research that contributed to the 

critical success of his biography of Australian novelist Patrick White. Intrigued by 

Man·'s revealing yet respectful treatment of his subject in Patrick White: A Life 

(first published in 1991), I particularly enjoyed the book's endnote, in which MatT 

describes showing the manuscript to White, who 

corrected many spelling mistakes - in English, German, Greek and 

French- and identified about 25 errors of detail. ... He confessed he 

found the book so painful that he often found himself reading through 

tears. He did not ask me to cut or change a line. (MatT 2008: 645-646) 

Although I was only at the beginning of my own biographical endeavour, 

MatT's endnote triggered a succession of daydreams in which I presented Jan with 

her completed biography. When my work was going well, I would imagine Jan 

smiling through tears and complimenting me on what a magnificent job I'd done. 

Whenever I wrote a scene that failed to show Jan in a positive light, I visualised 

her reading the offensive passages and then refusing to answer my calls, or filing 

a defamation suit against me. (The only consistent aspect of the daydreams was 

that Jan never attempted to correct my spelling mistakes. I've often heard her 

confess that she doesn't have an instinct for spelling and is 'still waiting for 

someone to put a spell-check on a biro'.) 

Meanwhile, I became equally inspired by books from the experimental end of 

the biographical spectrum, enjoying the buoyant inventiveness of works by 
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biographers who exploited tensions between 'fact' and 'fiction'. I learned that 

Virginia Woolf, for example, in her semi-biographical novel Orlando: A 

Biography, had created not only 'a teasing spoof on conventional biography' (Lee 

2005: 44), but also a book that offers deep insights into the life of its subject, Vita 

Sackville-West. As Sackville-West's son, the writer Nigel Nicolson, observes: 

The effect of Vita on Virginia is all contained in Orlando, the longest 

and most channing love letter in literature, in which she explores 

Vita, weaves her in and out of the centuries, tosses her from one sex 

to the other, plays with her, dresses her in furs, lace and emeralds, 

teases her, flirts with her, drops a veil of mist around her, and ends by 

photographing her in the mud at Long Barn, with dogs, awaiting 

Virginia's arrival next day. (Nicolson 1973: 218) 

The origins of Orlando can be found in one of Woolfs diary entries from 1927, 

in which she conceptualises 'a biography beginning in the year 1500 and 

continuing to the present day, called Orlando: Vita; only with a change about 

from one sex to another' (Woolf 1984: 113). According to American scholar 

Victoria L Smith, Woolfs 'new kind of biography ... a fusion of the substance of 

truth and the attistry of fiction' was of such a personal nature that she asked 

Sackville-West for permission to write about her (Smith 2006: 59). For, according 

to Smith, Woolf was well aware of the extent to which the book would produce 

'the substance of truth in the sense that a fictionalised Vita (as Orlando) reveals 

essential aspects of her character that a factual biography might not' (Smith 2006: 

59). 

I wondered to what extent I could combine 'the substance of truth' and 'the 

artistry of fiction' in my book about Jan. I knew, of course, that I would do 

everything possible to verify factual details, and also to seek consensus and/or 

present alternative perspectives in relation to Jan's experience of life. And I was 

also determined to use the kinds of fictional techniques detectable in most literary 

genres, such as dialogue, characterisation, the development of theme, setting, plot, 

and language. Perhaps I could aim to write the kind of biography that employs 

fictional techniques without resorting to fiction itself? 
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Although, ultimately, aren't all biographies fictions? Feminist scholar Carolyn 

G Heilbrun thinks so, going so far as to describe biographies as 

fictions we contrive about lives we find meaningful. Facts are 

interpretable, and become available to the biographer with a certain 

randomness. Biography, then, is a construct of experiences selected 

from self-repotts, reports of others, and various contextual material, 

linked together through the biographer's imagination. (Heilbrun 

1998: 217) 

Reading Heilbrun, I began wondering how Sackville-West had felt about the 

overtly 'fictional' portrait that Woolf had constructed of her. Eventually, I tracked 

down a letter Sackville-West had written to Woolf immediately after reading 

Orlando for the first time. 

My darling, I am not in a fit state to write to you ... I can only tell 

you that I am really shaken, which may seem to you useless and silly, 

but which is really a greater tribute than pages of calm appreciation,

and then after all it does touch me so personally, and I don't know 

what to say about that either, only that I feel like one of those wax 

figures in a shop window, on which you have hung a robe stitched in 

jewels. It is like being alone in a dark room with a chest full of rubies 

and nuggets and brocades. Darling, I don't know and scarcely even 

like to write so overwhelmed am I, how you could have hung so 

splendid a garment on so poor a peg ... Also, you invented a new 

form of narcissism,- I confess,- I am in love with Orlando- this is a 

complication I had not foreseen. (Sackville-West 1989: 288-289) 

Sackville-West's letter prompted me to feel optimistic. Given that I see myself 

as a sympathetic biographer - in the sense that I strive to be curious rather than 

judgmental - it reinforced my hope that Jan would enjoy having her biography 

written. For, although she had once told me she believed herself to be a 'living 

treasure', she nonetheless complained of feeling overlooked and unloved. She 

wore flashy jewellery, she said, because she wanted to be noticed. Thus, on 
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reading Sackville-West's feedback to Woolf, I suddenly felt confident that Jan 

would experience significant pleasure and validation in reading about herself. 

Now, when I imagined showing Jan the book, I no longer visualised her taking me 

to court. Instead, I felt heartened by Sackville-West's jewellery metaphor, and 

pictured Jan embracing her biography as though it were a 'robe stitched in 

jewels'. 

Fortunately, three years later, this daydream would become a reality. For, when 

I gave Jan her first glimpse of the book - in the form of three chapters I 

considered to be the most personally confronting sections of the manuscript - her 

response was similar to Sackville-West's reaction to 0/ando. In other words, Jan 

embraced what I had written as a personal adornment. In an email, she noted: 

I know I'm not perfect and did make terrible choices in my marriage, 

but you have written it so carefully and kindly, where others could 

have easily judged me without realising it. I almost believe my own 

propaganda; that I'm serene and generous and nothing was my fault! 

It's as if you've been able to really get into my mind and write it as I 

would like to have done for myself. Only I would have probably said 

I was less than the person whom you speak of. I'll be forever grateful 

for your generosity because I can see how easily one could judge 

without realising it. I'm grateful that you came into my life, dear girl. 

(Bostok 20 I Ob) 

The lavish praise expressed in Sackville-West's letter also reinforced my belief 

that the creation of porous boundaries between fact and fiction can enhance the 

writing of biography, and this in turn helped me feel less daunted by the 'very 

public discussion of when it is legitimate for a biographer to borrow from the 

techniques of the fiction writer' (Backsheider 2002: xix). As Paula Backsheider 

writes in her monograph, Refections on Biography, this discussion 

is not only likely to caution and inform the professional biographer 

but to terrify the academic one. For an academic to be accused of 

"making up things" or "conflating" quotations and evidence is the 
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most serious charge that can be levelled against him or her and may 

discredit that person forever. Those who turn life into mt are always 

vulnerable to some degree to such charges, and biography is art. 

(Backsheider 2002: xix) 

Furthermore, in relation to the notion of 'turning life into art', I felt heartened 

on reading Sackville-West's enthusiastic feedback because it gave me the 

confidence to talk with Jan about the degree ofpoetic licence I wanted to use in 

her biography. After all, I fully intended to commit exactly the kind of 

biographical misdemeanours Backsheider describes above, and wasn't sure I 

could count on Jan's continued support of the project if she knew I was willing to 

conflate quotations from our interviews, for example, or compress time in my 

descriptions of particular episodes in her life. 

To my relief, when I broached this subject with Jan, she said she had assumed I 

would exercise a certain amount of poetic licence in producing her biography. 

Futthennore, she even gave me her blessing when I suggested I might even have 

to go so far as to invent a small amount of dialogue (mainly on behalf of several 

deceased members of her family whom I had never had the opportunity to meet or 

interview), as well as bridge gaps in her memory and/or my research by imagining 

how various events unfolded. 

In relation to these last two points, I talked with Jan about Drusilla Modjeska's 

fictionalised biography of her mother, Poppy (1990), in which the narrator invents 

information to fill gaps in the subject's life. According to Modjeska, Poppy 

stmted out as 'straight biography' but soon morphed into fiction. 
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I didn't have the information, so I had to make it up and once I started 

making it up it was a terrific freedom. I think there had always been a 

novelist in me trying to get out, who had been rather squashed down 

by doing proper history .... The fact that there was so little from her, 

so few of her words, meant that I had to find them in myself. 

(Modjeska in Rivers 1997: 320) 



While Jan appreciated the logic in Modjeska's rationale - not to mention the 

imaginative elements that made Poppy such a noteworthy book - she was 

nonetheless aware that because she herself was alive and approachable, I would 

not need to seek recourse from fiction to anywhere near the same extent as 

Modjeska. 

In fact, Jan was adamant that the narrator of her biography be unflinchingly 

reliable. She said she had no problem, for example, with the idea of the narrator 

musing about what might have happened to Silvester while he was living as an 

orphan in Romania during World War II, or alluding to the neglect her adopted 

son was likely to have experienced in his first year of life ... as long as such 

speculation was not presented as fact. 'Write the book however you like,' she 

counselled, 'but always make a clear distinction between things that really 

happened and things that may have happened, or things I wished had happened.' 

Conveniently, Jan's stipulations about biography were compatible with the 

following advice from Sheldon, who was becoming one of my most valuable 

theoretical sources of guidance and inspiration. 

A biography is not a textbook. It must have a strong narrative, and it 

must provide some sense of the human character behind the public 

face. That character must come to life on the page, not through some 

I iterary trickery, but by the biographer's willingness to look at the 

world through his subject's eye, and to convey that experience to the 

reader. It requires an extension of sympathy and imagination, but that 

does not mean inventing information or withholding criticism. At its 

most basic level, it is simply the act of one person hying to 

understand another person's life. (Sheldon 1991: 8) 

What a wonderful definition of biography: 'the act of one person trying to 

understand another person's life'. It is a definition that encompasses MatT's 

painstakingly researched biography of Patrick White as well as Woolfs 

affectionate and artistic tribute to Sackville-West, while at the same time 

resonating with the premise of one of the oldest treatises ever written on 
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biography. For, when the Scottish philosopher Thomas Carlyle penned his famous 

essay "Biography" in the 1830s, he cited 'sympathy' as a biographer's greatest 

motivating force, and insisted that the 'grand, invaluable secret' to writing 

biography' is having 'an open, loving heart'. It is advice, according to 

contemporary British biographer Hermione Lee, that 'still has value' today (Lee 

2005 :I). 

Truly has it been said, emphatically in these days ought it to be 

repeated: A loving heatt is the beginning of all Knowledge. This it is 

that opens the whole mind, quickens every faculty of the intellect to 

do its fit work, that of knowing; and therefrom, by sure consequence, 

of vividly uttering forth. ... It has been said, "the heatt sees fat1her 

than the head:" but, indeed, without the seeing heatt there is no true 

seeing for the head so much as possible; all is mere oversight 

hallucination, and vain superficial phantasmagoria, which can 

permanently profit no one. (Carlyle 1855: 315) 

The philosophies of Sheldon and Carlyle, then - combined with a considerable 

amount of trial and error during the first year of the project - helped me 

consolidate a customised approach to creating Jan's biography that also included 

reading Jan's published work and personal papers (such as letters and unpublished 

manuscripts), researching across a range of haiku-related writings, visiting the 

places Jan had lived, and also audio-recording (and then transcribing) formal face

to-face interviews - not just with Jan but also with her colleagues, friends, and 

family members. 

Ultimately, however, every aspect of the project seemed to fall into place once l 

realised that my most effective form of research consisted of spending time with 

Jan while attentively listening and observing. After all, I saw Jan as a living 

resource, and as she often commented, especially on days when she was feeling 

unwell: 'You'd better hurry up and write this book. I might not be around much 

longer.' 
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7. Football, meat pies, kangaroos and ... Holden cars? 

Between 2007 and 2010, Jan and I spent a lot of time together. Following the first 

formal interviews at her place, we began meeting at cafes tucked away in the 

Murwillumbah hinterland. As we listened to whipbird duets amid the buzz of 

cicadas, it seemed hard to believe we were only a relatively short drive from the 

traffic and glitz of the Gold Coast. The proximity of rainforest and city seemed 

apt, however, because Jan is at home in both worlds. She loves socialising, 

travelling and shopping, but says her family tree has 'always stood out in an open 

paddock, every branch laden with peasants and farmers'. 

Inevitably, we talked a lot about haiku, particularly the way the tiny poems link 

nature with human nature. 

'But what's nature?' Jan said on one occasion. 'Haiku can encompass anything 

you experience. I don't think they have to be about birds twittering and autumn 

leaves falling in beautiful colours. The American poet, Michael McClintock, 

when I first met him in the seventies, well, he was outrageous, or so we thought. 

And you know my favourite haiku of his? 

sixty storeys 
of glass: 
the summer moon 

(McClintock 1971: 23) 

'At the time Michael wrote that, everyone was arguing about whether or not 

you could write haiku in the city - and there you have an urban setting, with 

nature so strongly focused. Just imagine, in Los Angeles, a full moon, and you 

look up, at this big building, and reflected in sixty storeys of glass ... ' 

Jan's anecdote reminded me of something Gary Snyder once said: that we don't 

easily know nature, or even know ourselves. As Snyder explains, 'The greatest 
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respect we can pay to nature is not to trap it, but to acknowledge that it eludes us 

and that our own nature is also fluid, open, and conditional' (Snyder 1992: v). 

On some days, for example, Jan told me she was convinced she'd lived 'a 

wonderful life'. On others, she was adamant that there had been 'no end to [her] 

frustration and despair'. As she cautioned me several months into the project: 'I 

hope you get some use out of talking to me, because no matter how I see things on 

one day, I'm inclined to remember them quite differently on another.' 

in old age 
i'm becoming more childlike 
once more unable 
to stay within the lines 
when colouring in memories 

(Bostok 2004a: 8) 

I decided not to be daunted by the vagaries of Jan's memory, and, from quite 

early on, she and I made a habit of laughing about them. Over the first year of the 

project, for example, Jan told me several anecdotes that featured a blue Holden 

her father had owned in the 1970s. When I finally tracked down a photo of the car 

through Jan's sister Norma, however, I saw that it was in fact a blue Ford Falcon. 

Jan and I joked that at least she'd remembered the colour correctly, and I teased 

her by saying it was very un-Australian of her family to own a Ford instead of a 

Holden, reminding her of the daggy 1970s Australian advertising jingle that ran: 

'What's your favourite car, Australia? We love football, meat pies, kangaroos and 

Holden cars.' 

On a more serious note, having worked as a journalist throughout my twenties, I 

was confident in my ability to double-check important details by interviewing 

relevant primary sources, and also by consulting a range of secondary sources in 

the form of newspaper and journal articles, books, photographs, video recordings, 

and digitised material held by the Australian National Archives. 
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Also in relation to the gaps in Jan's knowledge, and keeping in mind her 

stipulation that verifiable information in the book must be clearly distinguished 

from speculation, I decided l could easily alert readers to the subjective quality of 

any information they were about to read by using prefatory phrases such as: 'from 

Jan's perspective' or 'as Jan recalls'. This tactic, l decided, would serve as a pre

emptive strike against accusations of misrepresenting 'the truth' in cases where I 

was unable to confirm Jan's account of certain conversations or events. 

Such research skills and prefatory remarks were useful throughout the entire 

project, but proved crucial when it came to writing the two sections that I found 

extremely difficult and yet rewarding: Silvester's personal history, and an episode 

that explains what was going on behind the scenes when Jan worked in a secretive 

position for the Department of Supply. 

In relation to researching Silvester's back-story, I started with two seemingly 

factual details provided by Jan: that Silvester was born in 1928, and that his 

family's farm was located in the principality of Moldavia. Within a day of 

acquiring this information, however, I learned that Moldavia had not officially 

existed since 1859. Thus began my extensive and unanticipated research into the 

complicated political history of south-eastern Europe, a process that led me to 

undertake further research into the atrocities that took place in Romania during 

World War II, where Silvester had lived as an orphan from the age of twelve. 

l shared much of what I was learning with Jan, who knew very little about that 

period in history. After all, Silvester had rarely talked to her about his experiences 

during that time, and furthermore, it wasn't until 2004 that the Romanian 

government acknowledged that a Holocaust had taken place within its borders and 

subsequently released into the public domain disturbing documentation that had 

been suppressed during its Communist era (see The Wiesel Commission 2004). 

When I had showed Jan what l had written about Romania during the time 

Silvester had lived there, she commented: 
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At first, I wondered why you were spending so much time on it. But 

now I can see that your research has given you more depth of feeling 

for writing about Silvester- and that's good for me and also good for 

the memory of Silvester. I don't think many Australians would know 

about the war (or any) history in Romania. It sot1 of makes our lives, 

and you telling about them, more profound. 

In relation to the Department of Supply, Jan had mentioned that she had worked 

there in the I 960s, and that during that time had seen bags supposedly containing 

bones that, more than forty years later, she would conclude 'were being taken to 

Woomera to be blown up in nuclear tests'. As with the scant information Jan had 

provided about Silvester's early life, these snippets of information didn't give me 

a lot to work with. Nonetheless, I had a particular place and specific dates to help 

set some research parameters, and after examining recently de-classified 

documents held at the Australian National Archives, I unearthed some sinister 

information about a lengthy period in Australian history that has started coming to 

light only in the last several years. 

During the weeks that I spent researching the Holocaust in Romania and the 

secretive activities undertaken by the Department of Supply, friends who were 

following my progress began worrying that I was allowing myself to be distracted 

by irrelevant material. As one put it: 'Get Silvester out of Europe and stop playing 

detective with the bones so you can get back to writing about haiku.' 

But despite the fact that the breadth of my research into both topics is not 

reflected in the length at which they are addressed in Jan's biography, I am 

pleased that I persevered with both lines of inquiry. For, apart from clarifying 

aspects of Jan's relationship with Silvester and adding a level of complexity to the 

chapter about her eal'iy working life, the information I uncovered also answered 

many questions that Jan and various members of her family had been asking 

themselves for years. As Jan commented: 
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would do such things as recorded in the history of the war, or 

wouldn't suspect that for decades our government operated a secret 

program that involved lying to thousands of people. Your research 

rounds things off for me. I don't feel so stupid now that I know what 

was actually going on. Besides, evetyone has a right to know the 

truth. 

8. As Leaves to a Tree 

Soon after deciding to write Jan's biography, I read an essay by the American 

scholar David A Jopling, in which he applies the transcendental ethics of the 

philosopher Emmanuel Levinas to biographical theory. According to Jopling, the 

aspects of Levinas' ethics that relate to biography include the notion that the 

'totalising gaze' that seeks to 'know and render a person transparent' is hostile 

and 'does not respect the other', who will 'infinitely transcend' any 'theoretical 

and explanatory nets ... cast to trap them' (Jopling 1992: 92). Therefore, Jopling 

insists, Levinas would argue that it is best for a biographical subject to confront 

his or her biographer 'face to face, as interlocutor and moral agent - not as an 

object of comprehension or knowledge' (Jopling 1992: 93). 

In summarising Jopling's essay, the editor of the book in which it appears, 

Australian scholar Ian Donaldson, comments that biography, rather than striving 

to achieve 'the less human, "totalising" knowledge of the interrogation', might 

aim instead for 'an enhanced version of the kind of knowledge commonly gained 

through conversation and dialogue' (Donaldson 1992: iii). 

I was thrilled to read this statement. Not only did it perfectly articulate my 

dialogic research method, but also my plan to make that method vividly apparent 

in the biography itself- two courses of action that I trusted would enable me to 
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document the 'fluid, open, and conditional' quality of Jan's nature while working 

with the vagaries of her memory rather than against them. 

This idea of making my dialogic method transparent to readers first arose when, 

having recorded and transcribed dozens of interviews with Jan, I reached a point 

where I began inviting her to accompany me on various excursions. I did this not 

only because I enjoyed her company and wanted to explore the beautiful region in 

which we lived, but also as a means of generating material I could then draw on to 

create present-day episodes for the book. Eventually, I began linking these 

contemporary episodes together to form a present-tense narrative strand, which 

could then be interwoven with a past-tense narrative strand that carried stories 

constructed from Jan's memories and my historical research. 

The practicality of this dual-stranded narrative structure was that it allowed me 

to narrate Jan's life while it was still unfolding. Fmthermore, because all stories 

from the past are anchored in present-day settings, readers received continual 

reminders that Jan's memories were not being reconstructed in a vacuum - but 

rather, that they were being coloured by her moods at the time of our encounters, 

as well as by her reactions to the questions I was asking, and her responses to the 

people and places we were visiting. As my PhD supervisor Associate Professor 

Nigel Krauth noted on reading the manuscript: 

These present tense settings are vitally important in carrying each 

chapter forward. They're not just fillers. They're the groundwork. The 

present setting is the key narrative, the storyline, and the thread off 

which the delightful beads and jewels of history, anecdote and 

analysis are hung. (Krauth 2009) 

Nigel's appraisal gave me the confidence to forge ahead with my dual-stranded 

narrative structure, which I soon began to fine-tune by drawing inspiration from 

haiku-related styles of writing. For, according to biographer and literary critic 

Arnold Rampersad: 
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A biography of a writer, for one, should in some way suggest an 

intimate relationship to the art of that writer. A biography of a writer 

should be, in a way, something of an extension of the world of that 

writer's poetry or fiction, or surely something has gone wrong. 

(Rampersad 1992: 17) 

In 2007, l began studying haibun, a Japanese literary genre that usually takes 

the form of 'prose notes on a journey of some sort - material, emotional, 

imaginative- in which are set haiku, senryu, tanka or other imagist verse' (Knight 

1999: 83). And within weeks, l became so intrigued with the genre that I began 

my own haibun practice - to the extent that between 2007 and 2008, sixteen of 

my original works in this style were published, with two selected for inclusion in 

the eighth and ninth volumes of the American print anthology, ContempormJ' 

Haibun, which each year aims to publish 'the best haibun in English from around 

the world' (Kacian et al2007: n.p.). 

By immersing myself in my own haibun practice, I gained many insights into 

how to create, within Jan's biography, resonant poetic interchanges between the 

body text and the haiku I wished to showcase: 'here highlighting a particular 

feeling evoked by the narrative, there extending the implication of the narrative, 

and so forth' (Ross 2004). Furthermore, I was able to apply some of the linking 

techniques I learned while writing haibun to the task of creating more inventive 

and subtle transitions between the biography's two narrative strands (sometimes 

linking segments by using descriptions of sound or scent, for example, rather than 

focusing solely on connections relating to theme). 

According to Martin Stannard, biography is an art 'precisely because it gains its 

effects by the imagination of its form' (Stannard cited in Selwak 1996: 40), and as 

I gained confidence in using Japanese literary techniques to modify the structure 

of Jan's biography, the truth of this appraisal became apparent. For, apart from 

helping me forge creative connections between narratives strands - as well as 

between haiku and prose - my experimentation with the book's structure also 

enhanced my depiction of Jan's life story in three additional and significant ways. 
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First, through virtue of its present-day narrative strand - largely comprised of 

dialogue reconstructed from my transcribed interviews with Jan - the 

'imagination of my book's form' allowed me to create for readers a sense of what 

it is like 'to stand in real-life social relation with the biographical subject' (Jopling 

1992: 99). After all, as Jopling insists, talking face-to-face is the heart of human 

experience and 'without this prior openness to the other, this native social 

interestedness and exposure, our cognitive, hermeneutic and epistemic relations to 

them would not be possible' (Jopling 1992: 96). 

Furthermore, I discovered that a dialogic structure encourages readers to be part 

of the conversation between biographer and subject. As Modjeska explains, she 

aimed to make Poppy dialogic in style because she likes 

something that's conversational, and lets the reader in as part of the 

conversation. I like it in other people's writing, and I don't like that 

rather stitched-up, academic voice, always trying to prove something. 

Also it lets you off the hook because you don't necessarily have to 

come to conclusions; you can leave it open. (Modjeska in Rivers 

1997: 320) 

The second beneficial feature of the book's developing structure is that it 

deterred me, as a biographer, from objectifying Jan. For, in reflecting the 'morally 

responsive and participatory attitude' of my dialogic research method, it presented 

Jan to readers as a 'person whom one addresses, responds to, encounters, and 

[calls] to account' (Jopling 1992: 100). This attitude is starkly different, Jopling 

insists, to the kind of totalising biographical approach that views people 'as 

objects to be studied, manipulated, predicted or managed' (Jopling 1992: 99). 

Finally, the third useful feature of the book's structure is that it serves as a 

model of a feminist epistemology known as standpoint-theory, which assumes the 

impossibility of expressing an absolute ontological truth in transparent language. 

Also, as biographer Anne Mellor explains, feminist epistemologists have taken 

this assumption one step further by declaring that: 
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.. 

Our apprehensions of the external world are mediated, not just by 

language, but more precisely by the sum total of our uniquely 

individual experiences of the material world, by the specific 

ideological investments we embody as the consequence of our 

particular gender, class, ethnicity, sexual orientation, age, education, 

personality, and so forth. (Mellor 200 I : 239) 

My book's structure is aligned with standpoint-theory to the extent that it 

enables me to identify myself as the organising principle behind the narration of 

Jan's biography. In other words, because the structure allows me to be selectively 

self-revealing with readers, I can therefore offer them what they need to know 

about me as a biographer/narrator so that they can evaluate my judgments within 

the context of their different life experiences and political commitments. It is my 

hope that this strategy helps preclude narrative closure (as discussed by Modjeska 

above) - rather in the way that the co-existence of multiple Tweed River 

Aboriginal stories about Wollumbin, for example, ensure that 'other tellings of the 

same life/story are not only possible but inevitable' (Mellor 200 I: 239). 

As Mellor cautions biographers, however, it is important to remember that: 

the reader cares, not about us or our (often rather predictable, even 

boring) lives and emotions, but about our subject's life and works ... 

[and] we must reveal to readers enough about our own subjective 

experiences and responses to enable them to evaluate our 

interpretations of the subject's life. We should do this as tersely as 

possible, with rhetorical tact, and without indulging a narcissistic 

desire for complete or unnecessary self-disclosure. (Mellor 200 I: 

240) 

In declaring my own subjectivity in an attempt to respect and document Jan's, I 

have endeavoured to work well within the above criteria. Ultimately, however, it 

must be remembered that regardless of whichever approach a biographer takes, 

biography is not a science; 'there is no way to stuff a real-life person between the 

two covers of a text' (Denzin I 989: 83). Perhaps, through attentive listening, 
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dogged research, careful narrative design, and an extension of empathy and 

imagination, I have achieved the next best thing: an understanding of the life and 

work of Janice M Bostok, and a conveyance of that vision to the reader. 
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Chapter I 

Where do I come from? I come from my 
childhood. I come from childhood 

as from a homeland. 
- Antoine de Saint-Exupery 



As a child growing up on the far north coast of New South Wales, Jan loved 

hiding under houses. The first home her parents rented was a two-bedroom 

cottage in Mill Street, Mullumbimby, a small/own at the foot of a 308-metre hill 

called Mount Chincogan. Jan was small enough to walk under the back of the 

cottage, .fi"OJn which point she would craw/to her hideout/awards the ji-ont. This 

is where she kept her most precious possessions: .fi"agments of broken china; an 

old teaspoon with a twisted handle; and pieces of plastic, which were rare in 

Mullumbimby in the 1940s. 

From beneath the house, the only parts of people Jan could see were legs and 

feet. She recognised her sister's white socks and black school shoes; the hemlines 

of her mother's ca(f-length dresses; and her father's thick woollen socks and work 

boots. Not that Jan focussed solely on observing human beings while hiding under 

the house. Instead, she amused herse(f for hours playing with ant/ions. 

This pastime began when Jan was crawling about under the house one day and 

noticed cone-shaped holes in the soft earth. Because her father, Clm-rie Irvine, 

'knew evel)'thing ', Jan ran to him with her questions. 

'What kind of animals are making these holes? What are the holes for?' 

Clarrie explained that the holes weren't just any old holes, but traps dug by 

creatures called ant/ions. 'They're the larval forms of lacewings,' he said, 'an 

insect that/oaks a bit like a dragonfly but isn't as good at flying. ' 

Desperate to see an ant/ion for herself, Jan scrambled back under the house 

and dug into one of the holes with a twig. Within moments, she came face to face 

with a fantastic little beast that had a fat brown body, a large, flattened head, and 

an enormous pair of prickly jaws that looked like a bull 's horns. As she studied 

the creature, Jan marvelled at the possibility that she would one day re-encounter 

it in winged form, perhaps while it was darting about among the azalea bushes at 

the bottom of the back yard. 

Jan adored searchingfor ant/ion pits, relishing the thought that at the bottom of 

eveiJ' one, hidden under a thin layer of dirt, would be a single-minded predator-
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lying in wait, ready to ambush its prey. Sometimes, .for her own amusement, she'd 

dig an ant/ion out. But usually, in a more patient mood, she'd catch an ant or 

spider, which she would place on the edge of the trap. 

If an ant, .for instance, was not immediately seized by the ant/ion, its ji·antic 

efforts to escape would loosen the sandy earth, which in turn would cause the 

condemned animal to slide closer to the bottom of the pit. The ant/ion would then 

seize the prey in its powe1jiil jaws, inject it with poison to induce paralysis, suck 

the fluids out of the body, and toss the dry carcass out oft he pit. 

When Jan was eleven, she found an article about ant/ions in a school science 

book. The article informed her that North Americans call ant/ions 'doodlebugs' 

because of the meandering trails they leave in the sand while looking for places to 

build their traps. And the trails, according to the article, resemble the random 

'doodles' of an artist. 

When Janwasn 'I under a house playing in the dirt, she could usually be found 

drawing, so here was something else she had in common with these creatures. Not 

only did ant/ions enjoy hiding and eating huge snacks, they also loved to draw! 

Jan imagined ant/ions as the artists of the insect world, each larva biding its time 

until the day it would transform into a beautiful winged creature and fly away. 

'It wasn't that I didn't like people; I just felt like an outsider.' Jan pauses a 

moment then laughs. 'I guess you could say the anti ions were my only 

playmates!' 

It's late summer, 2008. Having spent the morning visiting Jan's childhood 

homes, we're now relaxing at a communal table in the courtyard of 

Mullumbimby's Poinciana Cafe. The flamboyant trees after which the cafe is 

named are in full flower. The sky, in contrast to the trees' red blossoms, looks 

extraordinarily blue. 
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Although it's a hot day, we're grateful for a breeze that brings us the scents of 

mint, and frangipani. The people at our table are relaxed and friendly. A man with 

long blond hair is typing on a laptop but looks up frequently to check on his 

daughter, who's playing in a sandpit. Two women sharing a plate of fruitcake and 

a pot of chai talk animatedly about kayaking but lower their voices as the topic of 

conversation changes to caring for aged parents. 

Mullumbimby is a vibrant community of around three thousand people, with a 

high propmtion of writers, artists and filmmakers among its population. But when 

Jan was growing up, there was nothing avant-garde about the town. In the 1940s, 

Mullumbimby was home to less than one thousand people. Back then, the town's 

main function was to service the district's prosperous dairy and banana farmers, 

who today have mostly been replaced by tropical fruit growers, beef farmers, new 

housing estate residents, and people living in sustainable communities. 

As much as Jan enjoyed life in Mullumbimby in the 1940s, she prefers the 

town's current incarnation. 'Oh, it was pleasant,' she says. 'I rode my pushbike all 

around the area for a couple of hours every day after school. But there was only 

one cafe back then, and the parks and the banks of the Tweed River weren't as 

beautiful as they are now.' 

I tell Jan I've always had a soft spot for Mullumbimby. I once lived on a 

rainforest property in the hills outside town, and gave birth to my sons here in the 

late 1990s. Jan was born in Mullumbimby, too. 

'I was born on the ninth of April in 1942,' she says, 'the year the Japanese were 

bombing the Pacific. And if a mother's concerns influence the unborn, I should be 

terrified of the Japanese and hate them as many older people still do.' 

Suddenly, I'm aware that the blond man has stopped typing, and that the pot-of

chai women are looking directly at us, with their brows furrowed and their 

fruitcake forgotten. A natural storyteller, Jan takes our neighbours' eavesdropping 

in stride and continues with her tale. 
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Jan's mother, Valerie Irvine, fell pregnant for the second time when her first 

child, Norma, was four years old. It was the winter of 1941, and Valerie was 

convinced that/he Japanese would invade Australia b~fore she'd had her baby. 

The way Valerie saw it, Mullumbimby was a prime bombing target. The terrain 

on the far north coast of New South Wales formed a 'triangle', the points of which 

were represented by the lighthouse at Byron Bay, the headland at Point Danger, 

and the peak of Mount Warning. And Mullumbimby, she'd tell anyone who would 

listen, was located right in the middle of these landmarks. 

Valerie wouldn't have been comforted if she'd known the Japanese attacked 

Darwin on February 19, 1942, less than three weeks before Jan's birth. This was 

the day Japan launched 188 planes against Australia's northern-most city. 

Darwin's harbour was .fidl of allied ships, which made the Japanese attack the 

largest since Pearl Harbour. It was also the first time since European settlement 

that a foreign enemy had attacked mainland Australia. 

The Japanese destroyed twenty military aircraft, eight ships, and most of 

Darwin's civil and militWJ' facilities. There was debate over the number of 

Japanese aircrqft shot down during the attack. Some sources reported that two 

aircrqft were destroyed, while others insisted four was a more accurate figure. 

The two raids that comprised the attack left more than two hundred Australians 

and allies killed, and more tlwnfour hundred wounded. 

Because of stringent censorship at the time, most Australians didn't know the 

details of the attacks. But qfter weeks of relentless bad news about Japan's race 

south .fi·om a fallen Singapore, they knew enough to be veJy.fi'ightened. Officially, 

there were sixtyfour Japanese bombing raids on Danl'in during World War Two. 

Fortyfour took place in the year of Jan's birth. 

During the early years of the war, Clarrie 's sister Ivy and her husband John, 

both nurses, worked as Seventh-day Adventist missionaries in the Solomon 

Islands. Towards the end of 1941, as the Japanese moved closer to the islands, the 
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church sen/Ivy and John back to Australia, where they moved into the Mill Street 

cottage with C/arrie and hisfamily. 

When Valerie went into labour with Jan one overcast autumn afternoon, having 

two nurses in the house turned out to be a godsend. For even though Clm-rie had 

called a doctor, the birth progressed so rapidly that Ivy ended up delivering the 

baby in the main bedroom. 'It's a girl!' she announced. Valerie and Clm-rie 

named their new daughter Janice Mae Irvine, and for a jew peacefiil hours, 

evei)JOne forgot about the war. 

The women at our table offer us their last two pieces of fruitcake. 

'The war ended in 1945, so I must have been very young, but I remember the 

drills we used to have in our home. Mum would shout instructions and we had to 

dive under the solid oak kitchen table and crouch very still.' Jan takes a sip of her 

iced coffee, and turns to smile at the women. 'We visited that old house this 

morning,' she explains, 'which is why all these memories are coming up.' 

As our dining companions return to their own conversations, Jan says she's 

disappointed that the Mill Street home seems to have fallen into a state of 

disrepair, but is happy that the house her family had moved to when she was five 

- a grand old Queenslander opposite the Tweed River in Brunswick Terrace - is 

still in its original condition. 'The Queenslander was the first home my parents 

owned, and I lived there until I was seventeen,' she says. 'I used to spend a lot of 

time sitting in the frangipani tree in the front garden, reading a book and looking 

out over the hedge at the people going by.' 

Like Jan, I've always loved Queenslanders, a charming style of weatherboard 

house built throughout Queensland and northern New South Wales between the 

1840s and 1960s. Most Queenslanders have wide verandas, polished floorboards 

and tin roofs, and some loom as large as double-storey buildings due to their 

elevation on stumps or stilts, a convention that in steamy, sub-tropical climates 
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provides ventilation, while also protecting the buildings from floodwaters and 

termites. 

Jan's old Brunswick Terrace home is the kind that is perched on stilts, and sits 

at least two metres above the ground. 'Dad could park his car underneath that 

house,' Jan says. 'There were also a few rooms below but these didn't have 

normal walls. Instead, they had dividers, or partitions, that were set into the floor 

but didn't quite reach the ceiling, which was the bottom of the actual house.' Jan 

picks up a spoon and prods at the ice cream in her drink. 'I used to measure how 

fat I was getting by whether I could still fit over the dividers, which I thought of 

as little fences. Of course, there did come the day when I got stuck between the 

top of a fence and the floor of the house, and that was when I knew I was too big 

to play there.' 

Two butcher birds land on our table. Both make warbled clucking noises deep 

in their throats, like chooks. 

'Aren't you beautiful!' Jan tells them, forgetting all about her iced coffee. 

'Aren't you beautiful!' 

Watching Jan adore the birds, I recall a conversation with Australian haiku 

writer Jacqui Murray. When asked what makes Jan such an outstanding haiku 

writer, Jacqui answered, 'Her intense observation.' 

Also, there's a spirituality in her work that she'd deny, but it's 

definitely there. She moves on a totally different level to most people, 

and really does commune with the natural world. She's there with 

whatever creature or circumstance she's looking at. There's no 

separation. (Murray 2007) 

Our food arrives. Even though it's almost lunchtime, we've each ordered big 

country breakfasts. Our plates are piled with poached eggs, bacon, tomato, 

spinach, mushrooms, caramelised onions and toast. As I unroll my cutlery from its 

paper serviette, Jan is already slicing her bacon into strips and sharing it with the 

birds. 
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In the I 940s, when Clarrie and his best .fi-iend Joe de Maar grew pineapples at 

Broken Head, crows were the bane of their lives. The men would drive thirty 

kilometres southeast.fi'Oin Mullumbimby to begin harvesting the.fhlit, only to find 

the birds had attacked the largest and ripest produce, often causing severe crop 

damage. 

One day, Clw'l'ie was so upset with the crows that he grabbed his rifle and shot 

one. He and Joe then discovered the bird had been a mother with baby in its nest. 

What to do? Clarrie decided to take the baby bird home to Jan - after all, he 

figured, a child obsessed with ant/ions would undoubtedly be delighted with a 

baby bird- but right at that moment Joe announced that his three children would 

be thrilled at the opportunity to look qfler it. So the baby crow went home with 

Joe, whose kids promptly called it Tammy. But Joe's w{[e complained the crow 

was too messy, so a .few days later Joe handed it back to Clarrie. 

Ten-year-old Jan couldn't believe her luck, especially as her father had recently 

told her that crows were anything but bird-brained. 'They're highly social 

animals, ' he'd said. 'I once heard some bloke on the radio say they're as 

intelligent as monkeys, and quite easily tamed. He reckoned they can even be 

trained to talk. ' 

'He's gorgeous!' Jan said, intuiting that Tammy was a boy, but deciding to 

retain his original name out of respect for Joe's kids, who were devastated that 

their new pet had been taken .fl-om them so soon. The first thing Jan noted was 

that Tammy still had a lot of .fitzzy, downy feathers; this meant he was still a 

nestling and would have to be hand fed. The second thing she observed was that 

Tammy had a self-sztfficient air about him. He was content to sit and practice his 

'caw caw caw' quietly to himself 

Jan was besotted with Tammy, and Tammy soon became besotted with Jan. 

After the first week at Brunswick Terrace, the bird began making soft, gurgling 

sounds deep in his throat when in the girl's company. Jan decided the noise was a 

declaration of affection and thought of it as purring. Encouraging Tammy to 
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perch on her arm, she pretended she was a falconer. She continued with this 

practice until Tammy's talons grew stronger and began cutting into her flesh. 

To Jan's delight, the rumour about crows talking turned out to be true. Jan 

taught Tammy to say, 'Hello. Who are you?' but because of the way crows caw, 

Tammy would stutter, 'Hello-oh-oh. Who-oo-oo are you?' 

Tammy roamed wherever he pleased during daylight hours but spent his nights 

in a cage in the back yard. Jan put him there to protect him fi'om neighbourhood 

dogs and cats, and this quickly became Tammy 'sfavourite place to stockpile items 

he'd stolen fi'om the house during the day. A shrewd thi~f, Tammy was 

particularly fond of silver, often pinching jewellery fi'om the bedrooms, and 

spoons or tinfoi/.fi·om the kitchen. 

Early one evening, however, Tammy re.fitsed to hop into his cage. Jan tried 

coaxing him; Tammy pz![fed out his crest feathers to appear larger. Jan tried 

shoving; Tammy hunched his shoulders in disgust. Not even the crow 's hi' inkling 

stash ofsilver could convince him to retire for the night. Jan wasn't amused. 

'Okay then, Tammy. You're gonna have to take your chances if you want to stay 

out all night. ' 

Tammy loitered around the back yard for several days b~fore flying off with a 

gleaming tribe of equally rambunctious crows. Jan .fi·etted that she'd never see 

herfi'iend again ... until/ate one aftemoon, a few months later, a gang of crows 

flew over the house and Jan heard one throaty voice cawing, 'Hello-oh-oh. Who

oo-oo are you?' 

Over the next few years, Jan occasionally distinguished Tammy's stuttered 

salutations fi'om among the collective cawing of his companions. 'So you 

remember me!' she'd think. 'The mother who fed you!' ClmTie had warned Jan 

other crows might pick a fight with Tammy or even kill him, or that as a tame 

crow he'd fall victim to a cat. So whenever Jan heard Tammy's call, she was 

relieved to know the bird was still alive. She hoped Tammy would one day build a 

nest in a tree by the river, and eventually have a family of his own. 
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Our dessert arrives. I've ordered a citrus tart. Jan has chosen a chocolate and 

walnut brownie. When she was eight, she says, she wrote a book of poems. She 

still recalls the epigraph. 

by Janice Irvine 
who loves Nature 
even after what it did to her 

'What did Nature do to you?' I ask. 

Jan looks at me as though I'm stupid. 'It made me fat, of course. It made me 

different from everybody else.' 

She watches my face carefully. 

'I was the only fat kid at school. These days, of course, there's many of them 

and it's an epidemic, but I started it.' 

If Jan were a stand-up comedian, she'd definitely be one of those deadpan 

types. 

'Did you get called names?' I ask. 

'Of course,' she says, forking a piece of brownie into her mouth. 'Fatty and 

Fatso were the main ones. Mum said it was a sign of weakness if I got depressed 

about it. But it always hurt. That's why I wanted to leave school. And why I spent 

so much time hiding under the house.' 

When Jan was a young girl living in Mill Street, the tranquillity of her days was 

punctuated by the sounds of industry. Her ftunily lived opposite a butter factOIJ'· 

Jan could hear the wail of the steam whistle that announced the workers' lunch 

hours and knock-o,ff limes, as well as the clanging of milk cans. Because she was 
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familiar with the factory, she was able to visualise the cans riding their special 

conveyor belt all the wayfimn the trucks at the back of the factory to the vats near 

the.fi·ont where the butter was made. 

As a toddler, Jan would drift into her qflernoon nap listening to the metallic 

rattle of the cans. She found the racket con1(orting, perhaps because her parents 

had moved to Mill Street before she was born and she'd listened to those sounds 

in the womb. 

When Jan was about four years old, even though the war had ended a year or 

so earlier, butter was still rationed in Australia due to government pricing 

controls. People needed coupons to buy it. When Valerie was running low on the 

coveted foodstt{{f, she would place a coupon into a green velvet purse with the 

correct money and give it to Jan or Norma so they could fotch half a pound of it 

for her. She always instructed her daughters to hold the purse tightly and come 

straight back. 

Valerie stored the family's butter in an ice chest: a metal-plated timber cabinet 

with a compartment for ice at the top and a cztpboardforfood underneath A drip 

tray built into the bottom of the cabinet was usually home to several ente1prising 

.fi·ogs that enjoyed sitting in the run-offfi·om the ice. 

Twice a week, an iceman would deliver a replacement block of ice. Like the 

dunnyman, the iceman was a hefty bloke who even in winter wore shorts, a nm:J' 

blue singlet, thick woollen socks and work boots. Jan would hear him yell 'Ice

ohh!' and a moment later watch him crash into the kitchen cai'IJ'ing the ice with 

oversized tongs that gripped it like a giant hand. She 'dfeel the house tremble on 

its stumps as he thumped the block into its compartment where it would chill the 

contents on the shelves below- usually ha(f a pint of milk, any leftovers .fimn the 

previous night's dinner, and whatever remained of the current pat of butter. 

When it came to butter, Jan remembers her mother being quite .fi·ugal - a 

.fi·ugality that extended to the paper in which the butter was wrapped. This she 

would fold and keep in the ice chest until baking day, which more often that not 
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fell on a Friday when she was busy preparing food for the Sabbath. The paper 

was important, Valerie told Jan, because it could be used to line baking pans. 

After all, it was similar to grease proof paper, came with a thin coating of buller 

on one side and, even more conveniently, fitted peJ.fectly into the base of her 

favourite square cake tin. 

Valerie, in fact, considered herself something of an expert at recycling. Old 

buller boxes were occasionally abandoned at the back ofthe.fac!OJy, and Valerie 

told Jan to keep an eye out for them. Roughly the size of small dog kennels, the 

boxes were made of pine and designed to /rampart buller fi·om the factOJy to the 

shops, but Valerie enjoyed mod(fj•ing them for her own domestic pwposes. 

She once lran~formed a butter box into a commode. Afuch to Jan's amusement, 

her mother did this by padding the top part and then covering the entire object 

with pink chintz, a jl1ssy printed fabric with which she also made a curtain for the 

open-sided section of the box. Valerie then kept the family's ceramic chamber pol 

inside. When Jan wanted to go to the toilet at night, she would open the pink 

chintz curtain, lift out the pot and place it on lop of the box, and then take a seal. 

At the end of her peJ.formance, she would return the pol to its usual position 

inside the box and close the curtain with a flourish. 

For the first few years of her life, Jan linked only positive e.\periences with the 

butter factory. Whenever it was her turn to buy the butter, she would head straight 

to the o.fftce where she would present the coupon and money to the girl behind the 

counter. If any men were in the room, they would talk and joke with her, and 

sometimes even take her to another part o.f the factory and lift her up so she could 

see the milk in the vats. After that, someone would accompany her into the cool 

room where she was invited to select her own half-pound of bullerfi"omthe she(f 

One day, however, when Jan was almost jive, she walked into the factory to 

discover the usual girl wasn't behind the counter. In the girl's place was the 

manager's son, a teenager o.f about sixteen, who o.ften worked there after school 

and during the holidays. Instead o.f laughing, talking or showing Jan the milk in 

the vats, he led her directly into the cool room. Jan kept a firm hold on her 
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mother's purse; she could feel its little gold clasp pressing into her fingers and 

thumb. 

Suddenly, the teenager shut the door of the cool room. He lunged at Jan and 

tried to pull off her pants. Jan screamed and banged on the door with her fists. 

She made such a commotion that the boy eventually let her out. 

Still holding the purse, Jan ;,printed home, where she ran directly into the back 

yard and crawled to her favourite position under the .floorboards at the .fi·ont of 

the cottage. Before long, she could hear her mother calling. 'Jan? Jan? Where 's 

the butter?' But Jan was too upset to e.\1Jlain what had happened and re.fitsed to 

come out until much later in the day. 

From that time on, whenever the whistle blew at the factory, it triggered a wave 

of anxiety in the pit of Jan's stomach that made her want to hide. Initially, she 

was terrified the teenager would hunt her down and punish her for escaping. 

Strangely, though, she never saw him again. According to town gossip, her 

attacker had been banished to a place called The Home for Wayward Boys. Jan 

didn't find the news con1forting. Instead, she feared the boy's father would now 

come qfter he1~ convinced that she was somehow to blame for his son being sent 

away. 

Jan never told Valerie why she hadn't come back with the butter. But more than 

sixty years later, when Jan and Norma were talking about their early family life, 

Norma claimed that Valerie had known since only hours qfler the incident why 

Jan had hidden under the house. For apparently, late in the 'afternoon on that 

even({ul day, Valerie had asked Norma why her little sister had come running 

.fi'om the factmy and was still hiding under the house, and Norma had suggested 

that perhaps the factOIJ' boy had 'tried to attack her, too'. 

According to Norma, Valerie was .fill'ious on hearing this information. After 

checking that Jan was physically all right and COl/firming that Norma had indeed 

managed to fend off all of the boys' attacks, she had marched down the street to 

have a word with a neighbour who worked in a senior position atthefactOIJ'· 
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'That's why the boy was never seen in Mullumbimby again, ' Norma had 

explained to Jan. 'Our mother was pretty good at straightening things out without 

anyone knowing if. ' 

in this wind an old shack leans into nothing 

(Bostok 2003a: 20) 

Not long qfter Jan started primmy school - and only a few months qfter the 

incident at the butterfactmy- another drama forced her to seek refuge under the 

house. 

Eve1y weekday morning, she and Norma would catch the Billinudgel bus to 

school. Starting out thirteen kilometres northeast of Mullumbimby at the village of 

Billinudgel, the bus would be almost full by the time it reached Mill Street. Most 

mornings, Jan would clamber up the steps after Norma to discover there was only 

one vacant seal. And for some reason, this spare seat always happened to be next 

to a whiskery old man who reeked of cigarel/es, stale beer and another stench so 

sickening it reminded her of the time her mother tripped down the back stairs and 

5pilt the contents of the family's chamber pol. 

'Hello, Porkie!' the man would say. 'Come and sit next to me. ' 

Mortified a/the thought of delaying the other passengers, Jan would reluctantly 

accept/he seal. And no mal/er how far she inched away from the man, she could 

never squirm far enough away to be out of reach. He'd tickle her stomach, pinch 

her thighs and tell her dirty jokes. When she flinched, he called her 'Fatty' so 

loudly she was embarrassed, thinking eveiJ'One on the bus would hear. She tried 

not to flinch. 

One morning, Jan realised she couldn 'I bear another bus trip with the dirty old 

man. She devised a plan. When the bus pulled up, she waited until Norma began 
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climbing on board before taking off around the side of the house and 

disappearing underneath. Afler scrambling to her favourite hidey-hole, she sat 

hunched over and ga;pingfor breath. Awed by her own behaviour, she listened to 

her mother and several other people running up and down the driveway, shouting. 

Finally, the bus drove away, All was quiet for a few moments, and then, .fi'om 

somewhere near the bottom of the garden, Tammy began cawing loudly in what 

struck Jan as triumphant tone of crow-speak. 'Wha-wha-what 's your name?' the 

bird jeered. 'Who-oo-oo are you-oo-oo?' 

Unfortunately, Jan's sense of achievement was short lived. She had evaded her 

mother's physical clutches, but could not escape her threats. 

'You 'II have to come out some lime, my girl, and I'll be waiting. ' 

When Jan emerged from beneath the house around mid-afternoon, Valerie 

chased her with one of Clarrie 's heavy leather belts and gave her the biggest 

thrashing of her childhood. 

The next day, the old man wasn 'I on the bus. In fact, Jan never saw him again. 

As months passed, she simply figured he had died. 

About twenty years later, when Jan explained to her mother that she hadn't 

deserved the beating because the old man had repeatedly molested her, Valerie 

had broken down and begged for Jan's forgiveness. 

In the late 1980s, howeve1~ not long afler Valerie's death, Jan broached the 

subject of the Billinudgel bus with Norma, and discovered that Valerie had in fact 

learned of the old man's inappropriate behaviour only an hour or so afler giving 

Jan the beating. For, shortly af/er Norma had arrived home fimn school on the 

day oft he incident, she had opened her mother's mind to the possibility that Jan's 

behaviour had been entirely rational. 

'She's probably sick of being prodded and teased by that disgusting old man 

who always saves her a seat. ' 
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According to Norma, Valerie had again flown into action with the covert force 

of a stealth bomber. 'She had words with someone high up in the bus company,' 

Norma explained, 'and that's why the lecherous old man was never again seen on 

the Billinudgel bus. ' 

Hearing Norma's version of the events immediately following the incident in 

question, Jan thought back to the discussion she'd had with Valerie several years 

ear!ie1~ when Valerie had pretended she had never known about the man on the 

bus, and had begged Jan's forgiveness/or the beating. 

But now, Janwasn 't sure she really could forgive her mother after all. 

window closed 
the sea's sound 
rolls back 

(Bostok 2003a: 89) 

Driving home from taking Jan to visit her old family homes in Mullumbimby, I 

find myself comparing Jan's childhood experiences with those of Koboyashi Issa. 

One of the major poets of the Japanese haiku tradition, Issa was born into a 

farming family in the isolated mountain village of Kashiwabara on the island of 

Honshu in 1763. Originally named Koboyashi Yataro, the poet later chose lssa

'Cup-of-Tea' -as his haiku name. 

lssa endured much suffering in his life. He lost his mother at an early age, his 

stepmother mistreated him, he lived in poverty, his first wife and children died, 

and his marriage with his second wife was unhappy. 

When Issa was little, the village children used to make fun of him for not 

having a mother. If eighteenth-century Kashiwabara farmers had built dwellings 

raised on stumps or stilts, lssa, I imagine, like Jan, would have sought refuge 
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under a house. Instead, the boy often retreated to the back yard where he'd spend 

his day crouching in the shade of the woodpile, or grieving in a dark corner. 

In Oraga Ham (i\1J' Spring), a poetic diary written in 1819 but compiled at a 

later date, one oflssa's most poignant haiku appears with the postscript, 'Age six, 

Yataro'. Although Japanese critics believe the poem is memory-based and was 

composed when Issa was fifty-two (see Lanoue 2004b: 1 0), there's no doubting 

the depth of childhood sorrow it conveys. 

Come here, 
Motherless sparrows, 
And play 
With me. 

(lssa 1972: 91) 

Both Issa and Jan were ostracised by potential playmates from a young age -

Issa for being motherless, and Jan for being overweight - and it's not 

unreasonable to imagine that their yearning for companionship and a sense of 

belonging soon revealed itself as an empathy and affection for small and often 

unappreciated creatures. Jan, of course, loved antlions and crows. And lssa, 

according to haiku commentators, was 'never happier than when writing of such 

subjects as fleas, flies, worms and frogs ... and in the bird kingdom, the humble 

crow and the unassuming sparrow [were] his favourites' (Yuasa 1972: 23). 

in autumn wind 
a homeless crow 
is blown 

(lssa in Lanoue 2004b: 14) 
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forced to move on crow is chased from yard to yard 

(Bostok 2003a: 82) 

I think about a book called Pure Land Haiku: The Art of Priest Iss a (2004b) by 

the American haiku scholar Professor David G Lanoue. In the book, Lanoue 

points out that, in a profound emotional sense, lssa is the homeless crow blown 

about by the autumn wind. This prompts me to imagine that Jan, in a similar 

sense, is the crow chased from yard to yard. 

Although Lanoue also insists that it's impot1ant to remember that the crow is 

also an actual bird for which Jssa feels genuine tenderness. Without saying 

anything directly about their feelings, Jssa and Jan's compassion is palpable- and 

reveals, as Lanoue observes in relation to Issa's poetic sensibility, 'something 

bigger than biography, something about the human condition: all of us, at one 

time or another, have found or will find ourselves alone and abandoned in the vast 

world' (Lanoue 2004b: 35). 

More than anything else, the quality that distinguishes Issa and Jan from other 

writers in the haiku tradition is their spontaneous expression of concern for 

anyone having a rough time. Both are known for assisting their animal friends, 

and both write about these actions with humour and warmth. 
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scrawny frog, fight on! 
Iss a 
to the rescue 

(lssa in Lanoue 2004b: 30) 

only wishing to rescue it moth's down sticks to my fingers 

(Bostok 2003a: 79) 



Issa's compassion is closely associated with the precepts of his Joda Shinslnl, 

the True Pure Land School of Buddhist practice in which 'animals are colleagues 

to be loved' (Lanoue 2004b: I 06), whereas Jan's perhaps arises from her desire 

for acceptance, a longing she projects onto other vulnerable beings. 

As Jacqui Murray observes: 

Jan relates to the helplessness of all creatures in creation. And 

because she doesn't see herself as beautiful, she transfers her desire 

for beauty to the things that she sees, particularly bird life, and form 

in nature. (Murray 2007) 

sudden flight thousands of wild geese become wings 

(Bostok 2003a: 63) 

The next time I visit Jan's house, she has frogs on her mind. 

'There have been a couple of TV shows on how to make a frog pond. I have the 

big dish, but would I get cane toads?' 

Heading into the kitchen to put the kettle on, she tells me about the plump green 

tree frogs that occupied the bathrooms of the Brunswick Terrace home when she 

was a girl. 'I always talked to them. But once cane toads moved into the area, we 

began seeing less and less of the frogs. It was devastating.' 

I tell Jan that lately I've been reading translations of Issa's haiku, and that one 

of my favourites is about a frog. 
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locked in a staring contest 
me ... 
and a frog 

(lssa in Lanoue 2004b: I) 

'You can imagine Issa down on his hands and knees, can't you?' Jan says. 

'Looking right at the frog.' 

While Jan makes tea, I search her bookshelves for some translations of Issa's 

haibun. 'Remember that passage in The Year of NO' L[fe, in which Issa writes 

about his friend the frog?' Jan places our cups on saucers while I read it aloud. 

It would seem that today, at least, the frogs have patched up their 

differences with mankind and settled down to live at peace with the 

world. For instance, all I need do is spread my mat on the ground of a 

summer evening and say, "Come out, Happy! Come out, my dear!"

and out of the bush crawls a large frog and sits down with me to 

enjoy the cool evening air. Now there shines the soul of a true poet! 

(Issa in Yuasa !973: 72) 

I close the book and accept the tea Jan offers. 'Did you ever have that sort of 

friendship with frogs?' 

'Many!' Jan says, which doesn't surprise me. 'Frogs don't seem to be frightened 

of me. And I've never considered them slimy or crawly. I love just sitting and 

watching their little throats throbbing! As you did with the ones you and the boys 

raised.' 

Jan has remembered a story I'd told her about the previous year, when my sons 

and I had left the house we'd shared with my husband (their stepfather) and were 

staying at a friend's place. As we waited to move into our own home, another 

friend gave us a dozen green tree frog tadpoles, in the hope that we'd have 

something life-affirming to focus on during our time of upheaval. 
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The boys and I nurtured the tadpoles. We watched them change from brown to 

green, and sprout limbs before our eyes. And whenever a new frog baby climbed 

from the water and sat on a rock for the very first time, we held a birthday party -

complete with a naming ceremony, sponge cake and balloons- and remembered 

that everything changes, and that we too were forging a whole new life for 

ourselves. 

When Jan lived in the Brunswick Terrace Queenslander, at least four or five tree 

fi·ogs would gather on the rim of the bathtub while she was soaking away the 

day's grime. Terrified the fi·ogs would jump into the hot water and injure 

themselves, Jan .1pent most of her bath time pushing them into the corner of the 

tub towards the wall. She was much more relaxed when her amphibious fi·iends 

perched on the windowsill instead. 

In the 1940s, Mullumbimby was alive with fi'ogs. Several would climb up onto 

the fi'ont veranda and keep Jan awake most nights. She would lie in bed listening 

to them -plop! plop! plop! - as they hopped across the .floor board~. One fi'og 

could usually be found sitting in a glass vase that Valerie kept on the veranda. 

The vase contained plants that grew in water, and as the fi·og liked to sit at the 

bottom of the vase, the magn(fj,ing effect of the glass and the water made him 

appear to Jan like 'a huge big belly with legs'. 

Clarrie reckoned .fi·ogs were like cats, that if you took them away .fi·om home 

and released them they'd always find their way back. Occasionally, for Jan's 

amusement, he would bundle a couple of Brunswick Terrace .fi'ogs into his car 

and drop them a few miles out of town on his way to work. To Jan's delight, the 

.fi·ogs would be back sitting on the rim of the bathtub a couple of days later. 

Frogs were such an ever-present part of Jan's childhood that she associated 

them with religious festivals. In her mind, Christmas, for instance, became more 

about feeding fi'ogs than celebrating the birth of Jesus. Every December, masses 

of large brown beetles would appear on the lawn. Jan and Norma would fetch a 
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bucket, collect dozens of the hard-shelled creatures, and toss them to the tree 

fi'ogs. As the animals munched on the beetles, the sisters felt a strange mixture of 

revulsion and glee. 

Sometimes a .fi·og would be so fit!/ that if couldn't manage to swallow its last 

beetle, part of which would be l~fr hanging out of its mouth. The fi'og 's entire 

body would appear to be wriggling. Even the skin on its back would move. Just as 

one beetle bulge would smooth out, another would pop up. It was a peculiar sight. 

Years later, when Jan learnt the beetles were a type of Christmas beetle known 

as the small brown scarab and thus a member of the Scarab species, she 

marvelled that she and Norma had been feeding an Australian version of a sacred 

Egyptian beetle to the fi'ogs of Mullumbimby. 

Jan also connected .fi·ogs with regular public events. At the Mullumbimby 

Seventh-day Adventist Church Hall on Saturday nights, the boys loved nothing 

better than to catch fi'ogs and put them down the girls' dresses. All the girls would 

scream madly- all the girls, that is, except for Jan. For instead of screaming, Jan 

would simply reach into the .fi·ont of her dress, remove the fi'og, and then carefitlly 

place the animal beneath a tree or under some bushes several metres fi·om the 

hall. The boys had always known Jan was different, but not to scream like a girl? 

Now, that type of behaviour was seriously strange. 

After an enjoyable afternoon bonding with Jan over frog stories, it's time for me 

to go. As I walk towards my car, Jan points out a patch of dirt less than a metre 

from the welcome mat. 

'When I moved into this unit, I was thrilled to find that,' she says. 

I look at a patch of scraggly dandelions growing beside a clump of bindi weeds. 

And beneath the weeds, I see a few cone-shaped holes in the soft earth. 
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'Antlions,' Jan smiles. 'I still enjoy theit' company, you know. Who would've 

thought, but when I moved into this unit they were making their cones right 

outside my front door.' 

in evening stillness 
the sound of bird wings 
stroking air 

(Bostok 2003a: 47) 
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Chapter I 

~-;i' 

~··" 
z~' 

Where do I come from? I come from my 
childhood. I come from childhood 

as from a homeland. 
- Antoine de Saint-Exupery 



As a child growing up on the far north coast of New South Wales, Jan loved 

hiding under houses. The .first home her parents rented was a two-bedroom 

cottage in Mill Street, Mullumbimby, a small/own a/the fool of a 308-me/re hill 

called Mount Chincogan. Jan was small enough to walk under the back of the 

collage, from which point she would crawl to her hideout towards the fi'ont. This 

is where she kept her most precious possessions: ji·agments of broken china; an 

old teaspoon with a twisted handle; and pieces of plastic, which were rare in 

Mullumbimby in the 1940s. 

From beneath the house, the only parts o.f people Jan could see were legs and 

feet. She recognised her sister's while socks and black school shoes; the hemlines 

of her mother's ca(f-length dresses; and her father's thick woollen socks and work 

boots. Not that Jan focussed solely on observing human beings while hiding under 

the house. Instead, she mnused herselffor hours playing with ant/ions. 

This pastime began when Jan was crawling about under the house one day and 

noticed cone-shaped holes in the soft earth. Because her father, Clarrie Irvine, 

'knew eve1ything', Jan ran to him with her questions. 

'What kind o.f animals are making these holes? What are the holes for?' 

ClmTie explained that the holes weren 'I just any old holes, but traps dug by 

creatures called ant/ions. 'They're the larval forms of lacewings, ' he said, 'an 

insect that looks a bit/ike a dragonfly but isn't as good at .flying. ' 

Desperate to see an an/lion for herself, Jan scrambled back under the house 

and dug into one of the holes with a twig. Within moments, she came face to face 

with a fantastic lillie beast/hal had a fat brown body, a large,.flallened head, and 

an enormous pair of prickly jaws that looked like a bull 's horns. As she studied 

the creature, Jan marvelled at the possibility that she would one day re-encounter 

it in winged form, perhaps while it was darling about among the azalea bushes at 

the bottom of the back yard. 

Jan adored searchingfor ant/ion pits, relishing the thought/hat at the bottom of 

eveiJ' one, hidden under a thin layer of dirt, would be a single-minded predator-
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lying in wait, ready to ambush its prey. Sometimes, for her own amusement, she'd 

dig an ant/ion out. But usually, in a more patient mood, she'd catch an ant or 

spider, which she would place on the edge of the trap. 

If an ant, for instance, was not immediately seized by the ant/ion, its }i'antic 

efforts to escape would loosen the sandy earth, which in turn would cause the 

condemned animal to slide closer to the bottom of the pit. The ant/ion would then 

seize the prey in its powe1jid jaws, inject it with poison to induce paralysis, suck 

the fluids out of the body, and toss the d1y carcass out of the pit. 

When Jan was eleven, she found an article about ant/ions in a school science 

book. The article iliformed her that North Americans call ant/ions 'doodlebugs' 

because of the meandering trails they leave in the sand while lookingforplaces to 

build their traps. And the trails, according to the article, resemble the random 

'doodles' of an artist. 

When Jan wasn't under a house playing in the dirt, she could usually be found 

drawing, so here was something else she had in common with these creatures. Not 

only did ant/ions enjoy hiding and eating huge snack~. they also loved to draw! 

Jan imagined ant/ions as the artists of the insect world, each larva biding its time 

until the day it would tran~form into a beautiful winged creature and fly away. 

'It wasn't that I didn't like people; I just felt like an outsider.' Jan pauses a 

moment then laughs. 'I guess you could say the antlions were my only 

playmates!' 

It's late summer, 2008. Having spent the morning visiting Jan's childhood 

homes, we're now relaxing at a communal table in the courtyard of 

Mullumbimby's Poinciana Cafe. The flamboyant trees after which the cafe is 

named are in full flower. The sky, in contrast to the trees' red blossoms, looks 

extraordinarily blue. 
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Although it's a hot day, we're grateful for a breeze that brings us the scents of 

mint, and frangipani. The people at ow· table are relaxed and friendly. A man with 

long blond hair is typing on a laptop but looks up frequently to check on his 

daughter, who's playing in a sandpit. Two women sharing a plate of fruitcake and 

a pot of chai talk animatedly about kayaking but lower their voices as the topic of 

conversation changes to caring for aged parents. 

Mullumbimby is a vibrant community of around three thousand people, with a 

high proportion of writers, attists and filmmakers among its population. But when 

Jan was growing up, there was nothing avant-garde about the town. In the 1940s, 

Mullumbimby was home to less than one thousand people. Back then, the town's 

main function was to service the district's prosperous dairy and banana farmers, 

who today have mostly been replaced by tropical fruit growers, beef farmers, new 

housing estate residents, and people living in sustainable communities. 

As much as Jan enjoyed life in Mullumbimby in the 1940s, she prefers the 

town's current incarnation. 'Oh, it was pleasant,' she says. 'I rode my push bike all 

around the area for a couple of hours every day after schooL But there was only 

one cafe back then, and the parks and the banks of the Tweed River weren't as 

beautiful as they are now.' 

I tell Jan I've always had a soft spot for Mullumbimby. I once lived on a 

rainforest property in the hills outside town, and gave birth to my sons here in the 

late 1990s. Jan was born in Mullumbimby, too. 

'I was born on the ninth of April in 1942,' she says, 'the year the Japanese were 

bombing the Pacific. And if a mother's concerns influence the unborn, I should be 

terrified of the Japanese and hate them as many older people still do.' 

Suddenly, I'm aware that the blond man has stopped typing, and that the pot-of

chai women are looking directly at us, with their brows furrowed and their 

fruitcake forgotten. A natural storyteller, Jan takes our neighbours' eavesdropping 

in stride and continues with her tale. 
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Jan's mother, Valerie Irvine, fell pregnant for the second time when her .first 

child, Norma, was four years old. It was the winter of 1941, and Valerie was 

convinced that the Japanese would invade Australia before she'd had her baby. 

The way Valerie saw it, Mullumbimby was a prime bombing target. The terrain 

on the far north coast of New South Wales formed a 'triangle', the points o.fwhich 

were represented by the lighthouse at Byron Bay, the headland at Point Danger, 

and the peak of Mount Warning. And Mullwnbimby, she'd tell anyone who would 

listen, was located right in the middle of these landmarks. 

Valerie wouldn't have been con1forted if she'd known the Japanese attacked 

Darwin on February 19, 1942, less than three weeks before Jan's birth. This was 

the day Japan launched 188 planes against Australia's northern-most city. 

Darwin's harbour was full o.f allied ships, which made the Japanese attack the 

largest since Pearl Harbour. It was also the first time since European settlement 

that a foreign enemy had attacked mainland Australia. 

The Japanese destroyed twenty military aircrqfl, eight ships, and most of 

Dam• in's civil and mi!itGI)' facilities. There was debate over the number o.f 

Japanese aircrqfl shot down during the attack. Some sources reported that two 

aircraft were destroyed, while others insisted four was a more accurate .figure. 

The two raids that comprised the attack left more than two hundred Australians 

and allies killed, and more than four hundred wounded. 

Because of stringent censorship at the time, most Australians didn't know the 

details of the attacks. But after weeks of relentless bad news about Japan's race 

south ji-om a fallen Singapore, they knew enough to be vel)' .frightened. Officially, 

there were sixty-four Japanese bombing raids on Darwin during World War Two. 

Forty-four took place in the year of Jan's birth. 

During the early years of the war, Clarrie 's sister Ivy and her husband John, 

both nurses, worked as Seventh-day Adventist missionaries in the Solomon 

1Ylands. Towards the end o.f 1941, as the Japanese moved closer to the islands, the 
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church sent Ivy and John back to Australia, where they moved into the Mill Street 

cottage with Clarrie and his family. 

When Valerie went into labour with Jan one overcast autumn afternoon, having 

two nurses in the house turned out to be a godsend. For even though Clarrie had 

called a doctor, the birth progressed so rapidly that Ivy ended up delivering the 

baby in the main bedroom. 'It's a girl!' she announced. Valerie and Clm'l'ie 

named their new daughter Janice Mae Irvine, and for a few peacefiil hours, 

eve1yone forgot about the war. 

The women at our table offer us their last two pieces of fruitcake. 

'The war ended in 1945, so I must have been very young, but I remember the 

drills we used to have in our home. Mum would shout instructions and we had to 

dive under the solid oak kitchen table and crouch very still.' Jan takes a sip of her 

iced coffee, and turns to smile at the women. 'We visited that old house this 

morning,' she explains, 'which is why all these memories are coming up.' 

As our dining companions return to their own conversations, Jan says she's 

disappointed that the Mill Street home seems to have fallen into a state of 

disrepair, but is happy that the house her family had moved to when she was five 

- a grand old Queenslander opposite the Tweed River in Brunswick Terrace - is 

still in its original condition. 'The Queenslander was the first home my parents 

owned, and I lived there until I was seventeen,' she says. 'I used to spend a lot of 

time sitting in the frangipani tree in the front garden, reading a book and looking 

out over the hedge at the people going by.' 

Like Jan, I've always loved Queenslanders, a charming style of weatherboard 

house built throughout Queensland and northern New South Wales between the 

1840s and 1960s. Most Queenslanders have wide verandas, polished floorboards 

and tin roofs, and some loom as large as double-storey buildings due to their 

elevation on stumps or stilts, a convention that in steamy, sub-tropical climates 
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provides ventilation, while also protecting the buildings from floodwaters and 

termites. 

Jan's old Brunswick Terrace home is the kind that is perched on stilts, and sits 

at least two metres above the ground. 'Dad could park his car underneath that 

house,' Jan says. 'There were also a few rooms below but these didn't have 

normal walls. Instead, they had dividers, or partitions, that were set into the floor 

but didn't quite reach the ceiling, which was the bottom of the actual house.' Jan 

picks up a spoon and prods at the ice cream in her drink. 'I used to measure how 

fat I was getting by whether I could still fit over the dividers, which I thought of 

as little fences. Of course, there did come the day when I got stuck between the 

top of a fence and the floor of the house, and that was when I knew I was too big 

to play there.' 

Two butcher birds land on our table. Both make warbled clucking noises deep 

in their throats, like chooks. 

'Aren't you beautiful!' Jan tells them, forgetting all about her iced coffee. 

'Aren't you beautiful!' 

Watching Jan adore the birds, I recall a conversation with Australian haiku 

writer Jacqui Murray. When asked what makes Jan such an outstanding haiku 

writer, Jacqui answered, 'Her intense observation.' 

Also, there's a spirituality in her work that she'd deny, but it's 

definitely there. She moves on a totally different level to most people, 

and really does commune with the natural world. She's there with 

whatever creature or circumstance she's looking at. There's no 

separation. (Murray 2007) 

Our food arrives. Even though it's almost lunchtime, we've each ordered big 

country breakfasts. Our plates are piled with poached eggs, bacon, tomato, 

spinach, mushrooms, caramelised onions and toast. As I unroll my cutlery from its 

paper serviette, Jan is already slicing her bacon into strips and sharing it with the 

birds. 
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In the I 940s, when Clarrie and his best friend Joe de Maar grew pineapples at 

Broken Hea{/, crows were the bane of their lives. The men would drive thirty 

kilometres southeast from Mullumbimby to begin harvesting the ji'ttit, only to find 

the birds had attacked the largest and ripest produce, often causing severe crop 

damage. 

One day, Clarrie was so upset with the crows that he grabbed his rifle and shot 

one. He and Joe then discovered the bird had been a mother with baby in its nest. 

What to do? Clm'l'ie decided to take the baby bird home to Jan - after all, he 

.figured, a child obsessed with ant/ions would undoubtedly be delighted with a 

baby bird- but right at that moment Joe announced that his three children would 

be thrilled at the opportunity to look after it. So the baby crow went home with 

Joe, whose kids promptly called it Tammy. But Joe's w{fe complained the crow 

was too meS5J', so a few days later Joe handed it back to Clm'l'ie. 

Ten-year-old Jan couldn't believe her luck, especially as her father had recently 

told her that crows were anything but bird-brained. 'They're highly social 

animals, ' he'd said. 'I once heard some bloke on the radio say they're as 

intelligent as monkeys, and quite easily tamed. He reckoned they can even be 

trained to talk. ' 

'He's gorgeous!' Jan said, intuiting that Tammy was a boy, but deciding to 

retain his original name out of respect for Joe's kids, who were devastated that 

their new pet had been taken ji'Oin them so soon. The .first thing Jan noted was 

that Tammy still had a lot of jitzzy, downy feathers; this meant he was still a 

nestling and would have to be hand fed. The second thing she observed was that 

Tammy had a self-szrf/icient air about him. He was content to sit and practice his 

'caw caw caw' quietly to himse(f 

Jan was besotted with Tammy, and Tammy soon became besotted with Jan. 

After the .first week at Brunswick Terrace, the bird began making soft, gurgling 

sounds deep in his throat when in the girl's company. Jan decided the noise was a 

declaration of affection and thought of it as purring. Encouraging Tammy to 
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perch on her arm, she pretended she was a falconer. She continued with this 

practice until Tammy's talons grew stronger and began cutting info her flesh. 

To Jan's delight, the rumour about crows talking turned out to be true. Jan 

taught Tammy to say, 'Hello. Who are you?' but because of the way crows caw, 

Tammy would stutter, 'Hello-oh-oh. Who-oo-oo are you?' 

Tammy roamed wherever he pleased during daylight hours but 5penf his nights 

in a cage in the back yard. Jan put him there to protect him fi'om neighbourhood 

dogs and cats, and this quickly became Tammy's favourite place to stockpile items 

he'd stolen fi'om the house during the day. A shrewd thief, Tammy was 

particularly fond of silver, of/en pinching jewellery .fi·mn the bedrooms, and 

spoons or tinfoilfi'om the kitchen. 

Early one evening, however, Tammy rejilsed to hop into his cage. Jan tried 

coaxing him; Tammy pziffed out his crest feathers to appear larger. Jan tried 

shoving; Tammy hunched his shoulders in disgust. Not even the crow 's twinkling 

stash of silver could convince him to retire for the night. Jan wasn't mnused. 

'Okay then, Tammy. You're gonna have to take your chances if you want to stay 

out all night. ' 

Tammy loitered around the back yard for several days before flying off with a 

gleaming tribe of equally rambunctious crows. Jan ji·el!ed that she'd never see 

her .friend again ... until/ate one afternoon, a few months later, a gang of crows 

flew over the house and Jan heard one throaty voice cawing, 'Hello-oh-oh. Who

oo-oo are you?' 

Over the next few years, Jan occasionally distinguished Tammy's stul/ered 

salutations j/'0111 among the collective cawing of his companions. 'So you 

remember mel' she'd think. 'The mother who fed you!' Clarrie had warned Jan 

other crows might pick a fight with Tammy or even kill him, or that as a tame 

crow he'd fall victim to a cat. So whenever Jan heard Tammy's call, she was 

relieved to know the bird was still alive. She hoped Tammy would one day build a 

nest in a tree by the river, and eventually have a family of his own. 
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Our dessert arrives. I've ordered a citrus tart. Jan has chosen a chocolate and 

walnut brownie. When she was eight, she says, she wrote a book of poems. She 

still recalls the epigraph. 

by Janice Irvine 
who loves Nature 
even after what it did to her 

'What did Nature do to you?' I ask. 

Jan looks at me as though I'm stupid. 'It made me fat, of course. It made me 

different from everybody else.' 

She watches my face carefully. 

'I was the only fat kid at school. These days, of course, there's many of them 

and it's an epidemic, but I started it.' 

If Jan were a stand-up comedian, she'd definitely be one of those deadpan 

types. 

'Did you get called names?' I ask. 

'Of course,' she says, forking a piece of brownie into her mouth. 'Fatty and 

Fatso were the main ones. Mum said it was a sign of weakness if I got depressed 

about it. But it always hurt. That's why I wanted to leave school. And why I spent 

so much time hiding under the house.' 

When Jan was a young girl living in Mill Street, the tranquillity of her days was 

punctuated by the sounds of indusfly Her family lived opposite a butter factOJy. 

Jan could hear the wail of the steam whistle that announced the workers' lunch 

hours and knock-off times, as well as the clanging of milk cans. Because she was 
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familiar with the facfoJJ', she was able to visualise the cans riding their special 

conveyor belt all the wayfi'om the trucks at the back of the factOJy to the vats near 

the front where the butter was made. 

As a toddler, Jan would drift into her afternoon nap listening to the metallic 

rattle of the cans. She found the racket con1forting, perhaps because her parents 

had moved to Mill Street before she was born and she'd listened to those sounds 

in the womb. 

When Jan was about four years old, even though the war had ended a year or 

so earlier, butter was still rationed in Australia due to government pricing 

controls. People needed coupons to buy it. When Valerie was running low on the 

coveted foodstz{[f, she would place a coupon into a green velvet purse with the 

correct money and give it to Jan or Norma so they could fetch ha(f a pound of it 

for her. She always instructed her daughters to hold the purse tightly and come 

straight back. 

Valerie stored the family's butter in an ice chest: a metal-plated timber cabinet 

with a compartment for ice at the top and a cupboardforfood underneath. A drip 

tray built into the bottom of the cabinet was usually home to several ente1prising 

frogs that enjoyed sitting in the run-o.ff ji·om the ice. 

Twice a week, an iceman would deliver a replacement block of ice. Like the 

dunnyman, the iceman was a hefty bloke who even in winter wore shorts, a nm~' 

blue singlet, thick woollen socks and work boots. Jan would hear him yell 'Ice

ohh!' and a moment later watch him crash into the kitchen canying the ice with 

oversized tongs that gripped it like a giant hand. She 'dfeel the house tremble on 

its stumps as he thumped the block into its compartment where it would chill the 

contents on the shelves below- usually half a pint of milk, any leftovers ji·om the 

previous night's dinner, and whatever remained of the current pat of butter. 

When it came to butter, Jan remembers her mother being quite ji·ugal - a 

frugality that extended to the paper in which the butter was wrapped. This she 

would fold and keep in the ice chest until baking day, which more often that not 
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fell on a Friday when she was busy preparing food for the Sabbath. The paper 

was important, Valerie told Jan, because it could be used to line baking pans. 

A.f/er all, it was similar to grease proof paper, came with a thin coating of butter 

on one side and, even more conveniently, fitted pe1jectly into the base of her 

favourite square cake tin. 

Valerie, in fact, considered herself something of an e>.]Jert at recycling. Old 

butter boxes were occasionally abandoned at the back of the factory, and Valerie 

told Jan to keep an eye out for them. Roughly the size of small dog kennels, the 

boxes were made o.fpine and designed to transport butterfi'om thefactOIJ' to the 

shops, but Valerie e1ljoyed modffj,ing them for her own domestic plli]Joses. 

She once transformed a buller box info a commode. Much to Jan's amusement, 

her mother did this by padding the top part and then covering the entire object 

with pink chintz, a fus5y printed fabric with which she also made a curtain for the 

open-sided section o.f the box. Valerie then kept the family's ceramic chamber pot 

inside. When Jan wanted to go to the toilet at night, she would open the pink 

chintz curtain, lift out the pot and place it on top of the box, and then take a seat. 

At the end of her pe1jormance, she would return the pot to its usual position 

inside the box and close the curtain with a .flourish. 

For the first few years of her life, Jan linked only positive experiences with the 

butterfactDIJ'. Whenever it was her turn to buy the butter, she would head straight 

to the o.ffice where she would present the coupon and money to the girl behind the 

counter. If any men were in the room, they would talk and joke with her, and 

sometimes even take her to another part of the factmy and lift her up so she could 

see the milk in the vats. After that, someone would accompany her into the cool 

room where she was invited to select her own half-pound ofbutter.fi·om the shelf 

One day, however, when Jan was almost five, she walked into the factOIJ' to 

discover the usual girl wasn't behind the counter. In the girl's place was the 

manager's son, a teenager of about sixteen, who o.fren worked there after school 

and during the holidays. Instead o.f laughing, talking or showing Jan the milk in 

the vats, he led her directly into the cool room. Jan kept a firm hold on her 
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mother's purse; she could feel its little gold clasp pressing into her fingers and 

thumb. 

Suddenly, the teenager shut the door of the cool room. He lunged at Jan and 

tried to pull off her pants. Jan screamed and banged on the door with her fists. 

She made such a commotion/hat the boy eventually let her out. 

Still holding the purse, Jan sprinted home, where she ran directly into the back 

yard and crawled to her favourite position under the .floorboards at the fi·ont of 

the cottage. B~fore long, she could hear her mother calling. 'Jan? Jan? Where 's 

the butter?' But Jan was too upset to explain what had happened and refitsed to 

come out until much later in the day. 

From that time on, whenever the whistle blew at the fac/OIJ', it triggered a wave 

of anxiety in the pit of Jan's stomach that made her want to hide. Initially, she 

was terrified the teenager would hunt her down and punish her for escaping. 

Strangely, though, she never saw him again. According to town gossip, her 

a/locker had been banished to a place called The Home for Wayward Boys. Jan 

didn't find the news con1forting. Instead, she feared the boy's father would now 

come qfrer her, convinced that she was somehow to blame for his son being sent 

away. 

Jan never told Valerie why she hadn't come back with the butter. But more than 

sixty years later, when Jan and Norma were talking about their early family life, 

Norma claimed that Valerie had known since only hours after the incident why 

Jan had hidden under the house. For apparently, late in the afternoon on that 

even({ltl day, Valerie had asked Norma why her lillie sister had come running 

fiwn the factOIJ' and was still hiding under the house, and Norma had suggested 

that perhaps the factOIJ' boy had 'tried to a/lack her, too'. 

According to Norma, Valerie was fill'ious on hearing this il?formation. After 

checking that Jan was physically all right and corrfirming that Norma had indeed 

managed to fend off all of the boys' attacks, she had marched down the street to 

have a word with a neighbour who worked in a senior position a/the factmy. 
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'That's why the boy was never seen in Mullumbimby again, ' Norma had 

e:q;lained to Jan. 'Our mother was pretty good at straightening things out without 

anyone knowing it. ' 

in this wind an old shack leans into nothing 

(Bostok 2003a: 20) 

Not long after Jan started primmy school - and only a few months after the · 

incident at the butter factory- another drama forced her to seek refitge under the 

house. 

EveiJ' weekday morning, she and Norma would catch the Billinudgel bus to 

school. Starting out thirteen kilometres northeast of Mullumbimby at the village of 

Billinudgel, the bus would be almost fit!/ by the time it reached Mill Street. Most 

mornings, Jan would clamber up the steps after Norma to discover there was only 

one vacant seat. And for some reason, this spare seat always happened to be next 

to a whiskeiJ' old man who reeked of cigarettes, stale beer and another stench so 

sickening it reminded her of the time her mother tripped down the back stairs and 

spilt the contents of the family's chamber pot. 

'Hello, Porkie!' the man would say. 'Come and sit next to me. ' 

Mortified at the thought of delaying the other passengers, Jan would reluctantly 

accept the seat. And no matter how far she inched away fi'0/11 the man, she could 

never squirm far enough away to be out of reach. He'd tickle her stomach, pinch 

her thighs and tell her dirty jokes. When she flinched, he called her 'Fatty' so 

loudly she was embarrassed, thinking eveiJ'One on the bus would hear. She tried 

not to flinch. 

One morning, Jan realised she couldn't bear another bus trip with the dirty old 

man. She devised a plan. When the bus pulled up, she waited until Norma began 
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climbing on board before taking off around the side of the house and 

disappearing underneath. After scrambling to her favourite hidey-hole, she sat 

hunched over and gasping for breath. Awed by her own behaviour, she listened to 

her mother and several other people running up and down the driveway, shouting. 

Finally, the bus drove away. All was quiet for a few moments, and then, fi'om 

somewhere near the bottom of the garden, Tammy began cawing loudly in what 

struck Jan as triumphant tone of crow-speak. 'Wha-wha-what 's your name?' the 

birdjeered. 'Who-oo-oo are you-oo-oo?' 

Unfortunately, Jan's sense of achievement was short lived. She had evaded her 

mother's physical clutches, but could not escape her threats. 

'You'll have to come out some time, my girl, and I'll be wailing.' 

When Jan emerged fi'om beneath the house around mid-qflernoon, Valerie 

chased her with one of ClmTie 's heavy leather belts and gave her the biggest 

thrashing of her childhood. 

The next day, the old man wasn 'I on the bus. In fact, Jan never saw him again. 

As months passed, she simply figured he had died. 

About hl>enly years later, when Jan e~11lained to her mother that she hadn't 

deserved the beating because the old man had repeatedly molested her, Valerie 

had broken down and begged for Jan's forgiveness. 

In the late 1980s, however, not long after Valerie's death, Jan broached the 

subject of the Billinudgel bus with Norma, and discovered that Valerie had in fact 

learned of the old man's inappropriate behaviour only an hour or so qf/er giving 

Jan the beating. For, shortly after Norma had arrived home fi'om school on the 

day of the incident, she had opened her mother's mind to the possibility that Jan's 

behaviour had been entirely rational. 

'She's probably sick of being prodded and teased by that disgusting old man 

who always saves her a seat. ' 
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According to Norma, Valerie had again flown into action with the covert force 

of a stealth bomber. 'She had words with someone high up in the bus company, ' 

Norma explained, 'and that's why the lecherous old man was never again seen on 

the Billinudgel bus. ' 

Hearing Norma's version of the events immediately following the incident in 

question, Jan thought back to the discussion she'd had with Valerie several years 

earlier, when Valerie had pretended she had never known about the man on the 

bus, and had begged Jan 'sforgiveness for the beating. 

But now, Jan wasn't sure she really could forgive her mother aj/er all. 

window closed 
the sea's sound 
rolls back 

(Bostok 2003a: 89) 

Driving home from taking Jan to visit her old family homes in Mullumbimby, I 

find myself comparing Jan's childhood experiences with those ofKoboyashi Issa. 

One of the major poets of the Japanese haiku tradition, Issa was born into a 

farming family in the isolated mountain village of Kashiwabara on the island of 

Honshu in 1763. Originally named Koboyashi Yataro, the poet later chose Issa -

'Cup-of-Tea'- as his haiku name. 

Issa endured much suffering in his life. He lost his mother at an early age, his 

stepmother mistreated him, he lived in povetty, his first wife and children died, 

and his marriage with his second wife was unhappy. 

When Issa was little, the village children used to make fun of him for not 

having a mother. If eighteenth-century Kashiwabara farmers had built dwellings 

raised on stumps or stilts, Issa, I imagine, like Jan, would have sought refuge 
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under a house. Instead, the boy often retreated to the back yard where he'd spend 

his day crouching in the shade of the woodpile, or grieving in a dark corner. 

In Oraga Haru (My Spring), a poetic diary written in 1819 but compiled at a 

later date, one oflssa's most poignant haiku appears with the postscript, 'Age six, 

Yataro'. Although Japanese critics believe the poem is memory-based and was 

composed when Jssa was fifty-two (see Lanoue 2004b: I 0), there's no doubting 

the depth of childhood sorrow it conveys. 

Come here, 
Motherless sparrows, 
And play 
With me. 

(lssa 1972: 91) 

Both Issa and Jan were ostracised by potential playmates from a young age -

Jssa for being motherless, and Jan for being overweight - and it's not 

unreasonable to imagine that their yearning for companionship and a sense of 

belonging soon revealed itself as an empathy and affection for small and often 

unappreciated creatures. Jan, of course, loved antlions and crows. And Jssa, 

according to haiku commentators, was 'never happier than when writing of such 

subjects as fleas, flies, worms and frogs ... and in the bird kingdom, the humble 

crow and the unassuming sparrow [were] his favourites' (Yuasa 1972: 23). 

in autumn wind 
a homeless crow 
is blown 

(lssa in Lanoue 2004b: 14) 
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forced to move on crow is chased from yard to yard 

(Bostok 2003a: 82) 

I think about a book called Pure Land Haiku: The Art of Priest Iss a (2004b) by 

the American haiku scholar Professor David G Lanoue. In the book, Lanoue 

points out that, in a profound emotional sense, lssa is the homeless crow blown 

about by the autumn wind. This prompts me to imagine that Jan, in a similar 

sense, is the crow chased from yard to yard. 

Although Lanoue also insists that it's important to remember that the crow is 

also an actual bird for which Issa feels genuine tenderness. Without saying 

anything directly about their feelings, Issa and Jan's compassion is palpable- and 

reveals, as Lanoue observes in relation to Issa's poetic sensibility, 'something 

bigger than biography, something about the human condition: all of us, at one 

time or another, have found or will find ourselves alone and abandoned in the vast 

world' (Lanoue 2004b: 35). 

More than anything else, the quality that distinguishes Issa and Jan from other 

writers in the haiku tradition is their spontaneous expression of concern for 

anyone having a rough time. Both are known for assisting their animal friends, 

and both write about these actions with humour and warmth. 
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scrawny frog, fight on! 
lssa 
to the rescue 

(lssa in Lanoue 2004b: 30) 

only wishing to rescue it moth's down sticks to my fingers 

(Bostok 2003a: 79) 



lssa's compassion is closely associated with the precepts of his Jodo Shinslul, 

the Tme Pm·e Land School of Buddhist practice in which 'animals are colleagues 

to be loved' (Lanoue 2004b: I 06), whereas Jan's perhaps arises from her desire 

for acceptance, a longing she projects onto other vulnerable beings. 

As Jacqui Murray observes: 

Jan relates to the helplessness of all creatures in creation. And 

because she doesn't see herself as beautiful, she transfers her desire 

for beauty to the things that she sees, particularly bird life, and form 

in nature. (Murray 2007) 

sudden flight thousands of wild geese become wings 

(Bostok 2003a: 63) 

The next time I visit Jan's house, she has frogs on her mind. 

'There have been a couple of TV shows on how to make a frog pond. I have the 

big dish, but would I get cane toads?' 

Heading into the kitchen to put the kettle on, she tells me about the plump green 

tree frogs that occupied the bathrooms of the Brunswick Terrace home when she 

was a girl. 'I always talked to them. But once cane toads moved into the area, we 

began seeing less and less of the frogs. It was devastating.' 

I tell Jan that lately I've been reading translations of lssa's haiku, and that one 

of my favourites is about a frog. 
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locked in a staring contest 
me ... 
and a frog 

(Iss a in Lanoue 2004b: I) 

'You can imagine Issa down on his hands and knees, can't you?' Jan says. 

'Looking right at the frog.' 

While Jan makes tea, I search her bookshelves for some translations of Issa's 

haibun. 'Remember that passage in The Year of My Life, in which Issa writes 

about his friend the fi·og?' Jan places our cups on saucers while I read it aloud. 

It would seem that today, at least, the ft·ogs have patched up their 

differences with mankind and settled down to live at peace with the 

world. For instance, all I need do is spread my mat on the ground of a 

summer evening and say, "Come out, Happy! Come out, my dear!"

and out of the bush crawls a large frog and sits down with me to 

enjoy the cool evening air. Now there shines the soul of a true poet! 

(Iss a in Y uasa 1973: 72) 

I close the book and accept the tea Jan offers. 'Did you ever have that sort of 

friendship with frogs?' 

'Many!' Jan says, which doesn't surprise me. 'Frogs don't seem to be frightened 

of me. And I've never considered them slimy or crawly. I love just sitting and 

watching their little throats throbbing! As you did with the ones you and the boys 

raised.' 

Jan has remembered a story I'd told her about the previous year, when my sons 

and I had left the house we'd shared with my husband (their stepfather) and were 

staying at a friend's place. As we waited to move into our own home, another 

friend gave us a dozen green tree frog tadpoles, in the hope that we'd have 

something life-affirming to focus on during our time of upheaval. 
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The boys and I nurtured the tadpoles. We watched them change from brown to 

green, and sprout limbs before our eyes. And whenever a new frog baby climbed 

from the water and sat on a rock for the very first time, we held a birthday party

complete with a naming ceremony, sponge cake and balloons - and remembered 

that eve1ything changes, and that we too were forging a whole new life for 

ourselves. 

When Jan lived in the Brunswick Terrace Queenslander, at least four or jive tree 

.fi"ogs would gather on the rim of the bathtub while she was soaking away the 

day's grime. Terr(fled the fi"ogs would jump into the hot water and injure 

themselves, Jan spent most of her bath time pushing them into the corner of the 

tub toward~ the wall. She was much more relaxed when her amphibious fi"iends 

perched on the windowsill instead 

In the 1940s, Mullumbimby was alive with fi·ogs. Several would climb up onto 

the .fi'ont veranda and keep Jan m1•ake most nights. She would lie in bed listening 

to them -plop! plop! plop! - as they hopped across the floor boards. One .fi"og 

could usually be found sitting in a glass vase that Valerie kept on the veranda. 

The vase contained plants that grew in water, and as the fi·og liked to sit at the 

bollom of the vase, the magnifYing effect of the glass and the water made him 

appear to Jan/ike 'a huge big belly with legs'. 

ClmTie reckoned ji·ogs were like cats, that if you took them away fi"om home 

and released them they'd always find their way back. Occasionally, for Jan's 

amusement, he would bundle a couple of Brunswick Terrace fi"ogs into his car 

and drop them a few miles out of town on his way to work. To Jan's delight, the 

.fi"ogs would be back silting on the rim of the bathtub a couple o.f days later. 

Frogs were such an ever-present part of Jan's childhood that she associated 

them with religious festivals. In her mind, Christmas, for instance, became more 

about feeding fi·ogs than celebrating the birth of Jesus. Every December, masses 

of large brown beetles would appear on the lawn. Jan and Norma would fetch a 
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bucket, collect dozens of the hard-shelled creatures, and toss them to the tree 

fi'ogs. As the animals munched on the beetles, the sisters felt a strange mixture of 

revulsion and glee. 

Sometimes a fi'og would be so full that it couldn't manage to swallow its last 

beetle, part of which would be left hanging out of its mouth. The fi'og's entire 

body would appear to be wriggling. Even the skin on its back would move. Just as 

one beetle bulge would smooth out, another would pop up. It was a peculiar sight. 

Years later, when Jan learnt the beetles were a type of Christmas beetle known 

as the small brown scarab and thus a member of the Scarab species, she 

marvelled that she and Norma had been feeding an Australian version of a sacred 

Eg;]Jtian beetle to the fi'ogs of Mullumbimby. 

Jan also connected fi'ogs with regular public events. At the Mullumbimby 

Seventh-day Adventist Church Hall on Saturday nights, the boys loved nothing 

better than to catch.fi'ogs and put them down the girls' dresses. All the girls would 

scream madly- all the girls, that is, except for Jan. For instead of screaming, Jan 

would simply reach into the fi'onl of her dress, remove the frog, and then carefully 

place the animal beneath a free or under some bushes several metres from the 

hall. The boys had always known Jan was different, but not to scream like a girl? 

Now, that fJJJe of behaviour was seriously strange. 

After an enjoyable afternoon bonding with Jan over frog stories, it's time for me 

to go. As I walk towards my car, Jan points out a patch of dirt less than a metre 

from the welcome mat. 

'When I moved into this unit, I was thrilled to find that,' she says. 

I look at a patch of scraggly dandelions growing beside a clump of bindi weeds. 

And beneath the weeds, I see a few cone-shaped holes in the soft eatth. 
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'Antlions,' Jan smiles. 'I still enjoy their company, you know. Who would've 

thought, but when I moved into this unit they were making their cones right 

outside my front door.' 

in evening stillness 
the sound of bird wings 
stroking air 

(Bostok 2003a: 47) 
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Chapter 2 

I only love to paint bamboo 
its greenness 

reflected on my garment 
- Emo Saiko 



During her first year at Mullumbimby High School, Jan was flicking through an 

art textbook when she came across an image of an ink brush painting by the 

Chinese artist Wei Chu. It was called Bamboo in the Wind, and Jan fell in love -

not only with the painting's vitality, but also with the effortless quality of its 

brushstrokes. 

Pages later, she swooned over other images of Eastem art: tigers camouflaged 

in forests of bamboo, and even a tiger by a wate1:fall. Captivated by glimpses of 

big cat stripes almost hidden among stalks of bamboo or behind torrents of water, 

Jan suddenly sensed what art could achieve. Animal and environment merged into 

one, creating a mesmerising pattern of colour. 

The book responsible for Jan's epiphany was Olive L Riley's Your Art Heritage 

(1963). Who would have thought, when Riley submitted the book's manuscript to 

her New York publisher two years earlier, that its chapter on Eastern art would 

impact so strongly on an eleven-year-old girl in Australia? 

Jan became besotted with bamboo. In the first week after reading Riley's book, 

she desperately wanted to plant bamboo suckers in her family's Brunswick 

Terrace garden, but Valerie was smart enough to say no. Throughout the 

twentieth centliiJ', the main species of bamboo planted in Australian gardens were 

aggressively invasive. 

But Jan wasn't about to give up on bamboo. Her gardening ambitions thwarted, 

she took advantage of eve1y opportunity to visit her patemal grandparents' farm 

at McKee's Hill, where bamboo grew in several otherwise desolate paddocks. 

Closer to home, she spent many happy hours pedalling her blue Malvern Star 

bicycle around the district in search of the fast-growing plant. Her favourite 

specimen was a huge, tangled clump in the middle of a paddock on Main Arm 

Road, a couple of miles past the Mullumbimby Showground. 

Jan must have proved an unusual sight cycling along the coun!IJ' roads. Afore 

than four decades later, when she dropped in on a ji·iend who was e1ljoying a visit 

fi'om his elderly aunt, she would watch in mild amusement as the lifelong resident 
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of Mullumbimby scanned her memo1y for details of a child called Janice Irvine, 

before announcing, 'Oh, I think I remember a fat kid on a pushbike. ' 

Jan would force herself to smile. At least someone remembered her! And 

besides, she had nothing but happy memories of that bike, and would always 

equate it with .fi·eedom. During her teenage years, it gave her an independence 

she valued beyond measure. As her passion for e>.ploring began to outweigh her 

fear of al/racting allen/ion, she regularly rode to the outskirts of Mullumbimby 

and beyond -largely on sketching expeditions, and mostly in search of bamboo. 

'Once I'd seen those first paintings, I would drive myself mad going through 

encyclopaedias and art books looking for Chinese and Japanese artwork, mainly 

to find images of bamboo, which always looked so fresh and appealing. I've 

practiced drawing and painting bamboo ever since.' 

Jan is sitting behind a table in the foyer of Murwillumbah's Tweed River 

Regional Art Gallery, where she's spending a weekend demonstrating sumi-e, the 

ancient art of Japanese brush painting. On the table are reference books and 

photocopied articles about sumi-e, a neat stack of rice paper, several sticks of ink, 

two ink stones, and jars containing brushes and water. 

It's a sunny winter's day in 2009. Visitors wander into the gallery dressed in 

jeans and T-shitis. At first, most seem to forget they've come to look at art. 

Rather than walk directly to the Australian Potirait Collection or one of the 

temporary exhibitions, they stand before several tall glass doors that open onto a 

balcony. The views from here extend right across the Tweed Valley - with its 

ribbon of sunlit river- to the mountain ranges beyond. 

People inevitably gravitate, however, towards a long rectangular window set 

low into the northwest wall of the building. This frames a restricted yet somehow 

more compelling view of the mountains, and draws attention to one distinct 

landform in particular. 
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extinct volcano a wisp of cloud rises from its peak 

(Bostok 2003a: 78) 

Jan's sumi-e-inspired artwork- ink on rice paper, as well as acrylic on canvas

is displayed on the wall above the rectangular window, as well as in three glass 

cabinets below. Although Jan's artwork has appeared in most of her published 

haiku-related books and has featured in several group exhibitions throughout 

north em NSW, this is her first solo exhibition. A wall plaque announces: 'Janice 

will demonstrate how she applies sumi-e principles to her Westem sketches.' 

Built on hilltop land donated by former deputy Prime Minister Doug Anthony 

and his wife Margot, the gallery has six exhibition areas, a performance space, a 

cafe, and a workshop centre where Jan has conducted both haiku and sumi-e 

workshops over the past few years. A gallery volunteer, wandering over from the 

reception area to say hello, tells us that the gallery welcomes more than 70,000 

visitors each year, making it the most popular regional gallery in NSW. 'I don't 

know how I slipped in,' Jan deadpans. 'Where's the big crack?' 

As the volunteer leaves, Jan says that when she was secretary of the Banana 

Growers Federation (BGF) in the late I 980s, the BGF received a letter requesting 

a donation towards the new gallery project. Jan laughs. 'I was told by the 

president to write back and say, "Banana growers don't go to art galleries, thank 

you very much." But of course I refused. There was no way I was going to write 

that kind of letter!' 

We notice two young women peering into the display cases. They're admiring 

two very different images of echidnas. While Jan depicted the spines of one 

echidna using hundreds of quick, darting brushstrokes, she created the other's 

entire body, complete with spines, in one sweeping, deliberate movement of a 

wide fan brush. 

The women tum their attention to paintings of a catfish with delicate whiskers, 

a cormorant standing on a wooden post drying its wings, and a massive ocean 
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wave curling around a miniscule surfer. Lastly, they ponder a sumi-e fruit bat 

hanging by her toes from a power line. Jan receives a compliment: 'You've taken 

a Japanese style and applied it so beautifully to Australian animals.' 

Chatting to the women about sumi-e, Jan explains that the art form is deeply 

rooted in Zen and embodies principles such as simplicity and the idea of creating 

maximum effect with minimum means. Although the seeds of Zen painting and 

calligraphy were sown in China in the sixth century, she says, the form really 

blossomed in Japan from the twelfth century onward. 'Japanese Buddhists used 

bold lines and suggestive brushstrokes to reveal the essence, rather than merely 

the form of things,' she says, dipping a brush into inky water and selecting some 

rice paper. 'Look,' she smiles, 'a swoop of the brush here, two quick lines of ink 

there ... an emu running!' 

'It's so different from Western art,' one woman observes. 

Jan explains that sumi-e literally means 'ink painting', and is performed on a 

white background with very few brush strokes. She adds that the ink, or sumi, is 

obtained from charcoal and traditionally comes in sticks, which are ground with 

water on an ink stone until the right consistency is achieved. 

'There are four main brush strokes in sumi-e,' Jan continues. 'In Chinese brush 

painting, they're nicknamed The Four Gentlemen, while in Japan, they're called 

The Four Paragons, and each brush stroke is used to depict a particular plant. 

There's the Bamboo Stroke, the Wild Orchid Stroke, the Chrysanthemum Stroke 

and the Plum Branch Stroke. Together, they provide the basic stroke for any 

subject you could wish to paint.' In keeping with her childhood passion for 

bamboo, Jan demonstrates the Bamboo Stroke for the women. There are two parts 

to this stroke: the leaf, and the stalk. 

'First, the stalk,' she says. 'This is painted by moving the brush from joint to 

joint in a steady rhythm. To paint thick bamboo stalks, I use a brush that's at least 

two inches wide, and push the brush up the paper to paint one bamboo segment.' 

Jan moves the brush as described while holding it vertically, rather in the way 
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someone would hold a broom. 'I then stop, lift the brush, and then push it up for 

the next section, and so on. I paint the joints in separately afterwards. So except 

for the joints, a stalk is essentially a series of strokes made by pressing down and 

then lifting the brush.' 

As Jan continues the demonstration, I flick through a sumi-e book by 

calligrapher Paul Siudzinski. There's a section dedicated entirely to bamboo, a 

plant he describes as a 'symbol of perseverance'. Its combination of delicacy and 

strength, he says, offers the key to 'all the rest of sumi-e' (Siudzinski 1983: 65, 

68). Describing the larger varieties of bamboo, Siudzinski writes that 

Stmting in the spring from young bamboo shoots, the plant literally 

"shoots" into the air, achieving 90 per cent of its fifty to eighty foot 

maturity in one month, and completing its growth within another 

thirty days. It sprouts so fast that researchers report being able to 

actually see it grow ... To paint bamboo properly our brush must 

capture this incredible spirit, strength, and grace. We must feel its 

growth, how it sways in the wind without breaking, how it endures 

extremes of temperature without dying. (Siudzinski 1983: 68) 

As the women watch Jan paint bamboo stalks, I read aloud from Siudzinski: 

'Rather than trying to see what you're painting, focus on what it is like to be 

bamboo springing into the air, section by section' (Siudzinski 1983: 69). We look 

at Jan's sumi-e. The bamboo stalks are a perfect combination of strength and 

grace, and appear to be swaying in a summer breeze. 

'And now for the leaves,' Jan says. 'You create face-on leaves by holding the 

brush straight so the tip goes down the centre of the leaf. Moving the brush 

slightly right or left of ve1tical produces side views of the leaves. If you use heavy 

dark ink, the leaves look like they're wet with dew or rain. If you use dark ink but 

retain what's called the flying white - the glimpses of paper revealed when a 

vigorous brushstroke breaks apart- you create the effect of sunlight on the leaves. 

Dark leaves are new leaves or summer leaves. If you use lighter ink, the leaves 
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look dry or old. Sometimes, with just one brush stroke, you can produce leaves 

with holes in them or leaves with rough edges, as if an insect has eaten them.' 

I flick through a sumi-e article by John Stevens, Professor of Buddhist Studies 

at Tohoku Fukushi Daigaku in Japan, who writes that bamboo is the most painted 

subject in the Orient. 'According to Stevens,' I say, 'bamboo represents simplicity 

of life and a humble spirit, as well as upright integrity and tremendous flexibility. 

He describes it as the ultimate Zen plant: flexible yet strong, and empty on the 

inside' (Stevens 2008). 

The women laugh. Jan steps back from her newly painted leaves, which look as 

though they're drenched in sunlight. When she breaks for lunch, I'll ask her more 

about her childhood, especially in relation to her abiding fascination with art and 

bamboo. 

Jan first became aware of art- or 'pictures hanging on a wall'- as a three year 

old visiting her maternal grandparents' house at Brunswick Heads. In the lounge 

room was an oil painting of a wate1jall in the Blue Mountains. Nan Weir would 

panic whenever Jan or Norma went near it. 'Girls, don't touch!' she'd admonish. 

'It's a real painting, not a print. ' 

Nan Weir did have one print - an image of a young Victorian-era woman 

pouring water into a garden .from a huge jug - although Jan wasn't allowed to 

touch that either. Aside from a few /{unify photographs, the painting and print 

were the only decorations on the walls of her grandparents' home. 

But they were more than enough for Jan, who would gaze at the wate1jall in 

awe. 'How could a person paint water to look so real?' Then she'd study the trees 

and clouds. More impressionistic than the water tumbling fi'om the cliff, these 

were painted in blue and smoky strokes. 'I could do that, ' she thought. 'I could 

paint trees and clouds. ' 
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Later in life, when Jan recalled what she'd come to think of as Nan Weir's 'real 

painting'- the painting too precious to be touched- she wondered if perhaps it 

had planted in her mind the idea that art is something special, something to be 

revered. 

splashing 
down the hillside 
wet sunshine 

(Bostok 2003a: 76) 

Back home in Mullwnbimby, the art wasn't quite as inspiring. The only fi'mned 

print Jan's parents owned was of an English hunting scene, complete with 

hounds, horses and riders gathered for a chase. She came across illustrations on 

the stamps that she collected (her favourite stamp featured the profile of a 

Romanian prince, which she thought was the most handsome profile she'd ever 

seen), and also in her mother's religious books. The pictures in the religious 

books, however, were mostly of fearsome beasts from the Book of Revelations, 

including a lion with eagle's wings and a monster with ten horns and iron teeth. 

In one volume, a bear-like beast with three ribs in its mouth appeared above the 

caption: 'Arise, devourmuchjlesh!' 

Entering her teenage years, Jan realised she had little interest in classical 

European art, much of which reminded her of the religious illustrations and hence 

the hordes of monstrous animals waiting to eat her. Years later, she would 

conclude that part of her attraction to Eastern art stems fi'om the way that the 

animals it depicts are more likely to be portrayed as spiritual allies rather than 

man-eating tyrants. In Eastern art, tigers, for example, often represent inspiring 

qualities such as power, courage and energy, and commonly appear as 

companions or mounts of exalted .figures such as sages, priests and immortals. 
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Jan began seeking out Eastern art not only for inspiration in terms ofform and 

content, but also for ideas regarding the selection of raw materials. When her 

high school art teacher, Mrs Allen, set Jan's class the task o.f making something 

from wood, Jan decided to work with a fresh green stalk of bamboo ji-0111 a clump 

she often visited on Main Arm Road. After cutting the stalk into hl'o three-inch 

sections with a fine-toothed saw, she then used a Stanley knife to carve intricate 

raised designs into the green outer skin of each piece. She finished by varnishing 

her creations: a pair o.f serviette rings. 

Mrs Allen admired Jan's creativity and encouraged her interest in art. She 

particularly liked one o.f Jan's paintings called The Circus, in which Jan had 

created faces in a big top audience by applying paint with a cotton wool ball to 

textured wallpaper. 

Jan ;pent more time with Mrs Allen than with any other teacher, a situation 

inadvertently supported by other school staff When Jan showed no interest in 

maths, for example, her moths teacher would bemoan her lack of ability in that 

subject and instruct her to 'Go to the art room instead!' where Mrs Allen would 

happily make the most o.f the girl's company. On one occasion, teacher and 

student worked with minimal assistance ji-om anyone else to screen-print new 

curtainsfor the entire school. 

Mrs Allen encouraged Jan to enter her paintings in competitions. The first time 

Jan remembers feeling important was in 1954 when she won a United Nations 

school poster prize for a collage about healthy living. On a white sheet o.f 

cardboard, she'd painted bowls of jhlit, as well as images o.f children riding bikes 

and playing. While working on the poster at home, she'd worried she was using 

too many of the same colours, so Valerie suggested she paint one image in 

silhouette - inadvertently impressing upon Jan just how striking the use o.f black 

ink could be. The Mullumbimby Rotary Club presented Jan with her prize, a book 

about Mount Everest, thus establishing a link behl'een Jan's artwork and 

mountains that continues to this day. 
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As much as Jan enjoyed painting conventional children's subjects, however, her 

favourite pastime remained sketching and painting bamboo. She would sketch an 

entire clump during her expeditions into the countryside and then, once home, 

would practice painting only the leaves. She preferred green ink but this was 

rarely available, so she mainly used red and blue. Creating one leaf with each 

sh·oke, she became deeply absorbed in the repetitious nature of the process. Her 

worries dissolved as she began seeing the world vividly and clearly. She felt 

whole. 

'Did you know that traditionally, in Japan, sumi-e artists practice painting bamboo 

leaves for at least twenty years before attempting to paint anything else?' Jan says. 

We're sitting at a table on the balcony of the Gallery Cafe, enjoying the view of 

Wollumbin. 

'I started painting bamboo leaves when I was eleven,' she continues, 'and didn't 

move on to painting bamboo poles until I started sumi-e, which was a.fier I 

discovered haiku.' 

Watching fellow diners order meals, flick through mt magazines and gaze at the 

spectacular view, I calculate that Jan must have practiced painting bamboo leaves 

for at least fifteen years. 

'Apatt from Mrs Allen, no one in Mullumbimby took a serious interest in what 

I was painting as a child. It's only since I've been writing haiku and doing sumi-e 

that people say I must have been Japanese in another life.' 

Jan has touched upon a theme that has intrigued me since the day we met. As a 

child, Jan had scant contact with Japanese culture. Nonetheless, an underlying 

Japanese aesthetic seems to have informed most of her creative endeavours, 

especially her poetry and art. 
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accepting my gift 
he says you have 

buddha-shaped ears 

(Bostok 2003a: 38) 

'I find it remarkable,' I say, 'that as a child growing up in Mullumbimby, 

without knowing anything about Japanese artistic traditions, you spontaneously 

established a long-term practice of painting bamboo leaves. Were you surprised 

when you realised the coincidence?' 

'Yes, surprised, but also in a strange way accepting, because the repetition came 

so naturally to me,' Jan says. 'I was particularly pleased when I read Basho's 

advice that if you want to learn about bamboo you must become bamboo, to the 

point where you can write about bamboo or paint bamboo in all seasons and all 

weather. I understand that philosophy perfectly, and feel I always have. Bash6 

only confirmed it for me.' 

Most haiku writers, I imagine, would be familiar with Basho's most celebrated 

edict. 

Go to the pine if you want to learn about the pine, or to the bamboo if 

you want to learn about the bamboo. And in doing so, you must leave 

your subjective preoccupation with yourself. Otherwise you impose 

yourself on the object and do not learn. Your poetry issues of its own 

accord when you and the object have become one - when you have 

plunged deep enough into the object to see something glimmering 

there. (Basho in Edwards 1989: I 00) 

Coincidentally, I'd been reminded of Basho's advice only the previous night, 

while reading a book by the Dutch-American sculptor and painter Frederick 

Franck. The author of more than thirty books on spirituality and drawing, Franck 

believes that in relating to the natural world through drawing, we're 'not copying 
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nature ... [but] responding to nature in full awareness; to the way nature expresses 

itself' in a particular object (Franck I 979: 50). 

Handing Jan a menu, I tell her about Franck, emphasising his observation that 

when he is drawing an ordinary thing, he realises how extraordinary it is, what a 

sheer miracle: 'the starry splendour of a humble dandelion, the voluptuous curves 

of a green pepper' (Franck I 993: xii). 

Jan understands. 'I feel like I see nature with more wonder than most people. 

This morning, for instance, I noticed that a water snail in one of my fish tanks had 

laid eggs, each the size of a pinhead. Every one of those eggs is going to grow to 

be a perfect snail about the size of a fifty-cent piece! The whole cosmos is 

extraordinary, but because we live here each day and have to fight to work and 

survive, we tend not to see the marvel of ordinary things. The masses seem not to 

even care about the complex web of life that we're part of ... although perhaps 

now that climate change has become a political debate, people will begin to think 

more about the natural world.' 

'Haiku and sumi-e encourage us to do that,' I prompt. 

'Definitely. Haiku and sumi-e are about finding fresh ways to show people the 

wonders of the natural world. This is important because we congregate in large 

cities now and are no longer as close to nature. The Japanese have long felt this 

and have devised many ways of trying to get back to nature.' 

I think back to a trip I made to Japan the previous year. The majority of 

Japanese reside in hectic major cities, where their lives appear to be dominated by 

gruelling work schedules. Pollution is rife. From a Shinkansen or 'bullet train', I 

would watch a seemingly endless array of concrete buildings, criss-crossed power 

lines and neon signs whizzing past my window. No wonder the ideal of being in 

harmony with nature is honoured not only in the Japanese practice of haiku and 

sumi-e, but also in other mts like ikebana (flower arranging), traditional 

architecture, and garden design. 
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'This longing to get back to nature always reminds me of the story in the Bible 

of Adam and Eve,' Jan continues. 'Ever since humans were banished from 

paradise, which was a perfect ecosystem, many have tried to get back to some sort 

of paradise. But they have never been satisfied! We have lost many of onr 

instincts, which animals still have, but if we don't understand om· environment 

and look after it, one day it will be gone.' 

As Jan turns her full attention to the menu, I again think of Franck, who often 

cites the Chinese philosopher Hui Neng's dictum, 'The meaning of life is to see'

a dictum that 'becomes a mantra' he finds confirmed whenever he draws (Franck 

1979: 34). 

When the eye wakes up to see again, it suddenly stops taking 

anything for granted. The thing I draw, be it leaf, rosebush, woman, 

or child, is no longer a thing, no longer my "object" over and against 

which I am the supercilious "subject". The split is healed. When I am 

drawing leaf or caterpillar or human face, it is at once de-thingified. I 

say yes to its existence. By drawing it, I dignify it, I declare it worthy 

of total attention, as wotthy of attention as I am myself, for sheer 

existence is the awesome mystery and miracle we share. (Franck 

1993: xvii) 

When Jan was preparing to leave school at the age of fourteen, Mrs Allen tried to 

steer her toward~ an art-related career. Utilising industry contacts, she arranged 

for her to undertake an apprenticeship with a commercial art company in Sydney. 

The job involved designing artwork for a range of goods and services, and 

represented a valuable learning opportunity that would have ensured Jan was 

paid while learning to paint and draw. Mrs Allen had even organised 

accommodation on Jan's behalf: board and lodging with one of her old college 

fi'iends. 
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Jan embraced the idea of moving to Sydney. A number of Clarrie 's siblings 

lived there, including his sister MmJ•, whom Jan called Auntie Tot. Apart fi·om the 

fact that Auntie Tot was jim to be around, Jan liked the thought of visiting her 

more regularly because her husband, Bill Webber, was a commercial 

photographer employed by State Studios, where he'd once worked with the 

famous Australian artist Cedric Emanuel. Jan allowed herse(fto daydream about 

lazy Sunday qflemoons around the kitchen table at Auntie Tot's, her uncle 

regaling her with anecdotes about Emanuel's outstanding artistic ability and 

penchant for practical jokes. 

But Jan's time in Sydney was never to be. While Mrs Allen's belief in Jan's 

aptitude for forging an artistic career was wei/founded, Valerie and Clm-rie were 

equally realistic about their daughter's capacity for independent living. 'You're 

only fourteen, Jan, 'they said. 'That's much too young to move ml'ay.fi·om home. ' 

At the time, Jan wasn 'I visibly upset about her parents' decision. After all, she 

had a finely honed instinct for predicting the fitture and had not - even in the 

midst of her elaborate 'Auntie-Tot-and-Uncle-Bill' fantasies - been able to 

imagine them agreeing to the move. TIJ'ing to feel as detached as possible, she 

rationalised that Mrs Allen's offer was simply one of those dreams she'd known 

was never going to come true. 

Instead of moving to Sydney, Jan surrendered to her family's expectations and 

spent the next two years learning typing and shorthand in A1ullumbimby. The 

course was held at her old high school two nights a week, and Clarrie bought her 

a portable typewriter so she could attend. Entering a classroom qfler sunset gave 

Jan an eerie sensation she compared to the feeling of attending church on a 

weekday. 'One feels one can speak a little louder, ' she would observe to fi'iends 

years later, 'but it is still a holy place. ' 

One good thing about the course was that it le,f/ her days ji·ee. She had time not 

only to practice her typing - mainly by copying articles from the National 

Geographic magazines her father bought for that pwpose - but also to take art 

lessons by correspondence. By the time her secretarial course was finishecl, she'd 
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learnt a little more about art, could type up to sixty word~ a minute, and was 

qualified to teach typing. 

As Norma remembers it, her sister was 'always good at art' and drew 

prolifically throughout her teenage years. By the time Jan started high school 

Norma had moved away to college, where she looked forward to receiving the 

quirky cartoons her sister would send her in the mail. She got a laugh out of the 

images and was also mnused- albeit a little startled - by their pla;fully blunt 

captions. 'I haven't heard.fi-om you,' one caption said. 'You must be dead.' 

Jan and I order the Gallery Cafe's shepherd's pie, and it's delicious. Each serving 

comes with chips and a salad topped with thin curls of roasted sweet potato. For 

once, we finish a meal without ordering desse1i. On our short stroll back to the 

sumi-e exhibition, Jan explains that it wasn't until later in life that she 

acknowledged her deep regret at missing out on the art apprenticeship. 

'I always wanted to do something special,' she says. 'I may have a huge ego, I 

don't know, but at a very early age I wanted to do things that other kids couldn't 

do, or couldn't do very well -perhaps to show those who teased me that I was 

better than them in one way at least.' 

This seems the ideal moment to ask a question that's been on my mind for 

months. 'Jan, have you ever noticed a paradox within yourself? I mean, on one 

hand you write and paint so that you can become immersed in your subject and 

disappear, but on the other, you perform those activities because you want to be 

appreciated, because you want to stand out.' 

Jan groans and then laughs. 'Well, when you put it that way ... yes, I can see 

that paradox operating within myself. I've often wanted to be invisible because I 

hate being fat, but at the same time I crave admiration.' She laughs again. 'Have I 

ever told you I've always wanted a medal?' 
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Jan can pinpoint I he moment she realised she was fat. It happened when she was 

five years old 

Her mother had always made her clothes. Valerie spent hours sitting at an old 

Singer treadle sewing machine and then later at a modern electric version. Jan 

didn't know it at the time, but Valerie made Jan's clothes because those available 

in shops were never big enough to fit her youngest daughter. 

Jan hated having to try on ha(f-made clothes. She wriggled and fidgeted, 

shijling her weight fi"om one foot to another as Valerie fitssed about with 

measuring tapes and pins ... until one day, her mother reached the limits of her 

tolerance. Exasperated by Jan's inability to stand still, Valerie spat out the 

sewing pins she'd been holding between her lips and dragged Jan across the 

room. Taking a fierce grip of the girl's shoulders, she positioned her firmly in 

.{i-on/ of a fit!l-length mirror. 'Now, stand still and watch what I have to do to 

make your dress look nice!' 

At first, Jan watched only her mother's hands darting about, taking in the side 

seams of a yellow summer dress. Valerie had pinned the garment inside-out so 

she could figure out where to sew the seams. 'Big deal,' Jan thought, allowing her 

mind to drijl elsewhere. She began to fidget again, and Valerie accidentally stuck 

her with a pin. Jan burst into tears. 

Valerie was almost in tears herse(f as she attempted to con1fort her daughter, 

but quickly pressed on with her task. Jan took a second look in the mirror. 

Subdued, she gazed past her mother's hands - and, because the hand~ were 

swooping about like small birds, she imagined them building nests in her dress. 

She then gazed beyond the dress itself Through her tears, it became a vague 

yellow blur. Calmer now, she looked steadily at the image of herself 

Jan was shocked. Unaware of ever having seen her body in a mirror before, she 

stared in horror at a girl she could only describe as fat, ugly and much larger 

than her sister - a sister who was four years older. 'That can't be me!' Jan 

thought, and began CIJ'ing again with a vengeance. Humiliated and appalled, she 
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felt as though one of those vile beasts fi'om the Book of Revelations had 

swallowed her happiness in one gulp. 'Arise, devour much flesh!' 

From that moment on, Jan felt vastly different to eveJyoJJe else. Tormented by 

the belief that she was fat and ugly, she rarely disregarded her poor self-image -

and on the few occasions she did, someone would retrieve it for her. If she tried 

on new shoes, for instance, and twirled around the room, Valerie would chastise 

her. J( Jan said the shoes were pretty, that might be acceptable. But if she forgot 

herse(( and said that she herse(f looked pretty, her mother would rebuke her. 

'Pride cometh before a fall, Janice. You are a good, honest, plain girl. It is 

better to be nice of nature than to be beautifiil on the outside. Beauty is only skin 

deep.' 

Back at the sumi-e table, Jan says that as recently as last week she felt upset on 

catching sight of her reflection in a shop window - 'Probably because I never 

want to believe I'm as fat and ugly as I really am!' 

It disturbs me to hear Jan talk like this. There's no question she's a large 

woman, but many men throughout her life have found her size attractive, not 

repulsive- and I can't imagine anyone describing her as ugly. She has dark lively 

eyes, wavy silver hair, and the smooth, radiant skin of a woman half her age. 

What's more, her large body suggests a large appetite - not only for food, but also 

for laughter, sensuality, and even more, for sexuality. 

'I don't know why you make those self-deprecating comments,' I say. 'I've 

heard you call yourself ugly in front of people, and I'm sure it comes as a shock to 

anyone who's been sitting there perceiving you as an attractive, charismatic 

woman- a woman,' I continue with a grin, 'who's not afraid to draw attention to 

herself with huge diamond rings and other flashy jewelry!' 

Jan looks down at her hands - today she's wearing three oversized diamond 

rings - and laughs nervously. 'Well, I think I say things like that to ward off 
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rejections and derogatory comments. Also, any time I feel tempted to accept a 

flattering remark I can feel my mother's buming disapproval. Only yesterday, I 

went to see Dr Joe wearing a new pink top and a long layered skirt in different 

shades of the same colour. When I walked into the consulting room, Dr Joe said, 

Oh, pretty in pink! J.f my daughter Emily were here, she'd be giving you wings. 

You'd be a pink faiiJ'I I immediately thought, Oh God, where 's Mum? Then 

suddenly, I could hear Mum as clearly as if she were standing beside me. Pride 

cometh before a fall, Janice.' 

After gazing out at Wollumbin for a few moments, Jan concedes that she 

recently allowed herself to take one small personal comment as a compliment. 

After sending a letter to a Alan Summers, a haiku writer in England, in which 

she'd made reference to someone who 'must have been stunning when young', 

she'd received a response that included the words, 'Don't worry, Jan. You're 

stunning on the inside.' 

Jan sighs. 'I hope my mother also saw that side of me. It mustn't have been easy 

for her, watching her child grow up feeling so unhappy with herself.' 

Still looking towards the mountains, she adds, 'Perhaps I've always loved 

beautiful things because I believe myself to be ugly. l did, and still do, have very 

definite ideas about what is beautiful in my eyes.' 

twilight 
the black swan's neck 
in shadow 

(Bostok 2003a: 80) 

Suddenly, l feel drawn to Jan's simple image of a sumi-e heron, attracted by the 

way the bird seems to be creating an elegant pattem of concentric black circles on 

the plain white background. 
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Jan follows the direction of my gaze. 'Ro: that's the Japanese word for heron.' 

'Ro.' I try the sound for myself before explaining that I love the contrast 

between the sharp lines of the bird's legs and the rounded brushwork suggestive 

of ripples in water. 

'I can't help but see forms in nature: a gnarled tree, the curve of a cow's neck, 

or a single leaf on a branch,' Jan says. 'These forms have the same quality of 

suclmess I enjoy in haiku. As a child, I always saw this quality naturally. I 

remember doing a painting of Mum hanging clothes on the Hills hoist -just a 

view of her from behind with the shape of the clothes line above her head, and to 

finish it off our ginger cat arching her back with her tail up against Mum's legs.' 

Jan rinses a brush in a jar of clean water. 'Things have gone full circle now; haiku 

has drawn me deeper into painting.' 

I'm not surprised. There's a profound correspondence between haiku and sumi-

e. If Frederick Franck were alive to see Jan's heron, for example, he would no 

doubt describe it as 'a wordless haiku written in lines and dots' (Franck 1993: 88). 

He would know that Jan is painting haiku. After all, in Japanese, the same verb

kaku- means to draw, to paint and to write. As Franck comments, haiku is akin to 

painting/drawing in that both equate to 'pure experiencing precipitated' (Franck 

1993: 88). 

In Zen Seeing/Zen Drawing, Franck writes: 

Haiku transmit neither an idea nor a philosophy; they transmute pure 

experience into a minimum of words that grasp a moment of grace, be 

it joyous or heartrending. All that has for long seemed commonplace 

and dead springs at once to brand-new pulsing life. (Franck 1993: 91) 

Franck's description applies just as perfectly to sumi-e. After all, sumi-e- as 

with any type of mindful drawing/painting- is 'an intensifier of firsthand seeing 

... a catalyst of awareness' (Franck 1993: xvii). One of the main qualities shared 

by both ati forms is that each functions as 
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a meditation-in-action on That Which Matters, a veritable 

breakthrough, an awakening from the years of non-seeing, from the 

coma of looking-at to firsthand seeing ... as if the innocent eye of 

childhood is reawakened through the unjaded eye of the artist-within. 

(Franck 1993: xii). 

Haiku and sumi-e also share much in common when it comes to their use of 

white space. As practitioners strive to distil the essence of an object or scene using 

an economy of expression- whether in words or brush strokes- what's left out of 

the poem or painting becomes just as impmtant as what's included. As Franck 

observes about painting/drawing- and again, his words are equally applicable to 

haiku - anything the artist means to say 'can be said with very little, and the 

empty vastness of space expresses itself as a single bird on a bare stalk or as a 

little bunch of people under the endless sky' (Franck 1979: 128). 

silence 
found 

in the throb 
of crickets 

(Bostok 2003a: 32) 

As the sun drops behind the mountains, I say goodbye to Jan and leave the 

gallery. On the drive home, I have plenty of time to reflect on the day's 

experiences. First, I think about Jan's clear-eyed way of seeing the natural world, 

a capacity that is no doubt central to both her success with haiku and her passion 

for sumi-e. And then I realise that this ability to really see, is, of course, 

inseparable from a complex combination of intense psychological forces, 

including a craving for beauty, a desire for attention, and a longing to disappear. 

Second, I get to thinking about bamboo, which brings an old Chinese proverb to 

mind: 'The taller the bamboo grows, the lower it bends.' Having never been able 
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to affix a stable meaning to this proverb, I now wonder if it suggests that the 

higher a person is in grace, the lower she'll be willing to stoop to serve others- an 

interpretation that seems apt when I think back over a day of watching Jan 

patiently demonstrate the basic techniques of sumi-e while encouraging beginners 

to try it for themselves. It's a patience that has served the Australian haiku 

community well; no matter how high Jan has risen in the haiku firmament, she has 

never rejected a request for help from someone new to the genre - whether the 

request took the form of a one-off question or a long-term mentoring arrangement 

that inevitably transforms into friendship. 

Lastly, passing kilometres of fettile grazing land, I recall that bamboo is not, as 

some may assume, a tree, but is in fact a member of the grass family - and as 

such, is actually the world's tallest form of grass. It seems fitting then that 

bamboo's connection to grass reminds me of an observation made by Vincent van 

Gogh, who was also greatly influenced by Japanese painting. After a day spent 

marvelling at Jan's capacity to see the extraordinary in the ordinary, I find his 

words illuminating. 

If we study Japanese Art, we see a man who is undoubtedly wise, 

philosophic and intelligent, who spends his time doing what? In 

studying the distance between the earth and moon? No. In studying 

Bismark's policy? No. He studies a single blade of grass. (Van Gogh 

in Edwards 1989: 96) 
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Chapter 3 

Some keep the Sabbath going to Church, 
I keep it staying at Home -

With a bobolink for a Chorister, 
And an Orchard, for a Dome. 

- Emily Dickinson 



'I used to have a penfriend in America who reckoned he knew me in another life. 

I was a Persian princess and he was the prince and we were in love. I still don't 

know if I believe in those things or not!' 

Jan often talks about reincarnation, perhaps because she feels she's been given a 

crappy deal in this life. 

'I sometimes think I'm mad. That I'm in a dream and one day I'll wake up to a 

normal existence.' 

Today's discussion is taking place over coffee at a cafe nmth of Byron Bay. It's 

late autumn 2008. Dark clouds race across the sky, and the scent of rain fuses with 

the smell of the sea. 

'You hear about people who can remember past lives, but I can't. Maybe our 

existence on this planet is totally random.' 

I stir sugar into my coffee as she continues. 

'But by the same token, this theory of the Big Bang, I can't understand that. 

And at the other extreme there's the creation story with Adam and Eve ... I 

consider that and I go pffft.' Jan looks incredibly put out. 'No. Neither of those 

theories is right. Neither of them works. The Big Bang is like getting a whole 

heap of different things, and throwing them up into the air and ... ' 

Jan waves her arms skyward, bumps her mug and splashes coffee over herself. 

' ... and then you have ... what? A dinosam? A tree? A toaster?' 

Despite Jan's serious demeanour, I'm laughing. 'You've got the Big Bang on 

your T-shirt.' 

Jan pulls the fabric away from her body to inspect the stain, and looks at me, 

and smiles. 'I wonder if it will turn into something!' 
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Jan has clear memories of her mother arguing with the neighbours- often across 

the back fence, but sometimes s/andingface tof(Jce with an opponent in the street. 

A good-natured comment from/he bloke next door could trigger her indignation. 

'But Valerie, I always thought Sunday was the traditional day of rest. ' 

Looking her neighbour steadfastly in the eye, Valerie would reply, '{f I invited 

you to dinner on Tuesday night and you came on Wednesday, I wouldn't be 

e.\pecling you and there'd be nothing here for you. So if you go to church on 

Sunday, there's no blessing, God's not there. You've got to attend church on 

Saturday, when he's expecting you. ' 

Jan was raised a Seventh-day Adventist, the paternal side of her family having 

been involved with the religion since her Grandfather John Irvine's conversion in 

the late 1800s. Set apart fi·om most other Christian gro1q1s by its insistence that 

the Sabbath falls on a Saturday, Seventh-day Adventism emphasises the imminent 

return of Jesus Christ. It is also renowned for encouraging believers to follow a 

vegetarian diet and maintain a conservative, modest lifestyle. 

Even as a young girl, Jan sensed people were uneasy with her family's beliefs. 

As if being the fattest kid in town wasn't burden enough, she also felt shunned for 

belonging to a 'weird religion'. In her mind, she was doubly different .fi"om 

everyone else in/own. 

While her school peers spent their Saturdays competing in organised sport, 

working at part-lime jobs or swimming in the river, Jan dutifidly observed the 

Sabbath. From sunset Friday until sunset Saturday, she re.fi"ained .fi"om reading 

magazines, listening to the radio or entertaining herse{f in any way. And it wasn't 

just the Sabbath that demanded sober modes of behaviour. At all limes, the church 

- usually in the form of Valerie- warned her against indulging in 'worldly evils'. 

These included wearing jewellet)', watching movies at the picture theatre, and 

a/fending Saturday night dances a/the Mullumbimby School of Arts. 

The church also condemned the use of cosmetics, which is why Jan was puzzled 

by her mother's penchant for face powder. Valerie said she used if because she 
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always wanted to look her best - even though she drew the line at applying 

lipstick, rouge and eye shadow. The belief that a woman shouldn't 'decorate 

herself' ran deeply through the religion. 

In 1946, for example, AG Stewart, the editor of the Seventh-day Adventist 

magazine, the Australasian Record, dedicated an editorial to the church's 

'growing concern' over the 'number of our womenfolk ... succumbing to the 

prevailingfashion of the world in the use a,( lipstick'. 

That the time has come for a l'eiJ' d~finite denunciation of this 

persistent and repulsive practice in our midst, is the solenm 

conviction of many who are entrusted with the responsibility of being 

shepherds o.f the flock of God ... We make no apology in naming this 

worldly practice as a species of idolatl)' which can result only in 

neutralising the spirituality o.f its devotees and leading to 

carelessness in other ways. We most earnestly pray, therefore, that 

there will be a positive cessation in the use o.f this di~figuring 

cosmetic by all who claim to be members of the body o.f Christ. 

(Stewart 1946: 2) 

By the time Jan was at high school, she began wondering how one small stick of 

lip colour could prove such a menace to religion. She wasn't the only teenager 

asking such questions. 

EveiJ' year throughout her childhood she attended a weeklong Seventh-day 

Adventist camp at Goonellabah on the outskirts of Lismore in northern New South 

Wales. It was here that she became acquainted with Bob Ellis, an outspoken 

Lismore boy who would grow up to become one of Australia's most prol{fic and 

controversial writers, filmmakers and political commentators. 

Bob was the same age as Jan but considerably more vocal. Jan watched in awe 

as he argued with the elders. 'What, Mum's not going to get into Heaven because 

she wears lipstick? ' 
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In 1956, two months before Jan's fourteenth birthday, Norma left home. She 

moved to the rural town ofCooranbong, almost seven hundred kilometres south of 

Mullumbimby, where she began a diploma in teaching at Avondale College, 

Australia's only Seventh-day Adventist tertiOIJ' institution. Throughout the 

twentieth centlll)', most Australian Seventh-day Adventist families sent their 

children to Avondale, even if only to study the Bible for a year a,frer they'd 

finished school. 

Valerie and Clarrie had both spent time there. Valerie, for example, not long 

after converting to Seventh-day Adventism in her late twenties, had packed Weet

Bix on college grounds to pay for a year of Bible study. This was possible because 

the church operated the Sanitarium Health Food Company at Avondale. 

As for Clm'l'ie, at the age of twenty, he had set out to follow his dream of 

becoming a high school English teacher by enrolling in a teaching diploma at 

Avondale. He'd completed only one year of the course, however, when the Great 

Depression forced his parents to call him home to help on the family farm. 

Clarrie 's mother had just given birth to her seventh child, Harold (subsequently 

known as Bill, for some long;(orgotten reason). So, instead of becoming a 

teacher, Clarrie took over his mother's job of milking the cows, committing 

himself to a pattern o.ffarmwork that would continue for the rest of his life. 

Norma, having been raised by parents who had studied, worked and lived at 

Avondale, wasn't shocked during her first week at the college to hear the 

principal denounce the use of rouge, lipstick, and eyebrow pencils. Like Jan, 

Norma had spent years fearing for the purity of her mother's soul over the 'face 

powder issue', and was relieved to learn that particular cosmetic did not feature 

on the church's list of unacceptable embellishments. 

Jewellel)' did, however. Growing up, Jan and Norma were aware that as 

Seventh-day Adventists, they were to avoid wearing rings, bracelets, earrings and 

necklaces if they intended to get to Heaven. For the most part, Valerie agreed 

with this directive. She would wear a broach, for example, but not bead~ or 

earrings. She once told Jan that as a young girl she'd owned a solid gold bangle, 
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but that on her own and her parents' conversion ji-om the Church of England had 

donated it to the Seventh-day Adventist Church for building upkeep. Jan had 

bristled at the thought. 

She felt just as stroppy when dance classes were held as part of her high 

school's physical education curriculum. For it was always before such classes 

that Valerie would send notes to the teachers forbidding her daughter's 

involvement. Jan would sit in a corner watching her classmates learn to waltz and 

foxtrot until each lesson was over. 

sunflower 
not this way 
this morning 

(Bostok 1974: 18) 

When Jan first told me she was raised a Seventh-day Adventist, I knew very little 

about the religion. Nonetheless, I was able to recognise two enduring side effects 

of her experiences. First, Jan was grateful that her family's faith had provided her 

with a 'good moral upbringing'. Second, she hadn't been able to shake the belief 

that God was continually punishing her for 'being a sinner'. 

Over several months, as I listened to Jan's stories about her family's religion, I 

felt a growing need to position her experiences within the wider historical context 

of the church in society. I started reading widely across Seventh-day Adventist 

literature on the internet, but felt I gained the deepest insight into the religion 

during informal conversations with Associate Professor John Knight, an 

Australian haiku writer and publisher, and a long-time friend of Jan's. 

Like Jan, John was raised a Seventh-day Adventist but came to believe that 

normative Seventh-day Adventism is 'highly fundamentalist in attitude and 

lifestyle' (Knight 1985: 31), especially in the sense that 'its intentions are 
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inherently antithetical to those of progressive education or of genuinely 

progressive movements in society' (Knight 1985: 31, 35). 

A founding editor of the Australian haiku journal Paper Wasp, John manages 

Post Pressed, a Brisbane-based publishing company. Late in 2008, Post Press 

published Beyond Ellen White: Seventh-day Adventism in Transition. The book 

was written by Michael Leigh Chamberlain, an Avondale College alumni and 

former Seventh-day Adventist preacher, who became widely known in 1980 when 

his daughter Azaria disappeared near Uluru in the Northern Territory. 

Based on his PhD thesis in Education, which he completed at the University of 

Newcastle in 2002, Chamberlain's Beyond Ellen White traces the development of 

the Seventh-day Adventist community in Australia, predominantly by focussing 

on the history of Avondale College. In this sense, the book not only provided me 

with detailed information about the college, but also introduced me to the history 

of the Seventh-day Adventist Church in general, and the church's co-founder and 

charismatic prophet Ellen G White, in particular. 

From my reading across the above sources and my conversations with John, 

then, I pieced together an understanding of the church's history. Seventh-day 

Adventism, I learned, 'emerged from the ashes' of the Millerite movement that 

swept North America in the 1840s (Chamberlain 2008: 22). In 1831, after 

studying the Bible's Daniel 8:14 prophecy, a former army captain and Baptist 

preacher by the name of William Miller decided Jesus would return to Eatth 

somewhere between 1843 and 1844. Miller's followers homed in on a specific 

date - October 22, 1844 -and the prediction took hold in the hearts of more than 

I 00,000 people. 

When Jesus did not appear as expected - a non-event that later became known 

as 'The Great Disappointment' - most of the Millerites felt, well ... greatly 

disappointed. Many left the movement, but a few believers re-examined their 

Bibles and decided that Miller had indeed identified an auspicious date. His error, 

they claimed, was that he had misinterpreted its significance. October 22, 

apparently, was not the day of the Second Coming. Rather, it heralded Jesus' 
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entry into the Most Holy Place of the Heavenly Sanctuary, from where he would 

conduct his investigative judgment into the lives of professed believers. 

This 'judgment' involved Jesus weighing a person's good works against his or 

her sins, and then deciding whether any confessed and pardoned sins had been 

truly overcome. It would culminate when Jesus returned to Earth to resurrect and 

glorify the righteous dead, and then take them -along with the righteous living

to Heaven for one thousand years. After this millennium had passed, the righteous 

would inhabit a recreated Eatth for eternity, while the unrighteous (a group 

comprised mostly of unsaved souls, including anyone who worshipped on a 

Sunday) would be punished by annihilation. 

Annihilation, I discovered, is a doctrine that insists sinners will be destroyed on 

the spot rather than tormented forever in Hell (a fate, according to conventional 

Christian denominations, that is destined to befall the average sinner). 

Subscribing to these new convictions, one staunch faction of former Millerites 

created the nucleus of what would officially become the Seventh-day Adventist 

Church. Among them was a young woman with a reputation for prophecy. Her 

name was Ellen G White. 

As I read books and articles about this woman who would become the driving 

force of Seventh-day Adventism, I learned that she was born Ellen Gould Harmon 

at Gorham, Maine, on November 26, 1827, and that her life took a challenging 

turn when she was nine. Walking home from school with her twin sister one 

afternoon, Ellen was struck on the head by a rock thrown by an older girl. 

According to Chamberlain, 'This resulted in severe concussion and facial 

disfigurement, and left her with precarious health' (Chamberlain 2008: 23). 

As a result of her head injury, Ellen's personality changed. She became 

introspective and moralistic, and transformed into a prolific reader and writer. She 

also developed a profound interest in religion. After giving her heart to God at the 

age of twelve during a Methodist camp meeting in Maine, Ellen began attending 

Millerite gatherings in Portland, where she and her family embraced the group's 
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apocalyptic notions. As a result, Ellen was among those who looked for Jesus' 

visible return on October 22 and was distraught when the event did not occur. 

Several weeks after The Great Disappointment, however, the then seventeen 

year old experienced a vision in which she saw her fellow Adventists (a term that 

includes Christians of any denomination who believe in the imminent Second 

Coming- or 'Advent' -of Christ) being ushered into Heaven. 

Jesus raised His mighty, glorious ann, laid hold of the pearly gate, 

swung it back on its glittering hinges, and said to us, 'You have 

washed your robes in My blood, stood stiffly for My truth, enter in.' 

We all marched in and felt that we had a perfect right in the city. 

(White 1973: 359) 

Many Adventists welcomed the vision as a 'light from God' (White 1999: 2), 

claiming it promised 'eventual triumph despite the immediate despair into which 

they had plunged' (Anderson 1998: 3). The investigative judgment, they decided, 

had undoubtedly begun. 

White's redemptive vision was the first of more than two thousand she would 

reportedly experience in her lifetime, most of which would begin when she 

shouted 'Glory!' three times and swooned to the floor. During the visions, which 

could last anywhere from a few minutes to several hours, White's eyes remained 

open, her heat1 and respiration rate slowed to an almost imperceptible level, and 

she often exhibited extraordinary physical strength. Occasionally, she would lose 

her sight for days afterwards. 

The prophetess married in 1846 at the age of nineteen. Her husband was James 

Springer White, a Millerite preacher who, strangely enough, had also suffered fits 

and seizures as a child. The Whites had four sons. Two died in childhood but the 

remaining sons, James Edson White and William Clarence White, grew up to 

become ministers. 

William C White developed into a passionate supporter of his mother's work, 

assisting with her travelling, writing and publishing. As an adult, he wrote 
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numerous accounts of his mother's visions and the triumphant shouts that 

signalled their arrival. 'There is nothing like it,' he reminisced, 'that musical, deep 

shout of Glory' (William White 1905). 

In 1863, White officially co-founded the Seventh-day Adventist Church with 

her husband and former sea captain Joseph Bates, and throughout her life 

followers rejoiced in her visions and proclaimed her a prophet appointed by God 

to draw the world's attention to the Bible and help prepare for Christ's Second 

Coming. It's a position the religion -with its current worldwide membership of 

more than seventeen million - still officially holds today, despite historical 

evidence and contemporary research suggesting White's visions were a result of 

temporal lobe epilepsy, and much of her extensive writings the result of 

plagiarism (Numbers, 2008). 

White was vision crazy. She never missed an opportunity to remind followers 

that her trances enabled her to receive direct messages from God, and she placed 

those messages at the centre of her extensive writings. White's visions therefore 

formed the basic teachings of the Seventh-day Adventist Church, and she used 

them to justify everything from the making of administrative decisions to the 

reprimanding of church members. 

White's visions also created waves of events that travelled across oceans and 

rippled through generations ... as was the case with the final vision that William 

was to witness, a vision that would have direct repercussions for Jan's paternal 

grandfather, and eventually for Jan herself. Interestingly, the chain of events was 

triggered by a severe form of influenza that was passing around North America 

during the December of 1874. The virus afflicted several members of the White 

family, and White was hit the hardest. As William recalls, his mother was ... 
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prostrated and very sick. Father began to fear [the illness] was taking 

hold of her so that she would not have strength to recover. Therefore, 

as was his custom in such times of peril, he decided to call the elders 

of the church to pray for her. (William White 1905) 



According to William, on January 3, 1875, in response to James' call for prayer, 

several church elders and friends gathered in the White family padour. Everyone 

prayed for the ailing prophetess. Finally, White prayed for herself. William 

remembers his mother speaking with great effort in a very hoarse, laboured voice 

until ... 

After a few sentences her voice broke clear and musical, and we, 

looking up, saw that a great change had come over her. Her hands 

were clasped, her eyes uplifted, as she clearly said, 'Glory to God.' 

Then with a quick movement she threw aside the blankets with which 

she was wrapped and stepped forward, her eyes looking upward as if 

viewing something of greatest interest. Wringing her hands, and with 

a look of intense sorrow, she exclaimed, 'Dark, dark, so dark!' Later, 

her face brightened and she exclaimed, 'Light! A little light! More 

light! Much light!' (William White 1905) 

The next day, in an apparently healed state, White explained that during the 

vision an angel had instructed her that 'the disciples of Christ are to hold up their 

light, wherever they are' so that through them 'other torches will be lighted ... 

until the whole earth is illuminated with the love and knowledge of God' (cited in 

William White 1905). The following day, having had time to reflect on her vision, 

White attended a meeting in New York where she insisted that the angel's 

message was to be carried to many lands. For she had seen, she said, printing 

presses running in foreign countries, and these presses were producing books 

containing the angel's words. William observed: 

At this point Father interrupted her, saying, 'Ellen, can you name 

some of those countries?' Mother hesitated a moment, and then said, 

'No, I do not recall the names, but I should recognise the places if I 

saw them. Only one name I remember the angel said: Australia.' 

(William White 1905). 

White sailed to Australia in 1891. With help from William and several 

assistants, she established a base in Melbourne. Some say she was sent as a 
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missionary after church leaders resisted her counsel on various matters; others 

insist she came of her own volition. Whatever the situation, White must have felt 

she had significant work to do in this country. 'What was intended as a visit of 

one or two years extended into a stay of more than eight ... ' (Chamberlain 2008: 

25). 

ducks following the leader bob over the boat's wake 

(Bostok 2003a: 70) 

When Ellen G White arrived in Australia, Jan's grandfather, John Irvine, was 

living on his daiiJ'farm at McKee's Hill, ha(f way between Lismore and Casino in 

northern New South Wales. After studying the Bible in isolation for several years, 

he had reached the conclusion that Saturday was the true Sabbath. Thus, in the 

closing years of the nineteenth cen!WJ', when White's evangelists visited McKee's 

Hill as part of their mission to spread God's word to farming families, they were 

astounded to .find the Irvine family already keeping the Sabbath. John Irvine was 

just as swprised. He felt he had at last found what he was looking for: the true 

Church. 

The gospel workers sent word of their discovery to White in Melbourne, where 

she was in the .final stages of planning a mass baptism by total immersion. As 

soon as White heard the news, she decided that John Irvine, as head of the Irvine 

household, must be among those baptised. She invited him to travel to Victoria- a 

distance of more than 1, 600 kilometres - to take part in the historic event. When 

he accepted her ojfe1; she sent him the money for his trip, thus establishing the 

Irvine family's religious loyalty for generations to come. 

As a child, Jan was told her grandfather set out for the baptism with his pipe in 

his mouth but returned without it. 
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'Somewhere along the way, ' ClmTie would say with a wink, )'ow· grandfather 

John gave up smoking. Permanently. ' 

A waitress asks us if we'd like to move inside, but the rain's holding off so Jan 

and I stay put. 

'Mum's family came to Seventh-day Adventism quite differently to Dad's,' Jan 

says. 'Her parents, William and Mary Weir, were married in the Church of 

England at Kangaloon, a small town in the Southern Highlands of New South 

Wales, and when they moved to northern New South Wales several years into 

their marriage, they continued attending Church of England services every 

Sunday. It wasn't until Mum and her brother Selwyn were in their twenties- and 

Selwyn had already married -that William started studying the Bible with gospel 

workers from the Seventh-day Adventist Church.' 

'And he converted the rest of the family?' 

'Yes. It took some convincing on his patt, but eventually he converted my 

grandmother and my mother, and also my Uncle Selwyn and his wife Lydia.' 

I snuggle deeper into my coat. Jan doesn't seem to be feeling the cold. 

'By the time I was born, my entire family on both sides was firmly entrenched 

in the religion. I was brought up with some good living patterns but constantly 

had everyone telling me I had to believe in certain things. I was always made to 

feel a lot of fear and guilt about being a sinner. When Mum's family came into the 

church the Second Coming was expected to be quite soon, so we had to be ready 

at all times. We had to be pure.' 

Valerie urged her daughters to say their prayers eveJ)' night. She believed that if 
they were to die in/heir sleep, it was vital/hey were in a forgiven and wholesome 
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state. Otherwise, they would never be allowed to reside in Heaven with the other 

uncorrupted souls. 

'You must always be ready for Jesus' return, ' she told the girls. 'Since 1844, 

he's been in the inner sanctum of the temple judging the dead. If you die, he 'II 

judge you too. ' 

Over the next few years, Jan would lie awake at night wondering how much 

Jesus already knew about her sins. Had he watched her steal the penny fi'om her 

neighbour in Mill Street, and lie about it a.fierwards? Did he know she often hid 

near Norma and her fNends so she could listen to them talk about sex? 

Valerie insisted the Second Coming would be sooner than anyone expected, and 

definitely within her lifetime. After all, Jesus had been at this investigating 

business now for more than a hundred years. 

Punctuated by the sound of tree fi·ogs following a trail of moonlight across the 

veranda, Valerie's warnings resounded in her youngest daughter's head. 'Watch 

yourself, Janice. 'Plop. Ker-plop. 'Jesus could return tomorrow. ' 

Listening to Jan talk about her mother, I wind another loop of woollen red scarf 

around my neck. 

'Mum was very emotional and constantly brought her beliefs and religion into 

everyday conversations. I don't remember Dad doing that. As head of the house 

he'd open and close the Sabbath with a few words and a prayer, but he lived his 

religion rather than pushing it on people.' 

A few light raindrops begin to fall. 

'Dad never swore but if he was annoyed he'd say, "The floggin' thing!" He'd 

also say "Gee" or "Crikey". Mum would argue that Crikey was a derivative of 

Christ, so he shouldn't say it.' 
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Looking towards the mountains, I see darker clouds approaching. 

'Even though the other Seventh-day Adventist kids in town went to the church 

school, I refused to go, and Dad didn't make me. He thought that being immersed 

in religion every day would be too much. He was a reasonable man. He had the 

SDA faith but wasn't obsessed with it. Can I tell you a little story about him?' 

'Sure,' I say, 'but why don't we move inside first?' 

We hoist our bags over our shoulders and head into the cafe. One more coffee, 

we decide, before we go our separate ways. 

'In the Bible,' Jan says, once we've made ourselves comfortable, 'it says to 

guard the edges of the Sabbath, the edges being sundown Friday and sundown 

Saturday, which are the times a family comes together for a short Bible reading 

and a prayer. Grandma Irvine used to tell us that when Clarrie was a little boy and 

grew tired of keeping the Sabbath, he would ask his mother at any hour of the day 

if they could close the Sabbath because he wanted to play!' 

Jan smiles, looking lost in thought. I wait a few moments before asking how 

she'd felt, as a child, about keeping the Sabbath. 

'Well, it always made me feel different to other kids, and being different at that 

age was torture for me. The kids at school used to torment me and in those years 

there weren't any Jews in our area to prove that other people went to church on 

Saturday. On top of that, we were called 'grass eaters' or 'cabbage eaters' because 

most Seventh-day Adventists were vegetarian, and not eating meat was 

considered strange in those days.' 

'In Mullumbimby today, it's probably stranger not to be a vegetarian!' 

'I know,' Jan agrees. 'And on a Saturday I wasn't allowed to listen to the radio 

or read a book, which I sometimes used to get really frustrated about. But if I'm 

honest with myself, deep down I used to enjoy it. Because it was time out, and I 

think people need that.' 
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'What did you do all day?' 

'Well, Mum would prepare food on the Friday and even set the table for the 

next day, so there wouldn't be any work for her to do on the Sabbath. On the 

Saturday morning we'd go to church, and then in the afternoon we'd mostly go to 

the beach at Brunswick Heads. But we weren't allowed to play, so we just sat 

there and watched the ocean and the whales, which seemed to be there by the 

thousands then. We just enjoyed nature.' 

looking out to sea memories sweep in waves 

(Bostok 2003a: 71) 

As a preschooler, Jan enjoyed going to church. Too young to understand what 

was being said, she dozed through most of the sermons- her body stretched along 

a wooden pew, her head resting in Valerie's lap. Taking pleasure in the contrast 

between the cool polished timber and the warmth of her mother's body, she 

listened to the drone of the pastor's voice as she dr{fted in and out of sleep. 

quiet church caw of a crow rings out from a vacant lot 

(Bostok 2003a: 76) 

Jan's parents were founding members of the Seventh-day Adventist Church in 

Mullumbimby. Initially, the congregation would meet on Saturday mornings at the 

Salvation Army's Citadel Hall in the heart of town, where there was never a clash 

of services because the 'Salvos' worshipped on Sundays. Once the group had 

saved enough money, however, it constructed its own building near farmland on 

the edge of town. 
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By this stage, most of the district's Seventh-day Adventists were quite well off 

Jan later figured that this was probably because they spent no money on 

recreation, cigarettes or alcohol, and were encouraged to develop a strong work 

ethic. llfany members of the congregation had flashy cars. So many, in fact, that 

locals joked that on Saturday mornings, the grounds oft he Seventh-day Adventist 

church resembled a new em· yard. 

The move to the edge of town coincided with Jan's early primmJI school years, 

when a/lending church became a chore. During the opening minutes of a service, 

she would scrutinise the preacher in a ha(f-hearted allempt to focus on what was 

being said. 

Her entire family - even Valerie - privately referred to the short and 

humourless man as 'Pastor Druggist'. This was because he resembled the 

character known as Mr Druggist ji·om the Happy Families card game - a wiiJI 

little figure with a Hitler-style moustache and pudding-basin haircut - but also 

because he never grew tired of preaching about the dangers of consuming 'drugs' 

such as tea and coffee, which he perceived as only slightly less silifulthan alcohol 

or tobacco. 

A typical sermon as delivered by Pastor Druggist tackled the state of the dead 

and the destiny of the wicked, usually with a jew lines of Ellen G White prophecy 

thrown in. The Second Coming was always 'imminent', the congregation was 

exhorted to be 'ready at all times', and the moral of each s/OIJI was always the 

same: the only way to avoid godly extermination was to be a fit!lyj/edged 

Seventh-day Adventist. 

'And know this also, ' Pastor Druggist intoned one drowsy summer morning 

when Jan was about/en years old, 'that in the last days perilous times shall come. 

For men shall be lovers of their own selves, covetous, boasters, proud, 

blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy ... ' 
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Pastor Druggist was quoting fi'om 2 Timothy 3: 1-5, and Jan noticed that 

whenever he attempted to smile, his top lip would peel back to expose his fi'ont 

teeth. She'd seen dogs make similar faces, usually when/hey were about to attack. 

Jan found it easier to pay attention when the readings were about animals. The 

back door of the church was open. Noticing cows grazing in the paddock across 

the road, Jan watched the way they flicked their tails and occasionally stamped 

their feet. Suddenly, despite Pastor Druggist's unimpired deliveJ)', she found 

herself enjoying the drama of I Peter 5:8. 

'Be sober-minded; be watch.fid. Your adversmJ' the devil prowls around like a 

roaring lion seeking someone to devour. ' 

The verse reminded Jan of the circus. EveiJ' year, when a big top materialised 

on the paddock next to the railway crossing, she would lie in bed at night listening 

to the distant roar of the lions, terrified but excited by the thought of one 

escaping. She felt drawn to the adventure of the circus. Her .fi·iends had told her 

about the food they had enjoyed there, such as fail)' floss and Dagwood Dogs ... 

but Valerie banned Jan from buying any of those treats, warning, 'Circus people 

are Gypsies, Janice. They're probably dirty. Don't go anywhere near them. ' 

Pastor Druggist closed the Bible and clasped it to his chest. 'Our adversmJ' 

likes nothing better than pouncing on sheep that venture astray, 'he warned. 'But 

we do not have to be so vulnerable! The protection of the flock is available. Our 

place and our protection are found in worshipping with the people of God in the 

house of God, the pillar and ground of the truth.' 

'Amen, 'the congregation said. 

'Amen,' Pastor Druggist concluded, with a flash of his ang~y-dog smile. 

'Amen, ' Jan mumbled as she rubbed her eye5~ slipped from the pew, and 

wandered out into the sunlight. 
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'I don't believe anyone liked that pastor,' Jan says. 'He'd sneak around people's 

houses, mainly to see if he could catch them eating or drinking something they 

shouldn't have been eating or drinking.' 

'Like tea?' I ask. 

'Like tea!' she says. 'He once accused a husband and wife of drinking tea, but it 

turned out to be Marmite dissolved in hot water! He preached in the fire and 

brimstone manner. And if someone went to the pictures or did something he 

didn't approve of, he'd announce their names from the pulpit.' 

The patch of sky framed by the cafe windows grows darker as Jan cites a litany 

of things that would lead to annihilation. As well as abstaining from alcohol, tea, 

coffee, lipstick, jewellery and tobacco, she explains, Seventh-day Adventists were 

instructed to avoid hait·spray, nail polish, feminism, homosexuality, masturbation, 

card games, chess, checkers, novels and cities. They were also discouraged fi·mn 

telling jokes that didn't have a moral purpose, and forbidden from looking at 

pornography while wearing a wedding ring. 

'I was never sure if it was acceptable, though, to look at pornography while not 

wearing a wedding ring,' Jan quips. 

The waitress delivers our drinks. Chocolate-coated coffee beans roll about on 

the saucers beneath our cups. 

'Was there anything you liked about the religion?' 

'It gave me a foundation for me to build my life on. I mean, our justice system 

is based on the Ten Commandments, isn't it? Don't lie. Don't steal. Don't kill. 

But I don't like the idea of the manmade part of it, all those extra Ellen White 

rules. If they just said believe the Bible and that's it, I would probably still be 

involved.' 

Jan pops a coffee bean into her mouth. 
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'This might sound strange but there wasn't a time when I stopped believing, and 

sometimes wonder whether I do sti II believe the aspects of Seventh-day 

Adventism that can be confirmed in the Bible. When I was about thirteen, I 

started thinking that it was the church - not God - that I didn't want. There didn't 

seem to be any point in going to a building each week and hearing the same old 

stories.' She smiles. 'And I guess it didn't help that at around that age I was 

invited into a class to get ready for baptism by full immersion! There was no way 

they'd get me in that water!' 

Jan blows on the surface of her coffee and takes a sip. 'I've always thought 

there was a god- a spirit or something that joins us all in the one consciousness

just maybe not the kind of god my mother had in mind.' 

One of the first spiritual experiences Jan had as a child was at a Wednesday night 

prayer meeting. She loved singing and had a good voice when she was young, so 

looked forward to the hymns that concluded each gathering. Before the singing, 

though, she had to sit through the male elders' testimonials about recent incidents 

that proved God's blessing, followed by a ftllowship session during which 

eve1yone was invited to say a prayer. 

On one such prayer night, it hadn't rained for months and the entire district 

was in drought. The ground was so diJ' that one of Jan's uncle 's horses fell into a 

gap in the hard earth, broke its leg and had to be put down. Towards the end of 

the prayer session, eveJ)'One was asking for rain- eveiJ' person without exception 

- and then it actually began to rain. Heavy, thumping, torrential rain hammered 

down onto the roof of the church fi·om seemingly out of nowhere. 

One of the lay preachers, a man Jan knew as 'old Tom Crabtree', stood up and 

began singing the doxology. A moment later, eveiJ•one in the room was up on 

their feet singing, 'Thank Godfi'Oin whom all blessings flow!' Caught up in the 

emotion, Jan was convinced the downpour was a miracle. 
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Another time, someone brought to church a deqf teenager who wasn't a 

Seventh-day Adventist. The girl was sitting next to Jan, and Jan noticed that 

during one of the choir's pe1:{ormances, the girl began to CIJ'· Tears streamed 

down her face. Jan had no idea what was going on. Suddenly, the girl grabbed 

her and hugged her. She kept CIJ'ing and pointed to the choir. It turned out that 

she was able to hear the singing! This was a highly emotional experience for Jan, 

because it did seem like another miracle. 

Overall, Jan enjoyed the experiences in which she could turn off her mind and 

open her heart, experiences in which she felt a sense of belonging to the 

congregation without being judged, and without appearing 'different'. 

She sometimes experienced this feeling at the Goonellabah camps, especially 

when she reached the age where the elders would begin preparing teenagers for 

baptism. Ajler signing a pledge not to drink alcohol - something she must have 

done a dozen times- she listened to talks about giving one's heart to Jesus. This 

is when she would fall under the spell of being accepted by eveiJ' member of the 

church - as well as by Jesus ... even though she didn't actually believe he was 

there! 

The older members of the church made a 'terrible fitss' of the teenagers during 

this preparatmy period, and at the end of the week all those who were 'ready to 

give their lives to Jesus' were called out in fi'ont of the entire camp community 

and prayed for. Elders made lists of participants' names so they could be sure to 

follow up on eveiJ'One 's progress once they were back home. 

For Jan, this is where the problems began. For even though she liked being 

swept up in the activity taking place towards the fi'ont of the tent at the camps, 

once she was back in Mullumbimby she would 'dip out' and decide she didn't 

want to be baptised. Part of her reasoning was that she didn't want to join 

something that would have control over her f!fe and emotions for the rest of her 

days, but her dominant feeling was that she could NEVER go out in fi'ont of the 

entire congregation and be dunked under water. 
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So, for her early teenage years, Jan found herself altemating between feelings 

of belonging and not belonging. She wanted to be a grown-up member of the 

church. But she couldn't possibly. Eventually she made the decision to leave the 

church altogether. 

The timing of her decision couldn't have been better. For, when Jan was 

thirteen, her maternal grandmother, Nanna Weir - who'd been living with Jan's 

family for a few years while gradually losing her mind - succumbed to a 

particularly intense and anti-social phase of her dementia. As Nanna Weir 

couldn't be taken to church, Jan volunteered to stay home and mind her. Jan 

knew this would be a difficult job -for the old woman recognised no one, of/en 

had to be tied into her chair so she wouldn't jump the fi·ont gate and run away, 

and spat at people's faces when she was ang1y - but Jan nonetheless found the 

task of caring for her grandmother more appealing thanfi'onting up to church. 

A waiter serves more coffee. As he walks away, I tell Jan I recently watched Bob 

Ellis's semi-autobiographical movie, The Nostradamus Kid, and that one 

memorable scene was set in the 1950s, on the outskirts of the Goonellabah 

Seventh-day Adventist camp. In the scene, a teenage girl who had been 

reprimanded for kissing a boy complains to the character based on young Bob, 

'You haven't thought that all this [the religion] could be a mistake? That we've 

been putting off all the good things we could've been doing before we die just 

because this stupid bitch got hit on the head and slatted having visions?' (Ellis 

1992) 

Jan laughs, and says that on countless occasions as a teenager, she'd had that 

exact thought. 'Ellen G White warped so many lives,' she says. 'After I left the 

church I spent some time not having faith in anyone or anything. Then gradually I 

began to have faith in myself. I tried to become strong and control my own fate 

and behaviour, and I began to rely more on my intuition.' 
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Jan reaches for the ceramic jug on our table and pours water into her glass. 

'And then, in the 1970s, I began receiving haiku journals from America. One 

haiku that touched me deeply was from the 1950s, and was written by a man 

called 0 Mabson Southard, who would later change his name to Mabelsson 

Noway.' Jan regards me sternly, and deadpans, 'Obviously, he was the son of 

Mabel.' 

The old rooster crows ... 
Out of the mist come the rocks 

and the twisted pine 

(Southard in van den Heuvel 1999: 191) 

'For the first time, I recognised a mysticism and a spirituality that wasn't based 

on Christian religious teaching. And while I'm not criticising anyone's beliefs, I 

just had not been exposed to such natural acceptance of the world about me. This 

acceptance is primeval and natural.' Jan pauses for effect. 'The old rooster crows 

... and lo, the sun comes up!' She grins, as if expecting applause. 'The haiku 

embodies a childish innocence. The sun is the giver of all life. The daylight gives 

us back the rocks and the twisted pine, which the darkness took from us.' 

'So haiku became your new religion?' I tease. 

'Yes!' Jan says, in earnest. 'This innocent acceptance allowed me to relax and 

enjoy the natural world, which I have always loved. And it allowed me to enjoy it 

on my own terms. Of course, though, as I've grown older, I've come to see that it 

doesn't matter how our spirituality is fed. Ultimately, it comes from the same 

source; the path is what differs for many people. And haiku became my path, my 

way of life.' 

Jan's voice becomes more animated as she warms to her theme. 'I mean, 

religious people think they've got to be good and kind and give to charity and 

help people, and then they'll get to heaven. Other people find it very spiritual to 
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work in a garden. Look at the monks who tend the grapes. I can understand that, 

because I tended passionfruit vines. You've got to train the vines, and tie them up, 

and prune them, and pick the fruit . . . and I did that for years, and that's exactly 

like meditating. I remember thinking, Gee, now I know why all the monks grew 

grapes- not just for the wine, but for the process of growing them.' 

demanding mother 
leaves a sober legacy
wandering the land 
trees and the sunlit air 
ask nothing of me now 

(Bostok 2004a: 58) 

I think back to Jan's descriptions of the peaceful Sabbath days from her youth. 

'But perhaps Seventh-day Adventism inadvertently helped you develop your 

haiku mind?' l suggest. 'Remember how your family would sit quietly on the 

beach on Saturday afternoons?' 

'Yes,' Jan admits. 'But ultimately, as I grew up, I became much more interested 

in observing the natural word than worrying about who's going to be saved when 

Jesus returns to Eatth on a silver cloud.' She takes a sip of coffee, and we sit in 

silence for a while. Suddenly, she adds, 'Haiku helps me see things in a clearer, 

more sensitive way ... and apart from that, it helps me to juxtapose human life 

with the natural world, and knowing about nature helps me to know myself.' 

'I once heard an Islamic verse,' I offer. 'Something about the whole world 

being a mosque.' 

'Yes!' Jan says. 'And haiku gives me a path that connects me to the sacred 

mystery in every moment. It helps me feel peaceful and alive. Also, during some 

of the hardest times of my life, haiku was a refuge. It calmed me, and the sharing 

of it was very healing and cathattic, as proven by the warm and wonderful 
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reaction of readers from all over the world. I felt people supporting me, even 

though I'd never met them.' 

in misty parkland they chant exercises for the soul 

(Bostok 2003a: 59) 

The moment Jan and I leave the warmth of the beachfront cafe, the rain comes 

bucketing down. We exchange hasty goodbyes, and head for the comfort of our 

cars. 

During the drive home, I recall a long walk I once took around the farm at 

Dungay. At one stage, I reached the edge of a paddock that offered me a beautiful 

view of the Japanese temple-inspired cottage Jan had built at a stage in her life 

when she'd separated from Silvester. After admiring the cottage, I'd been about to 

turn and walk away when I'd noticed a tree house in a nearby pine. Someone, I'd 

noticed, rather than nailing foot pegs into the rough bark, had propped a wide 

timber staircase against the trunk - of the kind you'd find attached to a small 

country church. 

Before continuing on my walk, I'd paused for a while, imagining the preacher 

who had stood on those whitewashed steps. In my mind's eye, I could see him 

making small talk with members of his congregation as they spilled out into the 

late morning sun. Then I'd looked out across the valley to Wollumbin, a mountain 

more sacred to Jan than any church could ever be. 

cathedral rock 
so aptly named 
we whisper 

(Bostok 2003a: 76) 
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My car's windscreen wipers work furiously the entire way home. Once I've 

collected my sons from school and have gotten them into dry clothes, I phone Jan 

to check she's safely back in Murwillumbah. She sounds upset. 

Apparently, only minutes after arriving home, she'd answered the door to a 

'terribly fit-looking sixty-six-year-old bloke with a shaved head'. The man had 

said he was from a community service organisation, and had wanted to find out if 

all Jan's health needs were being met. Remarking on her obesity, he asked if 

anything had happened in her childhood that would prompt her to start eating 

from anxiety. 

Jan mentioned her religious upbringing. 'I was raised a Seventh-day Adventist, 

and my mother used to hound me to go to church. Once I left the religion for 

good, I always felt as though I'd be punished for the rest of my life.' 

The man was a sympathetic listener, so Jan invited him inside for a cup of tea. It 

was then that she learnt he had recently become a Seventh-day Adventist, and that 

he thought she should return to the church. Jan tells me how annoyed this made 

her feel. 'I'd just been thinking how attractive he was,' she complains. 'I'd really 

been enjoying his company!' 

According to Jan, as the man was saying goodbye, he'd asked if he could return 

for another cup of tea later in the week. Now, Jan wonders aloud whether or not 

she should tell him to leave her alone. 

'But he's so nice and sensitive, and the first man for some time who's paid me 

such attention.' 

I don't know what to say. 

'Although perhaps he's only being nice because he wants me to go to church 

with him .. .' 

I remain silent, simply listening. 

'Hell,' Jan eventually says. 'I don't know why I'm even thinking about it.' 
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Chapter 4 

To love is so startling it leaves very 
little time for anything else. 

- Emily Dickinson 



'People were talking on TV the other day about their first kiss, you know ... and 

well, I can remember mine very distinctly.' 

Jan and I are relaxing in her lounge room in winter, 2010. I've just finished 

reading a novella about sex that she wrote in the late I 990s, and my comments are 

sparking some sensual recollections on her part. 

'I was thirteen, and his name was Frankie,' Jan says. She smiles and falls quiet. 

'Did he kiss you, or did you kiss him?' I prompt. 

'On no, he kissed me!' she insists. 'All the neighbourhood kids used to play in 

the long grass on the riverbank - usually in the big council paddock where Dad 

kept our cows -and one day, Frankie grabbed me and kissed me.' 

'Were you angry?' 

'No, I wasn't angry, I was just surprised. I don't think I was ready for it!' 

'Are you sure it wasn't the other way around?' I tease. 

'No, no, no! I didn't become up-front with men until my twenties. I liked boys 

at school, but I was brought up in a strictly religious household, and wasn't 

expected to have a boyfriend. My mother never told me anything about boys or 

sex.' 

As a ten year old, Jan was in awe of her big sister. Norma was fourteen and 

seemed to know all about sex. Perhaps this was because she'd scrutinised two 

medical volumes that- along with the Encyclopaedia Britannica, two dictionaries 

and five Bibles- were among the few books Jan's parents owned. Apart ji·om the 

Bibles, which were kept within easy reach on bedside tables, the Irvine family 

librmy fitted easily into one small bookshelf in a corner of the Brunswick Terrace 

breakfast room. 
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Jan thought one of the medical books was ancient. Entitled The Home Hand

Book of Domestic Hygiene and Rational Medicine, it had been published in the 

American town of Battle Creek in the 1880s, and passed down to Jan's family 

fi"om Grandfather Irvine. Jan had heard her father say the author was John 

Han•ey Kellogg, the former Seventh-day Adventist surgeon and co-inventor of 

Kellogg's Corn Flakes. 

The book, even with both covers missing, was too heavy for Jan to handle -

although that wasn't what deterred herfi"om taking it from the shelf Jan lived in 

fear of her mother's wrath. 'Norma is old enough to look at that book whenever 

she likes, ' Valerie warned Jan, 'but you, my girl, are still too young. ' 

Valerie's warning only intensified Jan's curiosity. So much so that when the 

girls were home alone, Jan would loiter in the breakfast room whenever she 

noticed Norma with the book. On some occasions, Norma became so enthralled 

with the contents that she forgot about her sister, who would inch closer until the 

two girls were scanning the pages together. Ignoring the vegetarian recipes at the 

back of the book, Norma would flick through the chapters, pausing to read about 

health, diet, surgery, exercise ... and the main attraction: human anatomy. 

The other medical text - a slimmer volume that struck Jan as quite modern- is 

the book she remembers Norma smuggling out of the house to read in secret. 

Although Norma has no recollection of such behaviour, one of Jan's most vivid 

childhood memories centres around her sister locking herself inside C/m·rie 's 

stately black Wolseley with the book- always when the car was parked beneath 

the house, and usually accompanied by two girlfi-iends. Jan remembers spying on 

the teenagers.fi·om a distance as they ~prowled across the car'sfi"ont bench seat, 

talking and laughing. 

One summer afternoon later that same year, Jan had a brainwave. Observing 

Norma approach the bookshelf moments after the arrival of her.fi'iend~. she snuck 

downstairs, crept into the back of the car and covered herse(f with a blanket. 

Moments later, the other girls opened the car's fi"ont doors and climbed inside. 
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From her hiding place on the floor, Jan was able to eavesdrop to her heart's 

content. 

One of Norma's .Mend~ began reading passages fi'om the book in a mock

serious tone. 'The woman's belly button opens and the baby comes out o.f that, ' 

she declared. At the time, Jan wasn't aware that the girl was quoting .fi'0/11 a 

section of the book that cited old wives' tales and other misconceptions about 

reproduction. 

'A woman is more likely to give birth to a girl {f her heart rate is higher than 

normal during the pregnancy. ' 

Breathing in the smell o.f the car's leather zqJholstery, Jan resisted the urge to 

stretch her cramped and 51\'ea(v legs. Not to WOI'I)',' physical discomfort was a 

small price to pay for privileged information. 'l.f I stay as still as possible, ' she 

told herse(f, 'perhaps I'll hear the truth about where babies come ji-om. ' Jan 

couldn't wait to learn eve1ything there was to know. 

But how? Norma and herfi'iends soon decided it was too hot to stay in the car, 

and ran upstairs to return the book before Valerie noticed it missing. From that 

day on, Jan wondered where to turn for information. Norma was of little 

assistance. She showed no interest in spending time with her younger sister, let 

alone talking to her about sex. And Jan knew that seeking information fi'om her 

mother was,li1tile; Valerie re,li1sed to discuss anything even remotely connected to 

the subject. In fact, Valerie's avoidance strategies were so extreme that Jan soon 

learnt to makefim of them. 

For example, every so often, Clarrie would take the family cow, Sooky, to a 

nearby farm to be serviced by his .fi·iend 's bull, usually in exchange for bananas. 

All Jan knew about the arrangement was that her father would walk Sooky to the 

farm on a lead rope and then leave her there for a fow days. Whenever Jan asked 

why Sooky had to stay at the farm, Valerie would reply, 'Oh, Dad just takes her 

there for a little social visit. She must get lonely on her own. ' 
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Jan accepted her mother's explanation for a number of years ... until, one 

morning, when she was about eleven, she overheard Valerie ask C/arrie !f he'd be 

taking Sooky to the .farm for a social visit later that day. Suddenly, Jan reached a 

conclusion she'd been working toward since the day she'd eavesdropped in the 

back of the Wolseley. 'Ah, ' she announced. 'Sooky 's going on a social visit so 

she 'II have a ca(f!' 

Valerie's face became pale and tight-lipped. Jan stif(ered through a moment of 

ominous silence, and then cupped her hands over her ears in an al/empl to fend 

o.ff the outburst that followed. 'You need your mouth washed out with soapy 

water, young lady!' 

Jan hated to imagine what Valerie's reaction would be if anyone dared broach 

the subject o.fsex on a more serious, personal/eve/. Both Jan and Norma reached 

adulthood without their mother o.ffering them even the smallest morsel of 

information about puberty or reproduction. Later in life, Jan would joke that 

Valerie's philosophy must have been, 'Jf you don 'I know about something, you 

won '/want to IIJ' it. ' 

love-making mother's chiming clock counting the strokes 

(Bostok 2003a: 92) 

The title of Jan's sex-themed novella is Life in Pandora's Box. Handing back the 

manuscript now, I comment on the sexual boldness of the female characters -

women who take responsibility for their own pleasure and have no qualms about 

making the first move -and this feedback triggers my memoty. I suddenly recall 

Jan telling me that the 'M' in 'Janice M Bostok' stands for 'Mae' - after Mae 

West, the voluptuous Hollywood siren famous for her ability to transform the 

most seemingly innocent line of dialogue into sexual innuendo. 

'Can you relate to Mae West?' I ask Jan. 'Have you compared yourself to her?' 
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'Well, I have been told l have a very confident approach to sex, because l think 

that women should be as strong and demanding as men, and shouldn't be afi·aid to 

make the first move, and Mae West was always saying: Come up and see me 

some time.' Jan laughs. 'If the male can be a predator, why can't I be a predator, 

too?' 

Once again, I'm stumped by the contradictions I see running through Jan's life. 

'Fair enough,' I say, 'but wasn't Mae West the performer associated with 

famous quips like, Is that a pistol in your pocket, or are you just glad to see me?' 

and, A hard man is good to find?' 

Jan nods, laughing. 

'And didn't Mae West write, produce and direct a Broadway show called Sex, 

which led her to be arrested for obscenity? And a year later, wasn't her next play, 

Drag, banned on Broadway because it was about homosexuality?' 

'I think l remember hearing something along those lines,' Jan agrees, smiling as 

if this could be the most enjoyable conversation she's had for years. 

'And your mother, a strict Seventh-day Adventist who refused to talk about sex, 

and never went to the movies because the cinema was a place of the devil, and 

wore very little makeup because lipstick was evil, actually named you after this 

woman?' 

Jan seems neither fazed nor surprised by my question. 'Well, Mum didn't 

convert to Seventh-day Adventism until her late twenties, which was before she 

met Dad . . . but prior to that, when she was in her early twenties, she was a 

flapper, and I imagine she'd seen photos of Mae West in magazines. Mum 

reckons she was the first woman in the Bangalow area to have her long, feminine 

hair cut and styled into a bob, and the first to raise the hem of her skirt. And back 

when she was a teenager, she used to write to the local boys who'd gone off to 

war. l still have the postcards that she got in return, and some of them were quite 

saucy. One boy wanted to marry her, but Mum thought he was a bit rough and 
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ready, that he wasn't a gentleman. She told me that this boy had once landed his 

plane on the beach at Ballina or Evan's Head, and lost his pilot's licence as a 

result. Apparently, he ended up marrying one of her friends - a distant cousin, I 

think.' 

I take a deep breath. 'But she gave bitth to you subsequent to her conversion to 

Seventh-day Adventism, so why would she name you after an outrageously sexy 

woman who wore loads of makeup and had tons of gay friends?' 

Jan shrugs, but it's a casual shrug that suggests she's unperturbed by the 

contradictions- or, dare I say, hypocrisy- of her mother's actions. 'Well, even 

though Mum was devoutly religious, I do have memories of her talking about 

Mae West ... and also Clara Bow, who was a sex symbol from the roaring 

twenties. I actually recall Mum saying that those movie stars were her idols.' 

'Okay, so you're saying that after your mothet· had converted to Seventh-day 

Adventism- and wouldn't let you go to the movies, wear make up or talk about 

sex- she still spoke fondly of those women from time to time ... ' 

'Yes,' Jan says. 'Maybe Mum still thought about glamorous movie stars 

because they were everything she had not become. She never complained about 

her life, because she was so fired-up on religion, but she did use moisturiser and 

wear face powder, so for me, that was always a sign that she still remained a little 

vain!' 

wind blows a glimpse of ducklings through reeds 

(Bostok 2003a: 84) 

Considering Valerie's resistance to all things sexual, it's no wonder Jan stumbled 

through puberty with little notion a,( what to expect. During her first year at high 

school, she'd heard rumours that something happened to girls at a certain age, an 
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even/ connected to how babies were made, and clung to the hope that a/ leas/ on 

this one account, her mother would inform her of the mysterious occurrence 

before if happened to her. Q(len, she found herself smiling and thinking, 'AI las/, 

I'm close to being officially told all that !want to know!' 

Not long after Jan fumed thirteen, however, her first period arrived. It was a 

Friday evening, and Clarrie had just read a prayer to open the Sabbath. As no 

one had talked to her about menstruation, she was horrified. 'What's happening? 

Am I going to die?' Although aware of Jan's distress, Valerie remained aloof 

Aside from sending Norma to show Jan how to deal with the situation, she 

ignored her youngest daughter's rite of passage into womanhood. 

As well as being disappointed in her mother in particular, Jan was incredulous 

at women in general. How had they managed to keep menstruation a secret for all 

these years? Jan loathed the experience, and decided that only one good thing 

resulted .fi·om her coming of age: people now accepted her refusal to go 

swimming. She had been scared of water since almost drowning at Brunswick 

Heads as a baby, and was embarrassed about being seen in a bathing suit. Now, 

if a school sport teacher asked why she was missing so many swimming lessons in 

a row, she would mumble something about irregular bleeding and find herself 

instantly excused. 

On the downside, however, Jan's excuses were rarely fabricated. Her menstrual 

cycle was erratic, and heavy bleeding tumed out to be a problem that would 

plague her throughout her childbearing years. These factors made her more 

anxious than ever about attending school, e5pecially on Tuesdays when she was 

required to wear a white un(formfor Home Science. 

Jan soon leamt that when the other girls began laughing and whispering 

behind her back, she could expect to find a bloodstain on her skirt. Whenever this 

occurred, she would pull her navy school tunic over the while uniform and walk 

directly to the bicycle racks. If a teacher happened to ask where she was going, 

she wouldn 'I answer. She'd simply climb onto her Malvern Star and pedal 
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straight home. Although Valerie seemed swprised to see Jan in the middle of the 

day, she rarely asked what was going on, and never sent her back to school. 

Jan's Home Science teacher was less complacent about the truancies. She knew 

the girl had a flair for baking- she'd seen batches of Jan's scones emerge ji·om 

the oven light and golden, and remembered with mouth-watering fondness a 

particularly tangy and pe1jectly proportioned lemon meringue pie. So why was 

one of her favourite students skipping class so o.fren? The teacher called Jan into 

her office but, as usual, Jan was too embarrassed to offer an explanation. She 

stood staring at the floor in silence until dismissed. 

Throughout her adolescence, Jan became adept at clamming up when 

embarrassed. If Valerie instructed her to wear a particular dress, for example, 

she would o.fren refuse without explaining why. This behaviour ilifuriated Valerie, 

and in response, Jan gave her mother the silent treatment. Over the years, the 

more Valerie cursed Jan for being selfish, rebellious and stubborn, the less 

capable Jan folt of defending herself Sitting with shoulders hunched and arms 

folded in defiance, she imagined what would happen if she dared confess her true 

feelings to her mother. 

'Mum, I'm ugly andfat. I'm ashamed of my body. ' 

'Stop feeling SOI'IJ'for yourself, Janice. ' 

'But Jl.fum, that dress is too tight across the chest, and the colour's not dark 

enough to hide bloodstains. ' 

'Stop complaining. You're a lucky girl to have a dress like that. Be grate fit! for 

what God has given you, Janice. ' 

So Jan learnt to Sl{{fer in silence. But she also learnt to be resourcefitl and 

resilient. Soon qfler.first getting her period, she made a pre-emptive strike against 

the bloodstains by wearing a belt and pad eveJ)' day, whether menstruating or 

not. Another period-related problem, however, proved less easy to resolve, and 

ultimately required a more drastic solution. 
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Jan was fourteen and a half when she left high school, and even though she was 

learning twing and other secretarial skills at night school, she was unable to find 

work in Mullumbimby. In public, she'd attribute her predicament to the fact that 

most of the small town's businesses operated on Saturday momings, and Valerie 

wouldn't allow her to apply for a job that involved working on the Sabbath. 

Secretly, though, she suspected she wasn't tJ)•ing quite hard enough in the job

hunting department. A year after leaving school, she'd begun catching a train 

.fi·om Mullumbimby to Byron Bay each fortnight to collect an unemployment 

benefit. She received thirty shillingsfor her ~f!orts, and quite enjoyed the trip. 

By the time Jan was seventeen, however, Valerie decided enough was enough. 

Her youngest daughter had been unemployed for three years; it was time for her 

to leave home. The Irvines had an extensive network of Seventh-day Adventist 

contacts, and once Valerie elected to use it, she discovered that the Sydney 

Sanitarium - which would one day become the Sydney Adventist Hospital -

needed workers. Within twenty-hours hours, she'd secured Jan a job in the 

hospital's pharmacy, packed her bags, and put her on the next train to Sydney. 

This was one train ride that Jan didn't enjoy. She spent the entire trip resenting 

the fact that Valerie had launched her into the world without her consent. Her 

head throbbed with the memoiJ' of her mother's reckoning: 'Your father and I can 

no longer qf!ord to keep you, Janice. It's time for you to pay your own way. ' 

Sw]Jrisingly, Jan didn't mind the job. She looked (ifter several account booh 

and also managed pharmaceutical orders, which she collected fi'om the wards, 

made up in the pharmacy, and then delivered to patients all over the ho:,pital. 

Required to walk for hours eveiJ' day, she even lost some weight. She also enjoyed 

the change of scene1y Built in I 903, 'the San', as most people affectionately 

called the institution, occupied the highest point of park-like grounds in 

Wahroonga, a leqfy suburb twenty kilometres northwest of Sydney's central 

business district. 

On her .first morning at the San, Jan found herse(f charmed by a small book she 

spotted lying on a table in the vestibule outside the main o.f{tce. Entitled 
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Australia's Home of Health: The Sydney Sanitarium, it had been published more 

than thirty years earlier. Boasting ornate, hand-drawn borders, as well as 

delicate pen and ink drawings of local plants such as waratahs and native 

orchids, the book also contained photographs of the original San estate, which 

had once covered more than thirty hectares of farmland and natural bush. Jan 

admired black and white images of creeks and wate1jalls, an orange grove, dairy 

cows, and even 'pleasure ground~' that included lawn courts for tennis and 

croquet. 

After looking at the pictures, Jan flipped back to the beginning of the book and 

began reading about the physical and ;piritual benefits of following a vegetarian 

diet in an environment where there is plenty of sunshine, ji-esh air, flowers and 

trees. 'The real Plii1Jose of eve')' effort of the institution is the return to Nature as 

far as possible, ' she read on page ten. 'The old regime of fried foods, rich 

pastries, and highly spiced and seasoned dishes is abandoned, and a new order of 

toothsome, dainty, and easily-digested dishes substituted. ' Jan smiled at 

'toothsome' and thought, 'Now, there's a word you don't hear eveiJ' day. ' 

By this stage in her life, Jan had thoroughly rejected Seventh-day Adventism's 

main tenets. She no longer believed in the investigative judgement, and had little 

tolerance for the religion's Christ-versus-Satan cosmology. In particular, she'd 

grown weal)' of the prophecies that warned of impending annihilation for impure 

souls, no/ to mention what she saw as the high level o.fmoral pe1jec/ionism touted 

by Seventh-day Adventists as they prepared for Christ's always 'imminent' 

Second Coming. Nonetheless, she had to admit Seventh-day Adventists seemed to 

be on the right track when it came to dispensing advice on healthy living. 

'It 'sjust a pity, 'she thought, 'that up until now my vegetarian diet has relied so 

heavily on carbohydrates: mashed potato, bread and cakes ... not to mention 

Mum 's favourite fatty recipes: rissoles made from Nutmeat, and dumplings made 

of Granola.' 

Jan turned to page fourteen, where she looked a/ old-fashioned photographs of 

women in long black skirts playing tennis. Behind the women were the tallest gum 
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trees she'd ever seen, and to the /ej/ of the image a caption announced that 

'nothing is more importantfor a medical institution/han a salubrious location'. 

The San's medical matron was on her way into the main office when she noticed 

Jan standing in the vestibule, flicking through the booklet. After introducing 

herself, she said, 'Youwere.fi·owning at something in the book. Did it upset you?' 

Normally shy, Jan felt her curiosity get the better of her. 'I don't know what 

Hsa!ubrious" means. ' 

The matron smiled. 'It'sjust aftmcy way of saying "healthy".' 

Warmed by the woman's kindness, Jan wanted to prolong the conversation. 

'And "Sanitarium"?' 

'Well, I've heard that John Harvey Kellogg invented that word at the turn of the 

century when he was looking for a name for what is now the Battle Creek 

Sanitarium, 'the matron said. 'Apparently, 111r Kellogg wanted to indicate that/he 

institution was more like a health resort than a hospital, so he started with 

"sanatorium" - which was an English term that described a health resort for 

invalid soldiers- and then he changed two letters to create "sanitarium". It's a 

slightly different word, I suppose, to describe a slightly different place - an 

institution that not only helps sick people get better, but also teaches healthy 

people how to be healthier.' 

Had the matron detected in Jan a kindred spirit with a passion for language, or 

was she simply making conversation to be polite to the new girl on staff? 

Whatever the case, Jan appreciated the woman's thoughtfulness. 
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But as much as Jan enjoyed her job at the San - not to mention the change of 

scene!)' and the pleasure of meeting new people- she soon realised that her time 

there would be limited. Valerie had arranged for her to board in dormitOI)' 

accommodation on hospital grounds with other girls who worked at the 

institution, and one of the rules was that no one was allowed to flush a toilet 

during the night. Apparently, the old cisterns made a racket loud enough to wake 

evei)'One up. One long-term boarder described the sound as a long, foghorn-type 

noise that vibrated through the entire building. 

A few days qf/er arriving at the San, Jan began bleeding heavily in the middle 

of the night. Only after getting up and using the toilet, did she remember the non

flushing rule. Anxious over the dilemma of whether to break the rule and wake 

eveiJ'One up, or walk away and leave a blood-filled toilet bowl for someone else to 

deal with, she hovered around the bathroom for what seemed like hours before 

eventually returning to bed without flushing, humiliated by the thought of the mess 

she'd left behind. 

At daybreak, Jan plunged deeper into anxiety when she discovered her bed 

sheets were soaked through with blood. When she'd first arrived in the dormit01y, 

a fellow boarder had shown her two trolleys: one was stacked with ji-esh linen, 

while the other was piled high with used sheets, pillow cases and towels. Once 

again embarrassed by her actions but feeling that there was no other option, Jan 

waited until evei)'One had left for work before bwying her bloodstained sheets 

beneath the other items on the trolley for dirty linen. 

A.f/er several consecutive nights of worrying about whether or not to flush the 

toilet -followed by just as many mornings :Mealing over how to hide her blood

soaked sheets - Jan knew beyond a doubt that dorm ito!)' living was not for her. 

Only two weeks qf/er moving to the San, she received her.firsl pay- and promptly 

;pent/he money on a train ticket home. Valerie wasn 'I happy to see her daughter, 

and when she learnt Jan hadn't formally resigned .fi·01n her job at the San, she 

had no qualms about putting her on the return train to Sydney. 
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But despite knowing how furious her mother would be if she left again, Jan 

lasted only another six weeks in her job. She could no longer tolerate living in 

dormitory accommodation while her periods were giving her so much trouble ... 

and besides, it was nearing the end of 1959, and she dreaded the thought of being 

away.fi"om her family at Christmas. So this time around, resolving never to return, 

she made sure to submit an official letter of resignation before buying her train 

ticket home. 

When Jan walked in the door at Brunswick Terrace, she was greeted with a 

lecture on the evils of sloth, ingratitude and impertinence. According to Valerie, 

Jan was guilty of all three sins. 'Jesus is watching you, Janice, and He is not 

pleased!' 

Retreating to her room to unpack, Jan thought back on her experiences at the 

San -the work she'd enjoyed, the sceneiJ' she'd admired, and the matron who'd 

made her feel like a bright and worthwhile human being. She cursed her 

unmanageable body. Her heavy periods had sabotaged what could have been a 

satisjj,ing long-term occupation ... and now her mother was mad at her again. As 

Valerie's angerfllled the house, Jan felt she had no choice but to climb into bed, 

fold her arms across her chest, and clam up. 

'But back to my novella,' Jan says. 'You enjoyed it?' 

'Well ... ' I hesitate, 'I know that you're accustomed to working in short poetic 

forms, and I'm aware that your understanding of grammar and spelling is a bit 

dodgy, so I wasn't expecting the most cutting edge narrative prose ... ' 

'Is there any good news?' Jan interrupts. 

'Sorry,' I laugh. 'I guess what I'm trying to say is that while I think your fiction 

isn't as brilliant as your haiku, there's certainly something different about Life in 

Pandora's Box that makes it an enormous amount of fun to read.' 
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And of course Jan knows exactly what I'm talking about, because how many 

works of erotic fiction are set in a retirement home? 

'Yes, well! don't think I would've been able to write that when I was young,' 

she says. 'Because it's only as I've aged that I've noticed that the way society 

looks at older people is unfair. It's as though older people- especially women -

aren't expected to have sex, or shouldn't have sex ... like it's gross to even think 

about it. So I wanted to show that older people can have strong sexual urges and 

act on those urges, right up until the end of life.' 

'Well,' l say, 'I like the way your protagonists let neither prostate cancer nor 

arthritis get in the way of their sex lives. The best characters were good humoured 

and imaginative, and l think that's because you wrote about them in such a tender 

and candid way.' I select a chocolate from the lolly bowl beside my chair. 'Did 

you ever send the manuscript out to publishers?' 

'Only two,' Jan says. 'One apparently enjoyed reading it but said his press was 

more suited to publishing academic works, while the other, an erotic mainstream 

publisher, said that she loved reading it but that her customers were young people, 

so she didn't think it would be suitable for them. But a couple of chapters were 

published as separate short stories in two different erotic magazines.' 

'Was it fun to write?' 

'Yes! l think I was going through a mid-life crisis at the time but didn't want to 

have a second long relationship. l just wanted to hit out and be sexy in some way.' 

Jan laughs, and then adds, 'Actually, l think my sexuality was so deeply repressed 

in my early life that all the rebellious behaviour came bursting out when I was 

older!' 

During Jan's final year at high school, she noticed that most of the girls in her 

class were wearing bras, and she knew that her sister was, too. Jan desperately 

wanted one for herself, but because Valerie was unapproachable on the subject, 
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she sziffered in silence, wearing heavy jumpers or jackets on even the hottest 

summer days to disguise her developing breasts. But as uncomfortable as she 

found the predicament, it wasn't until the day of a distant cousin's wedding that 

she found the strength to 5peak out. 

The wedding was held at the Mullumbimby Seventh-day Adventist Church, and 

Jan arrived at the venue wearing a yellow linen dress she'd made with Valerie's 

help. It had a double-breasted drop-waist, a box-pleated skirt and two rows of 

large black buttons that ran down the front of the top. Valerie had bought her a 

pair of black patent leather shoes and a pillbox bag to match. As far as Jan was 

concerned, there was only one thing missing: a bra. 

While waiting to be ushered into the church for the ceremony, Jan noticed a 

teenage acquaintance looking at her with an mnused expression on her face. After 

a few minutes of staring, the girl walked up to Jan and tweaked one of her 

protruding nipples. 'Why do you need so many buttons?' she teased. 'You've got 

your own!' Mortified, Jan ran all the way across town to get home. No one came 

looking for her, and when her family returned home later that night, no one asked 

why she'd left the church before the wedding. It was one of the most humiliating 

days of her life. 

But later that night, even though Jan usually found Norma as standoffish as 

their mother and just as difficult to talk to about persona/matters, she demanded 

her sister's attention. Something, she insisted, had to be done. To Jan's relie,f, 

Norma must have 5poken to Valerie, because a few days later, mother and 

daughters headed to Ward's Department Store in Mullumbimby. They were going 

to buy Jan herjlrst bra. 

The underwear section at Ward's occupied a mezzanine floor, which meant that 

anyone on the upper and lower levels could observe customers shopping for bras. 

Stepping onto the mezzanine, Jan couldn't have felt more e>.posed had she walked 

onto a spot-lit stage. Within seconds, the heckling began; she heard a group of 

girls on the ground floor calling her name. Looking down, she recognised them 
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from school. Just at that moment, the shop assistant addressed her directly. 

'Janice, come with me to the fitting room. I'll help you try on some bras. ' 

Jan fi'oze with embarrassment as the assistant, a middle-aged spinster with 

lank brown hair, tried in vain to coax her into talking or moving. Eventually, the 

woman ran out of patience and started holding up one bra after another, 

stretching ea~h garment around Jan's chest on the outside of her clothes in an 

e.ffort to gauge an approximate fit. The situation became more and more 

awkward, until the assistant gave a hl!{f of disapproval and whispered a few quick 

words into Valerie's ear. She then wrapped several bras in brown paper, and 

pushed the parcel into Jan's arms. 

Mother and daughters walked silently home fi'om the department store at an 

even pace, but Jan broke into a run when they reached Brunswick Terrace. In the 

privacy of her closed-in veranda room, she tried on the bras. To her delight, one 

fitted pe1jectly. It was different to the others in that it fastened at the fi'ont, and 

Jan admired the e.ffect of wearing it under her favourite dresses. Looking into her 

wardrobe mirror, she concluded that even though her image still struck her as fat 

and ugly, she at least now had a bosom. Turning this way and that, she marvelled 

at the firm, round shape of her breasts, which until now, regardless of which dress 

she wore, had always appeared flabby and pendulous. 

Her excitement, however, was short lived. Reachingfor the box in which the bra 

had been packaged, she caught sight of the lettering on the side. In sensible 

Coppelplatefontwere the words: MATERNITY BRA. 

It wasn't until years later that Jan was able to buy a regular bra in a suitable 

size. She was eighteen when she found the 48DD undergarment at the Jvfyer 

Emporium in Afelbourne, and although it cost Mice as much as most of the 

others, she didn't care. The shop assistant treated her like a real customer, and 

even called her 'Madam'. 

As Jan walked down Bourke Street after leaving the store, she felt a world away 

fi·om Mullumbimby, where eveiJ'One knew her as 'the fat Irvine kid'. Suddenly, 
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she realised the .fittility of waiting to be 'officially told' all she wanted to know. 

She would find out about sex for herself 

'I was seventeen and a half when I moved to Melbourne,' Jan explains. 'And I 

was a virgin. But I always say that I moved into a different state when I moved 

interstate!' 

Jan and I are discussing a sub-theme in Life in Pandora's Box that explores how 

people overcome various sexual constraints. One of the novella's main characters, 

Bella, for example, feels her sex life is over when her husband, Robert, is 

diagnosed with prostate cancer. But despite his disease-related impotence - or 

perhaps even because of it- Robett encourages Bella to explore new dimensions 

to her sexuality. As a result, both Bella and Robert enjoy an increased level of 

intimacy in their relationship. 

'Yes,' Jan says. 'Constraints can come in all forms- illness, lack of confidence, 

an anxiety about being different ... In my case, it was mainly fear of parental 

disapproval, as well as embarrassment about my weight. But I overcame the first 

constraint by moving to Victoria. Once I was there, Mum didn't know what I was 

up to, and I felt free ... free of her religious dogma, and free of her criticism.' 

'What about the second constraint?' I ask. 

'Well, moving to Melbourne helped in that area as well, because Melbourne is 

full of European men, and European men taught me that not all men desire skinny 

women!' 

As we make a pot of tea, Jan tells me that she'd moved to Victoria not long 

after resigning from her job at the San. At the time, Norma was teaching at a 

Seventh-day Adventist school in Melbourne, and when she'd returned home for 

Christmas, Valerie suggested she take Jan back to the city with her after the 

holidays, in the hope that Jan would find work there. Jan had invited her best 

friend June to go along as well, and by early January in 1960, the young women 
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had moved into the flat Norma shared with her friend Una, another Seventh-day 

Adventist teacher. 

'I immediately loved Melbourne,' Jan says. 'It was so different from the sub

tropical atmosphere of nOtthern New South Wales. The trees, flowers and birds 

were different. It was like going to a foreign land. When it rained, it rained in 

winter, and the rain was cold! In Mullumbimby, it rained in summer, and we 

sweltered in raincoats.' 

As Jan and I settle back into the lounge room with our cups of tea, she explains 

that the flat was the former servants' quarters of an old mansion in Canterbury, 

about ten kilometres east of the central business district, and that during her time 

there she spent hours walking along the suburb's oak-lined boulevards admiring 

the grand old gardens and stately houses. 

'One mansion in our street used to always have the curtains left open at night in 

the dining room, and the room looked as though it belonged in a castle; just a 

huge table and chairs, and a few pieces of antique furniture. I used to spy on the 

owners and think that one day I'd live like that.' Jan takes a sip of tea. 'Looking at 

that mansion gave me the same feeling I had when the woman in Myer called me 

Madam. I always thought I was a lady of high breeding, and once I got away from 

Mullumbimby and into the big city, I was even more sure of it.' 

I look closely at Jan, unsure if she's kidding around with her high breeding 

comment, but she's already changed the subject. 

'Within three days of arriving in Melbourne, both June and I found work. June 

started as a machinist in a clothes factory, and I began working as a typist with the 

Department of Defence at the Victoria Barracks in St Kilda.' She pauses, lost in 

thought. 'When I applied for the job at the barracks, I had to write down how I'd 

voted in the last election. But as I hadn't been old enough to vote, I was told to 

say how my parents had voted, so I put down Robert Menzies.' 

According to Jan, each weekday morning she would catch a train to Flinders 

Street Station, and then ride a tram along St Kilda Road to the barracks. If the 
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weather was fine, she'd often walk rather than take the tram; that way, she could 

spend some time enjoying the parks and gardens along St Kilda Road before 

beginning a full day at work. 

'I spent a lot of time in the gardens opposite the barracks,' she says, with such 

an enigmatic inflection in her voice that I catch a flash of Mae West. 

'Why do I suspect there was something- or someone- apatt from the trees and 

flowers, that attracted you to the gardens?' I say. 

'Well, the gardens are where I met the man who become my first lover,' Jan 

says. 'I remember that time in Melbourne as my transition from girl to woman, 

and from peasant to lady!' 

'So you weren't joking!' I say. 

'Sorry?' Jan looks confused. 

'Don't worry,' I smile. 'But hey, I'd love to hear about this bloke you met in the 

gardens ... ' 

Jan worked for the Department of D~fimce at the Victoria Barracks for the first 

three of her five years in A1elbourne. She started out in the general typing pool, 

but eventually worked her way up to a position where she was cleared to process 

top secret and coded material. Af/er 1962, once most of the department's 

administrative work had been moved to Canberra, Jan was offered the role of 

personal secretwy to an official who had recently returned to Australia af/er 

completing ambassadorial duties in Asia. She was proud to have an office of her 

own. 

During her time at the barracks, Jan spent many lunch breaks enjoying fi'ee 

concerts at the Sidney lvfyer Music Bowl, a world-standard outdoor pe1jormance 

venue that the Prime Minister Robert Menzies had opened only the year b~fore 

she'd moved to Melbourne. Jan couldn't believe her luck; the Music Bowl was 
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located in the Kings Domain, a thirty-six-hectare park situated directly across the 

road /i'OJ/1 the barracks. 

Early one afternoon during her first few weeks in the city, Jan was eating her 

lunch near the Music Bowl when a ji'iendly Greek man sat down beside her and 

started challing. He said his name was Dimitri Papadopolis and that he was 

twenty-nine, and he invited Jan to call him Jimmy. Jan noticed Jimmy was 

carrying a dictionmJ', and learnt that he enjoyed doing the crosswords in the 

Melbourne papers, and rarely went an)~!'here without the small reference book. 

The next day, b~fore Jan had even had time to eat her sandwich, Jimmy turned 

up again -just as he did the day after, and then eveiJ' working day after that. 

B~fore long, Jimmy asked Jan to the movies, and then he started visiting the flat 

she shared with Norma, Una and June in Camberwell. 

It was at the flat - during a period when Jan was living there alone - that 

Jimmy and Jan became lovers. Jimmy adored Jan's ample body, and jar the first 

time in her life, Jan experienced moments where her poor self-image dropped 

away. For years, she'd felt that her body -for both herse(f and others - was 

nothing but a cause of shame and embarrassment. With Jimmy, it became a 

source o.f pleasure. 

falling in love 
your name becomes 

a mantra 

(Bostok 1996a: 5) 

Jan floated through her days, so happy she rarely wondered why Jimmy never 

invited her to his home in Richmond, an inner-city suburb that, according to 

Norma, was 'where all the new Australians lived'. ff Jimmy failed to make a 

lunchtime rendezvous, Jan was never upset; she knew there was a good chance 
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she'd catch up with him during her journey home fi"om work, as Jimmy was a 

ticket collector on the platforms at Flinders Street Station. 

For just over a year, this pattern of encounters worked well for the lovers, and 

Jimmy began talking about marriage. 'My parents are still in Greece; we will 

honeymoon there, 'he decided. Caught up in the preparations, Jan took Jimmy for 

a holiday to Mullumbimby, where he met her parents, and where Clm'l'ie 

promised the couple some land at Broken Head as a wedding present. Once back 

in Melboume, Jan gave notice of her intention to resign.fi'Oin the Department of 

Defence. She wanted nothing to get in the way of her new life with Jimmy. 

But only a few weeks later, without waming, Jimmy disappeared. He wasn't at 

the Music Bowl at lunchtime, and Jan couldn't spot him on any of the platforms at 

Flinders Street Station. Having always been able to find him in at least one of 

those locations, and never having been to his home, she was at a loss over how to 

contact her lover. 

Weeks passed, and then months, until one day, Jan's boss at the Department of 

Defence called her into his office. He said he had some news for her, and 

although he appeared uncomfortable discussing matters of a personal nature, 

seemed determined to proceed with his announcement. 'IJ?formation on your 

boyfi'iend has come to hand, 'he began. 

Jan was speechless, and held her breath until her boss continued speaking. In a 

monologue that took less than a minute to deliver, he told her that he'd been 

informed, through sources he was not at liberty to reveal, that Jimmy was 

currently stationed with the Hellenic Army in Greece. 

'Greece?' was all Jan managed, and then, 'Army?' 

'Apparently so, ' her boss said, pressing his thumb into his chin, and looking 

everywhere in the room except at his secretmy. 'According to my sources, Dimitri 

... I mean, Jimmy ... flew back to Greece to visit .family several weeks ago. 

However, as Dim ... Jimmy ... had originally left Greece before completing his 
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compulsory twelve months of militm)' service, he is now required to fu(fil that 

obligation before authorities will permit his return to Australia. ' 

'Greece?' Jan repeated, before her boss gave her the rest of the day off, which 

she spent sitting under a tree in the Kings Domain, wondering why Jimmy had 

returned to his homeland without saying goodbye. Less than a month later, she 

received an answer to her question, although it was an answer that arrived in a 

veJ)' roundabout way. 

Jan was making herse(f a sandwich early one Saturday evening when the 

doorbell rang. She was vaguely aware of June opening the door to see who was 

there, and then startled when her .fi'iend came bolting into the kitchen, declaring 

that Jimmy had returned. When the young man followed June into the room, Jan 

didn't know whether to hug him or hit him, so she simply continued making her 

sandwich while he nervously e~plained his sudden departure from her f!fe. 

Apparently, after returning.fi·om Jan's flat one night more than a year earlier, 

Jimmy had phoned his parents and told them of his plans to many an Australian. 

His parents were outraged. What nonsense! Naturally, he would mai'IJ' a good 

Greek girl. On the spur of the moment, Jimmy decided to fly to Greece to argue 

his case in person. He figured he would only be gone for a week, and on his 

return, would swprise Jan with a proposal and the good news of his family's 

blessing. Jimmy hadn't counted, however, on the Greek government inte1jering 

with his plans. During his entire year of milita!)' service, he'd thought of nothing 

but Jan. His pride, however, had prevented himfi'om getting in touch. 

'Forgive me, Janice, ' he concluded in a hurried voice. 'lvfy army's motto is, 

"Eleutheron to Eupsychon", which is meaning, "Freedom Stems.fi·om Valor". To 

my parents, I will be a constant source of annoyance about this matter. In the 

meantime, I am ve1y much wanting to resume our relationship. ' 

Jan had missed having a boY.fi'iend and was touched by Jimmy's words, but 

couldn't shake the feeling that something wasn't right. Eventually, she inte1preted 

her uneasiness as residual anger at having being abandoned by him for more than 
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a year. And yes, Jimmy no longer carried his dictionary, and his kisses had 

changed in some subtle way ... but perhaps he had simply lost interest in 

crosswords during his time in Greece, and surely it wasn't unusual to find 

someone 's kisses seemed different after so much time apart? 

It wasn't until they made love a few days later that Jan was able to pinpoint 

exactly what was different about her bo;rfNend -for this man who spoke like 

Jimmy, and even smelled like Jimmy, happened to be better in bed than Jimmy. 

And this is why, in spite of the inconsistencies, Jan stifled her coJ?fiLsion and kept 

quiet. 

A few weeks later, however, the game was 1q1. The real Jimmy returned to 

Melbourne ji-om Greece, and Jan's new boyfriend revealed his true identity as 

George, Jimmy's twin brother. 

Seeing the hi> ins together, Jan was stunned. They were identical I No wonder 

she'd been deceived! Immediately, she refused to have anything more to do with 

either of them. She felt betrayed by both, and particularly upset about the way 

Jimmy had abandoned her without explanation, right in the middle of their plans 

to man)'. Most of all, she was fiwious at herself for allowing her enjoyment of sex 

to override sound judgment. 

'But in the end, ' Jan explained to her .fi'iends, 'how was I to know there were 

two of them? !fit walh like a duck, quach like duck, looks-like a duck ... it must 

be a duck!' 

'Unless it doesn't ji1 .. , ' one .fi'iend began without thinking- and Jan, in spite of 

her aching heart and damaged pride,.found that she was laughing. 

But the laughter was fleeting. By this stage, after following through with her 

resignation .fi·om the job at the Victoria Barracks, Jan had moved to a new 

position as secretary to a security officer at a Department of Supply ammunition 

factory at Footscray. For even though her boss at the barracks had implored her 

to stay, she'd baulked at the idea of spending each working day with people who 

had witnessed her humiliation over the scandal with Jimmy. 
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Jan wasn't enjoying her new job. Apart.fi·01n driving around Melbourne with 

her boss delivering top secret packages, or bri~flng truck drivers employed to 

transport machinery and missile parts between Melbourne and Woomera (a 

rocket testing range in the South Australian outback), Jan spent most of her days 

sitting in an old wooden building by herself, doing little more than typing the 

occasional memo, and resenting the .fact that her engagement hadn't panned out. 

Jan was kept in the dark about most things at the Department of Supply. She 

knew that the shed directly behind her office contained an Ikara rocket- a ship

launched anti-submarine missile given the name of an Australian Aboriginal 

throwing stick - although, as she explained to her ji-iends, 'It just looks like a 

bobsled to me. ' And when she bri~fed the truck drivers heading to Woomera -

informing them of everyday practicalities such as the maximum duration of their 

lunch breaks, and the requirement that one member of each driving team was to 

remain with his vehicle at all times - she had usually seen what the trucks were 

carrying. 

But the car trips around l\1elbourne were a different matter. Once a week, Jan 

would accompany her boss as he drove a government station wagon to various 

city ho5pita/s. She would wait in the car while he went into each building, and 

then watch him return qjler several minutes canJ'ing two or three mail sacks, 

which he would then place in the back of the vehicle and deliver to the Defence 

Standard Laboratories in l\1aribyrnong, only a .few kilometres .fi·om the 

Department of Supply in Footscray. On other days, Jan and her boss would drive 

to the ailport.flrst, where they would collect more of the mysterious mail sacks .for 

deliveiJ' to the laboratories. 

Although the details of the weekly missions were top secret, Jan suspected her 

boss had looked inside the bags. He seemed uncomfortable handling them, and 

always liked to complete the pick-ups and deliveries as quickly and efficiently as 

possible. On one occasion, he hinted to Jan that the sacks contained human 

bones. Jan hoped he was joking, and eventually put the thought to the back of her 

mind. It wouldn't be until almost forty years later that the truth about the 

operation would be revealed. 
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While watching the news in October 2001, Jan would be shocked to hear that 

between 1957 and 1978, the Australian Commonwealth Government- in an ~ffort 

to measure radioactive fallout over the continent - had conducted a monitoring 

program that involved secretly taking bone samplesji-om more than 22,000 dead 

Australians (Australian Health Ethics Committee 2002:4). Carried out for most of 

its duration by scientists ji-om the Atomic Weapons Test Safety Committee, the 

program relied predominantly on human bone samples collected, without consent, 

during autopsies carried out in hospitals in Perth, Adelaide, Sydney, Brisbane 

and Melbourne (see Australian Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety Agency 

2002, and Butt 2003). 

Jan listened attentively as the newsreader explained that the scientists had been 

testing Australian samples of vegetation, milk, sheep bones and human bones for 

evidence of Strontium 90, a deadly by-product of nuclear testing that can cause 

bone cancer and leukaemia. The news report said the testing had been prompted 

by concems about atmmpheric nuclear testing worldwide, but in particular, by 

concerns about British atomic tests conducted in 1956 at the Maralinga site, 

which was part of the Woomera Prohibited Area in South Australia (Butt 2003). 

Despite her heightened state of awareness, Jan wouldn't retain much of the 

information she would hear on the news that night: not the title of the top-secret 

research (the Strontium 90 Measurement Program); nor that fact that the 

research had shown that the bones of dead Australians contained higher than 

normal levels of Strontium 90 (a discove1y, incidentally, that would eventually 

lead the government to prohibit atmo:,pheric nuclear testing in Australia); nor the 

detail of how the news had broken (scientists in a Melbourne laboratory had 

stumbled across thousands of jars of a shed human bone, which had been stored 

there in secret for close to four decades). 

Instead, what would lodge in Jan's memory was the newsreader 's 

announcement that Security Branch officers .fi·om the Department of Supply had 

been responsible for collecting the program's bone samples .fi·om ho:,pitals in 

each state, and then delivering them 'by safe hands' to the Defonce Standard 

Laboratories in Melboume, where the samples were then ashed before being 
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shipped to the UK for radiochemical analysis. Jan was devastated by the 

knowledge that she had indeed been involved - albeit peripherally and 

unknowingly - in what amounted to a prolonged case of officially sanctioned 

'body-snatching' (see Butt 2003). 

What would disturb her most of all, however, was a connection she would make 

between the human bone testing program and the fact that Norma had suffered a 

stillbirth in one of Melbourne's major hospitals during the time the program was 

running. The stillbirth was a distressing event that had been rendered even more 

traumatic for Norma and her husband Alji·ed by the disappearance of their baby 

girl's body immediately following the birth. 'I only saw the baby for a few 

seconds,' Norma would later tell Jan. 'The nurses said the body would be buried, 

but they wouldn't tel/us where. ' 

Norman and Alji·ed had felt that seeing the body would have helped them 

understand that their daughter- whom they had named Afarie Govett -was really 

dead; they had also wanted a chance to say goodbye. But no matter how many 

limes the grieving parents demanded to see their baby - and regardless of how 

insistently they argued for their right to bwy the body in accordance with their 

Seventh-day Adventist beliefs - hospital stq[f reji1sed to reveal the body's 

whereabouts. 

A week or two ajier hearing the initial news reports, Jan read in the Brisbane 

newspapers that/he monitoring program had had a preoccupation with the bones 

of babies, stillborns and infants - as the testing of bone samples fi"om that age 

group provided the most precise iliformation about the human uptake of Strontium 

90- and soon after that, her nightmares began. In her mostterrijj,ing dreams, she 

saw herself .fenying the bones of her baby niece between hospitals and 

laboratories all over Melbourne - never deviating from her course, and never 

able to deliver the child's remains to her grieving parents. 
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french tests resumed a cold wind underscores the thin sunlight 

(Bostok 2003a: 61) 

But back in 1963, Jan knew nothing of this top-secret program, and worked in 

her position at the Department of Supply for most of that year - right up until 

spring arrived, which is when she began to imagine that she fancied her boss. The 

idea lifted her spirits for a few weeks, but only until she discovered the object of 

her infatuation had eyes for someone else: another woman called Janice, who was 

tall and blonde and worked in another part of the fttctOJy. Jan's brooding 

behaviour plummeted to an all-time low. 'A~)' boss and I spend so much time 

together, just the two of us, alone, 'Jan explained to June. 'I'll drive myself insane 

if I stay in this situation. 'So the next day, she started an irrational argument with 

her bewildered boss over some inconsequential matter, and walked out of the 

factot)' for good. 

Fortunately for Jan, there was no shortage ofjobs in Melbourne in the 1960s. A 

couple of days qfter quitting the faCtory position, she began working for the 

Victorian Tourist Development Authority in Collins Street, right in the heart of the 

city. The job required her to do a small amount of typing, but mainly involved 

answering telephone enquires and working on reception. The position offered Jan 

exactly what she needed: an open plan office, upbeat colleagues, and the 

opportunity to ;pend her lunch hour window shopping at exclusive jewellel)' and 

fttshion boutiques. 

As Jan's confidence improved, she decided to make some changes. Since 

moving to Melbourne, she'd discovered there was no shortage of men attracted to 

large women. At first, she ignored anyone who propositioned her - whether 

approached while watching a newsreel in a cinema, enjoying a cup of tea in a 

coffee shop, or walking down the street - but now, she decided to accept some of 

these offers. 
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A pattern emerged. Jan noticed she had the most fim with men of European 

descent- whether they were amorous admirers fimn Alessandria, languid lovers 

from Lisbon, or carefree Casanovasfi"om Costa Dorada. At the tourist office, her 

exotic .flings were a constant source of gossip; the head receptionist was appalled, 

the cleaner was envious ... eveJ)'Oiie had an opinion. But Jan was past caring 

what other people thought. She'd 5pentthe first two decades of her life repulsed 

by her body. If dating foreign men made her feel good in her own skin, she was 

more than happy to eat pizza with Piero or mousakka with Minos any night of the 

week. 

'I think that once you're initiated into the world of sexual activity, you really do 

miss it when it's gone. That's how I felt after Jimmy disappeared,' Jan says. 'I 

began to fantasise about men I saw on the train or tram on the way to work- and 

of course, they were always good-looking men. And in the fantasies, my lifestyle 

was grand, and I wanted for nothing!' 

It's getting late, but I decide to stay a while longer. Jan really seems to be 

enjoying our chat. 

'I've always enjoyed sex,' she says. 'And at that time in my life, where I'd 

finally gotten away from home, I eventually said to myself, Men pick up women. 

So if I want, I can pick up men. You know? It should be equal. I wanted the 

experience. Like they say, men go out and sow their wild oats ... ' 

'What's the female equivalent to that?' I wonder. 

'Get your paddock ploughed, I suppose!' 

We laugh, but then fall quiet. 'That wild oats idiom is such a sexist expression, 

isn't it?' I prompt. 

'Yes, it gives you the feeling that only men are expected to run around and have 

adventures, while women are supposed to be modest and stay put,' Jan says. 'But 
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I was determined to level out that imbalance. I really did get to the point where I 

had to work out what I wanted, and go after it. 

'And then once I started seeing other men- Italians, Yugoslavs, Maltese, you 

name it - I discovered plenty of partners who found big women attractive. This 

came as a surprise to me!' 

'But generally, these were men who weren't born in Australia?' 

'Yes, that's right!' Jan insists. 'I sometimes went with girls from work to the 

ladies' lounge of a pub in the city, and the Australian men there definitely weren't 

interested in an overweight girl from the bush. I weighed about sixteen stone at 

the time.' 

'That's about ninety kilos?' 

'Yes, which is about thitiy kilos lighter than I am now,' she sighs. 'But the fact 

that Australian men weren't attracted to me was probably just as well, because I 

never had any luck with them. When I first started at the barracks, one of my 

bosses, a young Aussie bloke, took me to a party at his mate's place, and then got 

drunk and left me there. I had to get a taxi home. That kind of thing never 

happened with the European men.' 

'They always treated you well?' 

'Yes,' Jan says. 'And the experience led me to believe that men who are 

attracted to larger women are very considerate. A bloke who picks up a slim 

woman expects her to perform, whereas a bloke who picks up a fat woman will go 

out of his way to satisfy her. I've always felt that men who like fat women are 

nicer people than men who like slim women.' 

'Well, that's an interesting theory,' I say, attempting to be diplomatic, but then 

can't help adding, 'although your sweeping generalisations would probably 

offend quite a number of people!' 
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Jan happily ignores me, holding firm to a theory based on her whole life's 

experience. 

As much as Jan enjoyed dating a string of different men, she never quite managed 

to abandon her childhood dream of settling down with a husband, three children, 

a cat, a dog, a white cockatoo and a budgerigar. Having just turned twenty-two, 

she decided to re-evaluate her ft{e. Most of her ji'iends were already married. In 

fact, she ftlt as though she'd set half those marriages up. 'I seem to be good at 

finding husbands for other people,' she decided, 'but neverfor myself!' 

Over the previous two years, she'd introduced Norma's friend Una to a 

draftsman ji·om the Victorian Barracks, and the pair had soon married. She'd 

also introduced Norma to a man named Al.fi·ed, whom she'd met at a church 

social in Melbourne, and they had subsequently tied the knot as well. 

From Jan's point of view, the best thing about Norma and A(fi·ed's wedding was 

that Norma had asked Jan to be a bridesmaid. Jan had always thought brides had 

a tendency to choose bridesmaid~ who were a similar size and attractiveness to 

themselves- in other words, 'to match'- and she knew Norma had plenty of slim, 

beautijiil fi'iend~. 'But here I am, 'she confided in June at the time, 'twice the size 

of eve1)10ne else in the wedding party, and my sister- bless her heart! - doesn't 

seem to notice ... or If she does, she doesn't seem to care. I will always love her 

for asking me!' 

Once Norma and Al.fi·ed had eased into married lifo, Jan got to know Al.fi·ed's 

brother, William, and William's w(fe, Olive. Over dinner one night, Jan told the 

couple she was beginning to miss the long-term relationship she'd had with 

Jimmy, and that she realised it was about time she found herse(f a husband. Olive 

immediately wanted to know what type of man she had in mind. 

'I know exactly!' Jan said. 'I want a New Australian under forty years of age, 

with a house, a car, and money in the bank!' 
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William and Olive conferred for a moment, and then told Jan to leave it with 

them. Apparently, William worked at a sawmill in Cann River, a tiny town in the 

East Gippsland region of Victoria, and knew several migrant workers who could 

possibly meet Jan's criteria. William promised Jan that once he and Olive 

returned home, they would identijj' a suitable candidate, and then give him Jan's 

address. Jan was philosophical about the situation. 

'Okay. You've got a deal,' she said. 'Perhaps a man you've known and worked 

with for years will make a better proposition than someone who picks me up in a 

coffee shop. After all, arranged marriages have been going on in other cultures 

for years. ' 

A short time later, William phoned to say they'd found a prospective suitor. 

'His name's Silvester, and he wants to get married but there are no girls in Cann 

River, 'he said. 'He's thirty-six, earns good money, and he's fi·om Romania. He'll 

drive down to Melbourne this weekend to take you out. ' 

Jan was terrified. She'd felt bold, outlining the qualities she was seeking in a 

pro:,pective husband ... but now things seemed to be happening too fast. William 

had arranged the blind date for the following Saturday: May 2, 1964. 

Having observed that few of the south-eastern European men she'd dated had 

been tall, Jan felt co11f/icted over what type a,( shoes to wear. in the end, she kept 

her options open by setting aside hl'o different pairs: high heels in case Silvester 

was tall, and flat heels in case he was short. Even though Jan was living alone in 

another part of Camberwell by this stage in her life, she was currently hosting a 

visit fi·om June. So when the doorbell rang late on the Saturday morning, Jan took 

a peek through the window at Silvester, and then left June to answer the door 

while she quickly went to slip into herjlatties. 

Jan's first impression of Silvester was that he wasn't stunningly good looking

he had a round forehead, and his hair was thinning at the temples- but she was 

thrilled that his profile reminded her of one o,(the most romantic images.fi·om her 

childhood: the Romanian prince on the foreign postage stamp! 
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Trying not to let her excitement get the better of her, she made a quick invent01y 

of Silvester's most prominent features. His skin was an attractive light olive 

colour, and she imagined she saw a twinkle in his dark brown eyes. And although 

he was of a wiry build and only about jive feel and six inches tall- or just over a 

metre and a half in height- he looked fit and strong, as though he'd be capable of 

hard manual work. 

Jan had one of the worst colds she'd hadfor years and felt like staying home for 

the day. But when June made lunch for the three of them- rissoles and vegetables 

cooked in an electric .fi'ying pan - Silvester complained that the food was bland, 

and joked about wanting to introduce Jan to some 'rea/food'. 

Unfortunately for Jan, who was feeling sicker as the day progressed, Silvester 

insisted on taking her to a Greek restaurant in the city. And once there, because 

her throat was so sore, she felt compelled to order something soft, and ther~fore 

disappointed Silvester by sel/lingfor the plainest dish on the menu: an omelette. 

Not that it mal/ered, because she hardly touched her food anyway. Apart ji·om 

feeling unwell, she was also nervous, and kept wondering what William and Olive 

had told this man about her. 

Gradually, as Jan began to relax a little, Silvester struck her as pleasant and 

funny, and veiJ' serious about gelling married. Towards the end of dinner, his 

demeanour became businesslike, and he abruptly announced that he had a house 

in Cann River, and a car, and money in the bank. He even disclosed his weekly 

wage, which was forty pounds - almost four limes as much as Jan's meagre 

salmJ' of twelve pounds per week. Aware that the average weekly wage in 

Victoria at the time was just over twenty-eight pounds, Jan was impressed. 

Once they'd finished eating, however, she fell so feverish that all she wanted to 

do was go home and sleep, but Silvester was fit!! of energy. Rather than drive Jan 

directly home .fi'om the restaurant, he parked his car a block away ji·om her flat, 

determined to have some time alone with the woman he'd driven more than four 

hundred kilometres to meet - and this was how Jan discovered her prmpective 
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husband was as passionate about sex as he was about the idea of marriage. She 

didn't get home until three the next morning. 

Five days later, Silvester phoned to tell Jan he'd caught her cold. 'Well, that's 

not my fault!' she shot back at him, thinking of the long hours he'd ;pent being 

amorous with her in the car. But even the most debilitating cold couldn't dampen 

Silvester's enthusiasm. Throughout the May and June of that year, he travelled to 

Melbourne eve1y second weekend to see Jan, who soon told him about her 

childhood dream of wanting a husband, three children, and assorted pets, and 

gauged his feelings about religion. 

'Does it bother you that I was raised a Seventh-day Adventist?' 

Silvester laughed. 'Religion? Unless you fiJ' convert, not badfor me. ' 

Jan smiled nervously and counted her blessings, grateful that Silvester still 

hadn't met her mother. 

In/ate June, she received a letterji·om Cann River. 

You say you want to get married and have three chiLdren, 
one dog, one cat, and two pet birds. You'd better think 
about whether you couLd Look after aLL that. 

It was the closest thing to a marriage proposal that Jan would get ji·om 

Silvester. Later, she learned William had helped him write the Ieffei~ the only 

correspondence Silvester would ever compose in English. As Silvester wasn't 

comfortable talking over the phone, and didn't read English vel)' well, Jan waited 

until he drove down to Melboume at the end of that week to accept his offer, 

which she did by agreeing to move to Cann River as soon as it could be arranged, 

mainly to determine if she liked living there before they set a date for the wedding. 
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The next morning, Silvester took Jan into the city to buy a diamond ring. They 

dressed up for the occasion, as they'd arranged to have a professional 

engagement photo taken once they'd visited the jewellers. Jan thought Silvester 

looked handsome in a formal black suit, while she'd teased up her hair for height 

and was wearing it in a classic French roll. The photographer remarked that 

Jan's skin appeared luminous, as though she were glowing fi'om the inside, and 

because she felt that she was, her smile as she looked into the lens became even 

more radiant. 

It was June 26, 1964, eight weeks.fi'Oin the day Jan and Silvesterfirst met. 

black cockatoo rides the wind with the bloodwood blossoms 

(Bostok 2003a: 59) 

Cann River is a small Victorian timber town located 450 kilometres .fi'Oin 

Afelbourne at the junction of the Princes and Monaro Highways. From Jan's 

point of view, it seemed a million miles away fi'om anywhere and struck her as 

one of the most boring, male-dominated places on Earth. But as she e.\plained to 

June qfter her first inspection: 'I don't like Conn River at all, but I'm not going to 

say so immediately and risk not getting married!' 

So in early July, 1964, Jan resignedfi'om herjob at the tourist o.fflce and moved 

into Silvester's house at Cann River. She'd never lived in such isolation. The town 

boasted.flve big sawmills, but only one of everything else: one pub, one general 

store, one newsagent, one motel with one restaurant, and one post o.fflce. There 

was no electricity, but the sawmill where Silvester worked had a generator that 

supplied his house with power during the day. 

Much to eveiJ'One 's Slii]Jrise, Jan developed an affinity with the generator. On 

the domestic fi'ont, she soon learned that unless it was lunchtime at the sawmill, it 

was best not to use the toaster and electric jug at the same time; the increased 
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power demand, as slight as it was, would sometimes be enough to overload the 

;ystem and bring the sawmill to a halt. 

Jan redeemed herself, however. It took a lot of arm muscle, a good sense of 

timing and a certain amount of braveiJ' to start the generator, but soon after 

arriving in Cann River, Jan became known as the only woman who could do it. 

When Silvester first told his workmates the news, no one believed him. Starting 

the generator was like cranking the engine of a Ford Model-T; you had to 

repeatedly turn the huge handle -mainly by pushing down, rather than pulling up 

- until the engine started, and then make sure to let go when it was running at the 

right speed. Everyone was aware of the dangers; when the engine fired up, the 

crank could start to spin along with the crankshafl; and !f the engine backfired, it 

could kick back and pull the crank lever with it. Both situations were potentially 

hazardous for the person cranking the engine, and both could result in broken 

thumbs or limbs - or worse. 

Jan was well aware of the risks. She remembered her father breaking his wrist 

while cranking a car engine when she was young, and around the same time one 

of her cousins sustained a head injwy when a crank handle got caught in his 

clothing while he was t1ying to start a generator on his family's farm. She would 

never forget her auntie's description of the accident. 'He went round and round 

and couldn't get off, and his head kept slapping the concrete. EveiJ'One thought he 

was dead. ' 

But not all of Jan's family stories about generators were depressing. As a child, 

she often requested one tale in particularfi"om Grandfather Irvine- and again, it 

was a story about her dad. 

Apparently, when C/arrie was a boy growing up on a dcliiJ' ftmn, his family 

knew he was too small to operate the crank handle on the diesel generator for the 

milk separator. Nonetheless, eve1y day when his grandfather got up at 5am to 

milk the COlt'S, C/arrie would already be up and about, and the separator would 
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be running. No one could explain how that could be, so Clarrie 's father John 

decided to do some detective work. 

Rising before the roosters one cold winter morning, John crept out of the house 

and hid in a corner oft he milking shed. A short time later, he was amazed a/what 

he saw: his young son climbing onto the generator's ;poked flywheel and running 

on top of it - 'Exactly like a pet mouse on an exercise wheel!' he would later 

e>.plain - until the motor kicked in and the boy jumped off lickety-split. As 

impressed as John was with his son's ingenuity, he immediately put a stop to the 

practice. 'The kid could've been killed!' 

Jan had once heard someone say that stories can conquer fear, that they can 

make the heart bigger- and she certainly felt that way about/he stories.fi·om her 

father's childhood. So although she understood that the key requirements for 

cranking heavy machine!)' included strength and timing (and perhaps also a small 

measure of either courage or ignorance), she nonetheless liked to imagine that 

she'd inherited some kind of magical 'generator gene' fi'om her father. Perhaps 

this was why she was happy to oblige when Silvester called her over to the 

sawmill one day to demonstrate her skills infi'ont of his workmates. 

None of the blokes believed she could do it. In fact, they were all so sure she'd 

prove incapable that they placed a wager on it - eveiJ'One 's pay for that day 

against Silvester's. But when Silvester asked his new fiancee if she wouldn 'I mind 

stepping up to the generator - 'Please Janiz, zank you ve1y much!' - the young 

woman walked forward in such a confident manner that some of the men already 

knew they'd lost their bet. 

Jan took the crank handle in both hands, pushed down with all her might to 

start/he rotating cycle, and kept cranking until her arms burned with pain. When 

the motor kicked in with an almighty shudder, she released the handle and jumped 

out of the way at exactly the right moment. A light bulb flickered on in the sawmill 

office, and although the workers now had to hand over their money to Silvester, 

they gave the woman who had won it for him a hearty round of applause. 
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whispered closeness 
his breath tickles her neck 

(Bostok 1996b: 37) 

Over the previous ten years, Silvester had helped physically build the sawmill 

fi'om scratch. When he showed Jan his bankbook, she was impressed at how much 

he'd saved, and listened sympathetically as he explained that although he lived 

rent:fi·ee in the manager's house and was paid a foreman's wage, he would never 

be given the official manager's job because he was unable to read and write in 

English. But Jan soon learnt that Silvester wasn't bothered by the lack of official 

recognition; the owner of the mill treated him as part of the family, while the 

owner's w[fe trusted him to babysit their three children whenever they went away 

overnight on business. 

Silvester had earned the couple's deep gratitude a few years earlier, when he'd 

rescued one of their children, Peter, fi'om a life-threatening situation. At the 

sawmill, a wide conveyor belt carried bark and other wood scraps out over a pit, 

in which there was always fire buming. One afternoon when the mill wasn't 

opemting, hvo-year-old Peter had crawled out along the belt, all the way to the 

edge of its drop-off point, where he sal playing nine metres above the pit. Silvester 

happened to see Peter, and inched out along the conveyor belt and helped him 

back to saftty. 

Silvester was fond of the owner and his family, and he valued his job. He was 

the first employee to arrive for work at the sawmill evel)' weekday morning, and 

also spent most weekends replacing damaged equipment and can;Jing out 

mechanical repairs. This left Jan plenty of time to plan their wedding, which 

they'd decided would take place in Mullumbimby on September 6, 1964, barely 

four months after their first date. So Jan arranged to have her dress and June's 

bridesmaid's dress made in Orbost, the closest major town to Cann River, and she 

seemed to be constantly on the phone to Valerie, advising on the preparations. 
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But perhaps Jan had a bit too Jllltch time on her hands, because in the days 

b~fore she and Silvester drove north for the wedding, she began to fret over a 

number of hypothetical issues. What if she married Silvester and then found she 

didn't love him? What if he didn't love her? She'd had numerous sexual 

encounters; what if she was tempted again? Would Silvester be faithful? Did she 

trust him? Did he trust her? 

And then she began to get anxious about holding the wedding in her hometown, 

mainly because of religion. Valerie wanted the marriage to be conducted in the 

Seventh-day Adventist Church, but Jan worried that the Bible's admonition to 'be 

ye not unequally yoked' would work against them. She had never been baptised, 

and Silvester had been raised as a member of the Romanian Orthodox Church. In 

a religious context, surely the two of them didn't present as 'equally yoked'. 

Would the Seventh-day Adventist minister in Mullumbimby agree to marry them? 

Fortunately for Jan's family, the minister said yes. The way he saw it, the fact 

that Jan had never been baptised meant that she belonged to no particular 

religion. And if you considered the fact that the only Romanian Orthodox 

churches in Aush·alia were located in Sydney, life/bourne, Adelaide and Brisbane 

- which made it impossible for Silvester to formally practice his religion -you 

could say that he was in the same boat. So no, in God's eyes, apparently, Jan and 

Silvester were indeed evenly matched. 

Jan's surprise at the minister's flexible thinking, however, was soon surpassed 

by her astonishment at her mother's reaction to the impending marriage. 

Although Valerie had always wanted her daughters to manJ' Seventh-day 

Adventists, she appeared entirely w?fitzed by Jan's engagement to a lapsed 

adherent of the Romanian Orthodox Church. Eve1yone was stunned. It was 

obvious Valerie had taken an immediate liking to Silvester, and her warmth was 

r~flected in the uncharacteristically tolerant statements she began making. 

'Well, God understands. Silvester has his religion, and he believes things the 

same as we do. And no, he doesn't go to church on the true Sabbath, but one day 
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he 'II recognise the error of his ways. God understands. Silvester will be all right. 

One day he 'II get to Heaven. ' 

In the meantime, Silvester would have to be content with the Irvine's spare 

bedroom. For even though Valerie was demonstrating unprecedented open

mindedness on the religious ji-ont, she nonetheless still expected a high degree of 

propriety in her house. Jan and Silvester, she insisted, were to sleep in separate 

rooms until after the wedding. And, apparently, Valerie's requisite level of 

decorum increased as the big day approached, because two days before the 

ceremony, Silvester was asked to move to a motel in Byron Bay. 

Once Silvester had left the Irvine's home, Jan felt a surge of panic. What if he 

didn't want to many her after all? What if he didn't come back? It was then that 

she realised she had fallen in love. She now felt beyond a doubt that she was 

making the right choice, and her pre-wedding jitters disappeared ... just in time 

for her wedding day jitters to set in. 

In the hours before the ceremony, Jan became so nervous that Clarrie fetched a 

special tonic for her ji-om the chemist. Jan never found out what the mixture 

contained, but it was powe1jitl enough to render the main part of the day a blur. 

Instead of having a flower girl and pageboy, Jan had arranged for the daughter 

and son of hl>o of her cousins to dress as a miniature bride and groom. During the 

ceremony, she was vaguely aware of the children standing together inside a giant 

picture fi·ame that had been built at the ji-ont of the church - and that image 

remained her only clear memOIJ' of a day that otherwise seemed to consist of a 

haze of vague formalities. 

Most of Jan's north coast relatives and fi·iends were Seventh-day Adventists, so 

there was no drinking or dancing at the reception following the wedding. Instead, 

as a notice in the church newsletter later reported, 'A vel)' happy hour was spent 

in association and in partaking of the repast so successfitlly catered for by the 

ladies of the church. 'Proceedings were indeed quite formal, but as the reception 

wore on and the effects of Jan's medication wore off, the bride became aware that 

some members of the church community had been up to a certain amount of 
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mischief For when Jan and Silvester prepared to drive away from the church 

hall, the engine of Silvester's car fired up but the car itself went nowhere. 

Someone had jacked up the vehicle's back wheels. 

When the newly married couple finally made their getaway, they were followed 

by a few carloads a_( young wedding guests. In a pla;ful attempt to lose them, Jan 

directed Silvester to make a quick turn into a country lane where she'd o.fren 

ridden her bike as a child. Silvester rounded a bend at the top of a hill ... and 

suddenly, they were looking down on the lights of Mullumbimby. Enchanted by 

the scene, they stayed parked on the crest o.f the hill, enjoying the silence and 

wailing to see If anyone had followed. It was a magical moment, and by far Jan's 

favourite mem01y of the day. 

languid in heat 
the lights dimmed 
to count stars 

(Bostok 2000b) 

Once it became obvious no one was going to find them at the top of their hill, 

Jan and Silvester drove down to Byron Bay to begin their honeymoon. Jan wanted 

to show Silvester her couniiJ', so over the following days they climbed to the Cape 

Byron Lighthouse, explored Broken Head, and toured the Gold Coast. At the end 

o.f the week, Jan felt depressed at the thought of returning to Conn River, but 

consoled herself with the knowledge that she had shown her new husband the 

most attractive features of her homeland. Hopefully, one day, he would be happy 

to return and stay for good. 

we travel the mind hesitant at crossroads 

(Bostok 2003a: 23) 
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Back in Cann River, without a wedding to plan, Jan found daily life almost 

intolerable. To keep herself amused, she did some writing, and sent numerous 

personal experience pieces to various magazines. The Woman's Day and The 

Australian Women's Weekly published a few of her articles, and the New Idea 

ran several of her anecdotes about count1y life in its 'A1ere Male' or 'Let's Talk it 

Over' columns. 

Whose dog? 
My new MM (husband of two months) decided to get me a dog for company, as 
we live in the country. Before it came he spoke of 'when I get you your dog'. 
When we did get a pup she became 'our dog'. When showing her to visitors, 'his 
dog', and after a slight accident on the carpet, 'come and clean up after your 
dog'. 
I wonder if the dog knows who [sic] it belongs to! 
JB, Cann River, Vic. 

(Bostok in New Idea 1964: n.p.) 

Apartfi'OIIt writing, the only activity that kept Jan happy in Cann River was sex. 

She'd never felt such compatibility with a lover. Years later, she would look back 

on that .first year with Silvester as the most rewarding period of sexual activity in 

her life -mainly because the sex was combined with love, humour, affection and 

generosity. Later in life, Jan began wearing a silver pendant in the shape of an 

'S'. She'd tell people the letter stood.for Superman, 'but also for Silvester'. 

'He was my Super Silvester!' Jan says, flicking on the reading lamp beside her 

chair. 

I hadn't noticed it had gotten so dark. 'Do you think of him as the love of your 

life?' I ask. 

'Definitely,' Jan says. 'I knew he was the right person for me, and even, years 

later, when we were divorced for five years, I never stopped loving him. I often 
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wonder why I was attracted to deadbeats and no-hopers when I had a good 

husband like Silvester. There must have still been some sort of rebellious 

behaviour there.' 

'This was when you were in your early fotties?' 

'Yes, we lived separately for a couple of years and then divorced. Eventually, 

we remarried. But during the time we were separated, I had other lovers- and he 

did, too - although, throughout those years, we still continued a physical 

relationship with each other as well.' 

'What drove you to leave?' 

'Well, we were having a number of problems, but one thing that upset me was 

that Silvester could never say those three words - I love you - that I so much 

needed to hear, and so I guess I had to go out all over again and prove that I was 

lovable.' 

'You always find yourself needing to confirm that?' 

'Yes, I've· grown up with a poor self-image, and although I know now that 

Silvester loved me, he never once told me I was beautiful. So during the time that 

we were divorced, it felt wonderful to pick up lovers in clubs, or while travelling 

on public transport. One of my favourites was a male nurse, who knew a lot about 

anatomy, and there was even one bloke who sent me love poems from jail, so 

when he got out, I went down to Sydney to see him. Oh, and I also went to 

Melbourne to meet a man I found in one of those love columns in a magazine, and 

he was lovely, too- cuddly, and very good in bed- but he reckoned he wouldn't 

take things any fmther because I did nothing the whole week but talk about 

Silvester and the farm!' 

'What did you learn about yourself during that period?' 

'Well, !learnt I could tell a married bloke from a single bloke,' Jan laughs. 'The 

married ones always have good aftershave and deodorants, while the single ones 

usually smell like damp earth; sort of musty, like snakes.' 
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Confronted with another of Jan's unusual generalisations, I'm lost for words. 

We listen to a frog croaking in a downpipe, and then suddenly, Jan remembers 

something else. 

'I think I've told you about the way I picked up men in Murwillumbah during 

the time I was divorced from Silvester? On Friday or Saturday nights, the clubs in 

town would stay open until one in the morning. By that time, the people who were 

left would just pair off and go home together. I got more offers than I accepted. 

One time, a gorgeous guy who was in the army got into my car without even 

asking, and I took him home. I mostly seemed to attract guys in their early 

twenties. Is that terrible?' 

The frog starts up again. I marvel at the amplifying qualities of the downpipe. 

'And once my daughter Vicki had turned eighteen, I'd take her out with me into 

town. There was even one night when we each brought a bloke home from the 

Murwillumbah RSL, and I remember saying, That's my bedroom and that's 

Vicki's bedroom, and there's a packet of condoms in the bathroom cabinet.' 

'And you think Vicki appreciated that kind of openness?' 

'Well, as I said to people at the time, It's better for her to bring a person home 

than go off in a car and park somewhere- because you'd hear of terrible things 

happening in lovers' lanes, and in the dark of night in cars. Girls would get 

kidnapped and murdered, and I always said I would rather know where my 

daughter is, and who she's with.' 

The frog has gone quiet. All I can hear now are the feeble chirrups of a few 

half-hearted crickets. 

'Besides, because my mother never talked to me about sex- she actually hid it 

from me! -I was determined to tell Vicki whatever she wanted to know. So as she 

was growing up, I always made sure to talk to her about sex.' 
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I recall a magazine clipping I saw recently in one of Jan's scrapbooks. It was a 

shmt anecdote published in Woman's Day in December, 1971. 

Recently my four-year-old daughter asked me where my friend got her baby 
from. I said, "You remember, you saw Tinka when she had her puppies and 
you've seen the chooks lay their eggs. Everything has babies the same as itself." 
'

10h yes,, she answered, wisely, "and towels have face washers.'' I don't think 
my four year old knows as much as some child psychologists would have me 
believe! 

Still- there's nothing ·wrong -.,vith her imagination. -Ed. 

"JANICE", Murwilhnnbah, NSW (Bostok 1971: n.p.) 

'A lot of my friends said my open attitude to sex was outrageous,' Jan 

continues. 'They thought I shouldn't be like that. You know my senryu, the one 

about the one-night stand?' 

'Of course.' 

one night stand 
hoping I didn't fart 
in my sleep 

(Bostok 1994: 5) 

'Well, a lot of people have said to me, How could you write that? How could 

you write that? But I write haiku, senryu, tanka and haibun about everything in 

life, and sex is just a part of life.' 

Glancing down at the erotic manuscript on the table beside Jan's chair, l recall 

that she and I had been friends for almost a year before she even admitted to the 

work's existence. 'Speaking of writing about sex,' I say, 'do you remember that 

when you finally allowed me to read Life in Pandora's Box, you said you'd 
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written it under your pen name, Margot Pearl, because you hadn't wanted anyone 

to know you were writing pornography?' 

'Yes,' Jan admits. 

'Well, now that I've read it, I'm confused about two things. First, I don't 

understand your reasoning in calling the work pornography. I mean, sure, there's 

a lot of sex in the manuscript, but there's also a very strong human thread running 

through the narrative - a thread that depicts the characters struggling with some 

really confronting imperfections and anxieties - and for me, it's that 

psychological element that nudges the work into erotic rather than pornographic 

territory.' 

Now it's Jan's turn to be quiet. 'Oh,' she simply says. 

'Although my perspective only holds up,' I add, 'if you subscribe to the view 

that in erotica, characters tend to be portrayed as people with feelings, you know, 

people who have an existence beyond their sexuality, whereas in pornography, 

they're more likely to be depicted as sex-obsessed automatons or objectified 

pieces of flesh.' 

Jan studies her fingernails. Perhaps she's only slightly interested in what I'm 

saying. 

'But look, what do I know?' I concede. 'A lot of people believe it's impossible 

to clearly differentiate between erotica and pornography. The thing is, I'm only 

trying to make a distinction because, since you hit your twenties, you've 

continually been upfront about sex, and you've never shied away from writing 

about sex in your haiku-related writing.' 

Jan's quiet. The frog's quiet. Even the crickets have shut up. 

I cut to the chase. 'So why were you suddenly embarrassed about putting your 

name to a novella that deals with sex?' 
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Jan shifts in her chair and looks out the window. From a nearby shelf, I select 

Silver Path of Moon, one of her earliest published collections of haibun, and read 

a passage at random. 

Sweat trickles down my body and mingles with the 
wetness of your own. I taste the salt of your lips. You 
caress my breasts. My thighs tighten. Grasping my 
buttocks you ... 

(Bostok 1996a: I 0) 

'That was published in 1996, only a few years before you wrote your erotic 

novella,' I point out. 'So why were you happy to be known as the author of one, 

but not the other?' 

Jan finally looks at me. 'Because I didn't really want anyone to know it was 

me,' she says. 'After Silver Path of Moon was published, Vicki slatted to change 

towards me. I ran into one of my old neighbours down the street, and she said that 

she'd asked Vicki what she thought of my writing- and I was yearning to hear 

the answer, because as far as I knew, Vicki had never read any of my work- and 

my old neighbour said that Vicki had just read Silver Path of Moon, and that she 

thought it was disgusting.' 

'Oh Jan, I'm sorry,' I say. 

'But Vicki's never told me that straight out. That's one reason I wish she would 

talk to you. She didn't mind talking about sex when I was divorced and we went 

out to clubs together, and she didn't mind us both having one-night stands on the 

same nights. Now she acts like a prude!' Jan falls quiet for a moment, and then 

mumbles, 'Perhaps she just didn't consider me a mother at that time. Perhaps I 

behaved too much like a friend.' 
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I think of the way Valerie never talked to Jan about sex, and then of Jan being 

so open with Vicki. It's hard sometimes, I suppose, for people to get the balance 

right from one generation to another. 

But Jan is moving on. 'I wish people could just drop their hang-ups about sex,' 

she's saying. 'Take a subject like prostitution, for example- and look, this may be 

a rebel stand in reaction to my religious upbringing - but I've never thought of 

prostitution as a sin, or as wicked or low. A high-class one would be fine.' 

'And you're speaking from ... umm ... what perspective?' I say. 

'Well, right from the time I began to understand how sex worked - or maybe 

even before I experienced sex for myself - the idea of being a prostitute was 

always in my mind somewhere. Perhaps I was a Japanese courtesan in a past life 

... imagine that, waiting for the other half of the tanka!' Jan pauses. 'I'm probably 

just trying to prove something, that I'm as good as everybody else. I mean, that's 

really what my whole life has been about: just trying to prove that I'm as good as 

everybody else.' 

'And you see being a prostitute as the best way to prove that?' 

'Well, not one standing on a street corner. It'd have to be high class!' 

I think for a moment, and then say, 'Jan, if life hadn't been such a struggle for 

you, I mean, if you hadn't had such a massive problem with self-image, how do 

you think things would be different?' 

'If I'd been slim, with a good figure?' Jan says, misinterpreting my question. 

'Well, if! was beautiful, I would definitely be a high-class prostitute.' 

Tonight, it seems, any effort to change the subject is futile, so I ask, 'And as a 

high-class prostitute, you would have had room in your life for haiku?' 

'No.' 

'No?' 
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'No. In terms of reincamation, I think that this time around I was supposed to 

leam that everything just doesn't revolve around being beautiful or slim or nice 

looking. I probably ended up like this so I wouldn't be .. .' and now Jan's 

laughing so hard she has difficulty getting the words out, ' ... a prostitute!' She 

pauses to catch her breath. 'God or the spirits or those in control probably said, 

Oh well, she's gonna have to be fat and ugly this time around or we won't be able 

to control her.' 

Jan's laughing as we hug goodbye, and I imagine I can still hear her chuckling 

to herself- somewhere amid the sounds of the frog croaking in the downpipe and 

the crickets singing in the garden beds- as I walk from her unit to my car. 

Jan is thirteen. She wanders o.ff to dream on the soft grassy riverbank, well away 

from the noisy swimmers. The boy ji·mn down the street - what's his name? 

Frankie! - seems to be following. Suddenly, smiling, he grabs her by the arms. 

And then he kisses her, quickly, right on the mouth! Jan is stunned. She stands 

pel:fectly still. Frankie kisses her again, then runs away. And Jan lies down in the 

long whispering grass, amazed and glowing all over. 

contrail 
my horizon 
shifts 

(Bostok 2003a: 89) 
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Chapter 5 

Poetry and Hums aren't things which you 
get, they're things which get you. 

And all you can do is to go 
where they can find you. 

- Winnie the Pooh 



This is Jan's big day. It's the first of November 2007, and almost two years since 

she left the Dungay farm that had been home for close to fmty years. Even though 

her daughter, son-in-law and only grandchild remained at Dungay, she'd vowed 

never to return. Just last week, however, when I told her I'd arranged to visit the 

farm, she surprised me by suggesting she might somehow find the courage to 

come along. 

On my way to Murwillumbah to pick Jan up, I stop for a coffee at a roadside 

cafe and attempt to push my own grief aside. My husband and I are separating, 

and only this morning, he demanded the return of my engagement ring: a band of 

white gold set with diamond fragments arranged into a pattern of tiny leaves. 

Reaching for my cup, I'm struck by how naked my left hand appears. At least 

there's no wedding ring for him to covet; at our marriage, we'd exchanged 

firewheel trees instead. The ceremony had taken place on our rural property, in a 

rainforest clearing overlooking a valley, and after making our vows we'd planted 

the trees, leaving less than two metres of earth between them. 

We'd relished the idea of watching their branches intertwine as our relationship 

grew stronger, believing that every summer the trees would delight us with a 

profusion of whorled red flowers. But now, I think, heading back to the car after 

finishing my coffee, the trees will either thrive or die without me. 'But if they're a 

true barometer of the health of the marriage they were planted to commemorate,' I 

think, 'they haven't got a chance.' 

I continue driving to Murwillumbah. At the top of Burringbar Range, I look out 

across the Tweed Valley to Wollumbin. Although Jan can see the peak of the 

ancient volcano from her unit's front yard, she once told me she felt the 

mountain's presence more strongly at Dungay. 'Murwillumbah is down in the 

caldera,' she'd explained, 'but Dungay is on the mountain range that was the rim 

of the volcano - so Dungay is part of the mountain, and when I was there, I 

always felt that I was patt of the mountain, too.' 
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According to Jan, during her years on the farm she could feel an inexplicable 

energy radiating from Wollumbin, an energy that fed her creativity and brought 

out her deepest feelings. 'It's something I don't really understand,' she said. 'I've 

never been able to put it into words.' 

Crossing the bridge over the Tweed River, I recall an eleventh-century Japanese 

poem that seems to perfectly express Jan's situation. 

What it is that dwelleth here 
I know not 
but my heart is full of awe 
and tears trickle down. 

(Saigyo in Franck 1993: 133) 

I think of Wollumbin as Jan's Mount Fuji. For her connection with the 

mountain and its immediate environment is evident not only in her Japanese

inspired verse, but also in most styles of poetry she writes. In her prose poem 

"First Light", for example, her consciousness is so identified with the natural 

world at Dungay that she fears that when she dies 

there will be no one to hear the autumn currawongs 
arrive no one to listen to the storm bird's heartbreaking 
cry or hear tlie plover calls filtered through distant 
thunder 

(Bostok 2003c: 16) 

Jan knew how desolate she'd feel on leaving the land, and her pain hasn't 

abated. Several months ago, her beloved Dr Joe diagnosed depression. 'I can't see 

the point in being alive any more,' Jan says almost every time we meet. Recently, 
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when I'd asked her for her first thought upon waking, she'd answered, 'Not 

another day. Another day I've got to drag myself around and be in pain.' 

fallow field 
rows of ibis beaks 
probe dark earth 

(Bostok 2003a: 72) 

It's mid-morning when I arrive at Jan's unit. Peering through the screen door, I 

see her leaning on her walking stick, motioning for me to come in. Wearing a long 

black skirt, a bright red blouse and a large gold pendant, she reminds me of a 

Gypsy. There are three fish tanks in the living area. A small waterless tank 

contains a couple of hermit crabs (I notice the smudges of peanut butter Jan has 

given them to eat), while two larger tanks are home to several of the fattest 

goldfish I've ever seen. 

'I like to feed things,' Jan apologises. 'I can't bear to think of anything going 

hungry.' 

The display cabinets and bookshelves in Jan's unit are filled with bird figurines, 

which she's been collecting since she was twelve. I admire a fine porcelain 

seagull from the Franklin Mint, a delicate pair of Lladro ducklings, and a 

colourful ceramic woodpecker that she made herself. Finally, I linger over a little 

resin emu, which Jan says she bought at the David Fleay Wildlife Park on the 

Gold Coast after she and Silvester had spent a day there. 

'That's where I wrote my one-line haiku about a heron,' she says. 

watchful the night heron lowers his neck into shadow 

(Bostok 2003a: 31) 
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'All the bird ornaments hold memories,' she says. 'And you know, I can 

remember Mum saying, not long before she died, I don 'I know what you want 

those bird ornaments for, Janice. When/he end of the world comes, they'll all be 

smashed.' Jan laughs. 'When the end of the world comes, the last things I'll be 

worried about are my bird ornaments! But in the meantime, I intend to enjoy 

them. After all, if God has given people the ability to create beautiful objects, I 

can't see how my enjoyment of them can be a sin.' 

We walk outside and I help Jan into my car. Within minutes, we reach the 

northwest edge of Murwillumbah. As we pass between fields of sugar cane, Jan 

looks towards the blue haze of mountains. 'I swore I'd never go back; it was so 

hard to leave,' she says. 'When Silvester died and I left Dungay, l thought that's 

the end of my l{fe, the end of my writing ... and I chucked most things out. I had a 

whole wardrobe of correspondence with haiku writers like Marlene Mountain, 

Ernie Berry, William J Higginson ... and I threw it all away, absolutely 

everything.' She laughs, and her laughter is suffused with sadness. 'I'm furious 

with myself.' 

'I'm furious with you, too,' I say, only partly joking. 

'Leaving Dungay was heartbreaking. We had one of the best views on Earth. 

But it was too difficult to stay. I couldn't manage the pumps at the dam, or chop 

wood for the fire or clear leaves from the gutters. Nature's paradise, and l had to 

walk away.' 

Jan's Garden of Eden turns out to be a surprisingly short drive from 

Murwillumbah. It takes us less than ten minutes to reach Dungay. 

Early in 1967, Silvester didn 'I know the first thing about growing bananas. But 

that didn't stop him resigning fi'om his saw-milling job so he could move north 

with Jan in search of a banana plantation. Silvester had always wanted to own a 

farm, and Jan - having had a particularly rough lime during her two and a half 

years at Cann River - was depressed about being so far fi·om her family, 
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especially since giving birth to a daughter, Vicki, towards the end of the previous 

year. 

It was Clm'l'ie who'd convinced Silvester to leave the sawmill. Silvester had 

been saving to buy land since arriving in Australia at the age of twenty-six, and 

over recent years had set his mind on becoming a dairy farmer in Gippsland. He 

was soon talked out of that idea, however, by Clarrie, who explained how 

expensive it was to buy grazing land, e~pecially in Victoria. 

'And you'd need hundreds of acres ofpasture, Sit. Why not move up our way? If 
you grow bananas, you can make a living from only two or three acres. ' 

Silvester told Jan he liked her father's logic, so they would buy a banana farm 

on the far north coast of New South Wales. Jan was elated. With her husband, 

she'd be retuming to her homeland to continue the farming heritage that 

flourished on both sides of her family tree. Her matemal grandparents were 

originally share farmers who became banana growers, while her paternal 

grandparents had worked as dairy farmers throughout their adult lives. And 

Clarrie, of cowwe, grew pineapples at Broken Head, and bananas at 

Mullumbimby Creek. 

Silvester trusted Clm'l'ie. He'd admired him fi'om the moment they'd met. 

Clarrie 's handshake was firm, he was well respected in the community for being 

able to listen patiently to all sides of an argument, and although he was a quietly 

spoken man, his offbeat sense of humour had a way of weaving itself into a 

conversation and setting people at ease. But as much as Silvester valued eveiJ' 

facet of hisftJther-in-law 's character, at this turning point in his life he was most 

grateful for two things: Clm'l'ie 's impressive banana-growing credentials, and his 

promise to teach Silvester evel)'thing he knew about the industry. 

Clm·rie had been an integral part of the banana industl)' in New South Wales 

since 1933 - initially, as a grower, and then as the brains behind some major 

innovations in the commercial handling and packaging of the .fhtit. In the early 

1960s, he was the first farmer in the region to send trial consignments of bananas 
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in cartons to the southern markets, and by the mid-sixties, he'd founded the 

Golden Pacific Packaging Company, e;ffectively pioneering the central packaging 

of bananas in Mullumbimby and Murwillumbah. C/arrie also worked closely with 

the Department of Agriculture, the Banana Growers Federation and other 

organisations dedicated to improving the commercial production, handling and 

distribution of bananas. 

Silvester, during his final weeks at the sawmill, often contemplated Clarrie 's 

agricultural achievements- so much so that by the time he clocked off on his last 

day, he cou/dn 't wait to follow in his father-in-law's footsteps. Silvester had been 

employed at the mill for twelve years, and while he was proud of all the hard work 

he'd done in Cann River, he figured that growing bananas would make a nice 

change fi·om operating loud and dangerous machinery. It was time to move on. 

Silvester's boss had been moody since accepting Silvester's resignation; he 

obviously wasn't happy about losing his finest worker. Nonetheless, as Silvester 

/[fred his dz!ffle coat fi·om the hook behind the office door for the final time, he 

cou/dn 't help thinking that at any moment his boss would swprise him with a last

minute parting g!fl- a watch, perhaps, or maybe even a financial bonus or some 

shares in the business. But as Silvester walked out into the late afternoon sunlight 

and went to shake his boss's hand, he realised the man had no intention of 

wishing him well. 

'You 'II be back, mate. You know nothing about growing fi'uit. You 'II go broke, 

and you 'II be looking for a proper job in no time.' 

Silvester was incredulous. Such illwill.fi·om the man whose son he had rescued 

fi'omthe smwnillfire pit, and whose business he had helped to buildfi'omnothing! 

Silvester walked directly home and told Jan his boss had just made him more 

determined than ever to become a success.fitl banana farmer. 'Big bananas, zis is 

what we will be growing, Janiz. Biggest, yes, and best!' 

Jan shared Silvester's optimism. She knew her husband wasn't afi'aid of hard 

physical work, and with her father as mentor, how could he go wrong? Also, 
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preparations for the move were going smoothly, and this reif?forced Jan's 

conviction that she and Silvester were on the right path. For one thing, a 

removalist fi'iend ji·om Mullwnbimby happened to be making a return trip ji·om 

Melbourne with an empty van, so he stopped in at Cann River to pick up the 

Bostok's jiwniture. And meanwhile, Clarrie and Valerie had agreed to transport 

Jan's pets. 

Not yet twenty:five, Jan was already well on the way to achieving her childhood 

dream of acquiring a husband, three children, a cat, a dog and a bird. Apart from 

marrying Silvester and giving birth to Vicki, she had also become the proud 

owner of Peggy the red cocker spaniel, and Cocky the white cockatoo. But as 

much as Jan loved the animals, she wasn't keen for baby Vicki to spend two days 

in a car with them, which is why Clarrie had volunteered to drive Peggy and 

Cocky the 1,478 kilometresji·om Cann River to Mullumbimby. 

Clarrie and Valerie headed north a day earlier than Jan and Silvester, with 

Peggy sitting between them in the fi'ont of the car, and Cocky perched in her cage 

in the back. Jan bit her bottom lip as she watched her parents drive away; she 

worried that the animals would make it difficult for them to .find a motel room for 

that night's stopover. 

But Clarrie was able to check into the first motel he liked the look of Later, Jan 

attributed her father's success to 'the fact that Dad looks as honest as he is', a 

quality she imagined had worked in Clarrie 'sfavour when he'd assured the motel 

owner he would leave the cockatoo in the car, and keep the dog tied up outside. 

He'd even promised that the dog wouldn't bark - and when Jan heard that the 

usually rowdy Peggy had indeed remained silent all night, she e.\plained to 

Silvester, 'It must be because animals adore Dad; they seem to understand 

evel)'thing he says!' 

The following day, Jan and Silvester set off They loaded their remaining 

belongings into Silvester's green Holden EK standard sedan, bade farewell to 

their neighbours, and drove straight out of Cann River on the Monaro Highway 

without looking back. Jan told Silvester she felt happy andji-ee, and Silvester said 
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he was proud they were forging a new life for themselves. 'Finally, ' he said, 'I 

will be having my dream of being a farmer. ' 

It was a dream to which he'd clung since he was twelve in I940, which is when 

World War II abruptly ended his childhood and sent him wandering, alone, into 

the wider world. The only child of Romanian parents Veronica Hotopilia and 

Cozma Bosteog, Silvester was bam 'Silvestru Bosteog' on July I2, 1928, on the 

family's subsistence .fcmn in a mountainous area of southeastern Europe 

historically known as Bukovina -or 'Land of the Beech Trees'. 

For centuries, Bukovina was at the centre of numerous political power 

stmggles. The region was ruled by Moldavia before 1774, and then by the 

Austrian empire until I918. By the end of the twentieth centwy, it would be 

divided between Romania to the south and Ukraine to the north. But at the time of 

Silvester's birth, the whole of Bukovina was governed by Romania, and was 

populated mainly by 'Romanians, Jews, Germans and Ukrainians' (Alpem2001: 

3). 

For the first twelve years of his life, Silvester had believed in only one kind of 

jilfure: he would inherit his parents' farm. He hadn't spent much time at school; 

Veronica and Cozma didn't see the point. Their son, cifter all, could resolve basic 

mathematical equations and read Romanian - but more importantly, he was 

already projicient at sowing potatoes, harvesting com, collecting eggs, killing 

chickens and milking cows. If the farm was having a good year, Silvester would 

help his father slaughter a pig for Christmas. 

Bukovina occupies the northern slopes of the northeastem Cm]Jathian 

Mountains, and Silvester loved exploring the nearby forests of oak, beech, elm 

and ash trees. On his excursions into the foothills, he ofien encountered rabbits 

and wild boar, and once found an OI]Jhaned fawn and raised it as a pet. Later in 

life, he would become upset while watching The Yearling, a 1946 movie about a 

boy living in the central Florida backwoods who adopts a fawn. In the movie, the 

animal grows up to become the boy's constant companion, but eventually has to 

be shot because it eats his family's com crop. When Silvester was ten years old, 
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his own pet deer had szdfered a similar fate at the hands of a neighbouring 

farmer. 

Many years later, Silvester would tell Jan that his childhood revolved around 

nature and animals. When he ventured deeper into the mountains, he was likely to 

catch sight of wolves and jackals, and sometimes even a lynx. His father, as a boy, 

had often seen brown bears in the Cmpathians, but the only times Silvester 

encountered these animals were when Gypsies camped in the region, each clan 

accompanied by its own malnourished, usually toothless dancing bear. 

Silvester knew that the bears would most likely have been takenfi'om the wild as 

cubs after their mothers had been shot dead, and that they would originally have 

been trained to 'dance' on hot coals. He hated the sight of a tethered brown bear 

being made to lift its legs and twirl around in fear of being clubbed, and when he 

heard Gypsy voices singing fast melodies- usually to the accompaniment of hand 

clapping and the clicking of wooden spoons- he walked in the opposite direction. 

According to the stories Silvester would later tell Jan, one of his regular chores 

was to deliver the farm's swplus milk, eggs and butter to the nearby town of 

Storozhynets, which was settled mostly by Jews. Summers in Bukovina were 

pleasant, but the winters were long and harsh. Silvester often had to walk through 

snow to reach his customers' homes. The Jewish families always invited him 

inside to warm up, and never failed to give him small treats such as cheese, bread 

or salt. 

Members of one Jewish family who lived close to Silvester's house taught him 

how to give massages using lard, and he soon built up a small clientele of Jewish 

neighbours who could afford to pay him a few spare coins for his services. 

Silvester appreciated the generosity and kindness of his customers, but, as he 

would tell Jan years later, he couldn't help feeling resentfitl that the Jewish 

community seemed to want for nothing in comparison with members of his own 

ethnic group, mostly Romanians with strong intergenerational ties to the 

Romanian Orthodox Church. 
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During Silvester's childhood, the Romanian Orthodox Church disseminated 

virulently anti-Semitic views. In the late 1930s, for example, Miron Cristea- the 

religion's First Patriarch, who would also serve as Romania's Prime Minister 

during Silvester's second-last year in Bukovina - publicly demonised the Jews 

and calledfor their deportation ji·mn Romania. 'One has to be sorry for the poor 

Romanian people, whose vel)' marrow is sucked out by the Jews,' he said in 1937, 

the year Silvester turned nine. 'Not to react against the Jews means that we go 

open-eyed to our destruction' (Cristea in International Commission on the 

Holocaust in Romania 2004). 

Anti-Semitism was rife at eveJ)' level of Romanian society. Jewish writer Jail 

Alpern, a contempormJ' of Silvester's who was born in Storozhynets in 1930, 

became mvare of a change in the environment towards the end of that decade. 

'People who previously had shown no [animosity] toward us were revealed to be 

fascist sympathisers,' he would write many years later. 'Jews felt hatred directed 

against them and were sometimes beaten on the streets' (Alpern 2001: 5). 

Bukovina at that lime in his/my must have been a bewildering environment 

from Silvester's point of view. He was a boy who enjoyed good relations in his 

eveiJ'day dealings with his Jewish neighbours, yet now, all around him, he 

witnessed cruel examples of his fellow Romanians' hostility towards the Jews. 

Late one winter's night in1939,for example, Romanian soldiers went to the home 

of an elderly Jewish husband and w{fe who had been Ji'iends with his parents for 

many years, and dragged them out into the dark and made them swim the Siret 

River. The w[{e drowned, and the husband died of hypothermia. 

Only days later, in September 1939, Germany and the Soviet Union invaded 

nearby Poland. World War II had begun. Silvester was eleven years old, andfi'om 

the farm he could hear the sound of heavy artilleiJ' as the Polish Army retreated 

Ji'om the German Army (which was attackingji·om the west), only to encounter the 

Soviet Union's Red Army (which was invadingji·om the east). 

On June 26 of the following year, the Soviet Union demanded northern 

Bukovina .fi"OJn Romania (under the il?famous Molotov-Ribbenlrop pact, which 
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had been sealed in secret by the foreign ministers of Stalin and Hitler on August 

23 of the previous year). On June 28, Romania ceded the territory, and the 

withdrawal of its troops was marked by acts of brutality not only toward the 

incoming Soviet troops, but also toward the Jews. 

More than sixty years later, an International Commission on the Holocaust in 

Romania would state that such acts of aggression were expressions of 

... anti-Semitism, of anger at the humiliation endured during the 

withdrawal, or of the "scapegoating" syndrome, which permeated 

popular opinion in Romania at the time, shaped as it was by a 

censored popular press. These acts of physical violence had no 

Jpec(fic motivation. They were simply outbursts of rage against 

ordinary Jewish citizens who found themselves withdrawing with the 

Romanian troops and civilian authorities. (Intemational Commission 

on the Holocaust in Romania 2004) 

The Romanian army's violence and killings were so widespread that Cozma 

adopted the habit of sleeping in the forest, just in case soldiers came by his house 

in the middle of the night and mistook him for a Jew. But Veronica, who didn't 

like the idea of spending each night outdoors, took her chances in the farmhouse. 

She became adept at barricading herself inside, usually with one or more of her 

jive sisters, all of whom lived close by. 

Si/veste1~ conveniently, and for quite some time, had been spending his nights 

sleeping in a cranny behind the wood-buming stove, his mother having made him 

a bed on the ledge where she usually put the bread dough to rise. Silvester liked 

sleeping behind the stove; the space was warm and well hidden, and he enjoyed 

the company of the three farm cats who would visit him there. 

In the days following June 28 1940, as Soviet troops began occupying Bukovina 

faster than the Romanian troops could retreat, fighting broke out in .fi·ont of the 

Bosteog'sfarm. Cozma and Veronica pushedfitrniture and mattresses up against 

the inside walls of the house, and instructed Silvester to stay close to the floor. 
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One of Silvester's playmates, a fll'elve-year-old girl fi'om an a<{jacent farm, 

ventured outside and was shot in the eye. With so many bullets flying back and 

forth, no one was prepared to go to her aid. The girl lay in the middle of a gravel 

road for two days until she died. 

By June 30, Soviet troops had reached the Prut River, which marked the new 

border befll'een the Soviet Union and Romania. Thousands of people were fleeing 

Bukovina. Perhaps Silvester's parents knew that once their homeland became a 

police state, they would be at the mercy of a strict communist system they knew 

l'eiJ' little about. It's possible they also feared that within a few years their son 

would be conscripted into the Red Army. 

Whatever their reasons, on July 1, Cozma and Veronica took their only child 

into Storozhynets, and put him on a train that carried him over the new border 

into Romania. On July 3, nine days before Silvester's hl'e(fih birthday, the border 

closed from the Soviet side. Silvester would never see his parents again. 

The train took Silvester to the Romanian city of Iasi, where he stayed with a 

cousin for the next two years. Throughout his adult lifo, Silvester would rarely 

talk about his time in Iasi, but it's unlikely that he could have led a peac~fullife 

there. On June 22 1941,for example, Romania joined Hitler's Axis in the invasion 

of the Soviet Union, eventually recovering territories - including Bukovina - that 

had been ceded in the previous year. As Romanian troops began flghting 

alongside the Nazis, the Soviet Union attacked 1asi fi·om the air. The Romanian 

government falsely accused 1asi Jews of collaborating with Soviet Jewish 

aviators, and atrocities against the city's Jews became common. 

The worst of the violence began on June 27 1941, qfier Romanian dictator Ion 

Anonescu announced that the city was to be 'cleansed' of its Jewish population. 

The Iasi Pogrom began that night. Described as 'the most horrifying pogrom in 

the recent histOI)' of mankind [due to] the large number of victims, the barbaric 

methods of torture and killing ... [and] the immeasurable robbeJ)' and 

destruction' (Cwp 2001: 79), it continued for three days, and resulted in the 
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deaths of at least 13,266 Jews (International Commission of the Holocaust in 

Romania 2004). As Holocaust survivor Mathias CmJJ reported: 

Following the signals.fi·om a German aircra.f/, heavy shooting started 

.fi'0/11 guns and automatic weapons in almost eve1y quarter of the 

town. At the same time, German and Romanian military patrols, 

ordinGIJ' policemen, solitary soldiers or civilians recruited fi'om 

among the bourgeoisie ... forced their way into Jewish shelters and 

homes, carried out searches, tortured those inside, committed 

murders, and then collected most of the Jews ... and dragged them to 

several collection sites. Most of the victims were taken to Police 

Headquarters, where by the morning 2,000 people were crammed, 

the number rising to 5-6,000 by midday, as a result of the continuous 

influx of new arrivals. All day [the following day], until twilight, 

those dragged to Police Headquarters were beaten and tortured with 

unprecedented cruelty. In the end, roughly one third of them were 

murdered. Without pity, shots were fired fi'om all kinds of weapons 

into the group ofpeople wailing with fear and pain ... Simultaneously 

with the bloodbath in the yard of the Police Headquarters, a great 

number of Jews were killed [that same day] in flats, cellars, yards 

and in the streets. The slaughter in the street continued into the 

second or even third day. (Cmp 200I: 83) 

On June 29, Romanian authorities rounded up more than 5, 000 surviving Jews, 

and marched them to the train station for evacuation to other parts of Romania, 

'shooting those who did not move quickly, and robbing them of all their 

possessions' (Cmp 2001: 87). Along the way, 'the Iasi sidewalks were piled with 

dead bodies, and the deportees had to walk over some of them along the street 

leading to the station' (International Commission into the Holocaust in Romania 

2004). Once at the station, 
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forced into fi'eight train cars under a volley of blows, bayonet cuts, 

clubbings and insults. (International Commission of the Holocaust in 

Romania 2004) 

Although no fi'eight car was supposed to accommodate more than forty people, 

the soldiers crammed as many as 150 into each. The doors of the cars were shut, 

'and, in many cases, even sealed, the vents were slliffed, there was no food, little 

air and no water, and [people} were fired upon [if there was] any sudden 

movement' (Carp 2001: 87). The trains travelled slowly back and forth across the 

countryside for eight days, and almost two thirds of the evacuees died during the 

journey (International Commission of the Holocaust in Romania 2004). 

It's impossible to know how Silvester reacted to the con;picuous sadism and 

vile criminality that characterised Iasi during the years of World War II. To the 

best of Jan's knowledge, he never talked in detail to anyone in Australia about his 

experiences there. Perhaps most people didn't think to ask. After all, it wouldn 'I 

be until 2004 that an official international report (commissioned and accepted by 

the Romanian government) would conclude that during World War II: 

Romanian authorities were responsible for the deaths of between 

280,000 and 380,000 Romanian and Ukrainian Jews in the territories 

under Romanian jurisdiction ... [including Bukovina] out of a 

population of approximately 760,000. (International Commission of 

the Holocaust in Romania 2004) 

Silvester lived in Romania throughout his teens and early twenties, and would 

later share with Jan only a few scattered memories fi'om those years. He would 

tell her, for example, that in 1942 (the year in which she was born), Romanian 

authorities sent him to a farm in the Transylvania region. He was fourteen years 

old, and was placed with an elderly couple that gave him food and lodging in 

return for help working the land. 

The farm was on the outskirts of a city called Brasnov, where Silvester enjoyed 

being back in close contact with nature. Also, it was in Brasnov, at the age of 
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sixteen, that he met his first gir(fi-iend and fell in love. And he was still living on 

the Brasnov farm when he found a job with a logging company that involved 

hauling the timber to a sawmill by horse and water bz!(falo. 

The old couple became fond of Silvester. Having never had children of their 

own, they promised him he would one day inherit their farm. But once again, the 

opportunity to own land would never come to pass for Silvester. In 1947, two 

years after the end of World War II, Romania became a Soviet-aligned state in the 

Eastern Bloc, and the old couple learnt they would eventually have to surrender 

their land to the communist regime. 

By late 1949, Silvester had turned twenty-one and was drafted into the 

Romanian Army. Officially, his country was now called the Romanian People's 

Republic, and he had no choice over whether he wanted to be a soldier or not. So 

at the start of that year, Silvester said goodbye to the old man and woman who 

had been his surrogate parents for the past seven years, and moved to his first 

military posting in the city o.fTimi~oara in the Banal region of western Romania. 

During Silvester's time in Timi~oara, according to comments he would make to 

Jan many years later, he missed simple and relaxing tasks like milking the old 

couple's cow, as well as more challenging and physically demanding jobs such as 

hauling timber. Toward~ the end of his first year in the army, when he learnt he 

was being groomed to be the leader of a communist cell, his heart filled with 

dread. 

Years later, Silvester would tell Jan he had despised the communist regime, 

explaining that it 'wasn't natural' to live under such oppression, and for one 

leader to have so much power. He would complain that the communists 'took 

eve1ything' fi'om the people, and he e>.pected that their system of government 

would 'soon come tumbling down'. 

Silvester had witnessed people give up their subsistence farms so the regime 

could have more land to supply eveiJ'One in the count1y with milk and bread. But 

he knew individuals who often queued all day in the hope of receiving some food, 
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only to be told by a tetchy official on reaching the front of the line, 'For you 

today, no bread!' 

Food shortages were severe. Who knows what other widespread mi~fortunes 

Silvester witnessed or was affected by? During just his first year in military 

service, for example, the communist regime imprisoned, tortured and murdered 

hundreds of thousands of Romanian citizens accused of being 'potential 

adversaries of the regime' (Iliesiu 2005). At the same time, agents and il?formers 

of the secret police were infiltrating all walks of life, the Soviet Union was 

draining the countl)' 's resources, and the Romanian persecution of Jews was 

continuing unabated (Iliesiu 2005). 

As Jan would say decades late1~ 'There was so much corruption in the 

communist system that Silvester knew that, as leader of a communist cell, he 

would have to cause suffering and even death if ordered to, but that wasn't my 

boy.' 

Silvester found a way out of his dilemma when he was posted to guard duty on 

the Yugoslav/Romanian border in the summer of 1950. While on patrol one night, 

he propped his semi-automatic rifle against the wall inside the guardhouse, and 

simply walked across the border into the countiJ' then known as Yugoslavia. He 

figured there'd be less chance he'd get shot if unarmed- and he turned out to be 

right about that - but as the Romanian govemment had for several years 

censored all news ji·om the outside world, Silvester had no idea that he was 

'escaping' into another communist regime. 

Silvester walked through forests until he came to a small town. Within hours of 

his arrival, he was captured by Yugoslav soldiers and taken to a Yugoslav prison 

camp, where he remained for the next three years. For the first few weeks, he 

subsisted on one bowl of soup served eve1y day at noon. But once the prison 

guards heard he had farming experience, they gave him jobs tending the 

vegetable garden and cooking for communist officers. Holding these positions 

enabled Silvester to steal food and thereby supplement his meagre rations. 
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Living arrangements were rough. Silvester slept on the concrete floor of a high

ceilinged shed with about thirty other male prisoners. Bedding consisted ofsheets 

of newspaper, and Silvester often woke to find that during the night, the prisoner 

beside him had died -perhaps .fi·om starvation, or hypothermia. With a small 

group of friends, he attempted several escapes - mostly through mountainous 

areas where the men would encounter wolves and other wild animals - but on 

each occasion, they were caught and marched back to camp. 

During one attempted escape, Silvester and four others tried to walk over a 

thickly forested mountain in the middle of winter. They feared they wouldfi-eeze to 

death in the snow, and were particularly concerned for a teenage boy among 

them who seemed especially vulnerable to the cold. All night, the men took turns 

at warming the boy 'sfeet under their arms so he wouldn't get fi·ostbite. The group 

survived the night, only to be recaptured the next morning. 

Finally, after three years in Yugoslavia, Silvester was transferred to an 

international refugee camp in Italy. After spending a year there, he was told he 

could migrate to either Argentina or Australia- and because Silvester didn't like 

what he'd heard of the political situation in Argentina, he chose Australia. 

Workers .fi·om the Red Cross gave him a suit and a small brown suitcase, and 

missionaries fi'om the Seventh-day Adventist Church presented him with a 

Romanian translation of the King James Bible. It was 1954, and Silvester was 

h!•enty-six years old. 

Before leaving Italy, Silvester signed a contract with the Australian government 

that stated that on arrival in Australia, he would work for two years at Innisfail in 

north Queensland, cutting sugar cane. During the long sea voyage.fi·om Europe, a 

fellow migrant told Silvester that sugar cane grew in water, like rice plants. 

According to the man, workers were required to harvest the cane fi'om boats, 

while a colleague stood guard with a pole and fought off crocodiles. 

Soon after arriving in Innisfail, Silvester was relieved to learn his fi'iend had 

been joking about the boats and crocodiles. Nonetheless, he didn't e1yoy 
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harvesting cane. It was the most exhausting and tedious physical labour he'd ever 

pe1jormed. 

Silvester also discovered that Australians had difficulty pronouncing and 

writing his name. When it came to his first name, most people substituted 

'Sylvester' for 'Silvestru ', and no one seemed to find his last name any easier to 

manage. In Romania, Bosteog is spoken as 'Bosh-tog'- with a heavy 'sh' a/the 

end of the first syllable - but people in Australia kept saying what sounded to 

Silvester like 'Bostok'. Eventually, Silvester decided to streamline 

communications by spelling both his first and last names the way everyone 

seemed intent on pronouncing them - although he did compromise by retaining 

the 'i' in his firs/name. So for a new coun!IJ', a new name: 'Silvester Bostok '. 

After Silvester had toiled for several months in the cane fields, the farm 

manager took pity on him and released him ji·om his h\Jo-year contract. 'You can 

go wherever you want, Silvester, ' the man said. 'No one really e~pects you to cut 

cane for two years.' Silvester wanted to go to A1elbourne, where several of his 

eastem European friends had settled, but would it really be possible for him to 

cross the border between Queensland and New South Wales, and after that, the 

border between New South Wales and Victoria? 

With shaking hands, Silvester bought a train ticket to Melbourne, aware that he 

was travelling without a special pass of any kine!, let alone any form of !D. The 

amount of ji·eedom he was given in Australia seemed incredible; he was about to 

attempt two border crossings, and all he had in his pocket were his final week's 

pay and a train ticket! 

Silvester found his journey to Melbourne delightfully uneventjitl. Af/er visiting 

his ji·iends he headed to Gippsland, where he worked in the bush, cutting railway 

sleepers. At home in the timber indusiiJ', Silvester quickly built a reputation as 

one of the most skilled and reliable workers in the Cann River saw milling 

community. Finally, he could open a savings account. He wanted to buy a farm. 
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As Jan and I drive up the mountain at Dungay, clouds of dust rise from the gravel 

road. Eventually, I pull up beside a paddock, where we take a breath of clean air 

and admire a sweeping view of the valley. 

Over the last week, Jan has been telling me about Silvester's life in Romania, 

and after listening to his stories, I'd sought out books and other documents on 

eastern European history to help piece together a context for his wattime 

experiences. And while the exercise certainly gave me a strong sense of the 

turmoil of Silvester's early life, it left me with little insight into his true feelings 

about the Holocaust. I'm hoping Jan can help me address the ambiguity. 

'You know how we've talked a lot about Silvester lately?' I say. 'Well, I've 

done some reading since then, and apparently Storozhynets resembled a pile of 

rubble after the war, and was declared Jewji·ee because all the Jews from that 

area had been either killed or deported four years earlier. If Silvester had returned 

to Storozhynets after 1945, it's unlikely he would have encountered any of the 

Jews he'd known as a child- not the families who'd given him cheese and bread, 

the neighbours who'd taught him how to massage, the playmates who'd visited 

his farm .. .' 

'Yes,' Jan agrees. 'As far as Silvester could gather from his mother's letters, 

only one Jewish husband and wife that she'd known had survived the war and 

returned to Storozhynets afterwards. That's only two people in all their area, 

which had been predominantly Jewish!' 

'Do you know what kind of attitude Silvester had towards Jewish people, 

having been raised in a culture that despised them?' 

'Well, he would joke about Jewish customs, but mainly in an endearing manner, 

not in any spiteful way.' 

'Can you think of an example?' I prompt. 

'Well, he used to say that in Storozhynets, when a Jewish woman went 

shopping, all the village women would follow her, because she'd know all the 
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best places to shop, and could barter with authority. So I sometimes used to tease 

him by saying he must be Jewish, because he seemed to know all about Jewish 

culture.' Jan falls silent for a moment. 'But my teasing would annoy him. He'd 

say that if he'd been born a Jew, he wouldn't be here- that he'd be dead or rich, 

or would have escaped to Canada before the war. I rarely heard him tell stories 

about cruelties to the Jews, but when he did, I could tell that those cruelties deeply 

disturbed him. Silvester didn't want anyone to be harmed. He was a pacifist. 

That's why he got out of Romania.' 

'But in general, he didn't talk about the war?' 

'No. Silvester didn't like talking about the past. Whatever he saw must have 

caused great emotional trauma for him. He had to be a little drunk to mention the 

war - not too drunk, but just enough to loosen his tongue. And when he told me 

about the war, I never knew if he was exaggerating. He talked about things that 

none of us here have experienced. When he got like that, I couldn't leave him. I'd 

get him into bed and he'd hang onto my hand or arm- and when I'd think he was 

asleep, I'd try to wriggle out of his grip, but his grip would tighten!' 

We hear the crunch of gravel under tyres as a car comes down the hill. Jan waits 

for it to pass. As the dust settles, she continues, 'Silvester had terrible nightmares. 

He used to fight me. He'd punch me in his sleep! In the beginning I'd try to wake 

him, but he'd only fight more. So I would eventually slip out and sleep in the 

spare bed. His cries were ghastly. He would yell that the soldiers were chasing 

him and were about to catch him.' 

We stare out across the sunlit valley. 

'You went to Romania with him in 1991, didn't you? After the communist 

regime had been overthrown late in 1989?' 

'Yes,' Jan sighs. 'And life in Romania still seemed to be one continual 

nightmare. There were severe food shortages, and there was also a high rate of 

crime. If we parked a car, for example, we not only had to leave it locked, but also 

remove all accessories and store them in a padlocked boot- and by "accessories", 
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I mean windscreen wipers, side mirrors and anything else that could be screwed 

off.' 

'And you met up with a couple of Silvester's relatives?' 

'We found two of his cousins. There was one that we tracked down while we 

were over there, and he was lovely, but the one to whom we'd been writing before 

arriving in Romania was horrible. We'd been sending him money and presents for 

several months, and when we got to Romania we gave him enough American 

dollars to buy his government-owned apartment. But I think his wife was angry 

because we were also giving money to a young university student who was acting 

as our interpreter, and she thought it was money that we should have been giving 

to her.' 

'So you didn't stay with them?' 

'No. After the cousin and his wife rejected us, I was very upset and couldn't 

stop crying, so our interpreter's mother took us back to her family's apartment 

and wanted to bathe me - to comfort me, I guess. So I had my bath - with the 

interpreter's wife hovering around with soap and towels! - and then the women 

made up a bed for me. But I couldn't sleep due to the sound of someone 

hammering nearby, so I asked Silvester to find the bloke who was hammering, 

and to ask him to stop for a while. Silvester told the interpreter's family what I'd 

said, and they all burst out laughing. It was a woodpecker making the noise. I'd 

never heard one!' 

anguish deepened 
by the woodpecker's 
distant hammering 

(Bostok 2003a: 45) 

'Did your visit to Romania improve after that?' 
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'No! Visa-related problems prevented us from crossing the Romanian border to 

visit Storozhynets, which was then part of the Moldavian Soviet Socialist 

Republic ... ' 

' ... and later that year would become part of western Ukraine?' 

'Yes. Yes, I think so. It's all so confusing!' 

'So you didn't get to visit Silvester's homeland?' 

'No. We went to the border, and I saw the high wire fence going for miles in 

both directions, with border guard lookouts every kilometre or so. I was scared, 

and the Romanians who drove us there wouldn't stay around.' 

'So what did you do instead?' 

'Well, we went to an orphanage in Tecuci. Silvester bought more than one 

hundred chocolate bars, and he handed them out to the kids.' 

We sit in silence for a while. According to Jan, Silvester had been distraught 

when he'd heard about the plight of children in Romanian orphanages. While 

watching the news one night in 1990, he'd learnt that throughout the previous 

decade, under dictator Nicolae Ceausescu's communist regime, women in 

Romania were forbidden access to birth control or abortions unless they'd had 

five children by the age of forty-five. Due to severe food shortages, parents were 

unable to feed their families, and thousands of children were consequently 

abandoned in orphanages, where they were subjected to institutionalised neglect 

and abuse. 

'It was so sad,' Jan says. 'The kids followed us around, and kept asking if we 

were their parents, and whether or not we were going to take them home. I got 

very upset when Silvester explained what they were saying to us.' 
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believing not believing 
they light candles in Romania 

(Bostok 2003a: 56) 

'Did you go to Brasnov?' 

'Yes. We went to Brasnov, and Silvester recognised the house where his old 

flame had lived, the one who was his first girlfriend when they were kids. And 

guess what? We knocked on the gate, and she was still there! Her parents and 

husband had died, and she now lived alone.' 

'What happened?' 

'Well, she was absolutely stunned to see Silvester after more than fotty years. I 

was wearing a small solitaire diamond ring, and in a moment of compassion, I 

slipped it off my finger and handed it to Silvester, and he placed it on her finger. 

She burst into tears. It was a very emotional reunion! Later, I got a bit stroppy 

because Silvester made such a fuss of her. The two of them were speaking in 

Romanian, and I couldn't understand anything. I panicked and thought he might 

want to stay. But that night he convinced me that I was being silly. There was no 

way he'd stay in Romania for anyone!' 

The sun is now directly above us. We realise we've been parked beside the 

paddock for quite some time, and that we'd better continue with our journey. Jan 

concludes the conversation. 

'I suppose it would have been better if Silvester had told me more about the war 

and what life was like under the communist regime, but he was constantly trying 

not to remember what had happened,' Jan says. 'He just loved the farm. He loved 

wandering around, doing the work of growing things, and milking a cow. He got 

along well with Dad; they'd spend hours working steadily together. Those were 

the only times Silvester really relaxed and loved being alive. He'd once thought 
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he had that kind of father-son relationship with his boss at the sawmill. But in the 

end, he had to wait for me to grow up and marry him, so he could meet Dad!' 

sarajevo Christmas snow falls in silence on the guns 

(Bostok 2003a: 49) 

Early in 1967, when Jan and Silvester arrived in northern New South Wales with 

jive-month-old Vicki, they rented a cottage at Brunswick Heads to rest up for a 

short period. They loved the warmer weather, and vowed to stay in the area even 

!fit meant working for someone else. Fortunately, that scenario didn't come to 

pass. Only a few weeks after leaving the holiday cottage and moving in with Jan's 

parents in Mullumbimby, the Bostoks found their farm. 

In relation to banana farming, Clarrie had suggested two options: growing 

bananas on rented land while living in a nearby town, or buying a property of up 

to forty hectares that included roughly four hectares of banana plants and basic 

housing. Jan and Silvester chose the second option, and were delighted when they 

found a property that met their criteria: a thirty-three hectare farm complete with 

a simple house and four hectares of banana plants. The property was at Dungay, 

a small.farming community only several kilometres northwest of Murwillumbah. 

Although Jan thought that Dungay was beautiful- the mountains were heavily 

forested, and the area o.ffered spectacular views o.f Wollumbin - she wasn't 

thrilled by her first inspection of the farm. The road that led to the property, 

Campbells Lane, turned out to be a track consisting o.f two wheel furrows divided 

by tzrfts of long grass. The house was a four-room jibro shack with a rusty roof 

and sagging jibro walls -and at the fi'ont of this tumbledown dwelling, someone 

had gone to the trouble of building an ornate Italian portico. 
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'The whole place smells of mould, ' Jan complained to Silvester. 'And the 

portico is ridiculous. It makes the house look like a dunny tl)'ing to be a dignified 

building. ' 

But nothing could dampen Silvester's enthusiasm. Sensing the property's 

agricultural potential, he wasn't perturbed by the patched-together feel of the 

house. So what if the home's doors and windows were of mismatched sizes? Who 

cares that the owners built their home in an unconventional manner, using huge 

bolts, for example, to join the four internal walls to the outer ones? After all, as 

Silvester suggested, if he and Jan wanted to have a party, they could simply 

remove the internal walls to create one larger space. 

Jan's heart sank when she saw the kitchen. There was no stove. A garden tap 

jutting out over an old laundl)' trough served as the kitchen sink. Jan noticed that 

the tap was connected to a pipe that disappeared through a hole someone had cut 

into the bottom of the kitchen window ji·ame, and that the pipe was connected to a 

small rainwater tank located directly outside. 'Oh well, ' she muttered to herse(f, 

'even if it isn't heated, at least we 'II have waterfor cooking and washing up. ' 

Other facilities were equally makeshij/. The bathroom and laundl)' were in 

ramshackle sheds attached to the house by a covered walkway. In the bathroom, 

Jan discovered a bucket suspended/rom the ceiling, and saw that she could tip it 

by pulling on a rope. It took a moment for her to realise that the bucket was the 

shower. The toilet was a typical old-fashioned outhouse, with a can that had to be 

emptied by hand eve I)' week, and no light for night visits. 

Even the property's banana plantation was a sony sight. The plants were 

neglected, and surrounded by weeds. But Silvester was confident the plantation 

could be nurtured back into full productivity with care and hard work. 'Care and 

hard work!' Jan complained 'We need an income, not a liability!' 

But the property's owners, an old Macedon ian couple, invited Jan and Silvester 

to stay for lunch, and as Jan watched her husband devour thick slices of black 

bread topped with salami and roasted chilli peppers, she sensed nothing would 
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diminish his enthusiasm for the farm. The owners opened a bottle of rakija, a 

traditional Macedon ian drink made with fermented jhtit, and honey and herbs. 

Silvester skolled a glass of the strongly alcoholic beverage, and Jan felt his 

passion for the property increase tenfold. Within half an hour of sitting down to 

eat, Silvester had agreed to buy thefarm. 

spring paddock thistle-down rising with sunlight 

(Bostok 2003a: 35) 

It was a few months, however, until the Bostoks could move in. The delay was 

caused by an unresolved boundmJ' dispute between the vendors and the owner of 

a neighbouring property - a farmer who had originally sold the land to the 

Macedonians. For years, the man had insisted the Macedonians had mistakenly 

built their house on his land, which is why he'd been charging them rent the 

entire time they'd lived there. 

Silvester was annoyed with the delay. For days, he paced up and down the 

Irvine's fi·ont veranda in Afullumbimby, cursing the boundary disputes that had 

plagued his life in eastern Europe, as well as this one that was inconveniencing 

his family in Australia right now. Meanwhile, Clarrie went downtown and sought 

help fi'om a solicitor, who eventually consulted council records that proved the 

house was on the Afacedonians' land qfter all. The neighbour had been conning 

the old couple for years. 

Finally, it was time for Jan and Silvester to move to Dungay. On theirjirst night 

in their new home, Jan cooked their evening meal on a single-burner Primus 

stove, and as the house was still unfiwnished, the Bostoks bedded down for the 

night on the lounge room floor. But neither Jan nor Silvester minded the lack of 

creature con1forts. Jan was happy to be back living closer to family, not to 
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mention ove1joyed at having escaped Cann River. And Silvester was almost too 

excited to sleep. His dream of owning a farm had become a reality. 

Jan was woken the next morning by the crowing of a distant rooster. Leaving 

Silvester and Vicki still asleep, she pulled on a thick woollen jumper and walked 

outside. The property was beginning to stir. Baby magpies warbled brealifast 

orders to their parents. An old gomma picked his way across the lawn. After 

slipping her feet into the work boots Silvester had left on the porch, Jan walked up 

the hill behind the farmhouse and looked out over the valley to Wollumbin. The 

clouds at the mountain's summit held the soft pink colours of dawn. 

daylight ... 
seeps across tree tops 

raising mist 

(Bostok 2003a: 47) 

After breakfast, Jan explored the garden. In the back yard, she found peanut 

bushes growing among herbs and flowers. A trail of cucumber vines led her 

around the side of the house, where she discovered an abundance of capsicum, 

sweet corn and tomato plants. Admiring the bounty, she felt deeply gratefitlto the 

Macedonian couple for planting so many different kinds of flowers and 

vegetables. 

That first week, the Bostoks spent eveiJ' day walking the length and breadth of 

the farm. Silvester carried Vicki, and Jan simply tried to keep up. Silvester fell 

instantly in love with Dungay, so much so that he told Jan he felt at home for the 

first lime since leaving his childhood farm in Bukovina. Even with his baby 

daughter in his arms, Silvester tramped through the bush and climbed rocky 

escarpments with ease- stopping only eve I)' so often to motion for Jan to observe 

a small bird, a lizard or an unusual flower. Jan felt the kind of happiness she'd 
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enjoyed as a ten year old, when she'd pedalled towards distant paddocks on her 

Malvern Star bike, searching for clumps of bamboo. 

touch of his hair warm in the late summer sun 

(Bostok 2003a: 55) 

The next few months passed in a daze of hard work and wonder. Jan cared for 

Vicki and did her best to make the house con1(ortable, while Silvester worked in 

the banana plantation with Cla1'1'ie, who'd become an almost daily visitor to the 

.frmn. As Valerie spent most weekdays doing church-related charity work in 

Mullumbimby, Clm·rie would usually arrive at the farm shortly after breakfast, 

of/en carrying a tray of veggie seedlings, a small bag of plant cuttings or a young 

fruit tree. 

Jan could see that although her father and husband came.fi·om entirely different 

backgrounds, they had plenty in common: both were passionate about nature, and 

both derived immense satisfaction fi'om growing their own produce. Under 

Clarrie 's tutelage, Silvester learnt a lot about bananas. The plantation began to 

thrive. 

banana leaves ... 
fringed shadows 

in evening heat 

(Bostok 2003a: 24) 

Ui?fortunately, Silvester's first bumper banana crop wasn't a cause for 

celebration. No sooner did he have hundreds of big, beautiful bananas ready to 

send off to market, than the Australian banana industry crashed. As banana 
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prices plummeted ji·omnine cents per pound to half a cent per pound- the lowest 

price on record- Silvester and Jan became acutely aware they had no savings to 

draw on. All of their money was invested in the farm. 

The crash would have forced the Bostoksfi·omthe land If not for the goodwill of 

their bank manager, who stood by them with assurances that banana prices would 

eventually rise again, and that when this happened, their fhdt would be back in 

demand. So Jan and Silvester held on, and by the next year their income had 

doubled, and in two years they had repaid the bank. 

Finally, they could afford to remodel the house, starting with the addition of a 

front veranda, a modern kitchen and a large living area with an open .fireplace. 

But ji·om Jan's point of view, the best improvements by far involved the 

construction of two indoor bathrooms, an indoor laundty and an indoor toilet. 

She was certainly never going to miss those nightly, torch-lit walks to the tin can 

dunny and old bucket shower. 

While the house renovations were taking place, Jan and Silvester planted some 

additional crops: zucchini, button squash, mango, pawpaw, and finally, 500 

square metres ofp1117Jle passionji·uit vines. Jan took responsibility for grafting the 

passiol?(ruil plants and training the vines, and soon experienced the satisfaction 

of picking and packing the ripe ji·uitfor market. With Silvester's help, she did the 

harvesting early in the morning before the sun got too hot- and if she'd finished 

grading and packing the passionji·uit by late morning, would wander off by 

herself to enjoy the surrounding environment. 

Most of the farm was natural bushland. Jan meandered across paddocks, 

climbed through fences and relaxed in the shade of the rainforest. She visited tree 

ferns on the valley floor, marvelled at the scent of wild orchids, and admired the 

lattice-like buttresses of ancient strangler figs. Relaxed and observant, she 

listened to the 'thump-thump' of wonga-wonga pigeons, and watched 'swirling 

earth' settle slowly over burrowing echidnas (Bostok 2003a:62 & 31). Jan 

noticed that most animals seemed comfortable going about their business in her 

presence. 
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I am a dreamer. Not lazy as my husband thinks. Time 
simply gets away from me. 

(Bostok in Bostok, Gadd and Mair 1998: 44) 

In those first years at Dungay, Silvester quickly became a skilled bananaftmner 

- largely due to Clarrie 's advice and assistance, but also because he was 

determined to succeed. His working days began at dawn and continued until/ate 

in the qfternoon. 

each night he returns his back a deeper shade 

(Bostok 2003a: 29) 

It took Silvester and Clarrie almost two years to upgrade the plantation -

mainly because when bananas are ready for harvesting, the whole plant dies and 

has to be cut down. At the base of the plant, though, under the ground, is a big 

rhizome, called a corm. The corm has growing points that turn into new suckers

or baby plants- and these can be taken off and transplanted, and one or two can 

be l~ft in position to replace the mother plant. One of the skills Clarrie taught 

Silvester was how to choose the strongest and best suckers to leave in the ground 

- and then the men had to wait for about nine months for each plant to mature 

and produce a bunch of bananas, and it took about two generations ofplai1fs until 

Silvester and Clarrie were satisfied with the size and quality of the jhlit. 

The time and effort proved worthwhile. Within a few seasons, Silvester's 

bananas became known as the biggest and best in the district. Busloads of 

farmers fi'mn other major banana-growing areas such as Cofls Harbour and 

Nambour began travelling to Dun gay to inspect Silvester's plantation, while the 

NSW Agricultural and Fisheries Ojjlcer.fi·om Murwillumbah organised field days 

on the j(mn so local growers could see what strategies Silvester had learnt and 
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adapted ji·om Clarrie 's methods. People told Jan they thought of her husband as a 

'new farmer with some different ideas', and his photo often appeared in the 

newspapers. 

Once, when Jan caught Silvester smiling to himself as he harvested bunches of 

thirty-centimetre-long bananas, Silvester explained that he'd been thinking of the 

sawmill, and of how he'd never be going back there. 

Silvester attended all the Dungay Banana Growers meetings, and was a 

founding member of the local Passionji·uit Growers Association. When he became 

a delegate to the Banana Growers Federation in Murwillumbah, Jan soon began 

tagging along to meetings. (Almost twenty years later, in 1987, she would be 

voted in as the first female secretOI)' of the organisation, a position she would 

hold for jive years.) 

Jan often helped Silvester in the plantation. She sometimes did the 'stripping', 

for example, which involved walking through acres of plants while removing dead 

leaves with a machete. She also helped Silvester with the spraying of pesticides 

and weed killers. As he drove along with the chemicals being pumped .fi·om the 

back of a tractor, Jan would follow him on foot- usually in bare feet, and never 

wearing protective clothing- so she could move the hose if it got caught up at the 

corner of a row of plants. 

Other jobs Jan pe1:{ormed on the farm included driving the tractor, operating 

the post-hole digger, and helping out with the pawpaw harvesting, which usually 

involved catching the fruit Silvester would throw down to her from the top of the 

ladder he'd lean against each tall, skinny tree. She even helped build the packing 

shed, and once it was built, seemed to spend most of her time inside it sorting 

bananas into cardboard cartons while Vicki slept or played in a cot. 

Before long, the Bostoks bought a .few cows, including a.f{Jwn and white Jersey 

cow that Silvester named Babushka. Twice a day, Babushka had to be milked; 

Silvester did the morning shift, and Jan took her turn late eve1y qfternoon. The 

job was usually straightforward: throw a couple of handjids of chaff and a bunch 
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of bananas into a bucket; place the bucket in the bail; encourage Babushka into 

the bail; milk Babushka. 

But cows like routine, and one afternoon - when Jan went to milk Babushka 

and discovered there were no bananas in the house, and none in the shed either

Babushka refused to go into the bail. She bellowed and roared, ran around in 

circles, and eventually sank to her knees and rolled over. Jan became anxious. 

Perhaps the animal was seriously ill? Surely something as simple as missing out 

on bananas wouldn't provoke such mad behaviour? Jan was just about to ring the 

vet when Clarrie dropped by. After coaxing Babushka to her feet, he grinned at 

Jan. 

'Where are the bananas, Janice?' 

Jan panicked. 'I haven't got any. Silvester gave them all to her this morning. ' 

Laughing, Clarrie walked zqJ the hill to the plantation, cut down a small bunch 

of bananas, dropped the bunch into a bucket, and placed the bucket in the bail. 

Babushka then walked into the bail as though she'd never thrown a tantrum in her 

ftfe, and as she tucked into her bananas, she calmly allowed Jan to milk her. 

Other days at Dungay weren't quite as dramatic. When Jan didn't have any 

pressing jobs to do, she simply enjoyed keeping Silvester company while he 

worked, mainly so she could watch birds, snakes, goannas, or 'anything that 

moved'. And then later- once the day had slipped away, and Silvester and Vicki 

were asleep- Jan would sit at the kitchen table and write down her observations. 

She didn't see herself as having 'the type of mind that would provide exciting 

fiction', so she continued writing personal experience pieces for Australian 

women's magazines. If asked to describe her style of writing, she'd say it was 

'simple, and ji·omthe heart'. 

Jan also wrote letters to overseas penji·iends. She wasn 'I too mindfit! about 

spelling, and didn't lose any sleep over grammar, but she filled her 

correspondence with ji·esh and mnusing descriptions of the animals, weather, and 

everyday scenes and situations at Dungay. Her penji·iends loved reading about 
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the butcher birds that flew in through the kitchen window to snatch chop bones off 

her plate, the possums that hung on the screen doors at night making strange 

grunting noises, and the huge barn owl that almost landed on her head one night 

when she opened the back door. And they particularly elljoyed Jan's accounts of 

the ferocious summer storms that brought 'splilling claps of thunder [echoing] 

through the hills, sending the tiny fireflies scampering through the undergrowth' 

(Bostok 1970). 

One of many pen.fi-iends who never tired of hearing about lifo at Dungay was 

Marcella Caine, a poet.fi·om Seattle. In a feller Jan received in the late Australian 

summer of 1970, .Marcella noted the way Jan's intimate connection with the 

environment shone through in her letters, and suggested Jan would elljoy writing 

haiku. Jan had never heard of haiku, so Marcella sent her a small book from The 

Peter Pauper Press. !twas called, The Four Seasons, Japanese Haiku Written by 

Basho, Buson, Issa, Shiki, and many others. 

As most of the haiku in the book had been composed by the Japanese masters

four men, three of whom had died hundreds of years before Jan was even born -

she was Slii]Jrised to recognise so many elements of her life in their work. Each 

haiku was written in capital letters and presented in four short lines (a form 

adopted by the translator, Peter Beilenson, solely to accommodate the book's 

woodcut illustrations), and all spoke of eveiJ'day subjects such as frogs, clouds, 

fleas, cicadas, lightning, snails and mud. 

Jan sensed that the authors of these humble poems were her kindred spirits; 

each poet seemed to understand the importance of observing the natura/world 

and caring about even its tiniest creatures. She felt they were the kind of people 

who knew how to slow down and appreciate whatever was right infi'onl of them. 

Some oft he haiku in the book were gently humorous ... 
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RAINY AFTERNOON 
LITTLE DAUGHTER 
YOU WILL NEVER 
TEACH THAT CAT TO DANCE 

(lssa in Basho et al 1958: 26) 

... while others impressed Jan with their pleasurable combination of sensuality 

and minc{fitlness, encouraging her to draw on her own associations and 

memories, to the point where she became a co-creator of the poems. 

COMING FROM THE BATH ... 
COOL ON HER BREASTS 
THE WARM BREEZE 
OF THE VERANDA 

(Shiki in Basho et al 1958: 36) 

When Jan read Shiki 's 'comingji'om the bath', for instance, she was flooded by 

memories fi'om her teen years, when she would bathe in the tub under her family's 

Queens/onder in Brunswick Terrace, before walking up the back stairs and along 

the veranda to her bedroom with just a towel wrapped around her waist. On 

summer nights, qfter she'd been soaking for leisurely periods in the hot water, 

even a warm breeze would feel cool on her skin. 

'And goodness, 'Jan thought, 'these Japanese poets even write about pool' 
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BIRD-DROPPINGS PATTERN 
THE PURPLES 
AND THE YELLOWS OF 
MY IRIS PETALS 

(Buson in Basho et al 1958: 14) 

Since her school days, Jan had felt stifled by an assumption she had that poets 

should write only about 'lofty' subjects. But here was a form of poetry that 

encouraged its practitioners to bear witness to the true nature of things, however 

they found them, in one particular moment. 

But Jan'sfavourite haikufi'om the book was by Issa, and she loved it because if 

reminded her that Silvester's childhood- at least in the years before World War 

II- had contained some happy moments. 

SOFTLY FOLDED FAWN 
SHIVERS, SHAKING OFF 
THE BUTTERFLY ... 
AND SLEEPS AGAIN 

(lssa in Basho et al: 25) 

In years to come, although Jan would never hesitate to cite 'softly folded fawn' 

as the first haiku she 'absolutely fell in love with', she would rarely cite it in haiku 

essays because 'that lyrical translation makes it sort of soppy'. She would also 

avoid quoting it in workshops because she feared 'newcomers to haiku would get 

distracted by the alliteration, and the whole class would probably end up writing 

sentimental haiku about baby animals'. 
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GOOD MORNING, SPARROW. 
WRITING ON MY 
CLEAN VERANDA 
WITH YOUR DEWY FEET. 

(Shiki in Bash6 et al 1958: 13) 

'That's the type of thing that I notice!' Jan thought, on reading another of 

Shiki 's veranda haiku. Lately, Silvester had been complaining that Jan was lazy, 

mainly because she loved to sit quietly and notice what was going on around her 

-and now, something about Shiki 's poem told her that this ability to simply stop 

and be aware of one's environment was at the heart of haiku, a genre of writing 

that seemed to have nothing in common with traditional English poetry, which she 

considered jlowel)', and difficult to understand'. 

'Like me, ' Jan thought, 'these Japanese writers are close to nature, and they 

write about eve1yday things!' Jan recalled her description of her own writing 

style: 'simple, andfi·om the heart'. That summWJ' fitted the haiku poets, too. Their 

humble poems refi·eshed her; they invited her to perceive her environment more 

expansively; they lifted her :,pirits. Jan could hardly contain her excitement. She 

wanted to write haiku! 

AN APRIL SHOWER 
SEE THAT THIRSTY 
MOUSE LAPPING 
RIVER SUMIDA 

(lssa in Bash6 et al1958: 21) 

As we drive along Campbells Lane, the first part of the farm we see is a paddock 

with a large dam. The dam is covered with mauve and pink water lilies. Among 
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the lilies, half a dozen wild ducks are paddling about. 'I asked Silvester to build 

that dam,' Jan explains. 'I used to sit by the water and write.' 

still morning the click of a dragonfly turning in flight 

(Bostok 2003a: 55) 

'Do you remember your first haiku?' I ask. 

'Yes. It was one that I wrote from memory, about a trip to the outback,' Jan 

says. 'But I have to wam you, it's not much of a haiku.' 

plains extending 
over & over 

this forgotten land 

(Bostok 1974: n.p.) 

'It was first published as part of a haibun that was accepted by an American 

joumal called Dragmifly: A Quarterly of Haiku, which was edited by Lorraine 

Ellis Harr,' Jan continues. 

'I've heard of her,' I say. Apparently, Harr published the first haiku of many 

prominent English-language haiku writers (Rosenow 2001). 'Dragonfly was a 

fairly well respectedjoumal, wasn't it?' 

'Yes, but Harr rewrote my haibun prose to make it "proper high school 

English", and Bill Higginson was so wild he made me include the original version 

of the haibun in one of my early books, Walking into the Sun.' 
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'Well, I think it's a pretty good haiku for a first go,' I say. 'But when did you 

start writing haiku about your immediate experience?' 

'Well, at first, I read everything about haiku that I could get my hands on, and 

yes, then I practiced by writing a lot of haiku from remembered experiences. And, 

well, writing's like a muscle - the more you write, the better your writing 

becomes, and if you're reading other people's work, you start developing the 

ability to pare back your language and write in a cetiain rhythm - and after 

several months I started to find that once I'd written hundreds of haiku, I began to 

perceive things more intensely. My senses were heightened. And I got to the stage 

where I saw haiku in practically everything, every day.' 

'That sounds like Bashi),' I say. 'I've read that he constantly strove to remain in 

an emotional and intellectual position where the poems would come to him. And 

for him, that meant immersing himself in the study of other writers, as well as 

immersing himself in his subjects' (Reichhold 2008: 12). 

'Yes, that makes sense,' Jan says. 'I certainly read a lot of haiku, and I also 

practiced being in an aware, relaxed state of mind. Plus I think yon also have to be 

childlike - not childish, but childlike - so that you're looking at things freshly. 

And when I'm looking at things freshly, that's when haiku just pop into my head, 

fully formed. I hardly ever have to change a word. If I'm in the right state of 

mind, I don't have to go out looking for haiku, because haiku come to me.' 

We reach a white letterbox: 260 Campbells Lane. I swing into the driveway and 

Jan asks me to stop beside the old farmhouse, which Jan's daughter Vicki and her 

husband John -since buying the farm two years ago- have been renting to Kevin 

and Don, a couple renowned for the homemade marmalade, cakes and pies they 

sell at the local markets. There's a modern brick house further up the hill, which is 

where Vicki and John now live with their son Andrew, Jan's only grandchild. 

'Silvester and I built the brick place for Vicki and John in the 1980s, and they 

moved into it in 1987,just after they got married,' Jan explains. 
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In the paddock on the far side of the front lawn, steers graze among clumps of 

scotch thistle. Jan explains that the paddock used to be part of the original banana 

plantation, and that there'd been so many banana plants back then that they'd 

pressed up against the house and its garden on all sides. 

'Isn't it bizarre that the Japanese word for banana plant is basho,' I say, 'and 

that basho was taken as a pen name by the poet who would become Japan's most 

revered writer? Even your choice of farming career seems connected to the haiku 

world.' 

Jan is frowning at the garden. 'Did you ever read that article by the American 

haiku writer Ty Hadman?' she says in a distracted voice. 'I think he did an 

excellent job writing about that banana plant connection. Ah, now I can't quite 

remember how he put it .. .' 

I can't remember either, but later find out that Hadman had commented on what 

an 'amazing coincidence' it was that 'Australia's first haiku poet was cultivating 

thousands of basho ... during the early years of her haiku development when she 

herself was attempting to sow the seeds of haiku throughout Australia', and also 

on how fitting it was that Jan's first collection of haiku was titled, Banana Leaves 

(Hadman 200 I). 

Jan is now scowling into the distance. 

'We don't have to drive any further,' I say. 'Perhaps this is enough for today. I 

can easily take you back to Murwillumbah.' 

'No. I'm okay,' Jan says. 'But let's just sit here for a minute before we keep 

going.' 

Giving Jan some time with her thoughts, I try to remember what I've read about 

Basho. I'm aware that he was born Matsuo Kinsaku in 1644, not far from Kyoto, 

and that in the winter of 1680, several months after he'd moved into a small 

cottage on the Sumida River (on the outskirts of Edo, the city now known as 

Tokyo), his pupil Rika had given him a banana plant. 
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Apparently banana plants were then rare in Japan, but this particular specimen 

'grew and flourished so that people began to refer to the hut as Basho-an, or 

'Banana Plant Hut' (Shively 1953: 152). Soon after, the poet's students began 

calling him Bash66, or Master Banana Plant, and he must have been happy about 

that- because at least as early as 1682, he began using Basho as his writing name. 

Basho's affection for the banana plant was evident not only in countless haiku, 

but also in his essays. In later years he wrote: 

The leaves of the banana tree are large enough to cover a harp. When 

they are wind-broken, they remind me of the injured tail of a phoenix, 

and when they are torn they remind me of a green fan ripped by the 

wind. The tree does bear flowers, but unlike other flowers, these have 

nothing gay about them. The big trunk of the tree is untouched by the 

axe, for it is utterly useless as building wood. I love the tree, however, 

for its very uselessness ... I sit underneath it and enjoy the wind and 

rain that blow against it. (Basho in Reichhold 2008: 49-50) 

'What's your favourite Basho haiku about bash6?' I finally ask. 

'Hmm.' Jan says, as though forcing herself back to the present moment. 'Well, 

I've always liked the one about the storm-torn banana plant.' 

storm-torn banana tree 
all night I listen to rain 
in a basin 

(Basho in Reichhold 2008: 55) 

I'm a little confused. 'You say banana plant rather than banana tree?' 

'Sorry, but a banana plant isn't a tree,' Jan explains. 'It's a giant herb, with a 

"trunk" that consists of all the leaf stalks wrapped around each other, where each 
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new leaf pushes up through the middle and emerges from the centre of the crown 

... as does the flower, which eventually turns into a bunch of bananas.' 

'Do you know what type of banana plant Basho had?' 

'Yes. Basho had a plantain- from the tropics, like the first ones cultivated in 

Australia. Plantains are used for cooking, in contrast to dessett bananas, which are 

sweet and can be eaten raw. We grew some plantains just for fun, and we also had 

blue bananas and red bananas. Silvester and Dad were very interested in bananas!' 

'Do you like bananas?' 

'No. Don't eat bananas. Don't eat passionfruit either, which we grew for twenty 

years. You just get sick of the taste, I reckon.' 

'What about the actual plant?' 

'Yeah, I do like the plants themselves. And I like banana leaves, especially 

when their edges get torn by the wind.' 

I drive around to the back of the farmhouse and we see that the garage is empty. 

Jan says it looks like the tenants aren't home, and then points out the shed where 

she spent thousands of hours packing bananas. 

'Did you see bananas in your sleep?' I ask. 

'Not really,' she replies. 'I saw more snakes in my sleep than anything else. 

They'd be hiding in bunches of bananas. I've actually packed snakes in the 

cartons!' 

'What sort of snakes?' 

'Mostly green ones, you know, the little tree snakes that like climbing. But one 

day, Silvester actually carried a bunch of bananas down from the plantation to the 

shed, and I heard him complaining about how heavy it was. And then, when he 

took the cover off the bananas, we saw this huge python looking up at us. He'd 

been giving it a ride on his back!' 
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Jan explains that soon after moving to Dungay she'd discovered the bush was 

writhing with snakes. She'd look out the window and see a green tree snake 

hanging from the patio roof, or a rough scaled brown snake basking on the lawn. 

During her first few years on the farm she'd had a ginger tomcat called Ginj who 

was particularly sensitive to the presence of snakes. The cat used to howl and 

point like a gun dog whenever a snake was nearby. 

According to Jan, after a year or so on the property, she herself became as adept 

as Ginj at detecting reptilian company; when a snake was nearby, the hair on the 

back of her neck would stand up, and goose bumps would rise on her skin. She 

could also smell snakes. 'Their odour is similar to damp earth,' she says. 'Also, I 

soon worked out that if I dreamt of a snake, there would be one in the house or 

close by in the next day or so.' 

'Were all your snake dreams prophetic?' I ask. 

'No, there were other kinds. Once, for example, I dreamt that a snake came in 

the window. In my dream, the snake was only about a foot long, and I picked it up 

and threw it outside. The next morning, the first thing I saw when I woke up was a 

snakeskin hanging on the window frame, and it was about a foot long! And in 

another dream, a huge carpet snake crawled over me as I lay horrified, and -wait 

for it! - the pattern on the snake's skin was the pattern from a dress my mother 

used to wear when I was a child.' 

'Psychoanalysts would love that one,' I say. We sit looking at the back lawn, 

which is neatly divided into two rectangles by a narrow concrete path that leads to 

a Hills hoist. 

'At first,' Jan admits, 'I vowed to kill every snake I saw.' Apparently, she didn't 

have to wait long for her first opportunity. 'One hot afternoon, only weeks after 

moving to the farm,' she explains, 'I was out digging in the garden when I saw a 

red-bellied black snake weaving towards me across the lawn. On the verge of 

panic, I thought, Well, I'm smarter than this animal, and I have a hoe, so I waited 

for the snake to come closer and at the last moment raised the hoe and brought it 
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down in one swift movement. But I hadn't realised how fast the snake had been 

moving, and had to jump in the air as it went between my legs. And instead of 

cutting its head off, I ended up chopping its body in half.' 

But Jan says she soon realised that snakes only kill to survive, and that it's best 

to follow the general principle: If you leave it alone, it will leave you alone. If she 

saw a snake she'd seen before, she'd remind herself that Dungay was the snake's 

territory as much as hers. If an unfamiliar snake appeared, she'd assume it was 

just moving through and wouldn't be around for long. And when she learnt that 

the red-bellied black snake was a natural predator of one of Australia's deadliest 

snakes, the eastern brown snake, she began appreciating her encounters with 

members of the former species, realising that if she killed a red-bellied black 

snake there would be a fair chance she'd get a brown snake in its place. 

A grey cat saunters into view. 

'Chloe!' Jan says. It's our cue to get out of the car. We're patting Chloe when 

Don and Kevin arrive. The men had adopted Jan's pet when they'd moved into 

the farmhouse. 

Excited to see Jan, Don and Kevin gossip about life on the farm. They talk 

about the snake Chloe killed last summer, and discuss the neighbouring farmers 

who've been booked for drink driving over the past few months. They even tell us 

whose vanilla slices took out the main awards at the last Murwillumbah Show. 

It's pleasant chatting in the sun, but it's nearly lunchtime and I'm concerned 

that Jan, who suffers from type-two diabetes, hasn't eaten since breakfast. Her 

cheeks are flushed, and she seems to be losing concentration. I suggest we drive 

up the hill to the brick house, where she can have a snack, and hopefully avoid a 

hypo. 

But as we get into the car, Jan tells me that declining blood sugar levels are the 

least of her worries. Over the past half hour, she's been noticing how many trees 

have disappeared from the property. 'When I left, I begged Vicki not to let anyone 

cut down the trees Dad had planted.' 
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flicker of fire between Jogs lingers before letting go 

(Bostok 2003a: 86) 

We reach Vicki's house, and Jan makes no move to get out of the car. 'Dad 

would be heartbroken,' she continues. 'He was part of this land, just as I am.' Her 

thought trails into a long silence, broken only by a squeak of a screen door as 

Vicki comes out of the house. Her auburn hair is coloured with streaks of gold. 

She's shorter than her mother, but has the same smooth skin, plump features and 

dark eyes. The women are reserved with one another; they don't hug, and there 

are no words of affection in their greetings. 

Both Vicki and her husband John are fourth-generation fanners; they grow 

passionfruit and sugar cane, and also raise cattle. We head inside for a cup of tea, 

and conversation traverses emotionally safe ground: recent hailstorms, 

motorbikes, how much time Vicki's son Andrew spends playing computer games. 

After a while, I ask Vicki if! can take a walk around the farm. She says that she'll 

come with me some of the way, so we leave Jan in the house to rest and set out 

across the nearest paddock. I smell lantana, and cow pats drying in the sun. A 

currawong swoops low over our heads and lands on a fence post. Vicki whinges 

about 'tree lovers'. She talks of clearing land to create more grazing area on the 

prope11y. I go nowhere near mentioning haiku. 

Jan recently told me Vicki has never commented on her books. She's almost 

ce1tain her daughter has never read her poetry. I want to ask Vicki about this, but 

sense my questions wouldn't be welcome. It's taken several months of widely 

spaced phone calls to arrange this single visit. Vicki had told Jan she didn't want a 

stranger digging up the past, and that she had no desire to get into 'intense 

conversations' about her childhood. 

Vicki walks me as far as the first electric fence. I step over the single strand of 

wire and wander off in a direction Jan had indicated earlier. There's a clear view 

of a neighbouring home from the top of the hill. When Jan and Silvester separated 
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in the 1980s, she'd built a cottage for herself on another part of the property, a 

cottage that has since been sold with a small portion of surrounding land. This 

must be it, because apparently Jan had modelled the home on a Japanese temple

and, looking at the building's curved eaves, I can see the resemblance. A carpet of 

Jacaranda petals covers the back patio and surrounding lawn. It's a hideaway of 

exquisite simplicity and beauty. 

a sudden breeze 
moves the thickness 

of fallen blue 

(Bostok 2003a: 47) 

Jan was thirty-nine when she left Silvester. For several years the couple had been 

having problems, many of which related to the difficulties of raising another two 

children who had become part of the family since the Bostoks moved to Dun gay

an adopted son called Greg, and a disabled son called Tony. 

Exhausted, Jan folt that she desperately needed time out. Silvester's controlling 

behaviour and recent dark moods were wearing her down, and she could also 

sense, beneath her fatigue, a budding need to broaden her sexual horizons. 

But Jan told herse(f that she couldn't just leave Silvester and move away. This 

was partly because she loved her husband, but also because she lacked the 

confidence to make a clean break. Silvester had wm•ned her that no one else 

would have her. Apart from reiliforcing her belief that she was ugly and without 

intrinsic worth, his comment also made her determined to prove him wrong. 

Perhaps a more assertive woman would have packed the car and driven away, 

but Jan devised a compromise. After convincing Silvester to mortgage the ftmn, 

she used the funds to pay an old schoolfi'iend to build a concrete-block cottage on 

another part of the property. Twelve-year-old Greg would stay with Silvester, 

while Vicki, almost sixteen, would move to the new house with her mother. Jan did 
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not have to factor Tony into the new arrangements; she had recently placed him 

into full-time care. 

The construction of the cottage was a drawn-out process, as the builder could 

only work on the project between bigger jobs. But Jan wasn't perturbed, mainly 

because she enjoyed having time to source materials. Inspired by Japanese 

temples, she insisted on a roojline with gently curved eaves. Wanting to feel part 

of the surrounding bush, she bought sliding glass doors for each external wall. 

Once installed, the doors opened onto a veranda that wrapped around the house 

on all sides. With minima/ism in mind, Jan asked ClmTie to lay pavers directly 

onto the concrete floor. Finally, she painted the internal walls white. 

a little liquid 
in the tea cup gathers in 

the winter light 

(Bostok 2003a: 60) 

Jan adored her new home, but upon moving in spent the first Jew months lying 

on the couch with terrible stomach pains. She'd e;..perienced the same illness 

following the stillbirth of her first baby, and cou/dn 't help thinking its recurrence 

was some kind of karmic retribution for all the abandoning she'd done in recent 

weeks -failing Greg as a mother, placing Tony in the care of strangers, and 

leaving her husband. 

Valerie always said that her daughter was highly strung, but Silvester 

disagreed. According to some bizarre internal logic, he believed that ove1weight 

people were resistant to anxiety. Fat, he insisted, was a bziffer against tension. 

Whenever Jan said she was upset, Silvester would refitse to sympathise. 

'Impossible!' he would snap. 'It would take a bulldozer to hurt you. ' 
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Jan was miserable. Willing to acknowledge she'd faced overwhelming 

challenges as a parent, she nonetheless labelled herself a bad mother. She had 

tried her hardest to keep Tony at home. By the lime he had gone into care, he'd 

smashed most of the walls, doors and windows in the farmhouse. Things with 

Greg hadn't turned out much better; the boy's behaviour was deteriorating, and 

he wanted nothing to do with her. 

Eventually, an endoscopy revealed Jan was sziffering ji·om chronic stomach 

ulcers- a complaint that still troubles her today. 

in the dark 
fingering 

the healing crystal 

(Bostok 2003a: 45) 

Gradually, however, Jan began to feel at peace in her new home. The cottage 

was on a cliff overlooking the Dungay Valley, and Jan imagined she lived in the 

sky. When she woke in the mornings, she would look directly through the glass 

doors straight down into the valley, which would often be filled with mist. Her bed 

was a boat.floating in the clouds; the fog was the sea. 

Jan relaxed enough to think about sex. She looked for and found lovers at clubs 

in Afurwil/wnbah, and through pen friends. And she wasn't the only one seeing 

other people. On the two nights eve1y week that Jan drove Vicki to TAFE classes 

on the Gold Coast, a slim, curly-haired brunette would visit Silvester. But the 

woman would always be gone by the time Jan and Vicki returned to the farm. 

These clandestine visits, Jan learnt later, went on for two years. Apparently, 

Silvester's lover was the sister of a fiunily fi'iend. She was the same age as Jan 

and had two teenage children. 
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But all through those years, and de;pile the comings and goings of other lovers, 

Jan and Silvester's passion for one another rarely waned Jan's heart would jump 

when she'd hear Silvester's tractor approaching her house. Sometimes, when 

Vicki was asleep, Jan would meet her husband somewhere along the track 

between their homes. 

his sudden touch 
accentuates the shrillness 

of a bird's call 

(Bostok 1996a: 6) 

Originally, Jan had told Silvester she'd wanted a two-year 'holiday' in the 

other house to regain her energy, after which she'd probably come back. But five 

years passed, and during that time, mainly due to pressure fi'om Social Security, 

the couple divorced Silvester was upset with the situation, and began finding it 

more and more difficult to tolerate Jan's independence. He wanted a wife by his 

side. In Romania, the man was in charge and the woman did the housework. In 

Romania, the woman raised the children. Silvester was appalled a/the way things 

in Dungay had tumed out. 

To make mailers worse, he wasn't coping with Greg. On a doctor's advice, he 

sent the teenager to the Far West Children's Home in Manly for a psychological 

assessment. But the ;pecialists at the home could find nothing wrong with Greg, 

and promptly sent him back. 

Whenever Jan saw Silvester, she could sense his anguish. He told her he 

couldn 'I live without her, and that he wouldn 'I live without her. In July 1985, 

Jan's sister Norma happened to be visiting fi'om Victoria, and Jan urged her to 

take Greg to ease the pressure on Silvester. Jan felt that for the boy, it was either 

Norma's place or a foster home. When Norma agreed, Jan was relieved to have at 

least spared the child Silvester's ominous moods. 
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Silvester's distress reached its peak one cold August morning in 1985. Rising 

before dawn, he picked up his shotgun, walked to a neglected part of the farm, 

and fired a bullet into his chest. He then dragged himself back to the farmhouse 

and phoned Jan. 

'I shoot myself,' he gasped. 'You happy now?' 

Jan ran to her car and drove to the farmhouse. She found Silvester crawling 

around on the fi'ont lawn. There was a lot of blood. Her first impression was that 

his chest resembled a chunk of minced meat. She was horrified to see a part of his 

insides sucking in and out. She assumed it was one of his lungs. Jan called an 

ambulance. While waiting for help to arrive, she urged Silvester to lie down or at 

least stop moving. Silvester, however, remained on his hands and knees. He 

wouldn't turn over. He wouldn't be still. 

The ambulance arrived. 'He should be dea(l, ' a paramedic observed. 'He 

should be dead but he's just crawling around. ' 

Once the ambulance officers had stabilised Silvester, they rushed him to 

Murwillumbah District Hospital. Jan rode in the ambulance. Afler emergency 

surgery, Silvester was .flown by helicopter to Southport's Gold Coast Hospital. 

Dressed in only her nightie and a pair of old farm boots, Jan was now stranded 

at the ho5pital. She wanted to get home to see Vicki, but she had no money to pay 

for a taxi. Suddenly, h1•o apparently unrelated facts came to mind: she'd recently 

spent the night with a local taxi driver; she knew where Silvester kept spare 

change. Jan called the taxi company. When the taxi driver pulled up at the .fi'ont of 

the hospital, she asked him to drive her to Dungay, where she rummaged in 

Silvester's underwear drawer until she found enough money for the fare. 

Vicki went into shock when she learned what her father had done. She wanted 

to see him. So Jan - light-headed with a sickening mixture of panic and .foar -

threw some clothes into a suitcase and drove with her daughter to Southport, 

where they stayed at a motel near the hospital while Silvester had four operations 

over the next four days, followed by a series of skin grafts. 
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Initially, the doctors wouldn 'I let Jan see her ex-husband. It also became 

apparent that Silvester's dark-haired lover had also been imploring hospital stq{f 

to let her visit, but she wasn 'I allowed in either. Eventually, Jan told the doctors, 

'Well, my daughter is his next of kin. She's under-age and wants me with her 

when she sees him. ' The strategy worked; Jan was able to see Silvester for the 

first time since the day oft he shooting. 

Silvester couldn 'I speak because there was a tube in his throat, and he could 

read and write only in Romanian, which no one in the hospital could understand. 

Jan suspected he was .fhts/rated by his inability to communicate, and she tried to 

soothe him by stroking his forehead and kissing his cheeks, and by telling him that 

she loved him. 

During those days, Jan received a call.fi·om a psychic fi'iend. The friend said 

Silvester knew Jan was continually touching his face, and that she could see rolls 

of strange material in a jar by his bed. Jan realised the psychic had described the 

skin that doctors had been peeling .fi·om Silvester's body for grqfiing onto his 

chest. Jan found the details unnervingly accurate, which is why she was upset 

when herfi'iend revealed the purpose of her call. 

'I'm sorry, Jan, but I don 'I think Silvester will be with us much longer. All his 

relatives are wailing for him in the spirit world. They're happy because he's 

coming home. ' 

But several days qfler the psychic's pronouncement, Silvester's condition 

improved. He was moved.from intensive care to a regular ward. Now anyone was 

able to drop by. Jan would often arrive jus/ in lime to pass the brune/le in the car 

park or glimpse her disappearing down a corridor. On those nights, Jan found 

g[f/s in Silvester's locker. When she asked who had given him the mangoes, 

homemade biscuits or expensive chocolates, he abruptly changed the subject. 

Occasionally, Jan felt sony for Silvester's lover. The woman had immigrated to 

Australia .fi·om England. She probably assumed she'd found herself a new 

husband as well as a new properly. Jan's most consistent feeling, however, was 
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jealousy. Although she'd had lovers since leaving Silvester, she couldn't bear the 

thought of him sleeping with someone else. The brunette's peripheral presence 

reinforced Jan's determination to win him back. 

Father's Day arrived. Silvester was still in hospital, and Jan missed having him 

on the farm. She missed their midnight rendezvous, the warmth of his body and 

the knowledge he was living just over the hill. 

from afar 
storm beginnings rumble 
closer & closer 
a flash of memory 
heals my desperate need 

(Bostok 2000a: 14) 

After helping Vicki .ft/1 a basket with gifts, Jan drove to the hospital. Silvester 

appeared to be more alert than usual. Clean-shaven and sitting propped up 

against pillows, he announced that on being discharged, he would go directly to a 

rehabilitation centre, rather than straight back to the farm. Vicki protested. She 

said she loved him and wanted him home. Suddenly, Silvester changed his mind. 

They should be a family again! He tumed to Jan and said: 'Look, old girl, you'd 

better come back. Come back to the farmhouse, and we 'II get married again. ' 

Jan accepted the proposal, and at Dungay on May 2 1986, she married 

Silvester for the second time- exactly twenty-two years from the day oftheirjlrst 

wedding. 

By the time I return to Vicki's house, Jan is ready to leave. I grab my camera from 

the car and quickly snap a couple of shots of mother and daughter. On Jan's face, 

I observe the same open, expectant smile I've seen in her childhood photographs. 
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Vicki's expression is reserved, and harder to interpret. But I'm happy with the 

outing. Jan seems to have coped well with the visit; at the very least, she has 

conquered her fear of returning to the farm. And Vicki can now put a face to my 

name; if we meet again, perhaps she'll agree to talk a little about her mother. 

During the drive home, Jan tells me she's haunted by her memory of the day 

Silvester shot himself, and that our visit to the farm has brought that memory 

flooding back. 

'I have no doubt he was trying to kill himself,' she says. 'He thought his heatt 

was on the left side of his body, whereas it's actually closer to the middle.' 

I raise an eyebrow. 'Do you think he was that nai've?' 

'Remember, he was an uneducated peasant. He left school when he was only 

nine or ten, and saw his parents for the last time just before he turned twelve years 

old.' 

Jan pauses, allowing time for this information to sink in. Silvester doesn't sound 

like the Romanian prince she'd dreamt of as a child. 

'He had some strange ideas, you know. He thought men had one less rib than 

women because God took a rib from Adam to make Eve. And he wouldn't have 

tried shooting himself in the face or head because Romanians have open-coffin 

funerals.' 

I come to a gentle stop at the bottom of Campbells Lane and prepare to turn 

right onto the sealed road that will take us back to Murwillumbah. 

'The doctors said the bullet could have hit his heart if the gun hadn't moved as 

much as it did. The police came out to the farm and tracked down where he did it. 

He'd stood on the side of an embankment. I mean, how does a man shoot himself 

in the chest with a shotgun? He apparently propped the butt against the cutting of 

the road. Jammed it in the ditt. And when he pulled the trigger, the gun moved, 

they reckon. So yeah, he was trying to kill himself. The bullet travelled right 
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through his torso and came out his back, up near his shoulder, smashing seven or 

eight ribs along the way.' 

I pass a four-wheel-drive towing a horse float. 'I don't mean to sound harsh, 

but do you think Silvester manipulated you into marrying him again?' 

'A lot of people were saying that,' Jan says, 'which is why I went to see a friend 

who's a psychiatrist, and he said, "No, no. Look at it this way: If you're going to 

go back to him, you're in charge, you make the rules - because that's what he 

wants, he wants you back." So I tried that, and it seemed to work. I'd never 

stopped loving Silvester and always knew I'd go back to him sooner or later. I just 

hadn't known it would be in such a horrible emergency.' 

Jan had an early and intuitive understanding of the dynamics of her relationship 

with Silvester. As far back as 1978 - six years before she left him, and eleven 

before they married for the second time- she wrote the following lines in a poem 

called 'Polarised Light'. 

we have shared the moon 
her rhythm gently drawing us 
when light begins to fade 
her softness spreading love 
over our night 
her tidal force regularly pulls me 
to and from your side 
I should not fear the partings 
because I know we will come together 
when the tide is full 

(Bostok 1978: IS) 

Already, we've hit the edge of town. 'Did Silvester say how happy he was to 

have you back in the house?' 
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'Sometimes, although it was different,' Jan says. 'Silvester claimed he didn't 

want to live without me, but he was never really any good at talking about 

emotional matters. He put the rebuilding of the marriage and the reconstruction of 

our behaviour squarely on my shoulders. That was probably part of his plan, I 

suppose, to keep me on my toes. And I found it difficult, because I hadn't wanted 

to get married the second time; I wanted my old marriage back. But you can't go 

back. We'd both had other relationships. For a while, living together again was 

awkward, but we gradually worked things out.' 

I pull into the driveway at Jan's unit and we sit for a few moments listening to 

the hot tick-tick-tick of the engine cooling down. I'm just about to open my door 

and climb out when Jan says, 'Where's your beautiful ring?' 

I glance at my left hand. Resting on the steering wheel, it still looks strangely 

naked. 'My ring?' I finally say. 'My husband asked for it back, just this morning.' 

We sit in silence a few moments longer. I think of the motorbike accident that 

landed my husband in a coma only five months after we'd started going out. I'd 

spent the next six years helping him recover from a traumatic brain injury and 

broken back. 

Jan turns to look at me- awkwardly, in the small space of the car's front seat

and smiles. 'Wouldn't it be funny if you turned up with another ring? I wonder 

what he would think about that?' 

We go inside and Jan disappears into her bedroom. Emerging moments later, 

she hands me a diamond ring. I don't know what to say. The ring is strikingly 

similar to the one I surrendered this morning: it has a wide band of white gold, 

and most amazingly, a similar array of tiny diamonds configured into a design of 

miniature leaves. 

American Zen teacher and haiku writer Robert Aitken once wrote, 'The dull 

person is one who has practiced not noticing closely' (Aitken 1985: 66). Jan is not 

a dull person. I'm astonished at her memory for detail. 
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'I want you to have it,' she says, and I suddenly see her standing on the 

threshold of a stranger's house in Romania, pressing a ring into her husband's 

hand, and gesturing for him to give it to his first love. 

'No,' I say, admiring the ring from one angle, and then another. 'I can't keep it. 

I'll just wear it home for today. l'lllook after it for a bit, and then give it back.' 

Jan grins. There's mischief in her eyes, and for the first time today she looks 

animated and bright. 'Okay, dear girl, you look after it for me. And while you're 

looking after it, get it re-sized so that it fits. And make sure you keep looking after 

it for me when I'm dead.' 

I'm almost thitty-nine. The age Jan was when she left Silvester. The ring is too 

big for each of my fingers, so I push it onto my thumb and drive home. 
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Chapter 6 

I measure every grief I meet 
with narrow, probing eyes; 

I wonder if it weighs like mine 
or has an easier size. 

- Emily Dickinson 



When Jan moved to Dun gay, she tried to forget most things that had happened in 

Conn River. For it was in Conn River, less than three months after marrying 

Silvester, that she had fallen pregnant with her .first child. Jan had always wanted 

a son; perhaps the baby would be a boy? Anxious to find out, she discovered that 

her impatience only intens[fled when she developed high blood pressure and had 

to spend the last six weeks of her pregnancy in Orbost & District Hospital. The 

worst thing about the hospital was that it was almost eighty kilometres.fiwn Conn 

River, and Jan hated being away fi'om Silvester. 

Doctors diagnosed toxaemia, a disease that can damage a pregnant woman's 

liver, kidneys and eyesight, as well as lead to serious complications for the foetus, 

including growth restriction and placental separation. The main treatment for 

toxaemia is bed rest, but because Jan was so .fi·etful, the nurses were forced to 

sedate her- something they did for progressively longer periods each day. Food 

trays came and went, but Jan doesn't remember eating. She folt as though her 

existence became a blurry pattern of waking into fog and descending into 

darkness. She lost track of what day it was, let alone how long she'd been in 

ho;pital. 

Finally, one morning, a nurse told her she wouldn't be re-sedated. 'It's time for 

your baby to be bom. ' But the nurse was wrong. Jan showed no signs of going 

into labour. After a couple of days she regained her strength and was able to walk 

up and down the veranda of the old hospital building. Unexpectedly, her blood 

pressure stabilised, and a doctor sent her home. 

Jan had only been back in Conn River for a day, however, when labour pains 

began, so she returned to hospital. Soon qfler she arrived and was settled into 

bed, the pains stopped, so she was sent back to Conn River. After only a few hours 

at home, she felt her waters break and began experiencing excruciating back 

pain. She tolerated the pain all night and went back to hospital the next morning. 

This time, she was allowed to stay. 
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The following day was November 8, 1965. No one had noted on Jan's chart that 

her waters had broken the day b~fore, but when she reminded a nurse of this, 

eveiJ'One went into a panic and a doctor induced labour. The conh·actions hit 

abruptly and intensely. Jan was in agony. 'Don't be a soak, ' one of the older 

nurses said 'It's going to get much worse before it's all over.' 

Jan's doctor arrived He e.\plained that the foetal heartbeat had weakened, 

which meant the baby was in distress. He would ]JeJ:form a caesarean section. 

Although Jan was in extreme pain, she found enough clarity of thought to protest. 

'With all my fat, how will you know how far to cut in?' The doctor tried to 

reassure her he was capable of handling the situation, and before she could say 

another word she was rushed into theah·e and given a general anaesthetic. 

When she regained consciousness, the .first face she saw was the doctor's. 

'What happened?' she asked. 'What happened to my baby?' 

'We lost it, 'he said. 

Jan stared at him, notfully comprehending. 

'It died.' 

This couldn't be happening. Jan hadn't even seen her child 'What was it?' she 

asked. 

The doctor said he'd been too busy tl)'ing to resuscitate the baby to notice if it 
were a boy or a girl, but the nurse who'd been so short-tempered at the onset of 

Jan's labour volunteered to find out. Jan didn't hold her breath waiting for the 

nurse to return. She knew what the answer would be. 

When the nurse came back and told Jan her baby was a boy, Jan asked if she 

could see him. 

'No, dear. It's best that you don't. ' 
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not the night 
which saddens but 
the getting dark 

(Bostok 1976: n.p.) 

But Jan needed to hold her son. She pleaded with hospital stqf! for hours, until 

eventually she was re-sedated. Jan's last thought as she lapsed into sleep was that 

she never wanted to wake up. But she die/, and this is when she discovered she'd 

been moved to a small private room with its own fireplace. The room was at the 

other end of the building, as far as possible from the maternity section. But the 

ho;pital wasn't much bigger than a large house, and Jan could still hear the cries 

of newborn babies. 

She was cold. Even though it was spring, East Gippsland hadn't shaken o,f! its 

winter chills. Eve1y so often a nurse would come into Jan's room to add wood to 

the fire. The room should have felt cosy- but moments qfter the fire flared up, Jan 

would hear one of the babies CIJ>ing, and feel stiflingly hot. The old fireplace 

didn't draw properly, and the room.frequentlyfilled with smoke. Overwhelmed by 

the smell of burning wood, Jan had trouble breathing. She began to associate the 

smell with the sound of CIJ>ing babies, and also with the feeling of overheating. It 

was a combination of sensations that would il?filtrate her nightmares for years to 

come, especially in autumn when it was time to begin gathering firewood. 

the first rain 
mingling 

with woodsmoke 

(Bostok 2003a: 50) 

During the pregnancy, Jan had wanted to name the baby 'Lucas Mark' or 

'Marcus Luke'. Silvester hadn't been happy with either proposal. After all, he 
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didn't have a middle name; what worked for him would work for his son! But 

Silvester hadn 'I liked 'Lucas' or 'Luke', or even 'Marcus'. Silvester and Jan 

disagreed about names right up until the birth ... then suddenly, when they had to 

register a name for a son they would never hold, the simple name of 'Mark' 

seemed adequate. 

Mark's fimeral was held two days after his death, while Jan was still in 

ho5pital. Jan didn't attend and no one mentioned it to he1~ but she guessed what 

was going on because Silvester came to visit her dressed in his best suit. Friends 

who dropped into the hospital tried to console Jan by telling her she wouldn't be 

sadfor long. 'You can't miss what you haven 'I had, 'said one. But Jan had felt the 

baby moving inside her. She'd anticipated loving him and watching him grow up. 

Perhaps only those who'd had a similar experience could understand how she 

felt. 

Even though she'd had a caesarean section - an operation that in those days 

entailed a hospital stay of at least two weeks - Jan was allowed home several 

days later. She understood this was because she had a 'proper house' to return to. 

Hospital staff offered longer stays to women who came from unde1privileged 

backgrounds. Some nurses encouraged indigenous maternity patients, for 

example, to stay and rest, as sometimes their husbands would expect them to come 

home as soon as they'd given birth. 

Also, the majority of women in hospital at that lime- both white and indigenous 

- came fi'Oin East Gippsland's numerous sawmilling communities, where the 

average family lived in a one-room hut with a prim us stove, two bunk beds and 

limited electricity. Jan shuddered on hearing about one new mother, who had put 

her baby to bed in her dark saw milling cottage, only to wake the next morning to 

discover a snake in the cot and her baby dead. 

Back in late September, just after Jan had been diagnosed with toxaemia, 

Valerie had caught a plane to Melbourne and then a train to Orbost. During 

Jan's time in hospital, she'd stayed in Cann River and kept house for Silvester. 

Now that Jan was coming home, Valerie busied herself in the nurseJ)', packing 
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away furniture, clothing and any other items that would remind Jan of the baby. 

Once the room was empty, however, Valerie stared at one wall in dismay. 

Covered by a chee1:fitl failytale mural, if made her feel entirely defeated. With 

limited time and no paint, she was unable to erase the last remaining evidence of 

her daughter's previous optimism. 

A short time later, Jan arrived home from hospital and went straight to the 

nurse!)'· She look a long look at the mural: a painting of a dark-haired woman 

she assumed was Sleeping Beauty. The figure was surrounded by lillie forest 

animals; baby rabbits and racoons fi'olicked with spoiled deer and brightly 

coloured birds. Jan had loved that picture. Now, she gently closed the door on the 

most barren room in the house and vowed to never open it again. 

'I can't imagine the pain you must have felt,' I say. 

It's half past six on a Sunday morning in winter, 2007. Heavy fog merges with 

banks of low cloud. The weather, I can't help thinking, is as gloomy as our 

conversation. Having collected Jan from her home in Murwillumbah, I'm now 

driving north towards Brisbane. In three hours, Jan will begin teaching a haiku 

workshop at Mount Ommaney Library in the city's southwest. The event is part of 

the annual Queensland Poetry Festival, and Jan is looking forward to it. She just 

didn't feel like driving there alone. 

'One thing that's weird, though,' I continue, 'is the Sleeping Beauty mural. You 

say there were small forest creatures at Sleeping Beauty's feet, but I'm wondering 

if the character was actually Snow White. I mean, isn't she the one usually 

depicted in a forest setting with cute little animals? And besides, doesn't Sleeping 

Beauty have blond hair?' 

Jan is quiet for a moment. 'The mural was painted by a Yugoslav who worked 

in the sawmill. It covered an entire wall. At first I'd assumed the main character 

was Snow White, but because she wasn't blond- she had dark brown, shoulder-
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length hair- I actually dismissed that idea. This is probably silly, but I'd always 

thought of Snow White as blond.' 

'I'm pretty sure Snow White has dark hair,' I say. Signs for the Gold Coast 

Airport begin appearing, which means we're about to cross the border into 

Queensland. 'Actually, in all the picture books I've seen, she definitely has dark 

hair.' Most people would probably have changed the subject by now, but I've 

discovered the most complex knots in Jan's memory are usually worth unpicking. 

Jan stares through the windscreen into the fog. 'When the European sawmill 

workers looked at the mural they called her Sleeping Beauty, but yes, I did 

originally think she was Snow White, and I remember assuming that the Yugoslav 

had painted her with dark hair because that's what would have seemed natural for 

a European. When I came home from hospital without the baby, I found the 

beauty of the mural heartbreaking. I'd been the sleeping girl for weeks, and 

coming home was nothing like the pleasant forest scene on the wall.' 

'Perhaps you were Sleeping Beauty and Snow White?' I suggest. 

We drive along in silence until eventually Jan concludes: 'Frame it whichever 

way you like. Was I the sleeping girl waking up, or the dream girl living in the 

bush with the animals? Whatever the case, when we went back to visit Cann River 

years later, the next tenants to live in the house had painted over the mural. It was 

gone.' 

The sawmill at Cann River closed for ten days eveiJ' Christmas, and Silvester had 

established a tradition of driving down to Melbourne during that period to visit 

various European ji'iends. In the lead-up to the Christmas of 1965, Jan wasn't 

keen to accompany him - not so soon qfter losing Mark. She didn't .tee! like 

leaving the house, let alone driving 450 kilometres to the city. But it seemed as 

though eveiJJOne in Cann River knew she had lost a baby; many seemed 

uncon1(ortab/e around her and didn't know what to say. Jan decided to go to 

Melbourne qfler all. 
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The Bostoks stayed in a small hotel in the bayside suburb of St Kilda. They 

decided not to celebrate Christmas that year. Instead, Jan asked Silvester to 

spend a few days taking her to do some ofherfavourite things, including visiting 

the zoo, dining at a Greek restaurant on Swanston Street, and shopping in the 

CBD. Although Jan wasn't fond of Silvester's Romanian, Hungarian and 

Yugoslav fi'iends - 'I couldn't understand them, and they mostly couldn't 

understand mel' - she did manage to find a kindred spirit in a Yugoslav named 

Vera. 

Vera was married to Silvester's Romanianji'iend Stan, and the couple lived in a 

small flat above a shop in Carlton. Vera's broadface wasji'(llned by short blond 

hair that she had professionally 'waved' in a salon eveJ)' week. She dressed in 

pleated skirts and jumpers or twin sets, and always wore sensible shoes. Jan 

leamt that Vera had come to Australia on the same boat as Silvester and Stan, 

and that during the voyage both men had fallen in love with her. Once the trio 

arrived in Australia, however, it was Stan who'd asked Vera to mai'IJ' him. Jan 

knew why Silvester hadn't proposed; he was a proud man who wouldn 'I dream of 

asking for a woman's hand in marriage until he'd established himself with a job, 

a house and a car. 

Jan couldn 'I help thinking Vera had gotten a bad deal. She rarely spoke when 

her husband was nearby, and on the rare occasions she did would be cut off with, 

'Ah, shud up, Vera. You know nothing!' Silvester eventually confided that he 

worried about Vera. He knew that !f she received too much attention at a party, 

Stan would beat her once the guests had gone home. Jan noticed there was never 

a shortage of fancy cakes and strudels in that little apartment in Carlton, not to 

mention a seemingly endless szqJply of spicy Yugoslav sausages called 'cevapcici '. 

It didn't take a genius, she thought, to understand why Vera spent so much time in 

the kitchen. 

Jan would follow her there. The kitchen was the only place she could get Vera 

by herself and enjoy the fact that her new acquaintance could ;,peak English 

reasonably well. She realised why Stan wanted Vera to stay quiet; her English 

was better than his, and he had no wish to be seen as less intelligent than his wife. 
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So as Vera poured glasses of homemade grappa.for the men or kneaded doughfor 

pastries, she told Jan about her life. Having slif.(ered two ectopic pregnancies, 

she'd been informed she would never have children. Vera understood Jan's grief 

over losing Mark. The women quickly became ji·iend~. 

Overall, the trip to Melbourne turned out to be the start of Jan's healing 

process. She began feeling more like her old self On her retum to Cann River, 

however, she immediately sank into depression, and fi·equently felt nauseous. 

Jan's doctor assumed she needed more time to get over the death of her baby -

until he eventually conducted a test that confirmed that she was pregnant again. 

Jan was devastated Would she once more endure another pregnancy just to be 

le.flwith nothing but emptiness and pain? 

But her doctor promised he would care.fitlly monitor her blood pressure 

throughout the pregnancy, and that !fit began to rise, he would remove the foetus 

by caesarean section as soon as it was large enough to survive. To Jan, this 

sounded like the same story all over again ... but what choice did she have in the 

maller? 

night shadows the door heavier to open 

(Bostok 2003a: 79) 

Approaching Brisbane's southern suburbs on the Pacific Highway, I keep a 

lookout for the Logan Motorway exit sign. My map tells me this will take us west 

towards our destination. I ask Jan if she's okay about discussing such sad 

memories in the lead-up to a workshop, but she's not fazed. 'It's all patt of life,' 

she says. 

'Well, you said you knew there was a funeral for Mark because Silvester came 

to visit you in a suit. Did you ever hear details of what happened?' 
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'Not until years later, when I started asking questions. Apparently it was a 

private burial, with just Mum and Silvester at the graveside. There was no 

Seventh-day Adventist church in Orbost, so the minister travelled from 

Bairnsdale, about ninety kilometres away. Also, as there was no Seventh-day 

Adventist section in the Orbost Cemetery, Mark was buried in the Church of 

England division. The Church of England is similar to the Romanian Orthodox 

Church in that it also broke away from the Roman Catholic tradition, so I figured 

Silvester had made that decision.' 

I spot the Logan Motorway exit and turn left, which means I'll now have a 

straight run for the next thirty kilometres. I can now give Jan as much of my 

attention as possible. 'How did Silvester cope with Mark's death?' 

'He never talked about it,' Jan says. 'There was one day, though, when we 

were arguing about something, and I hit out verbally, saying he never remembered 

Mark's birthday, and never felt as upset as I did over what had happened ... not 

that I would know how he felt, of course, seeing as how he never talked!' Jan 

pauses. 'Anyway, after my outburst, he quietly said, I carried him to his grave in 

my hands, in a small white box. I never tried that emotional attack on him again.' 

We drive in silence for a few kilometres. The fog is clearing but now a light 

rain begins to fall. 

mile after mile 
the desolate landscape 
of road works 

(Bostok 2003a: 73) 

Less than a month after Jan's second pregnancy was COJ?firmed, she received a 

call fi·mn an old school fNend. Her name was June, and she was four months 

pregnant. Unmarried and keen to leave Mullumbimby before her pregnancy 

became obvious, June asked if she could come and stay at Conn River. 'Of 
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course, ' said Jan. 'Stay with us until you've had the baby and have worked out 

what you're going to do.' Jan found it ea5y to say those words, but had little idea 

how much it would hurt her to watch another woman - especially someone who 

hadn't originally wanted a baby - breeze through the .final .five months of 

pregnancy. 

On the morning of July IS, I966, Silvester had lef/ for work and Jan was 

finishing breakfast when June went into labour. Normally it took an hour to drive 

to Orbost & District Hospital, but Jan had figured they could make it in forty-five 

minutes if necessary. Not today. Torrential rain had hit East Gippsland. Jan knew 

it would be stupid to speed. Luckily, the sawmill was directly across the road. Jan 

called its office. A minute later Silvester was home. He grabbed June's suitcase, 

flung it into the boot oft he car, and they were on their way. 

June was curled up on the back seat, gmping as the car bumped over the long 

stretch of gravel road that led to the highway. The rain was so heavy it seemed to 

be falling in sheets. Once on the highway, Jan saw that other drivers had pulled 

over to wail until visibility improved, but Silvester said they'd better keep going. 

Eve!)' minute or so Jan looked into the back seat and reassured June that they 

were making good progress- 'Don't WOI'I)', we're almost there!'- even though 

she knew they weren't. June, however, appeared oblivious to their progress. Her 

fists were clenched and her face was sweaty. 

Half way to Orbost, June said, 'It's coming! I can feel ill' Seven months 

pregnant herselj Jan found it difficult to turn around and lean over the back of 

the.fi'ont seat, but somehow she managed ... just in time to place a lowe/under the 

baby's head as it arrived on the back seal. One more push fi·om June, and the 

birth was complete. Jan knew she had to keep the child warm. Still leaning across 

.fi'om the .fi'ont seat, she wrapped the newborn in the towel and prayed that it 

would CJ)'· 

June was in tears. 'Is it dead?' she asked. 'It didn't CJ)'· ' 

'Of course it did,' Jan lied. 'You just didn't hear it for the outside noise.' 
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Her heart pounding, Jan wiped the baby's face with a corner of the towel. A 

moment later, the baby began yelling. Jan burst into tears. Light-headed with 

relief, she watched the colour of the newborn's face turn .fi·om grey to pink. 

Silvester drove on in the pouring rain, and June, even though she was shivering 

uncontrollably, began to liven up. 'You've just delivered my baby. That's really 

something to tell your grandchildren!' 

Still on her knees leaning over the back seat, Jan tried to hold the baby steady. 

She could hear Silvester sounding the car hom as they drove into Orbost. Her 

back and ribs were aching. She only just managed to hang on until they reached 

the ho:,pital, where Silvester parked the car at the main entrance and :,printed 

inside. Moments later, he came running back out with Jan's doctor, who rushed to 

the car and looked inside, before turning to Silvester with a huge smile and 

saying, 'Oh, thank goodness, it's not YOUR wife!' The doctor then cut the 

umbilical cord, and Jan was .finally able to pass her precious burden to a waiting 

nurse. 

A short time later, the doctor came to tell Jan and Silvester that the baby was a 

girl, and that June had called her Mandy. 'And you, Mrs Bostok, 'he added, 'can 

join our stqff. We're WIJ' short-handed at the moment, and you've just graduated 

with honours. ' 

Back at home, Jan phoned the baby's father, who was living in nor/hem 

Queensland. She told him the good news and all he could say was, 'Holy 

mackerel! Holy mackerel!' As Jan sank into bed that night, she had to admit she 

felt a similar level of astonishment. If it weren't for her sore back and aching 

arms, she would have assumed she'd imagined the day's events. 

Driving through the rain, I ask Jan how she had coped when June arrived home 

from hospital with the new baby. 'Did June stay in Cann River for long?' 

'She stayed for about six weeks, and then I had to ask her to leave.' Jan's voice 

takes on an apologetic tone. 'Hearing the baby crying at night would upset me. I 
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hadn't realised it would hurt me so much. I mean, June had no morning sickness, 

and then she flew through the labour - I mean, three or four pains and the baby 

was born -and the baby was normal ... and she wasn't married, and it wasn't a 

time in life when she wanted a child, and yet everything went well ... and here's 

me married and desperately wanting to have children ... ' 

'Did you tell her why you asked her to leave?' 

'Oh, I think she knew.' 

We listen to the windscreen wipers swish back and forth. Persisting with the 

same theme, I ask a question I hope will lead to a happier memory. 'So what 

happened a few weeks after June and her baby left Cann River? Obviously your 

second pregnancy worked out ... ' 

'Well, my doctor remained positive and cheerful right through it, and then one 

day after my check-up he said, What day next week would you/ike your baby to 

be born? Of course, I panicked. I didn't want the baby to be born next week! I 

wanted to put it off forever! But he made me choose, so I picked September 29, 

1966.' 

Coasting in a dream-like state of driving, I find it easy to tune into Jan's voice. 

She says that when she regained consciousness after the caesarean on the morning 

of the 29th, her doctor told her she was now the mother of a little girl. 'I didn't 

really believe it,' she laughs. 'Of course, it didn't help that I didn't see the baby 

for two days; she was so small that the doctors put her in a humidicrib - they 

thought that perhaps she was about four weeks premature - and I wasn't allowed 

out of bed. But I became very agitated and started thinking the baby had died, and 

that people were lying to me, so eventually a nurse brought her to me.' 

'What was it like when you held her for the first time?' 

I glance over at Jan and see that she's smiling. 'Lying there asleep- with her 

olive skin and dark hair- she reminded me so much of Silvester. I guess that's 

what Mark would have looked like. And she was tiny: only about four pounds and 
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nine ounces when I first saw her. But she was perfect. She only needed that final 

layer of fat that makes babies plump and cuddly.' 

Jan explains that when she was pregnant with Mark, she'd liked the name 

Veronica for a girl, as Veronica was Silvester's mother's name, and that she'd 

also been thinking of choosing Valerie as a middle name, in honour of her own 

mother. 'But when a girl did come, I compromised and called her just one 

hyphenated name: Vicki-Ann, which she won't use. She simply calls herself 

Vicki.' 

I see a sign for the Ipswich Motorway and veer left. In another few kilometres, 

there'll be an exit for the Centenary Highway, a route that will take us directly to 

Mount Ommaney. 

Jan explains that Valerie never talked about Mark until after Vicki was born. 

'Once I'd had Vicki, Mum said she knew I'd have a girl, because that was God's 

way of protecting me from making comparisons. She reckons that if I'd had 

another boy, I would have constantly been watching him and wondering in what 

ways Mark would have been similar or different, had he lived.' 

In the months qfter Vicki's birth, Jan repressed her longing for a son. This didn't 

prove difficult at first - qfter all, she was bu;y to the point of exhaustion trying to 

care for her newborn daughter in an isolated count!)' town far ji·om family and 

fi'iends. Unable to establish breas(feeding, she ;pent several agonising weeks 

tl)'ing to .find a suitable milk formula for Vicki. Washing nappies was also a 

gruelling task. These had to be boiled in an old copper in the back yard, and if the 

tank water ran out Jan would have to use water ji·om the sawmill's dam, which 

tumed the nappies an ugly reddish brown. 

Inadvertently supporting Jan's resolve, her doctor advised her to avoid getting 

pregnant for a while. 'Your body isn't up to it,' he said. 'Your abdomen, 

e;pecially, needs time to recover.' So Jan took the pill for a year. Following that, 

three years passed during which she quietly allowed herself the hope of 
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conceiving another baby. But by the time Vicki was almost old enough to start 

school, Jan still hadn't fallen pregnant. What's more, she'd become so obsessed 

with the idea of having a son that she would lie awake at night and sob. In 

desperation, she discussed the situation with Dr Marks, her new GP in 

Murwillumbah, for by this time the Bostoks had moved to Dungay. 

Dr Marks wasn 'I confident that Jan would fall pregnant any time soon, mainly 

because she'd failed to conceive during the three years she'd been off the pill. 

'Why don't you adopt a baby? You could ask for a boy,' he suggested. Even 

though Silvester wasn't keen on the idea, Jan made inquiries with a government 

adoption agency. Initially, she was told Silvester was too old- the maximum age 

limit for an adopting father was forty, and Silvester was forty-two - but 

eventually, because she was only twenty-eight and desperate to adopt, and as 

Silvester was only hVo years over the age limit, the agency offered a compromise: 

the Bostoks could not adopt a newborn, but were we/come to take a ten-month-old 

boy. 

Silvester was against the adoption. Being an only child, he'd decided that one 

baby was enough, especially if one baby was all he and Jan were destined to 

have. But Jan, obsessed with the idea of welcoming a son into their family, 

harassed Silvester about it until she wore him down. Eventually, Silvester signed 

the adoption papers. 'But I want nothing to do with it, ' he said. 'This boy will be 

your responsibility. ' 

Late in the August of 1971, Jan received a call ji-0111 the agency. She was told 

she could collect the baby ji·om his foster home in Sydney. Silvester, true to his 

word, rejitsed to have any ji~rther involvement with the adoption, so ClmTie drove 

Jan the eight hundred kilometres to the city in his sky-blue Ford Falcon sedan. 

And along for the ride went Valerie, Vicki (who would turn five a month later), 

and Jan's fi'iend June (who left her daughter Mandy with her family in northern 

NSW). 

Although Cla1Tie 's Falcon was fitted with seat belts, the wearing of them wasn 'I 

manda/OIJ' at the time - compulsOIJ' seat-belt-wearing legislation would, 
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incidentally, come into effect in New South Wales just over a month later- and 

this particularly suited both Valerie and Vicki. Valerie disliked seat belts because 

they crushed the front of her clothes, and Vicki hated being strapped in. The child 

spent much of the trip to Sydney kneeling behl'een her grandparents on the car's 

fi'ont bench seat, facing towards the rear of the vehicle so she could sing to her 

mother and June, who were sitting in the back. 

On arrival in Sydney, Jan's sole objective was to visit the foster home to meet 

the baby. A woman ji·om the agency advised her to use the visit to 'make sure he's 

what you want, and that he 'll.fit in with your family'. But Jan had no doubt the 

baby would be exactly what she wanted. She knew she was going to pick him up 

and take him home. There would be no needfor a contingency plan. 

When Jan and her entourage arrived at the double-storey foster home, the baby 

was asleep upstairs. Barely able to contain her excitement, Jan waited on the 

ground floor while the foster mother went to fetch him. When the woman 

reappeared at the top of the staircase with the child in her arms, Jan saw that/he 

baby had a beautifit! round face, ro~y cheeks and a mass of blond curls. She 

couldn't wail to hold him. Once the foster mother descended to Jan's level, 

however, instead of passing the baby to his new mother, she walked directly into 

the living room and sat the baby on a couch, where she methodically undressed 

him. 'See?' she said, holding the naked baby up .fiwn under his arms. 'No 

abnormalities. ' 

Wailing a few moments and hearing no complaints, the foster mother began re

dressing the baby. Pulling his arms through the sleeves of his jumpsuit, she asked 

Jan what she was going to name him. Even though Silvester had said he'd wanted 

nothing to do with the adoption, he'd nonetheless insisted that Jan give the boy 

the European name of Gregorio, which had been popular when he was growing 

up. So Jan now found herself saying, 'I'm going to call him GregoiJ' Jon. 

"GregoiJ'" because my husband likes the name "Gregorio", and "Jon" after the 

singer, "Jon English". ' The foster mother stopped what she was doing and stared 

at Jan in disbelief Although she'd been calling the baby 'Smiley', she said his 

biological mother had named him GregOJ)' at birth. 
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For Jan, the coincidence was an omen; it reinforced her belief that this baby 

was the son she had always wanted. CanJ'ing him from the foster home, she 

caught a scent of wisteria on the breeze and heard the warble of a baby magpie. It 

was only August, but Jan knew that spring had already arrived. 

'I hope you don't mind my asking, but why were you so fixated on having a 

son?' 

'I don't think I know the answer to that!' The apologetic tone is back in Jan's 

voice. 'Perhaps because I didn't have a brother and the male was a mystery to me? 

Perhaps simply because I've always liked male company?' 

'Could it be that simple, do you think?' 

'Well, until I met female haiku poets, I didn't really have any close women 

friends. I had lots of male friends and found them far more interesting to talk to. 

Maybe because they didn't chatter on about their hair colour or the type of clothes 

they'd bought. Being fat, I didn't want to chatter on about my clothes size. When I 

was young it was very hard for me to buy clothes, and I didn't wear makeup!' 

We've been on the motorway for ten minutes yet there's no sign of the 

Centenary Highway exit we're supposed to take. Perhaps we missed it when we 

were talking about Gregory? 

Jan's still fishing for reasons. 'Maybe I was hoping for male approval because I 

thought I didn't get it from Dad? And I think perhaps I also wanted a son to carry 

on the "Bostoeg" name from Romania, as Silvester was an only child. I thought 

that perhaps deep down my husband really did want a son, but eventually I had to 

accept that he didn't. Silvester was pleased with Vicki and didn't want any more 

children.' 
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I begin seeing signs for Ipswich, Queensland's oldest regional city. Aware that 

Ipswich is forty kilometres west of Brisbane, I'm now certain we've missed the 

turnoff. 

'Also, I used to think boys grew up in a more attractive way than gangling girls, 

who didn't seem to blossom until after they'd left school .. .' 

We've definitely driven too far west. Uh-oh. 

'Perhaps I thought that ifl had a son, he would be a man who would always 

love me.' 

'Jan, we've gone too far in the wrong direction.' 

'Yes, I think it was my longing for a man who would always love me that 

eventually led me to adopt a son.' 

On the drive .fi·mn Sydney to northern New South Wales, GregoiJ' sat quietly on 

the back seat of the car between his new mother and his new Auntie June. He 

didn't CIJ' once during the long journey. Nothing seemed to interest him, and his 

face showed no emotion. By the end of the trip, it had dawned on Jan that the 

foster mother's use of 'Smiley' was ironic. 'Like calling a redhead "Blue",' she 

thought. Eve1yone agreed they'd never seen such a solemn baby. 

Back at Dungay, Jan noticed that if she sat GregOIJ' on the floor, he'd remain 

exactly where he was until she moved him. As he grew fi'om a baby to a toddler, 

he rarely made a sound; the boy's life consisted of eating, sleeping and sitting 

still. But that wasn't the strangest thing. GregoiJ' would rarely eat or go to the 

toilet during the day; he would nearly always wait until dark. 

Jan had heard snippets of information about GregOIJ' 's background. According 

to a social worker fi·om the adoption agency, the boy's biological mother had 

been only fourteen when she'd given birth. Apparently, she'd lived in a boarding 

house in one of the rougher Sydney suburbs, and would leave her baby alone in 
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his cot all day while she went out to work -feeding and changing him only at 

night when she returned. The social worker also mentioned that the girl was 

known to have had drug and alcohol problems. Someone had reported the 

situation to a child we(fare agency. Shortly qfler, the baby had been taken into 

care. 

So if was no wonder, Jan thought, that GregoiJ' had come to associate daylight 

with abandonment and neglect, and darkness with sustenance and at least some 

hope of company or care. It was a pattern she found impossible to reverse. Many 

years later, she was shallered to learn additional allention and perhaps even 

intensive therapy throughout GregO I)' 's early childhood might have helped him 

adapt to more conventional routines. Neglect, of course, hadn't been her 

intention. 

clouds stepping up from the river drift apart 

(Bostok 2003a: 61) 

Jan had been on the back foot with GregoiJ' fi'om the beginning. When she'd 

adopted him, she'd had no idea that extreme neglect in a child'sfirst year of life 

is associated with long-term psychological disorders; she'd nai'vely figured 

GregmJ' was introverted and would eventually outgrow his anti-social behaviour. 

But by the time the boy was three and a half- just as Jan began to suspect his 

problems were chronic- she fell pregnant again. Early inl974, she gave birth to 

another son, Tony. 

Tony's birth was especially bad timing for Gregmy -for Tony was born 

severely disabled. Over the first few years of his life, the child was diagnosed with 

deafness, autism, cerebral palsy and mental retardation. He required vigilant 

h!'enty:four-hour care. B~fore Tony's birth - with a household to run, a farm to 

help manage and hl'o young children to raise - Jan had rarely had a minute to 
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herself. Now that she was also responsible for a disabled baby, it seemed 

impossible for her to find the additional energy and time required to tackle 

GregoiJ''s problems. 

Disturbingly, as the years went by, GregoiJ' began to emulate Tony's autistic 

behaviour. Tony had a habit o.frockingfrom side to side while sitting on the floor; 

GregoiJ' could imitate the rhythmic movement to ]Jelfection. If Tony smashed a 

window, GregOIJ' would follow suit. So it came as no surprise when GregoiJ' 

began demanding to go eveiJ'Where with Tony - whether the destination was a 

doctor's office in Murwillumbah, or the Preschool for the Deaf in Brisbane. Jan 

puzzled over her eldest son's regressive behaviour. Was he copying Tony because 

he loved him, or were his actions an instinctive plea for attention? 

Afeanwhile, GregOI)' 's original behavioural problems persisted. Even during 

his .final years of education at Dun gay Public School, Greg- as eveiJ'One called 

him by then-re.fitsed to eat anything during school hours, but would wait until he 

arrived home to rummage through the pan/Jy or re.fi·igerator. By this stage he had 

also begun cutting his arms with knives. Occasionally, he'd use a hacksaw. 

From the day of the adoption, Jan wanted Greg to fee/loved and accepted, as 

well as familiar with how he came to be a member of the Bostok family. Thus, 

throughout his early childhood, she would tell him bedtime stories with adoption

related themes. 'Once upon a time, 'she would say, 'there was a little baby mouse 

who didn't have a mother. Luckily, another mouse who didn't have a baby looked 

after him.' Assuming Greg understood the sign{ficance of the stories, Jan spoke of 

adoption less and less as the years went by. 

One day at school, when Greg was eleven years old, he and his classmates were 

asked to construct their family trees. By this stage in Greg's development, it was 

clear that he suffered fi'om severe learning difficulties. He couldn't understand 

what his teacher wanted him to do. Eventually, in .fi·ustration, the teacher 

snapped, 'Forget it, Greg. I don't see how you can make a family tree anyway, 

considering you're adopted. ' 
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The news hit Greg hard. That's when Jan realised he hadn't picked up on the 

implications of the little mouse stories after all. The incidence of selfmutilation 

increased. Around this time, Greg also started banging his head against floors 

and walls, and began showing signs of paranoia. He would come home fi'mn 

school complaining that his schoolmates were attempting to kill him. 'John tried 

to make me drink poison, 'he'd say, or, 'Stuart wants to strangle me. ' 

Jan took Greg to a psychiatrist, who suggested he was stdfering from 

schizophrenia. After all, the boy was exhibiting several symptoms connected with 

the complex brain disorder, including thinking d[(ficulties, delusional beliefs of 

persecution, social withdrawal, lack of motivation and blunted e.\]Jression of 

emotions. Ultimately, however, the psychiatrist refttsed to diagnose Greg as 

schizophrenic. 'He's too young to be labelled, ' he said. 'Let's wait and see how 

things pan out. ' 

Meanwhile, a school health nurse il!formed Jan that Greg had hearing loss in 

one ear, and nodules on his vocal cords. She e.\plained that nodules are fibrous 

growths that develop on the vocal cords of people who constantly strain their 

voices. 'But Greg has always been so quiet,' Jan said. Then she realised the 

nodules must have developed before she'd adopted Greg, no doubt the result of 

all the screaming he must have done during the.first ten months of his life. 

rain slashes deep into childhood memories 

(Bostok 2003a: 70) 

When Greg was twelve, he started high school at Tweed Valley College, a 

private Seventh-day Adventist school in Murwillumbah. It was here that he made 

afew.fi'iends and began/earning the trombone; eventually, he would be invited to 

play in both the school and church bands. Aside fi'om those hl'o aspects of his l[fe, 

however, Jan felt he was out of control. His compulsion to cut himse(f intens[fied. 
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He seemed to be constantly W1gl)'· The baby with whom she had fallen in love had 

grown into a teenager who appeared to hate her. 

Desperate for help, Jan sent Greg for a psychological assessment at the Royal 

Far West Children's Home in Sydney. Greg stayed in the home for two months, 

and during that period the social workers and p:,ychologists decided there was 

nothing wrong with him. They sent him back. Jan was distraught. She folt Dungay 

was the worst place for Greg to be. Because she hadn't been able to handle him, 

he'd been living with Silvester in the old farmhouse, but she now felt it was 

imperative to get Greg away .fi'Oin Silvester. She'd noticed that Silvester had 

become depressed since their divorce, and worried about the impact this would 

have on Greg. 

Just as Jan was considering relinquishing the boy to a foster family, Norma 

came to visit. 111uch to Jan's relief, her sister offired to take Greg home with her 

to the high count1y of northeast Victoria. Silvester urged Jan to accept Norma's 

o.ffrr. 'It won't hurt Grego!)' to go away, ' he said. 'I left home at that age, and I 

survived. At/east he can come back later. ' 

Norma lived on a farm in an area called Boho with her husband Alft-ed and 

three of their five children. The farm was a thirty-hectare property, more than two 

thirds of which was natural bush. The family ran a few horses in the cleared 

paddocks, and also grew .fhtit and vegetables, but most of the land was home to 

koalas, kangaroos and other native animals. Norma felt it was an ideal 

environment in which to bring up children. Greg lived there with his auntie, uncle 

and cousins for three years. 

Both high schoolteachers and midway through raising their own family, Norma 

and Alftwl had had considerable experience with teenagers. Nonetheless, they 

still found it difficult to relate to Greg. When he first moved in, he was cutting his 

wrists and banging his head. His paranoia was palpable. Norma often observed 

him sneaking around the house eavesdropping on people in an effort to uncover 

supposed conspiracies against him. She assumed her nephew's mistrust stemmed 
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ji-om a sense of not belonging, a feeling she figured had been exacerbated by the 

hur((ul way he'd become aware of his adoption. 

Norma felt great compassion for the boy. She was aware he'd been born into an 

environment of drugs, alcohol and neglect, and that Jan had had vel)' little one

on-one lime to spend with him since giving birth to Tony. Silvester, she'd heard, 

hadn't wanted him ji-om the beginning. Inspired by the benevolent tenets of her 

Seventh-day Adventist faith, Norma devoted herself to helping Greg - despite 

frequent complaintsji-om her own children. The three youngest lived at home, and 

while the two eldest lived away during the week, they always returned to the farm 

on weekends. All jive found it dijjicult to understand why their ill-tempered cousin 

warranted the bulk of their mother's attention. 

Norma pressed on regardless. First, she insisted Greg accompany the family to 

church every Saturday at Euroa, a small countl)' town thirty kilometres southwest 

of the farm. Euroa was where Australia's most famous bushranger, Ned Kelly, 

had robbed the National Bank just over a centwy earlier, making off with more 

than two thousand pounds worth of money and gold. Greg's link with the town 

was less notorious; it was while attending an afternoon church program at Euroa 

that he decided to be baptised. After several months of Bible study, the symbolic 

purification took place by fitll immersion in a lake. Norma felt the event marked 

the beginning of Greg 'becoming more reliable, with God helping him in his 

behaviour'. 

Meanwhile, Norma enrolled Greg at a tee/mica! college at Benalla, a large 

counlly town forty-jive kilometres northeast of the farm. EveiJ' morning, Norma 

or Alfi·ed would drive Greg and their three youngest children/en kilometres.fi·om 

the farm to a bus slop at Boho, which isn't a village or town but simply a 

farmland location where a dirt road runs between gum tree-lined paddocks. From 

Boho, the children would then catch a school bus the remaining thirty-jive 

kilometres to Ben{t//a. 

Norma figured that sending Greg to school in Benalla was a smart idea. At 

Dungay, Jan had rarely been able to get Greg home .fi·01n school at a reasonable 
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time. But each weekday afternoon in northeast Victoria, there was only one bus 

.{i-om Benalla to Boho. Greg knew that if he missed it he'd have to walk not only 

the thirtyjive kilometres .{i-om Benalla to Boho, but also the additional ten 

kilometres .{i-om Boho to the farm. Greg never missed the bus. 

Positive thinking was important to Norma. She expected Greg to 'buckle down 

and work hard', and her high expectations paid off Greg began doing homework 

and passing his subjects- something he hadn 'I done for years. He even joined the 

school band so he could continue playing the trombone. But best of all, as far as 

Norma could tell, he wasn 'I drinking and smoking as he had been in northern 

NSW. 

By the age of./'T.fteen, however, Greg wanted to move back home. Norma had a 

couple of theories about his sudden restlessness. For one thing, Clm-rie had died 

during Greg's lime at Boho, and Norma hadn '!taken Greg with her to visit him in 

the weeks before his death. Greg had always been close to Clarrie - throughout 

his childhood, he'd spent most weekends at his grandparents' house - and was 

upset that he hadn't had a chance to say goodbye. 

Norma had also heard Greg say he wanted to a/lend his sister's upcoming 

wedding, and that his ultimate dream was to take over the banana plantation- a 

dream, incidentally, that he had never expressed to his parents, both of whom 

assumed he had no interest in growing bananas. Neither Jan nor Silvester had 

ever been able to coax Greg into helping them work the land. 

Meanwhile, during phone conversations, Jan told Greg that apart.{i-om wanting 

him to attend Vicki's wedding, she felt that things would be be/fer for him at 

Dungay now. By this time, she and Silvester had remarried, and were once again 

living together in the old farmhouse. Jan remembers Greg replying that he wanted 

to come home - mainly because he was 'sick of the discipline' at Boho -but that 

he would never forgive herfor sending him away in the .first place. 

Greg arranged for a school .fi"iend to call Jan reverse charges fi·01n a public 

phone, and the .fi-iend talked Jan into buying Greg a bus ticket home. On the 
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designated morning, Greg packed his few possessions and caught the bus to 

school as usual. Later that day, for the first time since he'd moved in with Norma 

and A/fi·ed, Greg wasn't on the Benalla bus when it pulled up by the side of the 

road at Boho. Unbeknownst to his aunty and uncle, Greg had boarded the long

haul bus to Mzowil!umbah - a fact they discovered only {!fier driving back to the 

farm and phoning Jan to report Greg missing. 

A/fi·ed was fiwious. Apparently, he'd wanted to adopt Greg. Now, he said the 

boy would never be welcome to return. Norma was heartbroken over Greg's 

departure. A new room was being added to the house especially for him, and it 

was only weeks away.fi'om being finished. Afier Alji·ed's outburst, Norma walked 

into the half-built space. Now that she could c1y in private, she leaned against a 

wall and grieved over how well Greg had been doing at school and church. 

Eventually, she realised her pain was only partly comprised of anguish over 

losing Greg. Mostly, she was terrified that her nephew, on his return to Dungay, 

would fall back into self-destructive ways. 

The following day, when Greg stepped off the bus in Murwil!umbah, Jan was 

there to meet him. She believed his homecoming represented a second chance to 

make a go of things and become afamily. It was a tentative but hop~(lil reunion. 

teenager body of a man handshake of a nervous boy 

(Bostok 2003a: 87) 

At first, things seemed peacefiil enough. Jan observed that Greg had grown into 

a good-looking young man; he wasn't tall, but had the type of long, curly blond 

hair that was popular in the 1980s. Although Jan and Silvester could no longer 

qfford to send Greg to his former Seventh-day Adventist school and decided to 

enrol him at Murwil!umbah High School instead, Jan managed to save enough 

money to buy him his own trombone. Previously, Greg had borrowed school 
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instruments; now that he had his own, however, he could at least return to playing 

in the church band, which put him back in touch with the Seventh-day Adventist 

fi'iends he'd made before leavingfor Boho. 

As Norma had feared, however, circumstances soon deteriorated. 

Academically, Greg was struggling. Jan figured this was because he'd spent the 

previous three years at a technical school, where the work wasn't as hard. Now, 

kid.~ teased him for being a slow learner. His teachers wanted him to repeat a 

year. Greg rejilsed. 

But he promised Jan he'd tiJ' harder if she gave him a trail bike. He was about 

to turn sixteen and wanted to ride it to school. Jan bought the bike but nothing 

good came of the purchase. The main problem related to one of the bike's cables. 

Greg reckoned some kids who'd been picking on him had cut it, so he went to the 

police. But the police told him the cable hadn't been tampered with- it had simply 

wom out. Greg didn't believe them. Angrier than ever and sick of eveiJ'One 

putting him down, he left school for good. 

Greg spent the next couple of years living on the farm. He would come and go 

at all hours, simply throwing a couple o.fji·ozen meat pies into the microwave 

whenever he was hungiJ'· When he wasn't at home, Jan assumed he was ;pending 

time with .fi'iends, mainly homeless people who lived on the streets in 

Murwillumbah. Greg usually had transport. Jan had bought him a pushbike, then 

the trail bike, and then a second-hand car - but eventually he traded those for a 

more poweJjitlmotorcycle. 

Jan complained to fi'iends, 'Silvester and I are feeding and supporting him. 

He's not paying any board. And he won't work. That's too hard!' Not long after 

Greg left school, Silvester had told him he had to work if he wanted to live off the 

farm. But the .first bunch of bananas Greg had carried had just happened to have 

a snake in it, and the snake had jumped out while the bananas were on his back. 

Greg had thrown the bananas down the hill and left, and hadn't done any work on 

the farm ever since. 
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When Greg turned eighteen, Jan gave him a birthday party in one of the sheds 

at Dungay. Neighbours remember it as a riotous q[fair with a lamb on a .spit and 

plenty of beer. While Greg was excited to have reached the legal drinking age, 

Jan was disappointed that ji-om that time on, he seemed to spend most of his time 

in pubs. Afler a few months, she concluded he was an alcoholic and asked him to 

move out. She didn't hear ji-om him all year. The only news of his whereabouts 

came .fi·om various ji-iends who had .spotted him hanging around the streets of 

Murwillumbah, 'homeless and getting up to no good'. 

Over the next decade, Jan felt as though Greg sought her out only when he was 

in trouble, which could encompass anything fi·mn owing people money or being 

arrestedfor stealing, to getting evictedji-om rental accommodation or crashing a 

motorcycle. In 2004, by the time Greg had reached his mid thirties, the 

relationship between mother and son had collapsed to the point where Greg was 

threatening to kill Jan, and Jan felt she had no choice but to take out an 

apprehended violence order against him. On paper, as in life, things couldn't 

have looked much worse. 

'Some of our relatives thought I was too hard on Greg, but no one knew how 

much I tried and how many times it just didn't work. I don't think I was to blame. 

Nobody, I suppose, has any idea how many times I bailed him out of trouble.' 

Having found a place to turn the car around, I'm now driving back east. 

Keeping an eye out for the turn-off I'd missed half an hour earlier, I listen as Jan 

explains how much Greg hated her for sending him away when he was twelve. 

'He didn't think my sister and her husband treated him well,' she says. 'But I 

never felt any bad feeling for Norma. She helped me out by doing something that 

I don't think I would've done for her - or anyone else, for that matter - if the 

situation had been reversed. If Norma hadn't taken Greg, he would've gone into 

foster care. Silvester and I hadn't been able to handle him.' 
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At last, the exit! I veer left onto the Centenary Highway ... and finally, we're 

heading north towards Mount Ommaney. 'Did Greg ever get in contact with his 

biological mother?' 

'Well, that's a story in itself,' Jan says. 'His mother and father married when 

they were old enough, and Greg has a full brother. But then his parents split up, 

and his father went on to have another five children. When Greg was about 

twenty, his natural parents tracked him down. Even though they were divorced, 

they travelled up here fi·om Sydney in the one car with their younger son. They 

booked into a pub in town, and I arranged for them to visit Dungay at the same 

time as Greg so everyone could meet. They seemed to get along.' 

'What were they like?' 

'l thought his mother was a scatterbrain. She said that when the welfare took 

Greg, she thought she'd get him back four years later, when she turned eighteen. 

The father was stuck in the fifties and sixties. He believed Elvis Presley was alive. 

Rock and Roll was everything. And the brother was very much like Greg: short 

and slim. He was an apprentice jockey in Sydney with one of the big racing 

stables. And his behaviom· was the same as Greg's. He would do his block at the 

slightest thing and walk out of a job. His mother would then have to go and 

smooth things over. This was the same pattern Greg had fallen into when he'd 

started work. He was never able to keep a job because he always ended up 

punching out the boss or something.' 

A glance at the dashboard clock tells me we're not going to be late after all. In 

fact, we'll probably arrive at the venue with twenty minutes to spare. I relax my 

grip on the steering wheel as Jan describes how Greg's biological mother talked 

him into moving down to Sydney. 

'Greg's mother wanted him to live with her and her boyfriend,' Jan says. 

'Immediately, my antennae went up. She was about thirty-four and the boyfriend 

was twenty-five, only a few years older than Greg. As we'd given Greg an 

eighteenth bit1hday party, she said she wanted to give him a twenty-first. So off 
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he went. But in two weeks he was back home! She'd kicked him out because he'd 

fought with her boyfriend.' 

I see a sign for Mount Ommaney, and then the shopping centre where the 

library is based. I turn into the car park and pull up within view of the entrance. 

'Later, Greg went to live with his father. That was better for a while, but he 

couldn't get along with his younger half-brothers and sisters, so he eventually 

took off from there as well.' 

Jan seems in no hurry to get out of the car. We listen to the rain pelting down. 

'No one knew where he was for a while, until he called to say he was working 

in various mines in Queensland, where he is now.' 

I notice a woman on the front porch of the library shake rain from her umbrella. 

'What do you know about his life in Queensland?' I say. 

'Well, I know he worked in mines near Emerald, and then Innisfail, and then 

Cairns. I flew up to see him in Cairns because he had a motorbike accident and his 

ann was ripped off. The Cairns Hospital must be wonderful because the surgeons 

sewed it back on. They told me they'd put in artificial bone. And I said, "Artificial 

bone? What do you use for artificial bone?" and the bloke said, "Well, up here, 

it's sea coral." Apparently, the coral bonds with the bone.' Jan perks up at the 

idea. 'He had to have several more operations, of course, and the doctors were 

always having conferences about what to do with his arm -you know, whether to 

amputate it or try to keep saving it.' 

We watch a parade of beige, brown and black raincoats pass by as several more 

people enter the library. 'Your relationship with Greg has been pretty volatile. 

Was he happy that you flew up?' 

'Yeah, he was pleased that I went up.' Jan pauses. 'I was pleased that I did, 

too,' she concedes. 'Because when he was a baby we took him and looked after 

him, and even though he kept rejecting us, I still felt, you know, that he was one 

of the family, and you immediately rush to help when there's something like that.' 
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Jan says that after her first urgent trip to Cairns, she saw Greg a number of 

times, mainly because he'd settled down with a woman named Rachael, 'a 

beautiful, beautiful girl from the Torres Strait', who had three young boys from a 

previous relationship. 'Rachael seemed to get through to him that all his problems 

were of his own making- not ours!' she explains. 'We were happy to accept 

Rachael and the boys as family. The boys called me Grandma, and I bought them 

presents and did all the grandmother things. I really thought, at last, he had 

something to make him happy.' 

'So what happened?' 

Jan sighs. 'Well, let's just say things didn't work out. I spent thirty years trying 

to assimilate Greg into our family, and after rejecting my efforts over and over, he 

said he hated me and was going to kill me. That's half my life. Half my life I've 

been pandering to him and trying to get him to see that I did want him. You 

know? So I don't want him in my life again, especially not now. He's just trouble 

and problems. I can forgive and go along as if nothing happened, but soon he'll 

get into trouble and will want me to get him out of it. I've had enough. He can 

look after himself.' 

wind tossed 
sparrows cling 
to the shrubbery 

(Bostok 2003a: 73) 

When Jan and I finally get out of the car, we're welcomed into the library by Ynes 

Sanz, a haiku writer and Queensland Poetry Festival representative. Offering us 

tea and biscuits, Ynes says the workshop has been booked out for weeks. There 

are thirty people in attendance, from young mainstream poets curious about 

Japanese literary forms, to experienced haiku writers eager to meet Jan and 

perhaps learn some of the secrets to her success. 
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Before inviting participants to pick up their pens and get down to the business 

of writing haiku, Jan offers a potted history of the form in Japan, followed by a 

brief outline of its development in English. I've heard her present comparable 

summaries at other events. On this occasion, however, she seems to be placing 

more emphasis than usual on her advice to those just starting out. 

'If you're new to haiku, it's important to learn as much as possible about the 

form's cultural origins,' she says. 'If you don't understand haiku's roots in Japan, 

you can't plant it in another culture and expect it to evolve and grow stronger. 

You'll simply end up writing three-lined poems of any old kind. Or, like many 

people writing haiku in English, you'll fall into the trap of modelling your poetry 

solely on translated haiku from Bash6's time.' 

Jan is making a good point. An equivalent scenario in Japan would involve a 

Japanese writer basing her understanding and practice of English poetry entirely 

on Japanese translations of Shakespearian sonnets. Like Bash6, Shakespeare lived 

during the seventeenth century. And while both men are still the most revered 

writers in their respective countries, it would be absurd to assume that no further 

innovations in Japanese or English literature had occurred during the three 

centuries following their deaths. 

'You know the old saying, Jfyou don't know where you cameji'Oin, you won't 

know where you're going? Well, it's the same with haiku,' Jan continues. 'You 

need to know about haiku's history, because some Japanese haiku qualities 

convert beautifully into English-language haiku, and some don't.' Jan seems 

distracted and falls quiet for a moment. I worry that she's about to have a hypo, 

but then I remember we've only just had morning tea. She looks directly at me. 

'Can you think of some examples?' 

'Umm, well, it's really a matter of personal taste,' I say. 'But if you read what's 

being published in today's English-language haiku journals, the first thing you'll 

notice is that writers are sticking with the short form of traditional Japanese haiku, 

and also with the technique of including a break or pause to prompt the reader to 

make a leap of imagination, which in Japanese haiku is called kireji and usually 
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takes the form of a "cutting word", a kind of verbal punctuation mark. On the 

other hand, Australian haiku writers don't seem to be sticking with the strict 

syllable count commonly associated with the genre in Japan. Also, I'd say that the 

majority of Australian haiku writers would understand that kigo - the season 

words integral to formal Japanese haiku- aren't likely to become the focal point 

of an Australian haiku aesthetic.' 

'Why's that?' a young man asks. 'We have seasons.' 

'Yes, we do,' I say. 'But in Japan, haiku writers use the model of the traditional 

four seasons, a classification that doesn't work for Australia as a whole. Also, 

Japanese haiku writers traditionally consult a saijiki, which is a dictionary or 

almanac that contains officially approved kigo, and we have no Australian 

equivalent.' I glance over at Jan, who's still looking unsettled. 'Would this be a 

good point to talk about kigo?' 

'Well, let me think of some examples,' she says. 'A word such as hasu, which 

means "lotus", is used to suggest mid or late summer, for instance, while a phrase 

such as teri momiji means "shining leaves", and indicates late autumn. There are 

thousands of kigo that carry cultural resonances for the Japanese ... and let me 

assure you, the Japanese are renowned for their finely honed appreciation of the 

seasons.' 

I picture the vending machines in Japan, in which the packaging of bottled and 

canned drinks changes from summer to autumn. And then I think of the way my 

older Japanese friends compose emails, postcards and letters. Such 

correspondences always begin with a seasonal greeting -typically, a gracefully 

poetic remark about the emergence of flowers, the changing colours of leaves, or 

the 'frogs singing love songs'. Seasons are big in Japan. As Liza Dalby writes in 

East Wind Melts the Ice: A guide to serenity through the seasons, '[It] is 'quite 

simply second nature for Japanese to view human emotions through seasonal 

metaphors' (Dalby 2008: xv). 
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Meanwhile, Jan is warming to the topic. 'Here in Australia, however, the 

concept of the conventional European seasons isn't helpful when it comes to 

writing haiku. We can't effectively use Japanese kigo or an Australian equivalent 

for two main reasons. The first is that seasonality will not provide the same 

literary depth in Australian haiku as it does in Japanese haiku; after all, the 

Japanese have a thousand-year history of writing poetry about the seasons. And 

the second is that even if Australian haiku writers attempted to compile an 

Australian saijiki, our continent is so large and climactically diverse that we'd 

need at least a dozen different volumes to cover it.' 

'Ah, I getcha,' the man says. 

'On top of that,' I add, 'there's the question of how many seasons each saijiki 

would need to include. The Yolngu of North-East Arnhem Land, for instance, 

acknowledge five seasons - as well as the subtle variations that signpost the 

transition from one season to another - while their non-indigenous counterparts 

identify two: the wet season and the dry season.' 

'But surely,' an elderly woman says, 'Japan also experiences a range of 

climactic conditions at any one time.' 

'It does,' Jan agrees, acknowledging that the country is an archipelago that 

stretches for more than two thousand kilometres from north to south. 'Which is 

why, in Japan, all official kigo have traditionally been based on one place: Kyoto. 

This is because the former capital and its surrounding area are the places where 

Japan's classical literature developed. But can anyone picture that kind of 

arrangement in Australia? Imagine if writers in Hobart or Perth, for example, were 

expected to compose haiku based on the seasonal changes taking place in 

Melbourne, say, or Sydney ... or whichever city the Australian Haiku Society 

decreed the cultural capital of Australia.' 

not spring by calendar but by white-throated warbler's notes 

(Bostok 2003a: 29) 
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Predictably, the workshop digresses into an impromptu discussion of the 

respective artistic merits of various Australian cities. Waiting for the conversation 

to play itself out, I recall an email I received the previous week from Australian 

haiku writer, John Bird. 

Haiku comes with the baggage, and the succour, of a tradition ground 

out over hundreds of years. As haiku in English takes root in western 

cultures, its DNA still carries the genes of Japan; how can it not and 

still be haiku? 

English-language haiku, however, is not the same as Japanese 

haiku is, or was at any point in time. Never will be. Nor should it. The 

extent to which English-language haiku mirrors Japanese haiku from 

any era is not a measure of English-language haiku's merit. That is 

not a valid aesthetic. English-language haiku can't simply claim 

ancestry as its justification. This is not to say we shouldn't study 

Japanese haiku and bring to English-language haiku whatever 

advantages it; we should. (Bird 2007) 

How did John end his email? That's right, with typical self-deprecating humour: 

'Oh, shut up John. Dinner is on the table.' I smile to myself, and then become 

aware once more of my surroundings. What started out as light-hearted 'cultural 

capital' banter seems to have degenerated into a raucous debate. With John's 

words fresh in my mind, I break into the workshop's general hubbub. 'Jan,' I say, 

'could you suggest some qualities we could successfully adopt from Japanese 

haiku?' 

'Yes!' she says, obviously also keen to get the workshop back on track. 

'Australian writers seem to be embracing the Japanese concepts of wabi, which is 

the valuing of imperfect, ordinary or even useless things, and sabi, which I think 

of as reverence for the old and weathered. And two of my favourite characteristics 

are kanm1i, or "lightness of touch", and yugen, a quality that evokes a feeling of 

mystery and creates a gap for the reader to fill.' 
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Jan looks better now. The colour is returning to her face. 'For me, it's those 

qualities that help convey what I think of as the "spirit of haiku", and it's this 

spirit that has always been more important to me than any other aspect of the 

genre.' 

The young man who spoke earlier raises his hand. 'Speaking of what's 

important to you,' he says, 'you've touched on the development of Australian 

haiku in general, but could you talk about your haiku in particular? To what 

extent, for example, have you adopted Japanese literary qualities into your work, 

and how has studying the form's Japanese history helped you personally write 

haiku?' 

Jan frowns. 'Well, I don't see myself has having adopted haiku; I think I've 

adapted it. I write the type of poetty I imagine haiku would be if it had developed 

in English, in Australia ... and in that sense my work has its own distinct spirit 

even while embracing the essence of Japanese haiku.' 

Jan hesitates, sighs, and then continues, 'However, I don't think most of us in 

the West, writing in English, really understand the essence of true Japanese haiku. 

Perhaps we understand the ancient poets more than we do the modern ones, 

because it was the ancient poets' work that we fell in love with. I think if we were 

to flood our minds with modern haiku, as written today in Japan, we probably 

wouldn't fall as madly for it as we did for the work of the old masters.' 

One of my favourite translated gendai - or modern - Japanese haiku comes to 

mind. 

the plum in bloom 
blue sharks have come right in 
into the garden 

(Kaneko in Lindsay 2002b) 
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Although I'm developing a taste for gendai haiku - I feel that Kaneko's 

imaginary sharks, for example, do a fabulous job of evoking an eerie, piercing 

cold - I can see the point Jan's making. In contrast to translated versions of 

traditional Japanese haiku, gendai haiku seem to have more in common with 

surrealist poetry - especially when read by English-language haiku writers 

who've spent years striving to write haiku grounded in objective realism, an 

approach that 'draws perhaps as much on Thoreau, Williams, Kerouac and 

American Zen as Japanese haiku' (Rowland 2009: 2). 

The young man raises his hand again. 'So what is it about classic Japanese 

haiku that inspires your work?' 

This time, Jan doesn't hesitate to answer. 'It's definitely the idea of writing 

about nature through the heightened senses. I admit I went through a copying 

stage, where I tried to emulate the style of Japanese haiku masters like Bash6, 

Buson, Shiki and lssa. This type of learning, of course, is quite acceptable to 

Japanese writers and painters.' 

I remember Jan telling me that her mentor at that steep-learning-curve stage was 

William J Higginson, the American author of more than thirty haiku-related 

books, including The Haiku Handbook: How to Write, Teach, and Appreciate 

Haiku (1989), a classic text that remains as popular today as it was when it was 

first published more than twenty years ago. According to Jan, Higginson was 

generous when it came to sharing his understanding of the formal conventions of 

traditional Japanese haiku. 

'But I feel that true creativity involves knowing the rules and then daring to 

break them,' Jan is now saying. 'If you break the rules brilliantly, no one cares! It 

becomes wonderful!' She smiles at the man and he smiles back. 'One way I broke 

the rules in the 1980s was by making a promise to myself to write nothing but 

one-line haiku for five years. I believe that practice taught me to be succinct and 

go straight to the core of what I wanted to say.' 
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outback the long paddock wider 

(Bostok 2003a: 20) 

'On a more personal level, I think that what gives my haiku its distinct 

Australian feel is my connection with the land. I was born in a particular area, and 

my father taught me all about the birds, animals, plants and weather in that area. 

I've observed the land all my life. The Japanese haiku masters demonstrated that 

haiku is the experiencing of life - here and now, with every breath we take. I 

admired that philosophy and adapted it to my own experience living in the bush in 

northern New South Wales. As a result, my haiku reflect my life and experiences, 

especially in terms of my emotional responses to nature. And now, even though 

I'm retired from the farm and live on the edge of town, I still keep my feet on the 

ground in a small area surrounded by I izards, snakes and birds.' 

full summer moon 
peculiarly a magpie 
begins to sing 

(Bostok 2003a: 36) 

An elegant woman sitting directly in front of Jan speaks for the first time. 'I can 

understand why you embraced the here-and-now philosophy of haiku,' she says. 

'But what about other classical haiku conventions, especially those relating to the 

use of language. Did you adapt any of those for use in your haiku?' 

'Ooh, yes!' Jan says. 'Particularly once I realised that so many Japanese haiku 

play with language or revel in ambiguity. So I began to use words that rhymed 

with other words people could logically anticipate reading. In this way, I leamt to 

tempt readers into making certain assumptions, which I'd then subve11. 
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night traffic lights 
the spring puddle changes 

from red to green glow 

(Bostok 2003a: 60) 

'You wouldn't believe how many people read that last word as "go" instead of 

"glow", simply because "go" is what they're expecting to read.' 

People are listening attentively, so Jan recites another haiku designed to play 

with readers' expectations. 

band recital toddler's wind-up joy 

(Bostok 2003a: 59) 

'You'd anticipate toy instead of joy, wouldn't you?' she comments. 'But joy 

brings freshness to the haiku. The unexpected words make the poem feel alive.' 

Flicking through one of Jan's photocopied handout sheets, I notice another 

language-related strategy she uses to good effect: punning. I mention this to the 

workshop participants and then look to Jan for confirmation. 'Yes, that's true!' 

she smiles. 'I love using words or phrases that have more than one possible 

meaning.' She scans her memory for haiku that demonstrate this. 

i've been home the phone's been out 

(Bostok 2003a: 59) 
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pottery class her lopsided mugs on everyone's lips 

(Bostok 2003a: 88) 

stopt to allow geese crossing some idiot honks 

(Bostok 2003a: 61) 

'Everyone tries to correct me on that last one,' she explains. 'I actually used the 

old-fashioned past participle stopt instead of stopped because to me it sounds 

more sudden, and I didn't want to break the flow of the haiku for too long with an 

exclamation mark. Somehow that stop! allows the haiku to read shorter and 

quicker. So yes, even though haiku usually pop into my head fully formed, when 

it comes to writing them down, I do consider the words very carefully. In using 

stop!, I wanted to convey to the reader that I was very definitely stopped- firmly 

stopped. I even had the car engine turned off.' She laughs at herself. 'Not that 

anyone would know that from reading the haiku!' 

Still skimming through Jan's handout sheets, I spot another pun-related haiku to 

share with the group. 

fox slinks into pampas grass plume trembling 

(Bostok 2003a: 87) 

'Ah, yes,' Jan says. 'The flower of the pampas grass is called a plume, as is a 

fox's tail.' 

Looking satisfied with the way the discussion is progressing, the elegant woman 

addresses Jan again. 'It's obvious you value ambiguity,' she says. 
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'Quite definitely,' Jan says, straight-faced, which makes several people laugh. 

'But the ambiguity in my haiku isn't restricted to puns. I also write haiku in which 

the meaning is dependent on where the reader chooses to pause.' She offers two 

examples. 

the stepping stone 
moves 
my pulse 

(Bostok 2007a: 19) 

he leaves aftershave in the eat's fur 

(Bostok 2003a: 52) 

Observing Jan's smile, I'm struck by how happy she seems when playing with 

language ... which reminds me of another of her trademark moves: her tendency 

to substitute one patt of speech for another. I comment on this, citing a haiku in 

which an adjective masquerades as a noun. 

the cicada's shrill 
close - the heat seems 
more intense 

(Bostok 2003a: 26) 

Then I find a second example, in which Jan presents the word grey - a word 

that traditionally serves as an intransitive verb, adjective or noun - as a transitive 

verb. 
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dust greys the spirals of the unlit candle 

(Bostok 2003a: 84) 

There's no shortage of haiku that illustrate this technique; I select another. 'In 

this one,' I say, prior to reading it aloud, 'a plural noun does the work of a verb.' 

outside 
soft mauve jacaranda 

petals the patio 

(Bostok 2003a: 4) 

Jan is relishing the discussion. 'Yes,' she agrees. 'Higginson often commented 

on how I experiment with language to make it more interesting. He particularly 

liked the way I combine two words to make one new one.' 

by its silence 
wedge-tailed eagle shadow

warns the valley 

(Bostok 2003a: 60) 

'Most people read that one incorrectly,' Jan says. 'But it's a hyphen that joins 

shadow to warns, not a dash, which would give an entirely different reading. With 

shadow-warns, I felt like I'd made up an entirely new verb. Am I too finicky? 

Perhaps! It's just that I like using unusual language that makes readers stop and 

back up. I think it helps to show everyday things in a new light, and encourages us 

to see things in a more sensitive way.' 
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As Jan continues discussing some of the fun she's had playing with readers' 

expectations, I run through a mental checklist of the main ways she's succeeded in 

transplanting elements of Japanese haiku into her writing. 

So far, she's referred to her penchant for learning rules so she can break them, 

her close observance of the land, and lastly, her playful approach to using 

language. She hasn't yet mentioned, however, what I see as two of the most 

important secrets to her success: her tendency to emphasise the human experience 

in haiku, and her ability to observe nature from an original perspective and then 

articulate those observations in a compelling way. 

Haiku is often described as a poem in which nature is linked to human nature. A 

distinctive quality of Jan's work is the emphasis she places on the human aspect 

of that equation. 

my youth has gone -
a solitary crow circles 
adding his lament 

(Bostok 2003a: 21) 

Jan wrote the above haiku in the spring of 1985, after she'd moved back in with 

Silvester and had married him for the second time. As Silvester was too frail to 

work, Jan took responsibility for establishing the new season's banana crop. The 

job entailed digging five hundred holes, planting the same number of banana 

suckers, and then watering every plant. Although Jan was only fmty-three, when 

she stopped to rest on the side of the sun-beaten hill she found herself thinking, 

'What have I got myself back into? No more boyfriends. I feel old.' And then 

suddenly, a feeling of oneness with nature! A crow that had been watching her 

progress - biding his time until her digging exposed an earthworm he could 

swoop down and snap up - began flying in slow circles above her, seemingly 

empathising with her sorrow by sending out loud, haunting cries. 
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According to Jan, when 'my youth has gone' was first published in 1986, she 

'copped a lot of flak'. But she wasn't shocked by the adverse reactions, as during 

the first twenty years of her haiku career she'd become accustomed to being 

criticised for writing haiku that contained too strong a human element. Also, she 

was aware that one of the key issues being debated in English-language haiku 

circles at the time was whether or not subjective elements, such as personal 

pronouns, should appear in haiku. 

Over the last decade, however, Jan has noticed that people have begun telling 

her 'my youth has gone' is their favourite haiku. Indeed, opinion has changed so 

much in recent years that Jan is now confident the human element in haiku will 

'develop very naturally in English-language haiku', perhaps to the extent that it 

will become 'part of our gift to the form in English'. After all, as she is fond of 

pointing out, human beings are part of our overall environment, and haiku that 

exclude them risk becoming 'so centred on nature that they become sterile'. 

According to Jan, a person who is 'enlightened by a sudden perception will 

automatically allow the human to be part of the natural environment'. 

How cleanly her comments resonate with those of gendai haiku writers 

belonging to Japan's Humanist school, who insist: 

Humans are inseparable from nature, being a part of the grand 

scheme, and as such are a valid topic for haiku ... [which] must be 

intrinsically subjective as a poet selects objects, or parts of objects, 

from the myriad that surround [him/her] at the time a haiku moment 

occurs. (Lindsay 2002a) 

Perhaps Jan was never inclined to write 'objectively' about nature because she 

has never seen herself as separate from the natural world. Imagining my way back 

to seventeenth-century Japan, I'm reminded again of Bashii's belief that an 

accurate communication of the experience of oneness with nature is far more 

important than the rules of fonn in haiku: 'Learn of the pine from the pine; learn 

of the bamboo from the bamboo' (Bashii in Higginson, 1985: I 0). And I guess 

that if Jan is going to be 'one with nature', something of her self is bound to be 
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expressed as part of the equation. In this context, the American writer CarrieAnn 

Thunell makes an observation about Bash6 that applies equally to Jan: 'For 

Basho, to be in perpetual communion with the natural world, and to live from the 

centre of that sense of interconnectedness, was vital' (Thunell 20 I 0). 

again the rooster's 
crowing extends my longing 
into midday 

(Bostok 2003a: 40) 

Jan's ability to write haiku that meld human concerns with the phenomena of 

the natural world is definitely one of the two most important qualities she shares 

with various Japanese haiku writers - both ancient and modern. The other is a 

quality composed of two patts - a quality, I believe, that has been crucial to her 

success. Jan is gifted with an original way of observing the world (something I 

think of asji·esh seeing), and an ability to articulate those observations. 

As Higginson comments in the Foreword to Jan's largest collection of haiku, 

Amongst the Graffiti, 'Whether in three lines or one, Jan's haiku hinge on the kind 

of minute observation that classic haiku poets such as Basho and Chiyo so prized' 

(Higginson in Bostok 2003: I I). 

muzzle of the drinking cow glides across still water 

(Bostok 2003a: 82) 

What's more, Higginson asserts, apart from the period during which Jan wrote 

nothing but one-line haiku, 'without fanfare, she experiments with the form as 
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each poem seeks the space it needs on the page ... ' (Higginson in Bostok 2003: 

12). 

mid night rain 
growing heavier 
my restlessness 
awakening in you 

(Bostok 2003a: 30) 

People often tell Jan they connect with her work because she writes of 

experiences they themselves have had, but haven't been able to put into words

especially words that speak so concisely and resonantly, and also with such 

lingering depth, warmth ... and often, humour. 

no money for the busker i try not to listen 

(Bostok 2003a: 69) 

daylight 
the warbler's note 
stuck on dawn 

(Bostok 2003a: 89) 

$5 phonecard i hate it when there's no goodbye 

(Bostok 2003a: 64) 
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Emerging from my reverie, I realise that Jan is concluding the discussion of the 

evolution of English-language haiku in Australia. 

'This is a process that will take time,' she's saying. 'But things are changing. 

Back in the 1970s and '80s, writers in Australia often mirrored Japanese haiku; 

they'd write about cliched Japanese subjects such as cherry blossoms and 

Buddhist temples. But now, more Australians seem to be writing in exciting and 

modern ways about the here and now ... which means there's a distinct shortage 

of cherry blossoms.' Jan laughs. 'What's wonderful is that now we're at least 

writing haiku about subjects like kookaburras, pubs, Holdens, and the mountains 

and terrain of our own country. We're addressing us- where we are, on this day, 

with this day's weather- and haiku is becoming more relevant.' 

willow tree neatly trimmed to the height of grazing cattle 

(Bostok 2003a: 25) 

'No\v, tnoving on ... ' 

The remainder of the morning runs smoothly. Jan guides everyone through a 

series of sense-related memory exercises, and by the end of the workshop 

participants are sharing their own haiku. 
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in the Geisha Girl bush 
fruit bats 

(Sanz 2007) 



clear crisp day 
surrounded by mountains 
of paperwork 

(Hulzman 2007: I OS) 

the sweet bite 
of a lychee martini 
summer moon 

(Dean 2007j) 

On the drive home, I ask Jan why she seemed unsettled during the first part of 

the workshop, and she describes a moment in which she'd drawn an analogy 

between Greg and haiku. 'It happened when I was talking about the importance of 

understanding haiku's history,' she says. 'Remember when I said, If you don't 

understand haiku's roots in Japan, you can't plant it in another culture and 

e~pect it to evolve and grow stronger? Well, as soon as I started thinking about 

that, I began worrying that I should have done things differently when I adopted 

Greg.' 

I think back to my early days at university, where I attended a Psychology 

lecture on the imp01tance of bonding during early childhood. Apparently, babies 

deprived of touch, stimulation and nurturing during the first year of their lives -a 

critical period during which the brain's development is most rapid and extensive

are not only at risk of losing the capacity to form meaningful relationships, but are 

also predisposed to suffer from low self-esteem, increased dependency, anger and 

impaired cognitive development. I remember there was a lot of emphasis on how 

many years of hard work it could take during childhood and adolescence to help 

repair the damage from only a few months of neglect in infancy. 

The rain is clearing. Now that we're approaching Murwillumbah I hope for a 

glimpse of Wollumbin, but the mountain's distinctive profile remains shrouded in 

cloud. 'You know what, Jan?' I say. 'Any neglect a child experiences in his first 
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yem· of life can have a long-lasting impact on his behaviour. Psychologists say 

that it's difficult to undo that kind of damage.' 

'Yes, I know that now,' Jan says. 'Several years ago, Silvester and I saw a 

documentary about the children in Romanian orphanages. They were rarely 

touched or talked to when they were babies, and all of them failed to thrive. Some 

of them died.' 

'This is a tricky question,' I say, 'but if you'd known about the long-term 

problems likely to stem from Greg's family history, would you have been better 

prepared for raising him? Would you perhaps even have reconsidered the 

adoption?' 

'Well, it's complicated. I imagine life would have been easier not only if I'd 

known more about the problems likely to result from Greg's background, but also 

if I hadn't had Tony. Anything good I tried to do for Greg was probably negated 

by the enormous and time-consuming problems I had with Tony. But overall, in 

hindsight, at the time I adopted Greg I was too inexperienced in childrearing to 

think about such things. I just thought that we could take him and raise him as our 

own, and that he would turn out like other members of our extended family. So 

yes, that's why I'm aware that whenever something is taken from its original 

environment, it has to be very carefully adapted into its new one. Apparently I 

didn't do that with Greg; I was too busy with Tony to satisfy Greg's emotional 

needs. Adaptation takes time, and I just didn't have enough time.' 

Jan knows that I recently managed to contact Greg online. After tracking him 

down at the mining company where he works, I had informed him that I was 

writing a book about his adopted mother, and requested an interview. Greg sent a 

one-line response - could you please forward content for my perusal? -the tone 

of which Jan insisted sounded much more formal than his usual manner of speech. 

Writing back, I said that it would be unprofessional of me to show him the 

relevant chapter before I had interviewed him, but that once a full first draft was 

complete, I would invite him to review what I had written and work with me to 

rectify any inaccuracies. 
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'My prim&ry intention is to give you your own voice in this publication,' I 

wrote. 'As the adopted son of Janice M Bostok, you're inevitably included in the 

story, and it's only right that your inclusion is accurate. If you contribute your 

own material, I'll have a better oppmtunity to accurately represent your point of 

view.' 

Unfortunately, I never heard from Greg again. 

As I pull up in front of Jan's unit and help her out of the car, she says, 'This is 

why I wish he would talk to you. I can't see things from his view. He was a 

bugger of a kid and I believe he had a bugger of a life, which I now see wasn't my 

fault. I'd like to know what he now thinks about it all.' 

'Well, I'll keep trying,' I say. 'But I fully respect his decision to get on with his 

life. I hope things are working out for him.' 

Sharing a pot of tea before I continue on my journey home, Jan and I end our 

day chatting about the incorrect turns I made on the way to the workshop, and 

then, by extension, about the various wrong paths she feels she has taken in life. 

'When I think of all the things that have happened, especially my experiences 

with sons -with Mark being stillborn, then Tony being so severely handicapped, 

followed by all the trouble I've had with Greg -I can't believe that this is how my 

life has turned out,' Jan says. 'I often think I'm dreaming, and that the way things 

have worked out can't be reality.' 

As Jan returns to the kitchen to fetch some snacks, I take Amongst the Graffiti 

from a bookshelf. Turning to the Foreword, I find what I'm looking for. Praising a 

sequence of three haiku about Jan's childbearing experiences, Higginson 

describes it as 'one of the finest short sequences- and most heart-breaking- that I 

know of in literature' (Higginson in Bostok 2003: 13) 

pregnant again ... 
the fluttering of moths 
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against the window 

foetus kicks 
the sky to the east 
brilliant 

tiny coffin 
the long winter 
's passing 

(Bostok 2003a: 51) 

As far as I'm concerned, Higginson is right. It is a heartbreaking sequence. But 

now that I've heard the detailed story of Jan's childbearing years, I realise it isn't 

chronological. In a dreamlike way, Jan has mixed up the order of events. She 

could have done this in the name of poetic licence. Who knows? But as Jan 

returns to the lounge room with a packet of chocolate biscuits, I form a theory 

about her topsy-turvy storytelling. On a gut level, what it indicates to me is that 

perhaps, in Jan's mind, any story that begins with conception is likely to end with 

an image of a coffin, no doubt the small white box that Silvester first described to 

her several years after their baby son's death. 

As Jan settles back down in her lounge chair, I offer her my hypothesis, and she 

tells me, without hesitating, that it's correct. 

'Despite seeing June's baby arrive safely, and despite giving birth to Vicki, I 

can't help thinking of a coffin as the end result of pregnancy- of any pregnancy. 

And I know the chronology of that sequence is jumbled, but to me, each haiku 

represents the peak of a nightmare, where each peak is experienced separately, but 

remembered with the others in one swoop.' 

'So a scrambled order of events is one that makes most sense to you?' 

'Yes, unfortunately,' she sighs. 'My childbearing years were so surreal that 

everything gets mixed up when I remember them. After the stillbirth, life went on 

with Vicki and Greg and Tony, but I grieved privately for years, and my grief 
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seemed like a nightmare from which I couldn't wake up. Even now, the only 

times I can be certain that something is real in my life is when I have a strong 

experience with nature, which is why I write haiku.' 

Jan looks through the window at a magpie hopping across the lawn. 'When I 

experience nature, I know that I'm awake - because nature is powerful, and the 

elements are strong.' She recites a two-line verse she composed more than thitty 

years ago as part of the first Australian renku ever published. 

dream-like in the night 
a winter thunderstorm 

(Bostok in Bostok, Turner and Hobson 1994: n.p.) 

'We can't hold back the storm. The elements are strong,' she says. 'At these 

times, I'm clearly able to see my small place in a large environment, and can 

accept myself as patt of existence. The rest of the time, I'm not sure that whatever 

I'm experiencing is real. Am I only imagining what's happening? Am I dreaming? 

I've heard there is a mental condition where this happens. Perhaps I've been mad 

all these years! But without haiku, I just can't be sure that I'm awake.' 
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Chapter 7 

Earth has no sorrow that 
earth cannot heal. 

-John Muir 



Jan and I head off on a second excursion to Dungay. It's a hot, overcast morning 

in the summer of 2008. This time, I've brought a picnic lunch, and thermoses of 

tea. As we drive through the cane fields on the outskirts of Murwillumbah, Jan 

tells me what's been happening on the farm. Apparently, the men who'd been 

renting the original farmhouse have moved out, and Vicki and John are fixing the 

place up before advertising for new tenants. 'We should be able to take a look 

inside,' Jan says. 

Vicki had told us to arrive mid morning, but when we pull up in front of her 

house just after 1 0.30am, there's no one home. Jan and I wander through the 

passionfruit packing shed, and walk across the yard to admire the view of 

Wollumbin. Eventually, wilting in the humidity, we sit at an outdoor table. 

There's no elbowroom. Vicki's collection of potted cacti occupies the table's 

entire surface. Each specimen exhibits some degree of prickly self-reliance; all 

seem to be telling us to sod off. 

Swatting at a persistent fly, Jan suggests we drive back down the hill to the old 

farmhouse. 'It will probably be unlocked. You can take a look around.' She's 

right. When we walk through the covered patio area at the rear of the building, we 

discover the back door is indeed open. The house is empty, and has a scrubbed

out feel. All the walls are bare and shiny, and the whole place reeks of linseed oil. 

'There's new linoleum on the floors,' Jan says. 

The growl of far-off thunder draws us back outside. There's still no sign of 

Vicki, so we sit on the broad concrete border of a raised garden bed and eat our 

salad rolls. In the garden bed is a giant fig tree, a low pile of rotting 

weatherboards and a few square metres of dead bamboo stubble. Jan tells me this 

was once the family swimming pool. 
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As a five year ole/, Jan and Silvester's disabled son Tony was difficult to bathe 

inside the house. He'd of/en lead Jan into the bathroom and demand she fill the 

tub - but a moment after stepping into the water he would jump back out again 

with a splash, and run off Jan suspected Tony associated bath time with going 

out, for he would of/en insist on a bath, and then go climb into the car as !f 

waiting to be taken for a drive. 

In an effort to break the cycle, Jan began washing Tony in the yard using the 

garden hose; the water would travel overland fi·om a hillside tank, drawing 

warmth fi'om the sun along the way. Eventually, Jan placed an old bathtub in the 

yard and filled it with water for Tony to play in. As Tony didn't link outdoor 

bathing with previous patterns of behaviour, getting him clean became less of a 

drama. 

When Tony's Brisbane-based specialists learnt of the boy'sfondnessfor water, 

they recommended hydrotherapy. Jan knew the suggestion was logical, but 

nothing could have made her more anxious. Having almost drowned in the ocean 

at Brunswick Heads as a toddler, she was terrified of water. What's more, she 

cringed at the thought of taking Tony to the public pool in Murwillumbah, certain 

that his screaming would disturb the other patrons. Not swprisingly, it was 

Clm'l'ie who devised a solution. 'Let's build our own pool.' 

The project became a family affair. While Valerie helped care for the children 

and prepare meals, Silvester, Jan and Clm'l'ie used crowbars and shovels to cut a 

rectangular hole - deep at one end, shallow at the other - into a sloping section 

of the back yard. Within a week, they'd made a pool. It was six metres long by 

four metres wide, with cement-block sides, and a concrete .floor reil?forced with a 

variety of farm rubbish, including irrigation pipes, steel rods and wire. Jan liked 

the fact that Clm'l'ie had painted the rendered walls a beautiful aqua colour, but 

she felt that the pool's bestfiwture was that it wasn't too deep; she would always 

be able to stand with her nose above the surface. 

Once the pool was.filled with dam water, Vicki and Greg began swimming in it 

eve1y day qfter school. Even Jan had to admit there was no better place to cool o.ff 
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before going to bed on a humid night. And Tony was so at home in the pool that 

he would sit on the bol/omfor what struck Jan as dangerously long periods. When 

he did this, she would panic and IJ)' to haul him out. She wondered if being 

submerged induced memories of being in the womb -feelings of sqfety, comfort, 

and peace. 

There's a sudden drop in temperature as the wind picks up from the west. The 

scent of rain! Jan and I grin at each other; we both love storms. In an article 

published by The Australian Women's Weekly in 1970, Jan had written: 

Most people fear a storm, but I experience a strange, pleasant feeling, 

a combination of anxiety, restlessness, and excitement. A storm is a 

remarkable phenomenon of our wondrous world. It can be a cool, 

delicate airflow, laced with exotic patterns of light; or a terrifying, 

mad thing seemingly bent on annihilation ... When at last a storm 

does come crashing over the land, the relief is enormous. I settle 

down in a comfortable chair on the porch to watch its raging beauty 

... content to enjoy the spectacular display as it thrashes itself out. 

(Bostok 1970: 39) 

Sitting only a few metres from the porch where Jan had spent so many hours 

enjoying thunderstorms - or the recharging of the earth's batteries, as she now 

says- I pour tea from a thermos and ponder Tony's childhood. 

'I wonder if being at the bottom of the pool heightened Tony's sense of 

vibration?' I say. 'Sound is vibration. Maybe Tony was able to perceive sound 

when sitting underwater?' I pass Jan a mug of steaming tea, and she gives me a 

'hmm' that I interpret as 'yeah, maybe'. Enjoying the cool gusts of air sweeping 

towards us from the mountains, l picture Tony submerged in his aquatic 

sanctuary, listening to the world - and to himself- through his skin, and through 

his bones. 
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Jan breaks my thoughts with another fragment of the pool's history. 'Once the 

kids had grown up and we'd filled in the swimming pool, I planted bamboo there; 

it was the perfect place because the bamboo couldn't sucker outside the cement 

walls.' I twist around to inspect what is now a bamboo graveyard. The plants have 

been slashed and poisoned; all that remains of the original grove is a forest of 

slim, hollow stumps, most reaching no higher than fifteen or twenty centimetres. 

It looks as though someone has taken a sackful of wooden flutes and hammered 

them into the earth. 

I tell Jan about the music of the bamboo forest I visited four months ago at 

Kitasaga, on the outskirts of Kyoto. Wedged between Tenryuji Temple and a 

railway track, the forest was my equivalent of Tony's underwater refuge: a place 

of enchantment, and a haven from the demands of the outside world. At Kitasaga, 

you can hear the bamboo leaves rustle against one another as you follow the 

winding path through the forest. Filtering the sunlight, the leaves create an eerie 

green I ight on even the brightest day. 

'The Japanese revere bamboo, don't they?' I say. 'They often plant it near 

Shinto shrines and Buddhist temples as a sacred barrier against evil.' 

Jan reaches out to touch a dead bamboo stalk. 'Well, it's not too revered around 

here. Most Australian gardeners think it's a pest.' 

'What about the fig tree?' I ask. 'Did you plant that too?' 

Jan laughs. 'It used to be a bonsai! When it slatted getting too big for its pot, I 

planted it here, and it just kept growing taller and taller. Now it's a huge bonsai in 

an enormous pot.' 

The tree is at least eight metres high. Looking up into its wind-tossed branches, 

I feel fairly confident that it's a weeping fig, or Ficus benjamina. I'm about to 

confirm this with Jan when Vicki's car swings into the drive. Apparently, she'd 

decided to go shopping. I ask Vicki if she'd like some food or a cup of tea, but she 

says she ate in town. 
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It's hard to talk to Vicki about Tony, or about anything from the past. Standing 

near the edge of the filled-in pool, she says she doesn't remember much about her 

childhood, apart from her sense that it 'wasn't normal'. I ask her if she recalls 

swimming with her brothers, and she answers, 'Not really. My only good memory 

is of bouncing with Tony on the trampoline. I mainly remember that I didn't like 

going on the school bus with him, because everybody teased me. And any time 

you'd go to cuddle him, he'd push you away. He was like a Siamese cat. But I 

dunno, I can't remember last week, let alone think about things that far back.' 

'Well, your brothers obviously took up a lot of your mother's time,' I say. 'As a 

child, did you feel like you were by yourself a lot?' 

'Yeah, probably,' she concedes. 'I remember wishing I had a sister. And I spent 

a lot of time with the cows. I don't know what I was thinking at the time. I just 

like cows.' 

Jan laughs, perhaps in an attempt to lighten the atmosphere. 'You're probably 

like your dad,' she says to Vicki. 'He liked cows because they were warm, and he 

could sleep on them. He said that when he was young, he'd use a cow as a 

pillow.' 

Fingering the bamboo stubble, I ask Vicki a few more questions about her 

experiences growing up on the farm, but her only responses are 'I dunno' and 'I 

can't remember'. Perhaps there's nothing to be said ... or perhaps too much. 

Whatever the case, the storm is moving towards us from the mountains, so Jan 

and I say goodbye and head back to Murwillumbah. Raindrops splat on the 

windscreen as we drive back down Campbell's Lane. 

'Does Vicki ever seem happy to see you?' I ask. 

Jan sighs and stares out into the rain. 'I can't understand whether she's 

ashamed because I'm different and have always done things differently, or if she 

thinks I wasn't a good parent. She was always closer to Silvester.' 
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'Did she get along with Greg and Tony?' 

'She never liked Greg. And Tony would wreck things, so she was always aloof 

with him. He'd grab her jewellery, or a watch. If she had new earrings or a 

necklace, they'd disappear and then we'd find them in the bush. There was always 

a lot of drama in our lives. I don't think she had much of a childhood. She 

probably wishes things had been different.' 

After losing baby Mark in 1965 and giving birth to Vicki in 1966, Jan had 

Sl{f]ered fi'om so many health problems that her doctor told her it was unlikely 

she'd fall pregnant again - and it was this prognosis, in combination with her 

longing for a son, that had motivated her to adopt Greg in 1971. Midway through 

1973, however, Jan discovered that she was pregnant for the third time. As with 

her previous pregnancies, she again suffered ji·om health complications. On this 

occasion, she was diagnosed with gestational diabetes. 

When Jan gave birth to Tony via caesarean section on FebrUWJ' 24 1974 at 

Murwillumbah District Hospital, she felt like a celebrity. All the women who'd 

given birth that week had wanted sons, and Jan was one of only two mothers 

who'd given birth to boys. 

all through the pregnancy i spoke communicating to him 
that he carried my hopes as well as my genes in the 
glow of afterbirth i held him to my breast promising 
that he would be the one i truly loved more than i have 
any other 

(Bostok 2007a: I I) 

Tony's only observable abnormality was a congenital ear d~formity; he was 

missing his right extemal ear. Jan thought the doctors were flippant about the 
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deftct. 'We 'II operate on it when he's four, ' one said. 'His outer ear is crumpled 

up inside his head, so all we 'I! need to do is bring it out. ' Inexplicably, no one 

told the Bostoks that during foetal development, the outer ear- or 'pinna' -forms 

at a time when many critical organs are developing, which is why an absence of 

pinna of/en indicates other irregularities, including conductive hearing loss. 

For the first few months of Tony's life, Jan tried to ignore her suspicion that her 

son wasn't developing normally. Her fear became harder to repress, however, as 

fi·iends and family began WOI'I)'ing about Tony's impassive demeanour. Norma, 

for instance, was 'deeply perturbed' when she first met her baby nephew. 'There 

was no response - nothing, ' she said. Years later, Jan admitted that deep down, 

by the time Tony was jive months old, she knew there was something seriously 

wrong. 'But I didn't wan/to admit it. ' 

Tony would lie in his crib gurgling during the day, his little hands reaching 

towards the flickering shadows cast by the shrubs outside his window. On dark 

nights, he would scream inconsolably. Moonlight, however, triggered entirely 

different behaviour- especially lightfimn a full moon, which would prompt Tony 

to happily murmur and babble to himself for hours. Unfortunately, no human 

being went close to evoking a similar response. Tony didn't make eye contact, and 

failed to react when people called his name. 

By the time Tony was nine months old, Jan could no longer ignore his inability 

to relate to people. She was also worried about his gross motor skills. Although 

Tony could crawl, he could not, for example, sit up. Finally willing to col?front 

her fears, Jan took Tony to see her doctor at his thriving general practice in 

Murwillumbah. 

'Your baby is fat like you. He's probably just lazy. ' 

Jan could have taken the statement at face value and burrowed deeper into 

denial, but she discovered she was outraged. She knew, without a doubt, that her 

doctor was not only patronising and rude- he was wrong. 
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Jan demanded a referral to a Brisbane paediatrician. After observing Tony for 

a moment, the specialist took a bunch of keys .from his pocket, shook them behind 

the boy's head and stunned Jan with his matter-of-fact pronouncement. 'Of 

course you know he's stone deqf' Acoustic laboratOIJ' tests corifirmed the 

diagnosis, and within weeks, Jan and Tony began their productive association 

with the Preschool for the Deaf in Brisbane. It was just as well the institution 

provided accommodation for families .from counfly areas, for over the next jive 

years, Jan and Tony would spend one week out of eveiJ' month at the centre. 

After the visit to the paediatrician, Jan lost count of the number of specialists 

she consulted with Tony - not to mention the barrage of tests he underwent in 

hospitals in both Queensland and New South Wales, the range of problems 

identified, and the therapies diJpensed. Within months of beginning physiotherapy 

with stqff at the Preschool for the Deqf, Tony was diagnosed with autism and 

cerebral palsy. Not long after that, specialists added mental retardation to the list. 

By this stage, Silvester clearly understood that Tony would never be 'normal'. 

Perhaps motivated by love, he insisted that his son would be better off 'in a place 

where he can be safe and looked after'. In other words, Silvester wanted to 

commit Tony to an institution, a specialised environment operated by people who 

could cater to his high-level needs. Jan disagreed. At the preschool, she was 

picking up strategies to assist with Tony's learning d{fftculties and anti-social 

behaviour, as well as physical exercises she could practice with him at home. She 

wanted to have faith that he would improve. 

After weeks of arguing with Silvester, Jan realised there was no middle ground 

between her determination to keep Tony at Dungay and her husband's insistence 

that their son be placed in care. Silvester stayed on the farm with the older 

children whenever Jan took Tony to a specialist or to the preschool in Brisbane. 

He ignored Tony's home-based physiotherapy. Jan realised that in keeping Tony 

at home, she would have to do so without her husband's support. 

Fortunately, the therapists at the preschool turned out to be a godsend. They 

not only offired honest and compassionate appraisals of Tony's problems, but 
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also encouraged Jan to celebrate each step the boy took towards a more 

independent existence. Significant triumphs included the first time Tony held his 

own cup while drinking milk, for example, and also his first attempts at eating tiny 

pieces of solid food, such as raisins or Hundreds & Thousands rather than his 

usual soj/.fare of Weet-Bix and milk, or custard and mashed banana. 

the stepping stone 
moves 
my pulse 

(Bostok 2007a: 19) 

Caring for Tony became Jan's greatest challenge. The child didn't walk until 

he was four. Once he COl!ld walk, his unusual manner of perceiving Jpatial 

relationships became apparent; he would drop to his hands and knees to crawl 

through doorways, or jump back fi·om bushes as though he were about to collide 

with them, even when they were several metres away. 

At the age of jive, Tony began wandering around the farm at any time of the day 

or night. When the moon was full, he'd spend the entire night outside, walking 

around the paddocks or jumping on the trampoline, laughing with delight. 

As Tony grew stronger, he could kick a door until he made a hole in it. He 

could smash windows. For one short and unfortunate period at the age o,( jive, he 

attended the local primm)' school, where his teacher locked him in a toilet cubicle 

eve1y time he threw a tantrum. For years aj/erward, Tony attempted to destroy 

evel)' toilet he saw. He would lunge at the objectionable object and II)' to rip o.ff 

its seat. 

Eve1yday activities were .fi·aught with difficulties. It wasn't until Tony learnt to 

dress himself that Jan discovered he preferred to be undressed. Aj/er having no 

luck keeping him pinned, buttoned or in any other way barricaded into sleeping 
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bags or pyjamas, she gave up and bought a thermostatically controlled electric

oil heaterfor his bedroom. 

On some days, getting Tony into a car proved as difficult as getting him into 

clothes. Disliking any interruption to his routine, he would often lie down and 

hold his entire body rigid if a car ride looked to be on the agenda. Jf Jan did 

manage to coax him into a vehicle, he'd become so distressed when/ravelling into 

town that he would vomit. 

Tony stayed in this anti-car phase for a couple of years, a period during which 

Jan was forced to abandon countless shopping expeditions after having driven no 

more than one or two kilometres down the road. And during those particularly 

difficult years, on the rare occasions Jan did manage to make it all the way into 

town, the victOI)' would be short lived. Tony was happy to ride around the main 

shopping block in one direction, but if the car deviated ji·om that familiar holding 

pattern, he would scream until it was re-established. 

Jan theorised that Tony's fixation with the .fitll moon and driving round the 

block stemmed .{i-om his obsession with circles. Tony would knock Vicky and 

Greg's bikes onto their sides so he could spin the wheels with his hands. He also 

loved chasing after his siblings as they rode around the yard- but only if they 

pedalled in circles. Jan exploited this situation by instructing the older children to 

ride in a clockwise direction. Cerebral pal;,y qffected Tony's right side. Running 

in a clockwise direction encouraged him to repeatedly place his weight on his 

right leg, thereby helping him strengthen the weaker side of his body. Jan felt 

proud to have devised an e,{fective form of physiotherapy. 

But successes like this were rare, as life with Tony involved more setbacks than 

celebrations. As he grew older, Jan often became exasperated with the autism

related aspects of his behaviour. For months at a time, for instance, Tony would 

refitse to drink ji·om anything but a small, orange measuring cup, and if he saw 

that a cupboard door was slightly ajar, he would lead Jan to it and insist that she 

shut it. Eve1y household object had to be in its place or Jan wouldn't have a 

moment's peace. 
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Tony also suffered fi·om intense separation anxiety. He liked to know he could 

find Jan in her bed first thing eveiJ' morning, and if she wasn't there when he 

wentlookingfor her on waking, he would follow her around the house for the rest 

of the day, screaming any time he lost sight of her. His tantrums of/en had horrific 

consequences. If Jan ignored them, he would find a convenient object, such as a 

steel patio post, and repeatedly bang his head against it. 

Jan began to lose hope that Tony would one day live a more independent and 

satisjj,ing lifo, and constantly wondered if 'this innocent child was being 

punished'.for something she'd done. Years later, she would express in haibun how 

she 'dfolt at the time. 

i look at my son a rosebud that didn't unfurl plucked 
too soon perhaps a bud which cannot blossom one who 
is in this world but not of this world ... my son will 
never be able to love a woman as other men may do he 
will never hold his child in his arms and know the 
wonder of creation my son will forever be a rose bud 
tightly furled layer upon layer of frustration 

(Bostok 2007a: 52) 

Jan and I arrive back in Murwillumbah, where we settle into her lounge room with 

tall glasses of iced tea. While the storm rages outside, I ask her a series of 

questions about her sixteenth haiku-related book, Stepping Stones (2007a), which 

she describes as an 'extended haibun' about her experiences with Tony. A 

transcript of the interview would be published two months later in Haibun Today. 
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Sharon (S): Tony is deaf, mute, and mentally retarded, and also suffers 
from cerebral palsy and autism. Why did you feel compelled to tell 
his story in haibun? 

jan 0): Many people have written about their handicapped children. 



If you have a handicapped child it is quite good to be told, you 
know, There is a book about autistic children and how they develop; 
you might like to read that. But I didn't want to produce another 
medical-type story; I wanted to write my feelings. So in the prose 
sections I described what happened and what we were doing and 
where we were going and seeing doctors, but in the other parts I 
wrote poetry, which, for me, is the truth. 

S: That's where you get into what you call pure creative writing? 

j: Yeah. That's why I did it that way. But I found it was hard to get 
published because publishers of prose, or non-fiction, said it had too 
much poetry in it (which is non-fiction to me, but fiction to them!), 
and publishers of poetry said it had too much prose in it. So, 
eventually, nice Mr john Knight at Post Pressed published it for me, 
for which I'm very thankful. 

S: Stepping Stones strikes me as a feminine narrative, mainly in the 
sense that the focus is on what you're feeling, rather than on a linear 
kind of story telling. 

j: Yes, and I also found my husband, Silvester, didn't influence my 
writing. As soon as he knew Tony had something wrong with him, he 
thought we should put him in an institution, and he didn't want to be 
involved in his development because he didn't think it was going to 
work. So that was the only male side I knew, which was practically 
nothing. Maybe that's why it sounds so feminine, because it's just my 
point of view. 

S: When you wrote the pieces in Stepping Stones, were you drawing 
on all those feelings at the time, or did you write some of the haibun 
long after the events occurred? 

j: I actually had about 120,000 words I wrote in the 1970s, when I 
was going back and forth between Brisbane and our farm in NSW 
with Tony, and when I thought I was going to write the sort of book 
on having a handicapped child that everybody else wrote. But then, 
after years of mulling it over, I decided to cut away most of it. I was 
left with Stepping Stones, and I'm quite happy with that. 

S: In the haibun called "Pullulate" on page eight of the book, there's 
a line that runs: first light touching the body of the boy my words 
dappling the softness of indistinguishable gurgling sounds coming 
from his throat ... What do you like about writing in that non
punctuated, stream-of-consciousness style? Does it remind you of 
one-line haiku? 
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J: Yes. I don't like to stop my thought, although that might sound 
egotistical. 

S: But aren't you giving the reader a certain amount of freedom? 
Mainly in terms of where to pause for effect, of how to glean meaning 
from the prose? 

): Yeah, freedom! That's what I mean. 

S: So you're not imposing one particular way of reading on the 
reader? 

j: People will work out where they'll want to stop. And I think part of 
the idea with the stream-of-consciousness technique is that you can 
read backwards and forwards; where you think there's a stop, you 
can read on or you can stop. It's like a pivot, rather than a full stop. I 
don't know whether that's one of the 'rules'! Some people have lots 
of rules! But it does work for me that way. Have a pivot instead of a 
full stop. 

S: Do you think stream-of-consciousness writing is particularly suited 
to haibun? 

J: Yes ... if you don't make it too long. If you have shorter paragraphs. 

S: In the segment entitled "Polarised Light" on page eleven of 
Stepping Stones, you describe watching Tony 'running along the path 
flapping his arms for balance'. You write: ... he almost seems to be in 
flight which compensates for his awkward gait giving him a lightness 
and ease of movement which he would not otherwise attain ... Then, 
in the haiku that follows, your gaze returns to the slow beating of 
butterfly wings/upon the window sill. In terms of your description of 
movement, there's a lovely correspondence between the prose and 
haiku. Do you see such associations in the moment and write 
descriptions based on experience, or do you strive to come up with a 
resonance like that? 

j: It actually happens. It's not imagination. 

S: There literally would have been a butterfly there? 

J: Yes, but people would probably think I made it up. With Tony 
being so autistic and having so many different types of retardation, 
we never had eye contact. He never came to me and looked at me. 
What does the last part of that haibun say? 



S: ... his face expressionless he bypasses me each in our own world. 

J: Yeah, we both go about our own ways. He'd run straight past me 
and never look at me. And I'd watch him walk on his toes, and flap 
his hands. 

S: I suppose it's that kind of thing, if you're really perceptive, and 
you're sensitive to Tony moving like that, you would naturally notice 
other things in nature that moved in a similar way. 

j: Yeah. The craw's awkward sideways gait, for example, reminds me 
ofT ony ... so maybe Tony's movements weren't so unnatural after 
all, because he would sort of hop. Perhaps crows are autistic! (Dean 
2008b) 

Haibun Today editor, Jeffrey Woodward, would later write his own sympathetic 

and insightful review of Stepping Stones, acknowledging that while the book 'is 

not free of stylistic flaws nor perfect in its overall construction', the 'courage and 

honesty wherewith Bostok addresses a deeply personal subject' more than 

compensate for its 'deficiencies in form' (Woodward 2008). For according to 

Woodward, Jan's book about life with Tony 'is less aesthetic manifesto' and more 

'a document of the frailty of the human condition and its redemption by love' 

(Woodward 2008). 

A ftw years before Tony's birth, Jan had begun breeding and showing Welsh 

Corgis. She had also opened her own boarding kennels. And while she thoroughly 

enjoyed these pursuits, she found that there was only one activity that offered her 

sign[ficant reJpitefi·om parenting-related stresses- and that activity was haiku. 

By the time Tony was born, Jan had been reading and writing haiku for four 

years, and during that period discovered that her writing practice had also 

become a comforting 'awareness' practice. As a result, she knew she could slip 

into 'haiku mode' when feeling overwhelmed by Greg's regressive behaviour, for 

example, or exhausted fi'om packing bananas. So now, with Tony to care for as 
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well, she continued seeking refuge in haiku- a litermyform that reminded her to 

pause, forget herproblemsfor a moment, and become aware of her surroundings. 

she rests for a while 
on the fallen tree 
fingering the moss 

(Bostok 2003a: 21) 

When reading or writing haiku, Jan felt her heart expand with gratitude for the 

natural world, and this gratitude calmed her, and had a healing effect. Jan also 

discovered that her interest in haiku occasionally helped her deal with Tony in a 

practical sense. When the boy started screaming inconsolably, for example, she 

found that the best way to settle him down was to go into the garden and wander 

around with him, looking at the plants and trees. Jan would relax into a haiku 

state of mind, and Tony would become peace.fitl - even happy. Jan felt closer to 

Tony during those walks in the garden than at any other time. 

Jan found further respite fi'om the challenges she faced as a parent by 

corresponding with other writers interested in Japanese literary forms. One of the 

writers with whom she regularly exchanged letters was William J Higginson, the 

American poet, scholar, translator, publisher, and charter member of the Haiku 

Society of America (which formed in 1968, the year before Jan first heard of 

haiku). Higginson became Jan's mentor, and when he started publishing Haiku 

Magazine in America in 1971, Jan felt inspired to do something similar in 

Australia. 

Jan had been interested in creating a magazine since first learning about haiku 

and realising there were no markets for the form in Australia. Thus, in 1972- a 

year after Greg's adoption and two years before Tony's birth -she launched 

Australia's first haiku publication, Tweed. Initially, Jan tried placing a call for 

submissions in various Australian poetl)' journals, but the editors re.fitsed to run 
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her announcements on the grounds that haikuwasn 't 'serious poet1y '. Eventually, 

she gathered support for the project by iiiforming her penji'iends of her intentions, 

and also by advertising in The Australian Women's Weekly. 

Jan produced one hundred copies of the first issue <?(Tweed, which she mocked 

up at Dungay by hand, and had printed at The Daily News in Murwillumbah. 

Tweed was released quarterly, and later in life Jan would marvel that she'd had 

not only the audacity to start a magazine having had no previous publishing 

experience, but also that she'd managed to keep it runningfor almost eight years. 

Jan had mainly worked on the magazine late at night when the children were 

asleep, but was rarely able to tend to it during the day. This was because Silvester 

believed looking after children was 'women's work', and Valerie would only 

babysit if she knew Jan was packing bananas. If Jan asked Valerie to care for 

Vicki, Greg or Tony while she wrote or edited haiku-related material, Valerie 

would reply, 'No, Janice. That's not work; that's rubbish. ' 

But no matter how tired she was, Jan persisted in staying up late to work on the 

magazine- usually in the old bathroom shed at the back <?f the farmhouse, which 

she had converted into an office by covering the bathtub with planks of wood so 

she'd have a surface on which to work. She listened to frogs croaking as she typed 

haiku, brushed flying ants ji·om her papers as she designed layouts, and laughed 

at the sound <?f possums thumping across the tin roof as she cut and pasted the 

various elements of the magazine into place. 

Proud to be the only person in Australia publishing haiku, she was excited when 

contributors submitted work that heightened her awareness of the natural world

an awareness that, in turn, would reinforce her determination to approach life 

mindfitlly. 
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maidenhair 
even the dog 
walks softly 

(Wills 1975: 16) 

Initially, Jan's toughest editorial challenge was tl)'ing to convince contributors 

there was no need to write haiku in a jive/seven/jive-syllable format. She also had 

to repeatedly advise writers to avoid using antiquated poetic phrases such as 

'harbinger of ;,pring'. As she would say many years later, 'In the early days of 

Tweed, it seemed that eveiJ' second person was submitting haiku about the 

"harbinger of spring", and I thought, oh, if only I could find that harbinger of 

;,pring, I'd shoot the little begger. ' 

Initially, Jan received plenty of submissions ji-om America and England, but 

nothing .fi·mn Australia. When work .fi·om Australian writers finally started 

trickling in, she noticed most of the submissions were rhyming haiku, or poetl)' 

that was closer to ji-ee verse than anything else -poems that were written, she 

suspected, by poets who hoped Tweed would become another general poetl)' 

market. And she of/en found herself writing carefit!ly phrased rejection letters to 

authors of lines such as: 

nature's teardrops fall 
watering flowers with love 
raindrops from above 

(Anonymous in Bostok 20 I Oa) 

Later in life, Jan would learn that during the time she was publishing Tweed 

there were a number of ta/entecl writers in Australia- including Norman Talbot, 

Norman Stokes, Bob Jones, John Turner and Andrew Lansdown - who enjoyed 

writing haiku. And on learning that those writers had submitted their short poems 
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to mainstream poetry journals rather than to specialist haiku magazines, she 

would fee/ different to them in the sense that she had set out from the beginning to 

5pecffically become a haiku writer, rather than a mainstream poet who 

occasionally wrote haiku. 

While working on Tweed, though, Jan did meet several Australian contributors 

who would not only help her with the magazine, but also become her closest 

.friends. The first contributor she met in person was Brian Joyce, a university 

student .fi·om Sydney who would go on to become Director of the Hunter Writers 

Centre in Newcastle. In 1972, Brian travelled north .fi·om Sydney to help prepare 

for the Aquarius Festival- a ten-day counter-cultural arts and musical event set 

to be held in the sleepy dairy village of Nimbin the following year - and b~fore 

leaving the city, he had phoned Jan to suggest they meet. 

The day Brian hitchhiked to the farm and arrived just on dusk, he struck Jan as 

'a bearded young man, a little unkempt, and dressed like a hippy'. This was in the 

pre-renovation days when the house had only two bedrooms, but Brian was happy 

to throw his sleeping bag on the couch, where he sat that first night talking with 

Jan about poet!)', art and politics until the early hours of the morning. Brian's 

interest in haiku stemmed .fi·om his Buddhist beliefs, and years later he would say 

that through Jan, he had 'certainly found another landscape of thinking, 

experiment, dialogue and practice of the form' (Joyce 2009). 

After the Aquarius Festival, Brian and his partner Sue bought a share in a 

communal property near Nimbin, and were regular visitors to Dungay before 

moving back to Sydney midway through 1975. But throughout that entire decade, 

even once Brian and Sue had left the area, they still journeyed north to visit the 

ftmn as of/en as they could Brian helped Jan edit numerous issues of Tweed. 

Meanwhile, Sue enjoyed farm work as much as Silvester, so while Brian and Jan 

talked poe/1)', Silvester and Sue worked outdoors, usually at odd jobs such as 

picking up any passionjhtit that Jan had been too busy to harvest. 

Sometimes, Jan would invite other members of Brian and Sue's alternative 

community to help with jobs at Dun gay. One weekend, several of Brian's .fi'iend~ 
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agreed to tear down the old bathroom, laundry and toilet sheds in exchange for 

whatever iron and timber they could salvage. EveiJ'One got along well, and 

during a break early one humid afternoon, they gathered in the farmhouse kitchen 

to have lunch. 

Jan's new fi'iends were impressed that she and Silvester milked their own cow 

to make cottage cheese and yoghurt. One of them, a young university student 

whose baby was asleep in a cai'IJ'-basket on the lounge room floor, insisted that 

the Bostoks were setting a good example for society by embracing more natural 

ways of living. 'You and Silvester are enlightened,' she said. 'Way ahead of your 

time.' 

But barely a moment later, the young woman let out a tremendous scream. A 

red-bellied black snake was moving past the table into the lounge room, and it 

appeared to be heading straight towards the cai'IJ'-basket. Jan figured the snake 

must have fled fi·om one of the buildings she and her companions were pulling 

down. 

All the hippies were screaming now, which is perhaps why the snake changed 

course slightly and made for the open fi'ont door. Suddenly, Silvester lunged 

across the lounge room, and slammed the door midway along the reptile's 

retreating body. He then took the snake outside and killed it with an axe. By this 

time, the baby's mother was c1ying hysterically, unwilling to listen to Jan explain 

that such incidents were 'merely part and parcel of l{fe in the counfly '. 

Although Brian had not been present that day, he'd witnessed similar examples 

of Jan's no-nonsense approach to countl)' life, a quality he felt served her well as 

a haiku writer. Years later, he would add that he also valued her 'directness and 

candour', as well as her 'ability to connect the heart [and] emotional life to the 

image with a clear eye and without artifice'. And most emphatically, he would say 

that he admired her commitment to following her haiku practice 'under what was 

initially an isolation and lack of support'. For according to Brian, 'It was evident 

that this part of Jan's life - the writing- was alien to Silvester, and he did not 

understand it' (Joyce 2009). 
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Brian wanted Jan to appreciate how gifted she was. He felt she had an ability to 

express her individual experience in a way that touched the reader personally, 

and described 'the best of her work' as: 'Elusive ... and the import is felt but only 

understood by letting the poem in slowly' (Joyce 2009). More than thirty years 

late1~ Brian would still enjoy reading Jan's haiku. 'And given how much work I 

have to read, that is a statement- I rest with Jan's work' (Joyce 2009). 

along the ridge 
wind pushing back 
mares' tails 

(Bostok 2003a: 26) 

Brian supported Jan in her efforts to develop her haiku skills by introducing her 

to the work of contemporary Australian poets skilled at creating precise images in 

the manner of haiku. One such poet was Robert Gray, a writer seven years 

younger than Jan who would later be widely praised by his contemporaries. Les 

Murray, for example, would describe Robert Gray as 'the best eye in Australian 

poefiJ'' (Murray in Wilde et a/1994: 327), while Jamie Grant would r~fer to him 

as 'Australia 'sjinest exponent of the Japanese technique' (Grant 2006: 112). 

Late in 1975, Brian gave Jan a copy of Gray's Creekwater Journal, which 

quickly became Jan's favourite collection of poefiJ'. Later in /(fe, she would say 

that Gray's work was 'a beacon in my path', and 'the only Australian poefiJ' that 

influenced me'. Whenever Jan read Creekwater Journal, she would return again 

and again to a sequence of twenty-seven short haiku-/ike poems. 

Freewheeling on a bike -
the butterflies of sunlight 
all over me. 

(Gray 1974: 68) 
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'At last, ' she thought, 'I've found a fellow poet who understands the ji·eedom I 

felt as a bike-riding teenager! This is pure haiku spirit!' 

In fact, most of Gray's short poems reminded Jan of fiuniliar e~periences. Some 

poems brought back memories of her train journeys northji'Oin Sydney. 

The train's halted 
nowhere. Small birds whirling up 
from the dry grass. 

(Gray 1974: 70) 

While others resonated with her life at Dungay - with one, in particular, 

reminding her of the deep, hollow sound of the logging trucks that took the back 

road over the mountain at night. 

4 a.m.; the Milky Way 
is blown along, high over the forest. 
A truck changes down. 

(Gray 1974: 66) 

For a week in 1976, Clm'l'ie and Valerie stayed on the farm with the children so 

Jan and Silvester could go to Sydney and enjoy a break. Jan arranged to meet 

Brian at the Mmy Martin Bookshop in the city, where Robert Gray worked. Brian 

introduced Jan to Robert, who was by now her favourite poet, and she was 

delighted to .find he was not only a g(fted writer, but also 'a real gentleman: softly 

spoken, and ve1y understanding'. 

Jan asked Robert why he didn 'I call his short haiku-like poems haiku, and 

Robert said he believed that by labelling them, he would limit them. And besides, 
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he didn 'I use season words like Japanese haiku writers did, and he also felt that 

many of his short poems were based on imagined, rather than real experiences. 

More than thirty years later, Robert would recall that his meeting with Jan had 

been a pleasure, even though he'd been aware of Silvester standing protectively 

beside her throughout the entire encounter- 'not contributing to the conversation, 

but determined not to let her out of his sight' (Gray 2009). And he would still fee/ 

the same way about not calling his short poems haiku. 

I'm not limited by the haiku technique. lvfy short poems are images 

that exude a feeling. Besides, there are so many misconceptions about 

haiku. People think the haiku is like a Valentine's card, that it's 

rather sweet ... but it's actually tough, it's actually quite strong. 

(Gray 2009) 

Later in 1975, Jan and Robert began exchanging leiters, some of which, almost 

three decades later, would be included in the Papers of Robert Gray acquired as 

part of the Australian Literary Manuscript Collections Project (Academy Library, 

Australian Defence Force Academy, 2001). Apart fi'om enabling Jan and Robert 

to share ideas about Japanese poetiJ', the correspondence revealed some uncanny 

parallels between their lives. 

Robert had grown up in Co.ffs Habour on the north coast of New South Wales, 

where his father, like Jan's, had grown bananas. And Robert's mother, like Jan's, 

had been staunchly religious. In terms of creativity, both Jan and Robert shared a 

love of art and drawing, as well as an instinctive connection with the natural 

world that had helped them survive the challenges of their childhoods and was 

now the wellspring of their poefiJ'· 

Jan was delighted when Robert sent her some short, haiku-like poems to publish 

in Tweed. 
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A bare rope clothesline 
fluttering its hairs 
hot wind 

(Gray 1976: 39) 

As well as introducing Jan to Robert Gray, Brian was helpful in numerous other 

ways. The first time Jan took Tony to the Preschool for the Deqf in Brisbane, for 

example, Brian went along to provide moral and practical support. After all, he 

knew Silvester would be staying at home with the other children, and also that Jan 

had been anxious a/the thought of having to find her way around the city alone. 

Jan was grateftd for Brian's company on the drive north, but once they'd found 

the preschool fiats and Brian had left to spend the night at a fi"iend's house, she 

found that she hated being so far fi"om home with Tony, and wished she'd asked 

Brian to stay. 

unfamiliar room 
sometime in the night 
the chill of waking 

(Bostok 2003a: 48) 

It wouldn 'I be long, however, until Jan had regular adult company whenever 

she and Tony stayed in Brisbane. For not long qfler she began her association 

with the Preschool for the Deaf, she received a phone call.fi·om another Tweed 

contributor, a young man named Gerard Smith. Gerard was working on an 

Honours degree in English Literature at the University of Queensland, and 

wanted to help Jan raise the standard of Tweed. Jan was happy to accept 

Gerard's offer. 'I've never been able to spell correctly,' she told him. 'Welcome 

aboard.' 
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Jan and Gerard lived vastly different lives. During the 1970s, Jan was 

monogamous and led a relatively quiet social life, whereas Gerard was a single 

gay man who enjoyed going to nightclubs, indulging in numerous love affairs, and 

drinking until dawn. And while Jan spent most of her days barefoot or wearing 

farm boots, Gerard favoured platform shoes, and once had his hair permed into 

ringlets because he wanted to look like the romantic poet Lord Byron. 

Jan learnt a lot about writingji-om Gerard, who was a patient teacher. She was 

aware that her new friend liked 'being around the beautiful people', and because 

she felt she 'didn't qualifY in that department', was grateful/hat he put so much 

time and effort into their ji-iendship. Gerard introduced Jan and Tony to his 

parents, siblings and.fi-iends, and Jan appointed him associate editor qfTweed. 

The pair worked together on the magazine on the nights that Jan and Tony stayed 

in the city. 

Over the next couple qf years, Tweed became so popular that at one stage it 

boasted more than five hundred subscribing contributors, including the acclaimed 

Australian poet Dorothy Porter, as well as many prolific American haiku writers 

including Robert Spiess, Anita Virgil, Leroy Gorman, George Swede, LA 

Davidson, Virginia Brady Young, Michael McClintock and Cor van den Heuvel. 

after the shower -
listening to my 
self drip 

(van den Heuvel 1975: 37) 

One qf Jan's most satisjj,ing Tweed-related moments, however, was when she 

published the work of Marcella Caine, the American poet who had introduced her 

to haiku. 
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Would I have known him 
if I'd passed him on the road -
Bash6 - trudging by? 

(Caine 1978: 12) 

During this busy period, Gerard learnt that Jan had left school at fourteen, and 

he was also aware that one of the teachers at the Preschool for the Deaf had 

recently suggested she continue her formal education. Supportive of the idea, he 

turned up at the flats one evening early in 1978 with application forms for mature 

age enrolment at the University. of Queensland. Gerard encouraged Jan to 

undertake a Bachelor of Arts degree by correspondence, so she bundled together 

examples of her published work and was soon accepted into the program. 

Years later, Jan would say she 'must have been crazy' to enrol at university, as 

she already had more than enough responsibilities at that time in her life, 

including caring for three children, packing bananas and editing Tweed. To make 

matters worse, she was also Sl{{{ering .fi'om painful complications related to 

abdominal surgery she had undergone a year earlier. Having had an 

'apronectomy' (an operation to remove excess tissue from the lower abdominal 

area), she now found she was unable to comfortably lift anything that weighed 

more than a kilogram - not the most convenient, long-term side effect to 

experience when you're a banana packer and also the mother of a three-year-old 

disabled child who constantly needs to be carried. 

But Jan was resourceful. She willed hersei.f to cope with the pain ji'Ofn the 

botched surge1y, and taught hersei.f to compose assignments in her mind while 

packing bananas. This strategy involved mulling over ideas and arranging them 

into an argument, and then sitting at the typewriter as soon as possible after she'd 

finished packing in order to commit her thoughts to paper. Studying on a part

time basis, Jan would take eight years to finish her degree, and although she 

would rarely a/lain more than satisfactOIJ' marks for her assignments, would feel 

proud about graduating with a major in English Literature. 
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Throughout this period, Jan continued editing Tweed while maintaining a 

regular haiku practice, and her efforts led to the publication of four collections of 

haiku-related work during the 1970s. The first was Banana Leaves (1972), a small 

handmade book that William J Higginson reviewed a year b~fore its official 

release. 

Among a number of fairly supe1:ficial poems which demonstrate 

willingness to experiment with form are a ftw with fi"esh images or a 

modicum of depth. The work in the booklet is a bit thin, but gives 

promise of more solid poems to come. (Higginson 1971: 40) 

Whenever Jan heard about a writer who was interested in haiku, she was quick 

to get in touch and begin some kind of acquaintance. So it's no swprise the 

reviewers of her books were also inevitably herjNends or pen pals. Naturally, Jan 

loved to receive positive critiques of her work, but when the comments about her 

books were less than glowing, she took solace in the fact that the reviews reflected 

the unbiased opinions of practitioners in the genre who were genuinely interested 

in her development as a haiku writer. 

Two more self-published books followed Banana Leaves. First came Walking 

into the Sun (1974), which won a Haiku Society of America Book Award in 1974 

for outstanding achievement in the field of haiku publication. A review by Brian 

Joyce described the book as containing haibun that seemed 'far too measured, 

studied [and] laboured' (Joyce 1974:38) but haiku that exhibited 'tremendous 

talent' and 'an open childlike wonder' (Joyce 1974: 37). And next came Hearing 

the Wind (1976), which Gerard Smith r~ferred to as a 'cleanly and beautifully 

presented book' (Smith 1977: 42). 

In 1978, Brisbane's Makar Press published Jan's fourth collection of haiku

related work, On Sparse Brush, as part of its Gargoyle Poets series. One night, 

not long after its release, Gerard arrived at the Brisbane flat with one of the 

book's admirers: Lex Byers, a fellow studentfrom the University of Queensland. 

Lex made a few remarks about several haiku ji"Din On Sparse Brush that had 

given him 'prickles, like someone walking over my grave', and Jan wasjlattered. 
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She and Lex fell into an easy and good-humoured conversation. Lex asked Jan 

to guess what he did for a living, and she answered, 'Garbage collector!' Years 

later, Lex would say, 'Jan was totally wrong and she was possibly joking, I was 

doing a philosophy degree, but maybe she foresaw I was never going to be an 

academic, which was my big aim at the time' (Byers 2009). Like Gerard, Lex 

would eventually co-edit several issues of Tweed with Jan, and throughout the 

late I970s and early 1980s would also become a regular visitor to Dungay, Years 

late/~ Lex would recall that he and Jan 'connected in a lot of ways' despite the 

.frtct that they were 'vel)' dif.forent people' (Byers 2009). 

There was a 'meeting of the minds' but there was also the farm. I 

found the farm a fascinating place. Who wouldn't have? We went for 

lots of walks often by ourselves and sometimes with the kids. Never 

with Silvester. We'd talk about all sorts of things. Jan had a rea/love 

of the farm and it must have been a heartbreaking decision to give it 

up ... It wasn't the farming ente1prise; that was just bread and butter 

and Silvester's domain. It was the beautiful countJ)'· We would walk 

around collecting little trees to make bonsais. The cows used to stunt 

things so if you want to get some bonsais happening jus/let the COli'S 

loose for a ftw years! There was even a spring with beautiful red and 

white cra;fish. We wondered how they got there in the first place. So 

I'd say the farm and Tony were the two great inspirations for Jan's 

poems. A veiJ' fertile and potent combination when you think about 

it. (Byers 2009) 

The first time Lex met Tony, he was particularly struck by the impression that 

Jan was completely devoted to her son. 'It was a difjicult time, ' he would recall 

more than thirty years later. 'There was a lot of hope that Tony would respond to 

the various therapies but there was also a quiet despair. There was some sort of 

cord connecting Jan and Tony, which was at the same time a ball and chain' 

(Byers 2009). According to Lex, 
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seemed to see people in much the same way we see inanimate objects. 

People were of no moment. Even with Jan he seemed to take no 

notice. That was unless she une:.pectedly went out of his line of sight. 

Then he would be .fi"antic. The other thing that struck me was he 

seemed to be struggling to break through the fog. He'd bang his head 

with his hand like he was tiJ'ing to get something to pop. I used to get 

an eerie feeling he'd just speak one day and that I'd be the one he'd 

talk to! It never happened of course. (Byers 2009) 

When Tony was seven, it was time for him to leave the Preschool for the Deaf 

Jan's trips to Brisbane continued, however, as Tony was by that stage enrolled in 

the city's Autistic Day Centre, and even though he was no longer attending the 

preschool, its director kindly invited Jan and Tony to continue staying in the 

preschool-owned accommodation. 

One Friday afternoon, after a week of attending the autistic centre during the 

day and sleeping in the preschool accommodation at night, Jan was packing to 

leave when she developed a migraine. The pain was so bad that she decided to 

spend an extra night in Brisbane and drive home the next morning. After leaving 

Tony playing in the yard, Jan went to lie down. She hadn't been resting for long, 

however, when the caretaker came banging on the door. Apparently, earlier that 

day, he had planted a row of .fi"angipani branches along the back fence line - but 

just now, while Jan was resting, Tony had uprooted the branches and snapped 

them into pieces. 

Jan guessed why Tony had reacted so violently. He would have seen the 

branches as foreign objects that had intruded into his territmy. Nonetheless, Jan 

correctly assumed she and Tony wouldn't be invited to stay at the flat again. She 

was in tears as she drove back to Dungay. 'The flats have been our second home 

for five years, 'she thought. 'This feels like the end of an era.' 
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unable to sleep 
i knead the dry side 

of the pillow 

(Bostok 2003a: 34) 

Back in Dungay fit!/ time, feeling isolated and abandoned, Jan began losing 

hope in her ability to care for Tony. Not long aj/er his seventh birthday, on one of 

her rare visits to Murwillumbah, she decided to drop into the newsagency to buy 

the local paper. While she was waiting to pay, Tony began spinning the rotating 

postcard stand - round and round, faster and faster. Standing in line with the 

exact money for the paper in her hand, Jan tried to keep one eye on her son and 

the other on the newsagent. Round and round, faster andfaster- her mind began 

5pinning as fi'antically as the postcard rack. 

'Do I abandon the paper and grab Tony, or ignore Tony and hope I'll be served 

next?' 

Suddenly, the stand toppled with an unwieldy crash, scattering images of 

Wollumbin across the floor. 

The new sa gent rushed out fi'om behind the counter. 'Can't you control your 

kid?' 

Trying to soothe her son, Jan mumbled that Tony was autistic. All she received 

in response wm~ 'Get him out! Get him out!' 

'Bob, take it easy. 'Jan recognised the gentle voice of the man.fi·om the adjacent 

art shop, someone she would remember with kindness for the rest of her /(fe. 'The 

child doesn't understand what he's done. He didn't mean any harm. ' 

But it was too late. Jan grabbed Tony and headed for the door, resolving to 

never set foot in the newsagency again. For better or worse, that wasn't the only 

resolution she made that day. For as Jan struggled to get Tony into the car, as she 

drove back to Dun gay with his screams }//ling her ears, as she watched him run to 
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a veranda post and start ramming it with his head, she understood that caring for 

her son had become an impossible task. Her attitude finally fell into alignment 

with her husband's. She decided to place Tony in care. 

calf sold cow's deep bellow long into another night 

(Bostok 2003a: 76) 

One humid night in early January 2009, I phone Jan's sister, Norma. The retired 

high school teacher still lives on her farm near Boho in the high country of 

northeast Victoria. In a gentle voice, Norma tells me she has vivid memories of 

Tony as a child. 'He was out of control,' she says. 'Nobody could do anything 

with him. He would take off all his clothes and run out into the banana plantation. 

He'd run off anywhere, night or day.' 

Norma recalls that Tony was so disruptive that 'everything had to be modified'. 

Inside the farmhouse, 'all the doors were half-doors, because Jan always needed 

to be able to see what Tony was doing, and everything had to be locked up, 

because Tony would try and get into everything'. 

Norma finds it hard to imagine how Jan coped for as long as she did. 'It was 

very hard for Jan because she had so little help. On rare occasions, there was some 

kind of therapy, but nobody seemed to know what to do. The local primary school 

couldn't manage Tony. I guess Jan's told you where they used to lock him up?' 

For a moment, we listen to the static in the phone line. 'Having a child like that 

you need an awful lot of back up, and Jan didn't have that in the country. She'd 

have to take Tony to Lismore, to Brisbane, and sometimes to Sydney.' Another 

pause. 'The last time I saw Tony he was a teenager. He didn't recognise us. Jan 

walked in, and he gave her a half smile. There was no relationship.' 

Norma tells me that the only person who went close to being able to 

communicate with Tony was Clarrie. 'After Dad retired, he would work out in the 
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bananas with Silvester, and Tony was just like a little puppy dog, trailing him all 

over the farm.' I'm enjoying the image of Tony traipsing through the banana 

plantation, following his grandfather everywhere, when I realise the note of 

happiness I'd detected in Norma's voice has already disappeared. Apparently, 

while Clarrie was busy finding ways to engage with Tony, the boy's grandmother 

was formulating theories that caused Jan nothing but grief and shame. 

'Mum blamed Jan for Tony being like he is. She loved Tony dearly and 

believed God would one day make him better. When that didn't happen, Mum 

decided it was Jan's lack of faith that stopped the miracle. Not enough faith! 

That's what our mother always said. But faith doesn't work that way. I think 

Mum's mind was going a bit then. I couldn't understand some of the things she 

said.' 

Jan was distressed at the thought of placing Tony in care and had no idea of how 

to go about it. People o.ffered all sorts of advice. A social worker suggested Jan 

admit Tony to the nearest hospital and refuse to take him home, but she couldn't 

bear the thought of doing that. Instead, she began making phone enquiries and 

visiting institutions throughout Queensland and New South Wales. Whenever 

she'd waver in her decision to send her seven year old away, another calamity 

would occur- such as Tony developing a sudden desire to hurl rocks through car 

windscreens -making institutionalisation seem/ike the only viable option. 

While Jan was searching for a place that would take Tony on a permanent 

basis, she'd drive him seven hundred kilometres to Newcastle eve1y month or so, 

where he'd spend a week at Stockton Hospital. This was, at the time, the only 

respite centre in New South Wales. When Jan .first heard about the hospital, she 

was told it was located on an island. Visua/ising palm trees, she naiVely imagined 

a paradise where children/ike Tony could be happy andfi·ee. 
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... a long sweep of bridge leads us from the mainland 
there is no stopping or turning on this carriageway it 
leads straight to a rust-coloured island the buildings a 
legacy from the past salt sprayed palms hunch low out 
of the onshore wind a wintry wind as bleak and as 
unexpected as the landscape a red brick building with a 
wide front entrance deceives us from the outside its 
open arms snap shut with the wire gates which must be 
quickly opened and locked with each passing from area 
to area and courtyard to courtyard we leave relieved to 
expel the dank salt air from our lungs we leave our 
screaming son locked behind the wire fence of his ugly 
new island home 

(Bostok 2007a: 45) 

Jan thought Stockton was horrible because the nurses were always locking 

Tony up. 'I hear him screaming as I drive away, 'she explained to her parents. 'I 

hear his screaming ringing for days. ' But leaving Tony at Stockton was the only 

way Jan could get a break.fi·om the constant demands of caring for him. 'When 

Tony is at home I have to watch him twenty-four hours a day. I can't live like that 

for months on end. It's alii can see ahead of me forever.' 

Afler several months of driving Tony back and forth between Dungay and 

Stockton, Jan secured a place for him at the Endeavour Foundation Boarding 

School in Toowoomba, a picturesque city occupying a crest of the Great Dividing 

Range 127 kilometres west of Brisbane. In the early 1980s, it took five hours to 

drive fi·om Dungay to Toowoomba, and Jan made the trip to visit Tony eveiJ' six 

weeks. One time she found him with an arm in a plaster cast. On another occasion 

he had a broken leg. Obviously, Tony's tantrums were getting worse. He hadn't 

learnt any basic living skills, and stqff reported that he was of/en violent. Sadly, 

Tony stayed with the Endeavour Foundation for eleven years. 
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leaving the institution 
all the children 
run behind 

(Bostok 2007a: 48) 

When Tony turned eighteen and was no longer eligible to stay at the boarding 

school, Endeavour Foundation staflfound a home for him in Brisbane's West 

End. It was Linden Court, a forty-two-bed facility for the disabled, where the 

centre's manager, Lorraine Gorman, felt an immediate bond with Tony. Lorraine 

was able to help solve several of his major health problems (Tony was diagnosed 

with f)JJe two diabetes, for example, while he was in Lorraine's care), and she 

encouraged him to make greater use of Makaton, a key-word signing system he 

had begun/earning in Toowoomba. 

By the lime Linden Court closed down, several years after Tony's arrival, he 

had become one of Lorraine 's.f{tvourite residents. Fortunately, he was among the 

few clients she took with her when she established Greenmeadow Court, a larger 

facility in a quieter Brisbane suburb. 

Throughout 2008, I often ask Jan if she'd like to visit Tony. She'd once told me 

that she hadn't seen him since before Silvester died, so I figure it must be at least 

four years since they've met. 'I can drive you,' I say. 'Brisbane's less than two 

hours from Murwillumbah.' But there always seems to be a reason why we can't 

go. Sometimes Jan has a medical appointment. On other occasions she's just too 

tired, or not feeling well enough to contemplate a trip to the city. Eventually, with 

profound embarrassment, Jan admits she no longer knows where Tony lives. 

'I've been so depressed since Silvester died. I remember Lorraine telling me 

she'd sold Greenmeadow, and asking if she could take Tony to live with her. She 

sent me some forms to sign, but l haven't heard from her since. I lose track of 

how much time goes by.' 
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Jan manages to get hold of Lorraine's phone number late in 2008. It's early 

January 2009, however, before it occurs to me to ask Jan if I can call Lorraine on 

her behalf. Jan immediately gives the go-ahead, saying she'd love to see Tony but 

wouldn't be comfortable making the call herself. 

'Lorraine probably thinks that because I don't visit Tony, I'm not interested,' 

she says. 'But nobody has any idea how many times a day I think of him and get 

upset, especially now that Silvester's gone and I should be able to just go and see 

him whenever I want to ... but I'm just not up to it physically. It was just after 

Silvester died that I started having a lot of trouble with my legs, and the doctors 

said it was because I sat by his bedside for three months. They thought I'd get 

better, but I haven't.' 

I waste no time calling Lorraine, who's delighted Jan wants to see Tony. She 

tells me it's been about two years since she settled Tony into a seven-bedroom 

house with six other intellectually disabled men, and that he lives 'quite 

independently'. I'm surprised to hear that Tony can make a cup of coffee, is 

learning to cook, and that one of his favourite hobbies is giving people hugs. I'm 

stunned to learn he holds down a part-time job and enjoys 'a very busy schedule'. 

Every Monday, Tony goes on an outing. On Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays, 

he works at a factory packing boxes. Wednesdays are reserved for gym workouts 

and swimming, and Saturdays for ten-pin bowling. On Sundays, Tony relaxes at 

Lorraine's place, usually with his feet up on the lounge, reading car magazines. 

'When Tony came to me, he was a very bewildered young man. Now he can 

make small but significant decisions, make his own bed, and hang out his washing 

and bring it in folded. He has his own bedroom, his own toys, and is saving 

money in the bank. He knows what he wants, I believe.' 

I ask if Jan and I are welcome to visit. 'That would be wonderful,' Lorraine 

says. 'Come any time you like.' 

Two days later, Jan and I pull up outside a two-storey house in an elevated 

Brisbane suburb. Lorraine is there to greet us. She gives us both a hug and invites 
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us inside for morning tea. Tony is still at the local swimming pool, but Lorraine 

has gathered together several people for us to meet, mainly support workers who 

take Tony on excursions, and various fi-iends who help him live a full and happy 

life. People pass photos around the room. We see pictures of Tony fishing from a 

riverbank, Tony standing next to a 'monster truck', and Tony driving a dodgem 

car. My favourite image shows him astride a giant fibreglass crocodile at 

Dreamworld. In almost every photo, he's giving the photographer a confident 

'thumbs up'. 

Suddenly, a door opens and Tony shuffles into the room. He has his mother's 

round body shape and lively dark eyes. His olive skin is smooth and flawless, 

making him look much younger than his thirty-five years. With sharp, angular 

movements, he heads straight for the only spare chair in the room. Although he 

hasn't noticed Jan, he's observed that most people in the room are enjoying hot 

drinks. He gets straight back up and heads directly to the kitchen, where he makes 

himself a cup of instant coffee. Tony's actions are mindful and precise. He spends 

a good minute stirring sugar into his coffee. His face shows no expression. 

Once Tony is back in his chair with his coffee, he notices Jan sitting on the 

opposite side of the room. He looks at Lorraine, and I imagine I see the slightest 

ripple of surprise move across his face. 

'Yes, it's Mum,' Lorraine confirms, making the sign for 'mother' in Makaton. 

Jan rises slowly from her chair, using her walking stick to push herself to her feet. 

Tony moves towards her. There's a collective holding of breath as he reaches for 

Jan and gazes into her face. His eyes are brimming with tears as he looks over his 

shoulder at Lorraine. 

'It's Mum!' Tony confirms in Makaton. 

'Hello, sweetie!' Jan says. 
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The rest of our visit flies by. Lorraine shows us around the house and introduces 

us to Tony's six housemates, the 'brothers' she brought here two years ago when 

she sold Greenmeadow Court. 'I'd always intended to take Tony when I went, but 

six of his friends refused to be left behind. I told them Greenmeadow would be 

their home regardless of who was running it, but they said, "You can't leave us; 

we're part of your family." That was when I decided to buy this house. We did it 

up and had it approved by government and council. While the renovations were 

being done, Tony stayed with my son, who was his support worker at the time, 

and the others lived with me.' 

On the home's ground floor is a large open-plan lounge and kitchen area that 

serves as an office. This is where we were introduced to Tony. Lorraine points to 

an ironing board set up on one side of the room. 'That's where I iron Tony's 

clothes,' she says. 'He stands guard when I do it. Doesn't take his eyes off his 

shirts and shotts until they're safely back in his wardrobe.' Also on this level are a 

double garage, a bathroom, and a guest bedroom where a carer can spend the 

night. 

Tony and his friends live upstairs. At first it seems as though Jan will miss out 

on exploring the home's top storey; ascending a steep flight of stairs is an 

ambitious undettaking for someone whose knees need replacing. Curiosity soon 

outweighs her sense of caution, however, and - slowly, one determined walking

stick step at a time- she makes it to the upper floor. 

Tony's room is only a few steps from the landing, and he rushes in ahead of us 

to put away his backpack and swimming goggles. The room is extraordinarily 

tidy. Propped against a wall is a large wooden sign that spells 'TONY' in all 

things round: coins, buttons, glitter. Lorraine tells us Tony made the sign at a 

recent Bunnings craft day. A large plush gorilla wearing satin shorts and boxing 

gloves occupies most of the bed. I tap the gorilla, assume a boxer's stance, and 

then bounce about punching the air. Tony acknowledges my effotts with a solemn 

thumbs-up. 
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He loves anything with wheels. Jan and l admire a display of more than a 

hundred toy cars, all aligned at precise forty- five-degree angles on shelves shared 

with Tony's bowling trophies. During morning tea I'd given him a couple of 

Matchbox cars; I assume he'll place these on a shelf with the others. Instead, 

Tony kneels beside his bed, raises the edge of the quilt cover, and pulls out a 

cardboard box filled with more toy cars. With reverence, this is where he lays his 

newest acquisitions. 

Noticing another cardboard box under the bed, I touch Tony lightly on the 

shoulder and then direct his attention towards it. After carefully sliding the first 

box back into position, Tony pulls this second one into view. It's a treasure chest 

of round objects: Vegemite jar lids and water bottle caps, and MeadowLea 

margarine tub covers and milk bottle tops. Defying Tony's idiosyncratic logic, a 

Tic Tac container provides the only straight edges in an empire of circles. 

Tony pushes the box back under the bed and retreats to a corner of the room. 

His movements remind me of the Tic Tac container - all lines and right angles. 

Earlier today, Lorraine told me Tony is inclined to shove his way through a 

cluster of people rather than loop around its periphery. In every other respect, his 

behaviour has more in common with circles. His actions and obsessions repeat 

themselves continuously. 

A laundry bag in the far corner of the room is stretched to bursting with balls of 

all shapes and sizes. Lorraine is a volunteer worker at the local rugby club. 'If 

Tony's there with me and someone walks away from a ball, it's fair game,' she 

laughs. 'He's quite cunning. He's a good observer and waits until no one is 

looking before he knocks something off.' 

Showing us the bathroom, Lorraine explains that although Tony can toilet 

himself, someone comes to the house at around six every morning to help him 

shower. 'He's not allowed to have a razor,' she says. 'He shaves every hair off his 

body. He doesn't like pubes.' 
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While Jan rests on the upstairs lounge, Tony's housemates take me on a tour of 

their rooms. They are talkative, and happy to chat with me. Dean has been a friend 

of Tony's for twenty years. He loves tigers and Harley Davidsons. Anthony, with 

his bright blue eyes and engaging smile, loves tigers too, but says his favourite 

thing in the world is his friendship with Tony. 'We're brothers,' Anthony says. 

'When I open my bedroom door in the morning, there's Tony, waiting to give me 

a hug. First thing he does every day is cuddle everybody.' Three mornings a 

week, Anthony prepares Tony's cereal while Tony makes a coffee. 'Then we go 

outside and share a taxi to work.' 

'Tony also likes fishing things out of the kitchen bin,' adds Michael, Dean's 

adopted brother. 'He goes through the rubbish. He wants to find things that are 

round.' 

Dean and Michael came into Lorraine's care in 1990, when Disability Services 

Queensland placed them in Linden Court. By that stage, Dean had moved through 

ten different homes, and Michael through forty-two. But this is their best home 

ever, they say. Everyone gets along, Lorraine lives a few kilometres down the 

road, and the household recently acquired a computer and flat-screen TV. Dean 

laughs as he shows me the new television. 'We haven't set it up yet, but when we 

do, I bet there'll be a fight for the remote!' 

As we say our goodbyes, Jan worries out loud that Tony might get upset when 

she leaves. 'What if he wants to come with me?' she asks Lorraine. But as Jan 

walks towards the car, Tony stands placidly on the front porch encircled by his 

brothers, his support workers and Lorraine. He gives us a sturdy thumbs-up as we 

drive away. 

After dropping Jan home, I recall a comment she'd made last February: 'My 

Tony's birthday was the 24'h, but he wouldn't have known.' Jan had looked so sad 

in that moment that it seemed she'd resignedly closed the door on the 'Tony' 

room of her life. Today, however, it seems she's opened it again. For when I 

arrive home early in the evening, she's already emailed. 
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Tony is so different. His birthday is Feb 24. I must get him something to do with 
cars. 

Wrapping a blanket around my shoulders, I step outside to watch a full moon 

follow its curved path round the Eatth. Thirty years ago, on a night like this, Tony 

would have been out in the Dungay paddocks - running about, laughing in the 

moonlight. But tonight, he's undoubtedly tucked up in bed in the city, asleep in 

the house that he shares with his cherished collections: one box of round objects, 

hundreds of model cars ... and six brothers. 
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amongst the graffiti 
a tiny violet 

clinging 

(Bostok 2003a: 25) 



Chapter 8 

The proof of a poet is that his country 
absorbs him as affectionately 

as he has absorbed it. 
- Walt Whitman 



It's September 22, 2009, the 'Presentation of Papers Day' at the first international 

haiku conference ever held in Australia, and Jan's knees are playing up. She's 

about to give a talk called "A Haiku Journey" to a packed audience of delegates 

from seven countries, but the step leading to the stage is too high for her to 

negotiate. Observing her hesitation, two men move forward to offer assistance. 

One is Brisbane-based haiku writer and former artistic director of the Queensland 

Poetry Festival, Graham Nunn. The other is Tasmanian visual artist and poet, Ron 

Moss. 

After conferring briefly, Graham and Ron each take one of Jan's elbows and 

hoist her up the small step and onto the stage, where a chair and microphone have 

been set up so she can deliver her talk from a seated position. Later, Jan will tell 

me, 'I remember lifting my children in the same way ... when they were acting 

stubborn and wouldn't walk for me!' 

Graham, as the event's Master of Ceremonies, returns to his position at the side 

of the stage and surveys the audience. Organised by HaikuOz president Beverley 

George, The Fourth Haiku Pacific Rim Conference has brought some of the 

world's most respected haiku writers, scholars, editors and publishers to Terrigal, 

a coastal suburb ofGosford on the central coast ofNSW. 

From where Graham is standing, he can see Jerry Ball, the conference founder 

and past president of the Haiku Society of America, as well as Martin Lucas, the 

editor of Presence, Britain's leading independent haiku journal. Graham also has 

a clear view of several Japanese attendees, including lkuyo Yoshimura, Emeritus 

Professor of English at Asahi University and biographer of RH Blyth and James 

W Hackett, and also Minako Noma, convener of the previous Haiku Pacific Rim 

Conference and representative of the Shiki Museum in Matsuyama. 

Graham would later tell me he felt that Jan's presentation was, for many, the 

moment for which they had been waiting. 'Standing before us was a woman who 

has not only taken the haiku journey; her pioneering work in the 1970s paved the 
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road,' he would say. Now, as Jan begins to speak, Graham watches the audience 

lean in, hanging off every word. 

Jan wisecracks her way through the first part of her talk, charming the audience 

like a seasoned comedienne. Speaking off-the-cuff, she focuses mainly on her 

experience as one of the first poets to have her haiku published in Australia. She 

talks about learning of haiku from her American pen pal, Marcella Caine, and 

outlines her experiences as the founding editor of Australia's first haiku journal, 

Tweed, before describing how she feels about haiku in general. 

'I gave up my family's religion and I took up haiku as a religion,' she says. 'Did 

it daily. I'd have the words in my head and just write them down. Rarely would I 

change them.' 

Describing the haiku workshops she conducted in New Zealand in the late 

1990s and early 2000s, Jan explains that she became known in that country as 'the 

haiku missionary'. After delivering that information, she waits one beat, and then 

says in a droll voice, 'I'm glad they no longer eat missionaries.' 

As Jan speaks of subjects relating to death, her black humour becomes apparent. 

First, she tells stories about Silvester's encounters with snakes. He survived a bite 

from a death adder at Dungay, for example (Jan says the antivenom affected him 

more adversely than the snake bite). Next, Jan touches on Silvester's attempted 

suicide - and within seconds of raising this topic, has the audience in fits of 

laughter. As New Zealand haiku writer Sandra Simpson later writes: 

As memory serves, it wasn't so much what Jan said as the way she 

said it - I remember being quite shocked as she started the story but 

then along with everyone else laughing. 

Her laconic, slightly shy, style of delivery and her timing were 

impeccable. 

Something along the lines of: "And then he took his shotgun, went 

down the back of the farm and shot himself (horrified silence), 

aiming the gun at his chest. But he managed to miss all his vital 
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organs (wait for it) ... he was a terrible shot." 

And to top it off, Jan added a list of things that would normally kill 

- Silvester had also been hit by lightning (twice?), bitten by a deadly 

snake, and there was some other calamity (howls of laughter from 

around the room). It seems grotesque writing it down like this, so it's 

a "you had to be there" situation. (Simpson 20 II) 

I see people are surprised to discover how funny Jan is. Earlier in the day's 

proceedings, I'd given a talk on how she had sought refuge in haiku during her 

most difficult years with Tony. Afterwards, many people had approached Jan to 

say how touched they were that she'd fought so hard to keep a severely disabled 

son at home while caring for two other children and working on the banana farm. 

As Simpson would later write in a report for the New Zealand Poetry Society: 

'It's a testament to Jan's character that she has been so honest with Sharon about a 

very personal topic, and was then prepared to sit in a room with some seventy 

others and have that tragedy exposed' (Simpson 2009). 

There's one topic, however, about which Jan doesn't attempt to joke, and that's 

her reference to the death of a good friend who was also a haiku writer. Talking of 

how she learned her craft in isolation during the 1 970s, Jan says that at first she 

was unable to find people who took haiku seriously in Australia, so she 

corresponded with many of the early haiku writers in America. 

'In the late seventies, I decided to visit the American haiku writers,' she 

explains. 'My dear friend Gerard Smith, who was helping me edit Tweed, was 

excited about my trip and helped me plan every detail.' Jan pauses, before adding, 

'It was a huge loss to me when Gerard was killed in 1978, only a week before I 

left Australia.' 

Late in 1978, Jan had several vaccinations in preparation for her haiku 

pilgrimage to America. The smallpox vaccine made her too sick to care for Tony, 

so Clarrie and Silvester arranged to take the boy to a respite care centre in 
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Brisbane. About hl'o hours qfler the men had left the farmhouse, the telephone 

rang. :Jan dragged herself out of bed to answer it. Gerard's father was on the line. 

He told Jan that Gerard had been killed in a car accident the previous night. 

Jan fell back into bed. Her sleep was troubled, but her waking hours were the 

rea/nightmare because Gerard had shared with her a deep love of poetry. She felt 

the loss intensely. Years later, Jan and Gerard's mutualji-iend, Alex Byers, would 

theorise about how Gerard fitted into Jan's life. 

Jan and Silvester were an "odd couple" with a bond I didn't 

understand. It was vel)' sexual (I understood that part, of course!). 

Silvester was totally devoted and Jan was evel)'thing he seemed to 

need. But Jan obviously needed something more. Silvester and the 

farm were anchors but the ship was always straining to break ji·ee! 

Maybe that's exaggerating things? But one manifestation it seemed to 

me was all manner of infatuations with, as it turned out, either 

unobtainable or weird males, including Gerard, who was batting for 

the other team. (Byers 2009) 

Jan was too ill to attend Gerard's jimeral, but Gerard's father drove down jimn 

Brisbane to see her before she flew out of the Gold Coast Ailport a few days later. 

'Gerard would have been here to farewell you,' he said, 'so I'm here on his behalf 

to say goodbye. 'For more than a year, Gerard had been the one person Jan had 

talked to in detail about this trip, and now that he was gone she didn't feel like 

leaving Australia. But she knew it was too late to cancel the journey. Her /(tres 

had been paid, and many haiku writers in America were wailing to meet her. Jan 

boarded the plane feeling confused and ber~fl. 

She was also scared. Believing herself too shy to mix with strangers, she felt 

particularly anxious a/the thought of meeting so many new people. But, as she'd 

written in a letter to her haiku mentor William J Higginson only weeks earlier, 

'My desire to make this trip has become stronger than my fear of doing it!' 
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This was Jan's .first time on a plane. Immediately qfter take-off, she looked 

down and saw a patchwork of banana plantations occupying the hills southwest of 

Coolangatta. Already, she was homesick for Dungay! 

During a short stopover in Sydney, Brian Joyce met Jan at the aiiJJOrt for a cup 

of tea. He attached a toy koala to the strap of her shoulder bag, telling her it 

would keep her company and identifj1 her as an Australian. As Jan reboarded the 

plane for the next stage of her journey, she had neverfelt so alone. Resolutely, she 

vowed that .from this point on, in memory of Gerard, she would accept every 

stranger as a.fi-iend, and embrace every wifami/iar e.\perience that came her way. 

Jan's .first official port of call was Vancouver, Canada. The city was wet, cold 

and rainy, but she received a warm welcome at Vancouver International Aii]Jort 

fi'O!n haiku writer and journal editor, Edna G Pruviance. 

Success eludes me 
but on my car's license plate 
the one word HAIKU 

(Pruviance 1975: 20) 

Edna had first come to Jan's attention in 1976, when she had founded the 

Haiku Appreciation Club in Bellingham, Washington State. Like Jan, Edna was 

editing a haiku journal while raising a family. The two women had plenty to talk 

about. 

Edna's journal was called Portals. 'The magazine grew so fast, I was quite 

overwhelmed,' she confessed to Jan. 'My children used to call it "hell week" 

when I'd be putting the magazine together cifter printing, as their meals and other 

coniforts were somewhat neglected. ' 

On that first night together in Vancouver, Jan and Edna stayed with Edna's 

brother, Ralph. Jan liked Ralph's house because there was a thick COIJJet of moss 
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growing on its roof tiles - something she'd never seen in Australia. Edna, Ralph 

and Jan stayed up talking until 1 am, and after only a few hours sleep, Edna and 

Jan said goodbye to Ralph and drove across the border into the United States. 

Edna's house in Bellingham was a charming two-storey cottage surrounded by 

a garden in which peonies, carnations and lilies grew in a forest-like setting. 

Inside was an extensive collection of haiku-related books and magazines. Edna's 

husband was confined to bed with a terminal illness. Whenever Edna went to care 

for him, Jan lazed around reading. Edna had recently acquired a new kitten, 

which she'd called Haiku. An older cat appeared quite jealous when people 

fussed over the kitten, so while Jan was working her way through Edna's haiku

related literature, she nursed the older cat and ignored the boisterous kitten. 

On Jan's second night in Bellingham - because she had promised herself she 

would embrace eve1y new experience that came her way- Jan accompanied Edna 

to a 'Daughters of America' meeting, where everyone present could trace their 

ancestl)' back to one or more of the 102 Ma;:f/ower passengers who had sailed 

fi'om Plymouth, England, to Plymouth, Massachusetts, in 1602. Crammed into a 

tiny parlour filled with Americana, the women spent the entire night playing 

bingo. 

A couple of days later, Edna invited Jan to church - and again, without 

hesitating, Jan agreed to go along. During the two years that the women had 

corresponded by mail, Edna had never mentioned religion, but as they drove 

through the city on that overcast Sunday morning, Edna i11(ormed Jan they were 

about to visit a Christian Spiritualist Church. 

Twenty minutes later, Jan found herself listening to a female preacher deliver a 

sermon about God's abiding love, during which 'mediums' arose ji'0111 the pews 

seemingly at random to deliver personal messages to members of the 

congregation. Jan had never been to a church service quite like it. She sat veiJ' 

still, gripping her seat and hoping no one would single her out for special 

attention. 
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Once the service was over, however, while eveiJ'One was having lunch in a 

room beneath the church, one of the mediums approached Jan. The old woman 

explained that she hadn't spoken to Jan during the service because she had 

sensed Jan's resistance to being addressed in public. 

The medium didn't hold back now. Reaching for a ham and pickle sandwich, 

she declared, 'You are a deeply spiritual person with rare psychic g[f/s and two 

spirit guides. One is called Abdul. The other is a ji'iend who recently died, and 

has since taken the form of a spirit guide to accompany you on this trip. ' 

Although Jan was unnerved by the woman's words, she nonetheless found 

herself comforted by the notion that Gerard's spirit was with her. But what the 

woman had said about a spirit guide named Abdulwouldn 't make any sense to 

Jan until she retumed fi·om her trip, which is when a Murwillumbah psychic 

would tell her that an Aboriginal ;pirit called A 'bill had attached himself to her at 

Dun gay, and had been watching over her since she had first moved onto the land 

in the late 1960s. 

Jan felt less comfortable with the thought that she was invested with 'rare 

psychic gifts'- mainly because her mother had insisted that anyone who claimed 

to have psychic powers was a sinner and would be punished by God. Since 

childhood, Jan had sensed that she could 'see' death. Her experience with such 

visions led her to suspect that perhaps she had some degree of p;ychic ability

which in turn, led to feelings of guilt and fears of annihilation. 

Throughout the previous year, Edna had promised Jan they would drive 

together across America to meet various haiku writers. 'We 'II have a Kerouac

style 'On the Road' e.\perience, 'she had written, 'driving across miles and miles 

of counti)'Side, writing haiku as we go. ' But when Jan had first met Edna's 

husband, she had 'seen' his imminent death, and knew Edna would not be making 

a road trip with her qfler all. 

Right up until the day before it was time for Jan to leave Bellingham, Edna 

seemed determined to accompany her. In the end, however, she acknowledged the 
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extent of her husband's dependence on her love and assistance, as well as her 

need to be with him at this time -and told Jan she would remain behind. As Jan 

queued at the train station to purchase an AMTRAK pass, she recalled the 

American mediwn 's recent words, and felt an exciting tremor of rebellion. 

'Perhaps I am psychic qfler all!' she thought. 

After enjoying a train journey that passed through forests, and then open spaces 

dotted with barns, diners and shantytowns, Jan disembarked in Portland, Oregon. 

Here, she was finally able to meet Marcella Caine, the woman who had 

introduced her to haiku. 

Across my rug 
the grass I cut yesterday 
dogging my footsteps 

(Caine 1972: 39) 

Afarcella lived in a house cluttered with fi'amed photographs and ornaments. 

She kept no food at home, because she ate eveiJ' meal at a diner. Jan found it hard 

to accept that Marcella went out for breakfast, which she considered the simplest 

meal of the day and always ate at home. But remaining true to her promise to 

welcome new experiences, Jan joined Marcella and her fi'iends as they went out 

for eveJ)' breakfast, lunch and dinner. 

After enjoying her time with Marcella, Jan looked forward to her next 

adventure: staying with Robert Spiess in Afadison, Wisconsin. Spiess was the 

editor of the esteemed journal Modem Haiku, which he would go on to edit for 

twenty years. He would also win the inaugural Masaoka Shiki International 

Haiku Prize in 2000, and two years ajler that would be described as the person 

who 'shaped the art and craft of writing American haiku more than any other ... 

aside, perhaps, ji·omtranslators such as RH Blyth' (Welch 2002). 
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A dirt road ... 
acres of potato plants 

white-flowered under the moon 

(Spiess in Ross 1993: 234) 

But the day that Jan was to board a train to Wisconsin, AMTRAK employees 

went on strike. Her rail pass was worthless. After much fuss and many phone 

calls, Jan was eventually able to make a .five-hour bus trip back to Bellingham, 

where Edna helped her make some hasty changes to her schedule. With newscasts 

predicting that the train strike wouldn 'I end any lime soon, Edna said she would 

drive Jan back to Seattle so that she could catch a plane to New York to meet with 

the writers she had originally arranged to see after visiting Wisconsin. 

Aware that flying directly into New York would mean sacrificing her visit to 

Spiess, Jan accepted Edna's kind offir with a mixture of gratitude and 

disappointment. She phoned Spiess to explain her predicament, and found him 

gracious and .friendly. Jan would always regret no/meeting him in person. 

When Jan arrived at John F Kennedy International Ailpor/ in New York, 

William J Higginson and his partner, the poet Penny Harter, were waiting to meet 

her. 
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writing again 
the tea water 
boiled dry 

(Higginson in van den Heuvel 2000: 77) 

evening rain 
I braid my hair 
into the dark 

(Harter 2005: I I 0) 



Higginson had been Jan's haiku mentor since 1970 - and, as she would 

discover years later, she was just one of countless people he generously helped to 

learn about haiku. As Canadian haiku writer George Swede would write after 

Higginson's death in 2008, while Higginson's written work touched tens of 

thousands of people, he was 

... also always ready to help anyone-jimn novice to master-in 

solving any problem to do with Japanese poetic forms: definitions, 

the proper season word, the appropriate next line in a renku, the 

right reference text, a translation ji-om Japanese into English and 

vice-versa, the best place to publish one's work, and so on. No 

wonder the descriptor, "He was generous with his time," is 

ji·equently included in discussions about Bill after his death. (Swede 

2008) 

Jan was excited to discover that Higginson owned a red Afustang. After driving 

Penny and Jan straight ji·om the ai1port to his hometown of Paterson, New Jersey, 

he took them for dinner at a Chinese restaurant, qf/er which they walked to the 

Great Falls of the Passaic River, one of the largest wate1jalls in the United States. 

Night had fallen, and Jan enjoyed watching the city lights illuminate the mist 

above the falls in a rainbow of colours. 

In letters, Higginson had encouraged Jan to call him Bill, so she was swprised 

that in person his behaviour struck her as quite formal. When they walked along 

footpaths together, for example, Bill was always careful to walk on the side 

nearest the road, and when she gave him one of the opal rings she had brought to 

give to haiku writers as a memento of her visit, he refused to accept it on the 

grounds that it was not the kind ofjewellelJ' he would wear. Jan was disappointed 

that she never felt fit!ly relaxed in his company, but nonetheless appreciated the 

opportunity to have many lengthy discussions with him about haiku. 

One of Jan's most memorable moments ji·om her time in New Jersey, however, 

had nothing to do with haiku, but occurred while she was enjoying a cup of tea 

with Penny late one night. The women were talking about telepathy, and Penny 
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insisted that everyone has the ability to read another person's mind. Ajler sitting 

quietly and concentrating for a few minutes, she said to Jan, 'I have a message for 

you: The old cheese is still in the ji-idge. ' 

At first, Jan was puzzled by Penny's words. But when Penny added that she had 

been thinking of Jan's ji-iend Gerard when the words had entered her mind, the 

statement suddenly made sense- for Jan recalled that Gerard's nickname for his 

mother was 'The Old Cheese', and that because his mother was overweight, he 

had of/en complained that she ate too much and was always 'in theji-idge '. 

Jan's next stop was the town of Cheshire in the nearby state of Connecticut, 

where she stayed with haiku writer Virginia Brady Young, who had served two 

terms as president of the Haiku Society of America. 

white lilacs 
before sunrise 
their own light 

(Young in Ross 1993: 307) 

Jan warmed to Virginia immediately. Knowing how much Jan loved animals, 

Virginia took Jan to visit the Mystic Aquarium and Institute for Exploration, 

which had opened only five years earlier. It was a cold day, and Jan felt as 

though she and Virginia had the aquarium to themselves. They saw Steller sea 

lions and Beluga whales, and Jan e1ljoyed eve1y moment. And to make Jan's stay 

in Connecticut even more memorable, Virginia hosted a meeting of haiku writers 

in her home on the final night. It was the first haiku meeting Jan had ever 

attended, and she'd never felt more at ease in a gathering of strangers. 

When it was time for Jan to catch a bus back to New York City, she found it 

difficult to say goodbye to Virginia. But fortunately, she had no sooner bid 

fitrewell to one hospitable person than she found herself in the company of 

another - for she was met at the bus depot by Agnes Davidson (who also 
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published under the name LA Davidson), a highly sociable founding member of 

the Haiku Society of America. Agnes had published widely in magazines, and four 

years later would gather almost 200 of her haiku together for a collection called 

The Shape of the Tree (1982, 1991). 

Agnes was one of the most interesting people Jan had ever met. Born in 1917 to 

homesteaders in Eastern Montana, Agnes had also lived in Uganda and Brazil, 

and now resided in an apartment complex called Washington Square in the 

Greenwich Village neighbourhood. As Jane Reichhold would write eight years 

later: 

A resident of New York City, Davidson has written haiku with an 

urban background. She finds her naflll'e in houseplants, vacant lots 

and manicured parks or, on weekends, on the city's waterways by 

sailboat. Nature is eveiJ~I'here she is. Her haiku follow her l{fe. Their 

form follows their content. Steeped in the traditions of haiku, yet the 

winds of the wide open spaces of her native Montana blow through 

her poe/IJ' allowing her the fi'eedom to shape her work around her 

observations instead of vice versa. No one could have thought the city 

held so much for the haiku writer. (Reichhold 1986) 

on the subway stairs 
an old shopping-bag woman 
shrinks into her rags 

(LA Davidson 1982: 3) 

From the moment Jan stepped off the bus, she was swept into a whirlwind of 

activity. First, Agnes took her to the United Nations Headquarters, where they 

lunched in the delegates' dining room with haiku writer Marion J Richardson, 

whose son was a UN ambassador. 
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Twilight from field to tree a crow 

(Richardson in Higginson 1989: 75) 

Jan didn 'I know it at the time, but also located on the headquarters site was the 

Dag Hammarskjold LibrmJ', named qfter the late Swedish diplomat who served as 

Secre!GIJ'-General of the UN fi'om 1953 until 1961, when he was killed in a plane 

crash while on a peacemaking mission in the Congo. After Hammarskjold's death, 

a journal he had been keeping was discovered and published, and in the journal 

were 110 haiku (thought to be the first ever composed in Swedish) that he had 

written during the autumn of 1959. 

April snow. 
The cardinal sought shelter 
In the white forsythia. 

(Hammarskjold 1976: 216) 

In r~ference to his haiku-inspired poems, Hammarskjold had written the 

following passage about the spirit in which they were composed. 

In the point of rest at the centre of our being, we encounter a world 

where all things are at rest in the same way. Then a tree becomes a 

mysteiJ', a cloud a revelation, each man a cosmos of whose riches we 

can only catch glimpses. The lifo of simplicity is simple, but it opens 

to us a book in which we never get beyond the first syllable. 

(Hammarslgold I976: 199) 

Af/er lunch at the UN Headquarters, Agnes look Jan shopping at Macy 's 

Department Store, where Jan bought Silvester a Stetson hat. Afterward~, on the 

way back to Agnes' apartment, Agnes told Jan that subway tokens were being 

phased out to make way for small paper cards that could be stamped by machines. 
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She gave Jan a spare token to keep as a souvenir, and Jan then bought another so 

she could have them made into a pair of earrings on her return to Australia. 

That night, Agnes and her husband Ralph Kirby Davidson, a professor of 

economics, took Jan to see New York's most famous landmarks, including the 

Empire State Building, the Statue of Liberty and Times Square. Jan enjoyed the 

bustling atmosphere, and decided New York was the most exciting city in the 

world. She found her opinion confirmed over the following days as she stayed in 

the city to meet a number of other haiku writers, including clinical psychologist 

Alan Gettis, and the Japanese renku master Tadashi Kondo, who was studying at 

Columbia Teachers College and would eventually become a professor of English 

at Tokyo's Seikei University. 

without looking up 
winos pass a bottle -
the long night 

(Gettis 1982: 14) 

hoping the shape 
of the navel will be good 
father cuts the cord 

(Kondo 1981: 40) 

Jan spent a night with Tadashi and a few of his Japanese .fi"iends at Tadashi 's 

apartment near Columbia University. She learned her first Japanese word, 'hai', 

which means )'eS ', and was s1111Jrised to .find that she enjoyed eating a Japanese 

breakfast of bean curd soup with grated horseradish, as well as rice with soy 

sauce. Jan felt proud of herse(f, happy that she was saying 'hai' to many new 

e.\periences. 
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Jan's next port of call was Plallsburgh, in upstate New York, where she met 

with Rick Johnson, a haiku writer with whom she and Virginia Brady Young had 

written a renga by corre:,pondence. 

a grey fox slinks in 
and out of ground fog 

(Johnson 1977: 8) 

Rick lived with his mother, and when Jan arrived at their house she found the 

pair just heading out to church. Remembering her vow to embrace eveJJ' new 

experience, Jan accepted Rick's invitation to accompany them to a Catholic mass. 

She told Rick she'd never been to mass b~fore, and he advised her to simply 'bob 

up and down' when eve1yone else did. Jan followed Rick's advice, but felt that she 

always seemed to be up when everyone else was down, and vice-versa. 

Aj/er her visit with Rick, Jan couldn't resist returning to New York, where she 

met up again with Agnes and Tadashi, who took her out for dinner with Cor van 

den Heuvel, whom Jan instantly adored. Jan admired Cor's efforts to promote 

English-language haiku. She knew he had edited The Haiku Anthology in 1974, 

but she had no idea that in 1986 and 2000 he would go on to edit two more 

editions of the landmark work, and that in 2002 he would win the Masaoka Shiki 

International Haiku Prize for his contribution to the development of haiku in 

English. 

Over dinner, both Cor and Tadashi praised Jan's haiku. She felt elated. Jan's 

new haiku friends then ordered Manhattan clam chowder on her behalf Jan had 

expected to like the dish, but when it was placed infi"ont of her, she felt unnerved. 

As she looked at the food, it seemed to be looking back at her! She drank the 

chowder's tomatojlavoured broth, but like the tide going out, lej/ all the clams 

silting in the bottom of her bowl. 
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a tidepool 
in a clam shell 
the evening sunlight 

(van den Heuvel 2000: 237) 

Next, Jan travelled to Washington DC, where she was met by GWJ' Hotham, an 

FBI agent and one of America's most well known haiku writers. As van den 

Heuvelwould write in his Foreword to the third edition a/The Haiku Anthology: 

GOIJ' Hotham is a haiku poet whose work is continually exciting. He 

keeps turning out wonde1jully subtle and simple poems, honing them 

to a pitch of pe1jection until they quietly consecrate the quotidian. 

Some of his newer works create a nair-like atmo;phere. In just a few 

words, he can convey a feeling of small town loneliness, the bleakness 

at the edges of a big city, or the mysteiJ' and wonder at the heart of 

the most ordinWJ' happenings of a life in the suburbs. (van den 

Heuvel 2000: xxiii) 

Gary drove Jan directlyfi'om the train station to his house in Laurel, Mwylancl, 

where his wife had dinner waiting. Jan felt at home with the couple, and stayed up 

talking with them until the early hours of the morning. 

sun & moon 
in the same sky 
the small hand of my wife 

(Hotham in van den Heuvel 2000: 84) 

The next day, GWJ' took Jan to see the Capitol Building, the White House and 

the Smithsonian Institute, which happened to be showing an exhibition of 

Japanese art. For lunch, they shared sandwiches in a park and talked about 
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haiku. The conversation was rarely serious. While watching squirrels dart across 

the lawn, for example, Gary described a hypothetical conspiracy theory built on 

the idea that haiku, with its brevity and supposed syllabic patterns, could be used 

to send coded messages during times of war. Jan found it ea5y to play along. 

'Your theOIJ'makes sense,' she said. 'Af/er all, you work for the FBI, and I used 

to work in a secretive position for the Department of Supply in Australia. And 

then there's Harold G Henderson, an early translator of Japanese haiku into 

English who was a top dog in the US militmJ' at the time of the Japanese 

surrender, and actually served as a liaison between General McArthur and 

Japan's Imperial household. 'Jan paused to listen to the scratch of claws on bark 

as a squirrel scurried up a nearby tree. 'Oh, and we mustn't forget Bill 

Higginson', she continued, 'who joined the United States Air Force and served 

for two years at an air base in Japan during the Second World war, and also Dag 

Hammarslqold, who was Secretm)'-General of the United Nations!' 

The following day, Jan continued on to Daytona Beach in Florida. Against the 

advice of her new American haikufi·iends, she had decided to visit an ex-prisoner 

with whom she had been corre5pondingfor several years. She caught a taxi to the 

address her pen fi"iend had given he1~ but when she knocked on the door, it was 

answered by her penfi'iend's landfor(/, who complained that severalweeh earlier 

his tenant had 'skipped out without paying the rent' and demanded that Jan now 

settle the bill. Fortunately for Jan, her taxi driver had accompanied her to the 

door, concerned that she had ignored his warnings that they were in a 'veiJ' bad 

part of town'. The taxi driver promptly told the landlord what he thought of him, 

and ushered Jan back into his taxi. 

Abandoning her search for her ex-prisoner pen ji·iend, Jan caught a flight to 

Johnson City in Tennessee to visit A1arlene Mountain, one of the first English

language haiku writers to compose haiku in one line. 
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pig and i spring rain 

(Mountain in van den Heuvel 2000: 129) 

one fly everywhere the heat 

(Mountain in van den Heuvel 2000: 134) 

While Jan was aware that most English-language haiku were written in three 

lines (a form that corresponded to the metrical division of traditional Japanese 

haiku), she also understood that Japanese haiku are usually printed in a single 

vertical column. And she knew it was with this vertical column in mind that poets 

like Marlene (as well as Matsuo Allard and John Wills) had begun writing haiku 

in one horizontal line. Marlene's work inspired Jan to try her own experiments 

with one-line haiku, and she believed that -largely due to Marlene's efforts- the 

one-line form would eventually become established in English as a major 

alternative to the typical three-line haiku format. 

Marlene was also an advocate for the writing of 'one-image haiku' in English. 

Jan had been corresponding with Marlene for several years, and had recently 

published her essay, "One-Image Haiku", in Tweed (Mountain 1978: n.p.). 

Sixteen years later, the Haiku Society of America would consider the essay 

important enough to reprint under the title "Old and New Directions" in The 

Haiku Path (1994), its book about the history of the society between 1968 and 

1988. 

Jan had recognised the importance of A1arlene 's essay due to the strength of its 

main argument: that although there are many excellent examples of haiku that 

contain two juxtaposed images, English-language haiku writers must Jorge a 

more inclusive conception of various types of haiku- including haiku made of one 

or two images, e~pressed in any small number of lines. 
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In the essay, Afarlene cites hl>o of van den Hez!Ven 's haiku as examples of 'pure 

one-image haiku' delivered in one line. 

the shadow in the folded napkin 

(van den Heuvel in Mountain 1994: 230) 

tundra 

(van den Heuvel in Mountain 1994: 230) 

The latter haiku, Marlene explains in her essay, has an effect 'not unlike 

Minimal Art of the 1960s, which discarded the painterly paint of the Action 

Painters, the colowjid colour of the Op Painters and the popular culture of the 

Pop Painters and in the process rediscovered shape' (Mountain 1994: 230). With 

his one-word/one-image/one-line haiku, she continues, van den Heuvel has 

created what Zen commentator Alan Watts has described as 

a silence of the mind in which one does not "think about" the poem 

[painting] but actually foels the sensation which it evokes - all the 

more strongly for having said so little. (Watts in Mountain 1994: 230) 

And later in the essay, Marlene demonstrates that all one-image haiku are not 

necessarily short, citing poems by American writers Foster Jewell and Elizabeth 

Searle Lamb to illustrate her point. 
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Their way 
of filling the whole night: 
round eyes of the owl. 

Uewell in Mountain 1994: 231) 



spotting an antelope-
that long moment 

before he jumps 

(Lamb in Mountain 1994: 213) 

Jan felt greatly imp ired by the essay's conclusion, which states that a true poe/ 

should be sensitive no/ only to images around her, but also to creative e:.pression. 

'Afler all,' Marlene had written, 'there is not THE haiku: but EACH haiku. And it 

is this vel)' fact thai has kept haiku alive in Japan for three hundred years and 

enabled other cultures to experience and create it' (Mountain 1994: 231). 

When Jan flew into Johnson City, Tennessee, the driver of her fi'ee ai17Jor/ 

limousine wasn't sure how to get fi'om the ailport to Marlene's hometown of 

Hampton. So he took Jan to nearby Elizabethton, where he phoned Marlene .fi·mn 

a general store. Marlene told the driver she would be there soon to co/lee/ Jan. 

Meanwhile, Jan sat on a bench outside the store with three old men. The men told 

her thai Elizabethton was the site of the first independent American government in 

1772. They talked about a number of other things, too, but Jan wasn 'I quite sure 

what/hose other things were because she found the men's thick southern accents 

difjicult to understand. 

After half an hour, Jan saw a large woman with long blond hair striding 

towards her, and if was from this woman that she received one of her warmest 

welcomes yet. Marlene struck Jan as a 'typical earth mother' -she had a young 

son who adored he1~ was quick to laugh, and was practical. Jan knew Marlene 

had recently separated fi'om fellow haiku writer John Wills, but Marlene didn 'I 

mention anything about/he separation. She just seemed elated to finally meet Jan. 

Marlene was a passionate artist and photographer. Over the next jew days, she 

showed Jan hundreds of slides of two of her favourite subjects: windows and 

doors. Marlene also took Jan to meet her friends, and the two women wen/ 

walking in the mountains, where they saw bear tracks but, to Jan's relief, no 

bears. On Jan's final night in Tennessee, Marlene and Jan stayed at the 
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apartment of one of Afar/ene 's fi'iends in Johnson City, so Jan would be close to 

the airport to catch her next flight early the following morning. 

Determined to waste not a moment of Jan's company, Marlene decided they 

would stay up all night. She and Jan talked for hours about haiku, and then 

Marlene spotted a book about erotic Japanese art, and the women giggled over 

the images until sunrise. They were still giggling like schoolgirls when they 

arrived at the airport, where it didn't help them to see that some letters had 

dropped fi·mn a sign at the entrance that now read, 'PLEASE TER'. Saying 

jJ!eased her' out loud sent them into peals of laughter, which didn't stop until it 

was time to say goodbye. 

In Marlene Jan felt she had found not only a lifelong fi'iend, but also an 

inspiring mentor. As she would observe more than h!•enty years later: 

I believe that Marlene Mountain is one of the few, if not the only one, 

writing in English today who has 'developed' the haiku on fi·om the 

'mirrored' translations which most people copy and write as haiku in 

English. (Bostok 200Ib) 

Jan's next destination was Santa Fe, the capital of New Mexico. Santa Fe 

means 'holy faith' in Spanish, and the city's fit!/ name when founded was 'La 

Villa Real de Ia Santa Fe de San Francisco de Asfs ', which translates as 'The 

Royal Town of the Holy Faith of Saint Francis of Assisi '. Saint Francis is known 

for his love of animals, and Santa Fe has a high concentration of artists, so it's 

little wonder there are many outdoor sculptures of animals throughout the city, 

including bulls, elephants, crows, horses and other creatures. 

Jan had travelled to Santa Fe to meet Elizabeth Searle Lamb, 'a major voice in 

the world of Eng/ish-language haiku' (Sagan 2011), and a writer whose focus on 

re:.pecting haiku traditions while remaining open to experimentation would help 

define the genre's modern development in English (see Higginson 1989: 74-75, 

130). 
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trickster-coyote 
graffiti' d on an adobe wall 
sudden clap of thunder 

(Lamb 1999: 70) 

Elizabeth was born in Kansas in 1917. After graduatingji'om the University of 

Kansas with majors in Music and Harp, she had married flautist Bruce Lamb in 

1941, and had then lived with him while he was working for the US Army Corps 

of Engineers in several countries, including Trinidad, Brazil and Colombia. In the 

early 1960s, the couple settled in New York, which is where Elizabeth became 

acquainted with the group that - under the early leadership of Professor Harold 

G Henderson-would become the Haiku Society of America. 

Elizabeth was a charter member of the society when it was founded on October 

23, 1968. She also served one term as an early president, and would go on to edit 

its quarterly journal, Frogpond, ji'om 1984 to 1990, and then again in 1994. 

Contributors to the journal would treasure Elizabeth's personal responses to their 

submissions- not only because she offered insigh({ul and encouraging comments, 

but also because she had made a habit of signing her notes, 'May haiku bring you 

joy!' (Sagan 20Jl). 

Several months before Jan's visit, Elizabeth and Bruce had moved to their 

current address in Santa Fe, a traditional adobe house beside the Acequia Madre 

(or 'Afother Ditch'), where they received a constant stream of visitors, .fi·om 

hippies to scientists. For, seven years earlier Bruce had published The Wizard of 

the Upper Amazon, a book about l(fe among the Hui Kui people of the Amazon 

jungle, where during the 1940s he had been exploring and developing sources of 

wild rubber necessmJ' for the war effort. The book featured descriptions of the 

Hui Kui 's culturally important uses of natural hallucinogens, and would become 

a classic work of ethnobotany. 

Elizabeth and Bruce were the most poised and charismatic couple Jan had ever 

met. They supported one another in their respective creative endeavours, and she 
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couldn't help envying their relationship. Generous with their time, they took her 

to a traditional Indian village, which she learned was called a pueblo, as well as 

historic Spanish farmhouses, small weaving and jewellery shops, and even an 

adobe chapel. The chapel was located at the end of a long dirt road, and Jan got 

the impression there were Chihuahuas barking behind eveiJ•fence. 

Jan adored Elizabeth and Bruce's adobe house. Dating back to I 887, its bricks 

were made of clay mixed with water and organic maller such as straw and dung

materials al/uned to Santa Fe's desert environment. She also admired the 

fitrnilure the couple had collected fi'om all over the world, including a high

backed timber chair that had been hand-carved in the Amazon. But fi'mn Jan's 

point of view, the piece de resistance of the Lamb's home environment was 

Elizabeth's hmp, which stood in the centre of the main living area. Jan had never 

before seen such a magn(ficenl instrument close up. 

the year turns -
on the harp's gold leaf 
summer's dust 

(Lamb 1999: 23) 

Elizabeth told Jan she had taken up haiku as a creative outlet because, as a 

young woman, she'd had to leave her hmp behind in Kansas when she'd married 

Bruce and began living in foreign countries. While residing in Sanlarem in Brazil, 

for example, where she was the only person in town who ;poke English, she was 

often alone, as Bruce would be working up along the Tapajos River for eveiJ' 

three weeks out of four. Elizabeth had a small manual typewriter, so she began to 

write short /ravel, music and inspirational articles. Jan told Elizabeth of the 

isolation she had fell in the Victorian sawmill town of Cann River after mart)'ing 

Silvester. It was during that lime in her life that she had started writing, too. 
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But the women had more than the origins of their writing careers in common; 

they also shared similar haiku practices. As Jan e.,plained to Elizabeth, 'Haiku 

have always popped into my head. I never go looking for them. They always find 

me. ' Elizabeth understood, e.\plaining to Jan that she rarely chose her subjects, 

but instead, allowed them to choose her. As she would e.\plain years later in a 

short piece called "Illuminations", 

Haiku is to capture the moment: light on a bricked-up window in 

Greenwich Village, faint crowing of a rooster early in the morning 

after a death has come, coloured sails in an Amazon harbour after 

rain. It is to track down the elusive dream: a white raven in the 

desert, an abandoned water tower, the real wetness of 

incomprehensible tears. It is to resurrect a tiny prism of memOIJ' into 

a moment that lives with colour, scent, sound. These are, for me, the 

functions of haiku, se111J'U, and the short lyric. Captured in the amber 

of words, the moment endures. (Lamb 2005: 137 

pausing 
halfway up the stair
white chrysanthemum 

(Lamb 1999: 30) 

Toward the end of Jan's trip, she .flew to Phoenix, Arizona, to meet Mabelle A 

Lyons, editor of a journal called Indian Poet Magazine, which occasionally 

published haiku. After two days in Mabelle's company - e~ploring the desert 

between Phoenix and Tucson, which Jan was SliiJJrised to find covered with tlif/s 

of grass and small bushes, rather than cacti - she continued on to Ca/i.fomia, 

where she was met at Los Angeles International Ai1port by one of her favourite 

haiku writers, Michael McClintock. 
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twisting inland, 
the sea fog takes awhile 
in the apple trees 

(McClintock 1971: 24) 

Born in 1950, Michael had started writing haiku, senryu, and tanka as a 

teenager. In the late 1960s, while beginning degrees in American Literature, 

Asian Studies and Information Science, he was assistant editor of the journal 

Haiku Highlights, and then, in the early 1970s, assistant editor of Modem Haiku. 

But most notably, beh1•een 1972 and 1976, Michael edited Seer Ox: American 

Semyu Magazine, the only joumal of its kind devoted to the genre of senryu. 

Michael's haiku and senryu would go on to appear in all three editions of 

The Haiku Anthology. In the Foreword to the anthology's third edition, van den 

Heuvel would describe Michael as a 'm(ljor revolutionmJ• in haiku', noting that 

'his early defence of a "liberated haiku" and his critical rejection of syllable 

counting were crucial in the development of English-language haiku', and 

.fill'thermore, that Michael's Seer Ox magazine was 'instrumental in gaining 

re5pectfor sen!J'U at a time, the mid-seventies, when not a.frw haiku poets looked 

down on it' (van den Heuvel 2000: xxi). 

two sides 
to our haiku squabble 
mine and shithead's 

(McClintock 2006) 

Jan stayed with Michael in South Pasadena for her final three days in America. 

During the day, Michael worked for the County of Los Angeles Public Librmy, 

where he would eventually become Principal Librarian and Administrator. He 

advised Jan to stay in his apartment while he was gone, as the neighbourhood 
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was dangerous. Jan obliged. After all, she needed a rest afier jive weeks of 

travelling, and was happy to immerse herse(f in Michael's collection of haiku 

books and magazines. At night, he and Jan stayed up until late talking about 

Japanese literary genres. 

Jan admired Michael's rebellious streak. She shared his conviction that haiku 

could be written in urban settings, and also his belief that there was a beauty to 

be discovered in juxtaposing human-made objects with the natural world. 

the merry-go-round 
as it turns 
shines into the trees 

(McClintock in van den Heuvel 2000: 120) 

on the screen 
gecko's body translucent 

in electric light 

(Bostok 2003a: 57) 

Jan also supported Michael's argument for becoming less dependent on 

Japanese subject matter in English-language haiku, a topic they would have an 

opportunity to discuss again more than.fifleen years later in a formal interview in 

Stylus Poetry Journal. 

It still amazes me how many [haiku writers] sit around writing He ian 

court poetry in the front room of a Los Angeles or New York City 

apartment. But there are many poets writing haiku and tanka about 

their own time in histOI)', their own homes, their own ordinW)' lives. 

There has been a discovel)' that we do not need to mimic Japanese 
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haiku, or borrow sentiments fi'om Japanese culture. (A1cC!intock in 

Bostok 2003c) 

dead cat ... 
open-mouthed 
to the pouring rain 

(McClintock in van den Heuvel 2000: 121) 

As Jan sat talking haiku aesthetics with Michael in 1978, she wouldn't have 

dreamed that years later there would still exist a need to debate the same issues. 

For, as Michael would observe in the Stylus interview, 

I still .find too much "happy talk" haiku, and a kind of artificial 

quietism, a strangely disconnected poelly that appears to be written 

in a stupor or emotional/a-la land where eveiJ' crow seems to be an 

old Taoist, eveiJ' fi·og a Zen philosopher-these are cliches. Nature is 

too often depicted as a kind of toy, pet, or stage prop for some banal 

moment or human activity. Nature is distorted to become a kind of 

soft-headed uncle who looks benignly upon a whole catalogue of 

sentimentality and bad acting. There is a blindness to the 5pirituality 

being e>.pressed, and a romanticised nature. It is unconvincing, and 

downright silly. On the other hand, that kind of work has never been 

on the leading edge of haiku in English; I merely point out that it still 

exists ... At its best, the ideology in contempormJ' English haiku is a 

kind of unpretentious, natural, though(/iil quietism. At its worst, it 

appears to be part of some consensual delusion. (McClintock in 

Bostok 2003c) 

Visiting Michael, Jan was thrilled to have an extended opportunity to talk with 

him not only about haiku, but also a wide range of persona/topics. Michael was 

an attentive listener. Jan talked to him at length about Gerard's death, and then 
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found herse(f telling him of how the medium at the Christian Spiritualist Church 

had insisted that Gerard was accompanying her on the trip in the form of a spirit 

guide, together with the spirit guide called Abdul. She also confessed to him her 

lack of success in tracking down her ex-prisoner pen .fi-iend at Daytona Beach, 

and concluded her account of that episode by saying how lucky she was that the 

taxi driver had been there to rescue her.fi'O/n herpenfi'iend's angry landlord. 

Afterwards, Michael captivated Jan with a theoiJ' based on the notion that 

Gerard and Abdul had indeed been protecting her throughout her journey. In fact, 

he said, it was the spirits of Gerard and Abdul who had mind-controlled the taxi 

driver into staying with Jan at Daytona Beach de~pite her protests that she would 

be all right by herself It wasn't until the next day, however- when Jan became 

aware of the extent to which Michael could keep a straight face while saying 

something silly- that she began to suspect he had been gently making .fim of her 

all along. 

When it was time for Jan to catch her return flight to Australia, Michael drove 

her back to Los Angeles International Aii1Jort. The departure lounge was packed 

with Japanese and Australian travellers. The noise of a hundred conversations 

being conducted in various languages made it difficult for Jan and Michael to 

have a proper discussion- so instead, they grinned at each other a lot. Jan hoped 

her broad smile conveyed her feelings: she was grateful for her time with Michael 

in South Pasadena, and hoped that their paths would cross again one day soon. 

When Jan arrived back in Dungay after five weeks of embracing new 

experiences and forging connections with other writers, the farm seemed 

unfamiliar, and her family no longer felt like the kindred spirits she had 

previously believed them to be. 'There's so much more out there than I'd 

realised, ' Jan thought as she stood at the back door, looking out into the night 

and listening to the rustle of banana leaves in the wind. 'Life is going to be veiJ' 

different .fi·om now on. ' 
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one world ends 
at the edge 
of the porch light 

(Bostok 1974: 39) 

When Jan was outlining to the conference the highlights of her American trip, I 

sensed that delegates were in awe of the number of high-profile poets she had 

met. After all, most were familiar with the work of those she visited. Also, aware 

that newcomers to haiku in the twenty-first century can search for information 

about the genre on the internet, I felt that delegates were also impressed with the 

way Jan had ventured out into the world to speak with other writers about their 

craft, create networks and learn about developments in the field. 

'I believe the contacts I made in America have been valuable to my career,' Jan 

tells the audience. 'William J Higginson continued to be my mentor for many 

years, while Marlene Mountain and Michael McClintock have been my 

inspiration. Also, I'm cet1ain that being published in the United States led to my 

work being included in the second edition of The Haiku Anthology.' 

As conference delegate, Australian haiku writer Greg Piko, would later observe: 

If you think of our writing as a 'niche' activity, then you can see why 

Janice Bostok had difficulty running an Aussie journal in the early 

days and why it would have been difficult to draw together a critical 

mass of haiku writers in the 1970s and 1980s. 

Arguably, it was really only with the advent of the internet that this 

dispersed collection of people was able to communicate, organise 

themselves, interact with others overseas and function in a sustained 

way. (Piko 2009) 

As Jan had explained to me before the conference began, she'd felt relaxed 

about giving her talk because she wasn't expected to present a serious paper. 'All 

I have to do is talk about myself, and I know my subject well!' she'd joked. 'And 
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I think that because I've met almost everyone at the conference in one way or 

another over the years, I feel as though I'll be talking directly to a room full of 

friends.' 

At the official opening of the conference two nights earlier, everyone had 

gathered for a lively welcome night, during which participants were able to match 

unfamiliar faces with well-known names. One of the conference volunteers, David 

Terelinck, had designed laminated nametags, on which he had printed haiku by 

respective delegates. Jan's was 

wagtail 
threads its way 
through lantana 

(Bostok 2003a: 83) 

Not that Jan needed a nametag, and not that she had to thread her way through 

crowds to introduce herself to people. Instead, she simply sat herself in a 

comfortable spot at the back of the room, and was approached by an unbroken 

procession of people all evening. As she would tell me a few weeks after the 

conference: 

From the moment we arrived we were meeting people that we only 

knew by name. I guess they knew me, because I'm overweight and 

have had photos on different websites. But it was a delightful joy and 

pleasant surprise to be approached by strangers who instantly were 

friends. Almost everyone said they had read my work; were drawn to 

haiku by my work, had been encouraged by me, instructed by me on 

email, or had attended one of my workshops! The first night at the 

opening and getting-to-know-you event I felt I was attending a huge 

family reunion. There were those I knew closely, those who I knew a 

little, and those who were distant cousins, and I was the great 
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grandmother sitting there waiting for the family members to come up 

in turn and meet me! 

Having just listened to Jan describe her action-packed five-week trip across 

America, I can't help but compare her account of the ease with which she had 

travelled almost thirty years ago with the difficulties she had experienced earlier 

this week in journeying to Terrigal. When Jan had visited America, she had been a 

plump but relatively healthy thirty-six year old. Today, aged sixty-seven, she is 

dangerously overweight and plagued by a range of serious health problems. Then, 

she had flown across oceans and flitted between cities as diverse as Vancouver, 

New York and Santa Fe. Now, simply travelling from one region of NSW to 

another had required from her an exacting physical effort. 

After driving from Murwillumbah to my home in Alstonville (the last long 

drive south she would ever make on her own), Jan had travelled with me to the 

Ballina-Byron Airport. Because she was unable to climb the steep flight of stairs 

into our Sydney-bound plane, airport staff helped her into a wheelchair and then 

onto the aircraft using a disabled person lifter (which Jan had insisted on calling a 

'forklift'). On our arrival in Sydney, we'd had to walk through various terminals 

to a shuttle bus that was waiting to drive us to Terrigal. Stopping every couple of 

minutes so Jan could lean on her walking stick and rest, she and I took twenty 

minutes to cover a distance most people would walk in a quarter of that time. 

In other words, Jan made a considerable effort to attend the Fourth Haiku 

Pacific Rim Conference. As she would later write: 
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When Beverley George first contacted me and said she was asked to 

organise the Fourth Haiku Pacific Rim Conference, I was elated. It 

would be wonderful for me to actually meet many of the people I 

only knew through their work and by email. It would be the first time 

I would have a chance to attend such an impottant haiku event- and 

perhaps the last. Beverley, of course, began organising such a huge 

event long before the date. By the time it came to attend the 

conference, I began to worry that I wouldn't be able to make the trip 



south to Sydney. But I was determined to make the effort. 

I felt it important for me to go, even if I was just to show up and 

meet so many haiku poets. Important for myself, and from the 

encouragement I was receiving from many of the delegates, it would 

be important to them to meet me. I felt it was a mutual need for me to 

join others at the conference. My health was deteriorating and I 

needed help to walk, and it was necessary to have a wheel chair to 

board the plane. 

It was fortunate that some of the Cloudcatcher group from this area 

were also attending the conference. In patticular Sharon Dean offered 

to travel with me. Although I don't think she knew what she was in 

for! I am diabetic and have sleep apnoea. Most of my luggage 

consisted of medications and my equipment for testing my blood 

sugar, injections, etc. I had trouble walking so carrying a lot of 

luggage was out of the question. 

I decided to leave my CPAP [continuous positive airway pressure] 

machine behind. A CPAP machine is a small pump which pumps 

fresh recycled air through the mouth to keep the airways open while 

the patient sleeps. Sharon and I were booked into a twin-share room 

and I'm sure poor Sharon wouldn't have been able to sleep for my 

thunderous snoring! I can usually breathe reasonably well if I sleep 

sitting up, but apparently it doesn't stop the snoring! (Bostok 20 I Oc) 

At the conference, Jan talked about what life was like on her retum from 

America. 'Back home, I faced a lonely time without Gerard Smith's friendship 

and help,' she explains. 'Very few Australian poets seemed interested in haiku, 

and I was finding that I was publishing more and more American haiku writers in 

Tweed. My handicapped son was growing older and harder to manage. By 1980, I 

was emotionally and physically exhausted. I needed a break from life in general. I 

moved into a second house on the farm, ceased publishing Tweed, and stopped 

sending out my own work for publication.' 
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Overall, Jan tells the audience, the 1980s was a decade she'd rather forget. 'I 

had to put my son into full-time care, both my parents died, and, as I mentioned 

earlier, Silvester attempted suicide.' Jan then explains that it was also during the 

1980s that she slipped on a banana skin in the packing shed at Dungay and 

dislocated her knee. A few giggles escape from the audience at the mention of the 

banana skin, which makes me wonder if Jan will now explain how she once 

nearly lost a finger due to an accident with a piece of banana harvesting 

equipment known as a de-handing knife. Jan, however, omits the de-handing 

knife incident, and segues straight into what happened when she was hospitalised 

for slipping on the banana skin. 

'It was 1983,' she says. 'A doctor x-rayed my knee, repositioned the joint 

between the thigh and shinbone, and then encased my entire leg in plaster. Just as 

I was about to leave, she decided to test my blood sugar levels.' (Since being 

diagnosed with type-2 diabetes while pregnant with Tony in 1973, Jan had been 

managing her blood sugar levels with diet and insulin tablets.) 'But my blood 

sugar levels were fluctuating wildly, and the doctor said I wouldn't be discharged 

until they'd stabilised,' Jan says. 'Two weeks went by, and as the tablets weren't 

working, the doctor told me I'd have to begin injecting insulin.' 

Jan says that she had felt fmstrated and angry. 'I was frightened of needles, and 

didn't want to give myself injections. But a nurse brought me a needle and an 

orange, and told me to practice with those. She said that the longer I took to learn 

how to control my diabetes, the longer I'd be in hospital.' 

Jan tells the audience that she began practicing on the orange. 'It seemed easy 

enough,' she says. 'The orange skin was soft and the needle went in smoothly. 

But when I tried it on myself, I was hesitant and the needle prick hurt. I had to 

force myself to do it the second time, and many times afterwards. But I did learn 

because I was determined to get home.' 

As Jan continues talking about the 1980s, I recall an additional detail she had 

once told me about that episode in her life. When she'd been discharged from 

hospital, she had stayed at the farmhouse with Silvester instead of retuming to her 
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cottage. Finding it difficult to adapt to a new diabetes management regime, she 

felt that Silvester made things even more challenging for her. 

'He was repulsed by the sight of me giving myself injections,' she had 

explained. These days, Jan uses an insulin pen. When she showed me the pen one 

day, I was impressed with how small and convenient it looked. 'You just slip in a 

refill and it has a dial at the end. You dial up the dosage and push the needle in,' 

she'd said. 'I've done it in all sort of places, and no one even sees me. I can sit in 

a cafe and just lift my top a couple of inches and no one knows what I'm doing. 

Or I hold my handbag in front of me on my lap.' 

Back in the 1980s, however, Jan had had to carry insulin and a needle with her 

wherever she went. If Silvester took her to a restaurant, for example, she would go 

into the ladies toilets - 'where all the germs were!' - to inject herself before a 

meal. 'Silvester used to say there was little difference between me and a drug 

addict,' Jan had told me. 'I was insulted. Diabetics didn't even get free needle 

exchanges!' 

evening light 
the lake's surface 
pitted by insects 

(Bostok 2003a: 81) 

Most of Jan's fi'iends andfamily were Slii]Jrised when she married Silvester for a 

second time on September 6, 1986 (the twenty-second anniversmJ' of their first 

wedding), but Jan felt that she reconciled with her ex-husband at a time when she 

needed him more than ever. For Clarrie, at the age of eighty, had died of prostate 

and lung cancer a few months earlier, and Silvester had offered considerable 

support to Jan during that period and the years that followed. 
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When Clarrie 's doctor had phoned Jan to say her father 'would not last the 

night', for instance, Silvester insisted on going to the hospital with Jan, Norma, 

ClmTie 's best fi'iend Joe de A1aar, ClmTie 's brother-in-law John, and a Seventh

day Adventist minister, all of whom stayed with Clarrie until he died. (Valerie had 

told Jan she couldn't cope with seeing her husband of fi.fly years pass away, and 

had stayed at home with Clarrie 's sister Ivy, the woman who had delivered Jan 

more than forty years earlier.) 

A few days qfier Clarrie 's death, Silvester told Jan that he had felt emotionally 

connected to her father right until the end. In the days before Clarrie 's death, for 

example, the men were still able to bond through their mutua/love of working the 

land. ClmTie had even used a banana farming metaphor to describe to Silvester 

what it felt like to breathe while szifferingji·om lung cancer. 'It's like cai'IJ'ing a 

huge bunch of bananas on your shoulders, Sil, ' he had said, 'while you're 

walking uphill. ' 

Valerie did not cope well with ClmTie 's death. Because she was jive years older 

than her husband, she had always imagined that she would die before him. 

twin trees one struck by lightning held by the other 

(Bostok 2003a: 84) 

After ClmTie 's fimeral, Valerie reji1sed to leave the house. Jan took food to her 

mother, but most of it was never eaten. A few months later, Valerie's neighbours 

found her lying zmconscious in the fi'ont yard, and she was taken to ho!>JJital. 

Since IIWI'IJ'ing Jan for the second time, Silvester had carried out some 

renovations on the farmhouse - such as enclosing a veranda, and adding an 

ensuite to one of the bedrooms- because he was certain Valerie would eventually 

come to live with them. And after Valerie's stroke, that's exactly what happened. 
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But even though Silvester moved his mother-in-law's favourite fitrniture into 

her new room at the farmhouse and did everything he could to make her feel 

welcome, Valerie never settled in. She began showing signs of dementia, praying 

for 'the boys to come home safely fi'om the war', and climbing into her wardrobe 

in the middle of the night. Before long Valerie couldn't remember how to dress or 

feed herse(f Jan was touched by Silvester's behaviour during this time. He would 

sit in the kitchen for hours with Valerie, spoon feeding her as though she were a 

child- 'Something he never did with any of our own children, 'Jan couldn't help 

thinking. 

One day, however, Valerie had a bad fall and had to be hospitalised. After a 

few weeks, Jan found her mother a place in a nursing home in West Tweed Heads. 

Jan and Silvester visited Valerie eveiJ'few days, and were happy with the care she 

received. 

There was just one problem. Devoted to Seventh-day Adventism, Valerie had 

always carried herself in what Jan described as a 'prim and proper' manner. 

Now, however, Jan and Silvester would arrive at the nursing home to .find Valerie 

compulsorily confined to her room. Stcif.f apologised, but said that because Valerie 

insisted on sitting with her legs apart and her dress pulled up around her waist, 

they could no longer allow her to relax out on the veranda with the other 

residents. 

'How things change!' Jan said to Silvester, thinking back to all the times 

throughout her childhood that Valerie had told her: 'Keep your dress down and 

your knees together, Janice, and act like a lady!' 

Several months later, Valerie had another fall and broke her hip. Soon qfler 

that, she contracted pneumonia. She died on October 30, 1988, aged eighty-seven. 

the falling away of years i forgive her 

(Bostok 1988) 
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A1ostly, Jan was happy that she and Silvester had married for a second time. She 

was grateful for his support through her parents' illnesses and deaths, and 

enjoyed feeling that they were a family again - especially on occasions such as 

Vicki's marriage on May 31, 1987 to John McLeod, a cane farmer from 

Kynnumboon, near Dungay, and then the birth of her only grandchild, Andrew 

John McLeod on October 27, 1992. 

But such comfort came at a cost, for Silvester had agreed to reconcile with Jan 

on one condition: that she stopped writing haiku. He felt she put too much effort 

into striving to be publishecl, and wanted her to direct that energy into rebuilding 

their relationship. 'You've go/to stop this silly haiku business,' he had said. 'It's 

tearing us apart. ' 

'form one lane' brings to mind our marriage 

(Bostok 2003a: 20) 

Jan told Silvester she would abide by his wishes, and sincerely committed to 

abandoning her passion for haiku. She soon found, however, that although she 

could adapt to the idea of no longer being published, she had little control over 

her haiku habit. Haiku was her 'way' in life - her method of seeing and feeling. 

Poems continually formed in her mind in response to her experiences, and b~fore 

long she couldn't resist the temptation to secretly scribble them down on scraps of 

paper, which she then hid in a shoebox in the bottom of her wardrobe. 

Jan's secretive haiku writing continued for five years, during which time she 

became increasingly jhtstrated with the situation - not only because she was no 

longer sharing her work with readers, but also because she believed that Silvester 

had the instinctive capacity to appreciate haiku. He always knew which phase the 

moon was in, for example, and could tel/when it was going to rain. Sometimes, he 

would call for Jan to come outside so he could show her the shape of a cloud, or 
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anunfamiliarjlower. Once, he urged her to walk way out to the back of the farm, 

where he showed her a tiny nest swinging in a passion.fhtit vine. Inside the nest 

were jive little eggs. A week later, Silvester took Jan to visit the nest again - and 

this time, she saw that it was home to jive baby blue wrens. 

you offer me 
the new moon in a dusky sky 
as if it were a piece 
of some treasure you'd found 
and thought to share with me 

(Bostok 2000a: 31) 

At night, Jan would lie awake thinking about Silvester's affinity with the natural 

world. If only she could help him understand that haiku was simply a way of 

expressing that q[finity. But any time she mentioned the topic, Silvester angrily 

reminded her of her promise to abandon haiku, and would refuse to engage in any 

conversation about the subject. 

Just as Jan had given up hope that Silvester would change his mind about 

haiku, something remarkable happened. Romanian artist and writer Ion Codrescu 

translated a selection of Jan's haiku into Romanian. It was 1990. The Romanian 

Communist regime had fallen in 1989, enabling Codrescu, who had been born in 

1951 and educated at the Fine Arts Academy in Bucharest, to emerge onto the 

world haiku scene. Codrescu founded the Constantza Haiku Society in Romania, 

as well as the organisation's journal, Hermitage, which publishes haiku, linked 

forms, essays and reviews about haiku in both Romanian and English. 

Friends in America had told Jan about Codrescu, who e.\plained to Jan in a 

letter that haiku had changed his life. He now followed a simple path, he said, 

which helped him appreciate the present moment. 
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each 
drop 
of 
the 
icicle 
takes 
with 
it 
the 
moon
light 

(Codrescu 2000: 48) 

Jan was touched that haiku was taking root in Romania, and folt she had some 

insight into the limited fi'eedom of expression Codrescu would have experienced 

growing up under the rule of Communist dictator Nicolae Ceausescu. As Dorin

Marian Cirlan, a member of the firing squad that killed Ceausescu and his wife 

Elena on Christmas Day in1989, would one day explain: 

Even in kindergarten we hadn't sung songs about nature and sunsets 

but about the genius of Ceausescu and how he was our national 

.frtther. But then the army was used to shoot civilians and it made me, 

many of us, question evel)'thing. I was furious with Ceausescu for 

betraying socialism. (Cirlan in Boyes 2009) 

Szdferingfi'om her own form of artistic repression, even if only on the domestic 

fi'ont, and aware of the difficulties Codrescu could face as a pioneering haiku 

writer, Jan sent money to help him publish the first issue of Hermitage. When 

Codrescu wrote to say thank you, he asked Jan to send him some of her haiku so 

he could translate them into Romanian. Several weeks later, Codrescu 's 

translations of Jan's haiku arrived in the mail- in English and Romanian - on 

the pages of the first issue of Hermitage. Jan dared to flout the haiku ban. She 

showed the poems to Silvester. 
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Finally able to read Jan's haiku in his own language, Silvester had an 

epiphany. The images transported him back to the mountains and forests of his 

childhood, where he'd encountered rabbits, deer and wolves. He pictured himse(f 

trudging into Storozhynets to sell butter, enjoying the crunch of snow undecfoot, 

and the smell of the dense leaf litter beneath the beech trees. So this is what his 

wife had been doing over all these years: writing about nature! 

from branch to branch the wren's fanned tail 

{Bostok 2003a: 55) 

'So out came the shoebox!' Jan says. The audience laughs, and the laughter takes 

a while to subside - perhaps due to the comic way Jan is just sitting there, 

grinning at everyone as if she has all the time in the world. 

'Once Silvester read my haiku in his own language - oh, suddenly I was this 

famous person! My poems were being published in Romania in books, and even 

in the newspapers, and Codrescu would send me copies of these pub I ications. 

Now, from Silvester's point of view, what I did was important!' 

Mixed emotions are detectable in Jan's voice: relief, happiness and no small 

amount of frustration. 

'Also, Codrescu sent articles about how haiku was being nurtured and 

developed in his homeland by a poet who was born in Storozhynets, the closest 

town to the farm were Silvester grew up, and this fmiher legitimised haiku in 

Silvester's eyes. So yes, by translating my haiku, Codrescu did me one of the 

greatest favours of my career. I knew my husband had always experienced haiku

now, he knew it too, and could finally understand what I'd been doing.' 
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Jan explains that by late in I 990, she was again sending out poems and 

anxiously awaiting publication. 'I was accepted back into the haiku fold 

immediately and warmly,' she says. 

Having been absent fi·om publishing for a decade, Jan was disappointed to 

discover there had been veiJ' little development in Eng/ish-language haiku during 

that time. As Jacqui Murray would later write, 'Haiku in Australia was in the 

doldrums for quite a time after Janice M Bostok's pioneering work. By the late 

1980s only a few isolated poets were still engaged with haiku' (Murray 2008). 

In 1988, however, Japan Airlines (JAL) ;ponsored a haiku contest for children 

as part of World Expo 88 activities in Brisbane. Appointed as coordinator of the 

contest, Jacqui knew she needed to :find people with knowledge of haiku who 

would be prepared to undertake the monumental task of judging so many entries', 

and lamented that 'an obvious choice was Janice M Bostok but, unfortunately, no 

one knew where she was then living' (Murray 2007). 

Jacqui eventually recruited Brisbane poets John Knight and Ross Clark to help 

her with the task, and the event generated considerable public interest and media 

publicity. As she would later write, 'The result was a sudden upsurge in interest in 

a form ofpoetly few Australians knew anything about' (Murray 2007). 

One long-term outcome of the contest was that/he JAL Foundation launched a 

biennial international Children's Haiku Contest in1990, appointing Jacqui as an 

international haiku judge and English language editor for its series of Haiku By 

Children books. Another direct outcome was the formation - in 1994, by Jacqui, 

John and Ross - of the Paper Wasp haiku group, which a year later led to the 

creation of what would become Australia's longest running haiku journal: 

PaperWasp. According to Jacqui, 
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Amongst the first to be welcomed [to the PaperWasp group] was 

Australia's most prominent and prolific haijin, Janice M Bostok. 

Janice brought with her a wealth of e~perience and knowledge. With 



ji-esh enthusiasm, and support fi'om haijin in Japan, haiku again 

started to forge ahead in Australia. (Murray 2007) 

On Jan's return to the haiku scene in 1990, she had felt compelled to make a 

stand against what she saw as a 'lack of experimentation' within the genre in 

Australia. This was the point at which, largely in tribute to Marlene A1ountain, 

she decided to write nothing but one-line haiku for five years. So, by the time Jan 

attended the first Paper Wasp meeting in 1994, she was in her.fiflh year of writing 

one-line haiku. 

country airport wind sleeve limp through our goodbyes 

(Bostok 2003a: 52) 

But Jan's commitment to breaking away fi·om the accepted three-line haiku 

format wasn't the only thing that was different about her practice following her 

significant absence from publishing. This time around, she felt buoyed by 

Silvester's support. As well as taking a daily interest in Jan's writing, Silvester 

also began accompanying her to various haiku events, such as workshops, 

readings and meetings. At the Paper Wasp meetings, for example, he would sit 

quietly during the discussions, but on the car trip home would happily chat to Jan 

about the poems he had enjoyed and the new ideas he had encountered. 

Gradually, Jan's relationship with Silvester became as precious to her as it had 

been during that exciting initial year of their first marriage. She had of/en said 

that she believed that 'when/he time is right, things come about, pull together like 

the strings of a Dorothy bag', and now, she was thrilled that Silvester's interest in 

her career was dovetailing with her re-emergence into haiku publishing. 

The next decade of Jan's life was crammed with haiku happenings, and many of 

her most enjoyable and rewarding projects turned out to be collaborative affairs. 

1n1994, she joined Stephen Hobson and John Turner in writing "A New Orchid", 
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a traditional summer kasen renku believed to be the first Australian renku ever 

published (see Bostok, Hobson and Turner 1994: n.p.), and in 1995 she teamed up 

with Cecily Stanton to write the .first renku by hl'o Australian women. Also a 

summer kasen renku, this one was titled "The Far Horizon", and was published 

in Britain's-Biithe Spirit magazine. Its middle verses read: 

wattle blossoms 
frame the pale moon ... I pull 
on my red jumper CS 

old night 
fire clings to the log it burns J B 

the hang glider 
an orange speck ... 
above the vast hills CS 

down deep in the car park 
rock'n'roll rebounds off walls JB 

(Bostok and Stanton 1995: 31) 

With numerous creative projects in progress, and enjoying Silvester's continued 

interest in her work, Jan had never felt so content. But early in 1996, Silvester 

was diagnosed with pros/ale cancer. Jan was devastated. She felt/hat for once in 

her life, eve1ything had been going so well; now, she wasn't sure she had the 

resilience to face what could be another enormous loss. 

Silvester had surgery - a radical prostatectomy -followed by six months of 

radiation therapy. During the treatment, he became sullen and withdrawn, so Jan 

retreated into her work. But once Silvester's course of radiation was complete, his 

specialist announced that the prognosis was good. 'There's no trace of cancer, ' 

he said, smiling at Silvester. 'You could live to be a vel)' old man. ' 
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after a long illness 
the farmer tends his land 

with greater respect 

(Bostok 1997b: n.p.) 

Continuing her experiments in haiku-related fields, Jan had been working on a 

collection of erotic haibun. Entitled Silver Path of Moon (1996a), the collection 

was published shortly qfter Silvester had completed his cancer treatment. 
I 

In general, the book was not well received by critics. Liz Hall-Downs described 

the writing as 'laboured in its quest for eroticism' (Hall-Downs 1997: 63). 

Meanwhile, writing for Blithe Spirit, Annie Bachini applauded Jan '.for her 

braveiJ' in revealing such intimate details about her sexuality', but wondered 'if 

the fact that she seems too close to it all hampers her ability to fiji her writing and 

perceptions onto a !eve/where insights into the actuality can take place' (Bachini 

1997: 32, 31). 

Nonetheless, as Jim Kacian would later comment, Jan's erotic haiku-related 

work 

was amongst the vel)' .first of its kind, and remains effective - a poem 

such as "envelope my thumb slips open the seal of his tongue" has a 

smoulder in it without ever resorting to the overt, and "condom his 

sperm never really mine" maintains the speaker:~ objectivity at the 

same time that it might be thought to be most likely lost. (Kacian 

2007) 

Over the next ten years, Jan released twelve more books focussing on haiku and 

its related forms. Some were collections of one-line haiku and sumi-e, while 

others featured tanka and ji·ee verse. One book, shadow-patches, was a collection 

of haibun written in collaboration with Mo New Zealand writers, Bernard Gadd 

and Catherine Mair. Published in 1998, shadow-patches showcased the 

distinctive voice of each writer, with Jan's contribution to the book described in 
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one review as 'thickly textured. rich, and sensuous, highly personal and shrewdly 

observant' (Knight 1999: 83). 

Another of Jan's books published during this period was her first collection of 

tanka, Dimmed the Mystery (2000). Dedicated to Silvester, the book contains 

reflections on aging and companionship, all set against the canvas of the Dun gay 

landscape. !twas positively reviewed, with Lyn Reeves, haiku editor q(Famous 

Reporter, observing that: 

Bostok 's honesty is arresting, and her openness draws the reader into 

a shared experience. The poems are strong and moving, weaving the 

natural world of banana plants and nigh/jars, swamp hens and green 

tomatoes into her reflections on love and grief 

The title of the book was taken from her poem about the gravel 

road winding up into the hills behind Murwillumbah. A photograph 

on the book's cover gives us a glimpse into the place's wild beauty. 

Dimmed the Mystery was a runner up in the Snapshot Collection 

Competition 1999. Fans of Bostok's haiku will be keen to read this 

elegant lillie chapbook that shows her skills in the related form of 

tanka. (Reeves 2000: 8) 

aged now 
and dimmed the mystery 
which lured me around 
each bend in the country lane 
of the district which i call home 

(Bostok 2000a: 9) 

Writing in Social Alternatives, Brisbane-based John Knight was similarly 

appreciative of the work. 
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Jan Bostok is internationally recognised as one of the great 

contemporWJ' masters of haiku, a Japanese verse form now almost as 

universal as the sonnet ... In this small chapbook-sized co/lee/ion of 

tanka ... [she] demonstrates her nws/eiJ' of the tanka form also, with 

its greater focus on the dimensions of human e.\perience, emotions, 

events. 

If anyone still doubts the ability of haiku and related forms to 

convey in a brief moment the deepest and most enduring insights to 

being-in-the-world, let them read this book. As another aging 

traveller through time, !find if an invaluable companion for the daily 

journey. Indeed, in a strange sort of way, it serves a fimclion similar 

to the morning and evening quiet limes of worship of my childhood. 

More honest now, perhaps. These, certainly, link the passing fi"ames 

of mortality with the intimation of a larger whole in which our brief 

moments are set. (Knight 2000: 79) 

Meanwhile, international reviews were just as complimentmy In the United 

Stales, Jane Reich/wid re;,ponded to the release of Dimmed the Mystery by 

writing that: 

While the poems suggest that her feelings revolve around her sadness 

[over mpecls of Silvester's ill health] ... there is a core of strength 

and talent in Bostok that gives a sense of up-rightness and 

deliciousness to her poetl)'· The reader gels the impression that no 

mal/er what happens to he1~ she will be able to hold onto her poefiJ' 

through the darkest of nights or days . 

... though Janice Bostok is going through some difficult times, she 

is guided by the light of nature, and [she has] an ability to translate 

this into poeiiJ' that she gladly shares. (Reich/wid 2001: n.p.) 
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white heron 
returned from feeding grounds 
at dusk 
lightens the darkening sky 
of my homeward journey 

(Bostok 2000a: 33) 

Jan's most popular book by far, however, was Amongst the Graffiti, a 

collection of mainly three-line and one-line haiku. Published by Post Pressed in 

2003, Amongst the Graffiti received flattering reviews fi·om some of the world's 

most esteemed English-language haiku writers. 

In a tribute featured atthefi·ont of the book,for example, John Bird notes: 

Jan Bostok is a world class maker of haiku. As publisher, editor, 

teacher and judge, she has made a matchless contribution to haiku in 

Australia. Her haiku is beautifidly crqfled, honest and grounded in 

her landscapes. This book will surely set the benchmark for haiku 

publications and be the definitive source for study of haiku in 

Australia. (Bird in Bostok 2003a: 14) 

Meanwhile, in the Foreword, William J Higginson observes: 
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Jan Bostok has been the spirit of haiku and senryu in English in the 

southern hemisphere for over thirty years. Since I have known and 

admired Jan's efforts almost.fi'om their beginnings, I thought I knew 

something of her work. However, this omnibus collection brings to 

light more than I knew, by far, and I rejoice to have it now before me. 

With publication of Amongst the Graffiti, Jan takes her place among 

the truly outstanding creators of world haiku. (Higginson in Bostok 

2003a: 9) 



Aside ji'om Jan's prolific publishing activities, the early years of the new 

millennium proved to be incredibly dynamic in many other respects, especially in 

terms of her efforts to bring Australian haiku to the world stage and promote a 

sense of collegiality within Australia. In 1999, John Bird had introduced Jan to 

computers and the intemet, and they had worked together to edit the First 

Australian Haiku Anthology online. Within eighteen months of the anthology's 

online launch in July 1999, it 'had been visited more than 16,000 times, ji'Oin 

6,300 different computers, drawnji'om 59 countries' (Bird and Bostok 2000), and 

in2001waspublished in print form by Paper Wa.1p. 

As there was no national haiku association in Australia, the anthology became 

the genesis for the formation of HaikuOz, which John and Jan officially founded 

on December 1, 2000. And in 2006, Jan would edit the Second Australian Haiku 

Anthology as well, this time with Vanessa Proctor and Katherine Samuelowicz. 

Jan also held many editing, advisory and judging positions ji'om the late 1990s 

and beyond. Between 1995 and 1999 she served as haiku advisor for HOBO, an 

Australian poet!)' journal (edited by Dane Thwaites) that featured her series of 

articles about Australian haiku, The Gum Tree Conversations. During these years 

Jan also pe!formed the role South Pacific editor for the Red Moon anthologies 

published in America, and Ji·om 2001 until 2006 worked as haiku advisor and 

competition judge for Australia's Yellow Moon magazine (edited by Beverley 

George). Between 2002 and 2008 she was haiku editor for Stylus Poetry Joumal 

(edited by Rosanna Licari), and also pe1jormed occasional editing and judging 

workfor magazines such as Side WaLK and PaperWasp. 

By the tum of the millennium, Jan had also become a sought-after haiku 

workshop facilitator. As a reporterji'om The Weekend Australian observed, 'Jan 

Bostok is the kind of coach pupils want to please' (Lane 2001: 15). At first, Jan 

mainly held workshops in primWJ' schools and art galleries on the far north coast 

of New South Wales. Her favourite workshops were for children. At the beginning 

of these sessions, Jan enjoyed the way participants looked up at her as though she 

were 'about to tell them something magical'. She also liked the way children 
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adopted playful approaches to writing haiku, and seemed to have no limitations 

when it came to the selection of subject matter. 

steam 
rising from my head 

brainstorm 

(Williamson 2009) 

After conducting numerous haiku workshops with children, Jan developed a 

theOIJ' that the young people most likely to 'take off' with haiku are usually those 

who aren't considered good at English and have rarely written rhyming poet1y. 

Basically, she sensed the greatest potential in students who had no preconceived 

ideas of what is supposed to constitute 'good writing'. As she once said to 

Silvester, 'We don't have to Team that kick-in-the-head Zen-type understanding, 

you know. We're bom with it, and society knocks it out of us.' 

Jan enjoyed what Jacqui Murray would later describe as the 'intuitive, 

innocent, unencumbered pleasure' children derive from experimenting with haiku. 

In il?fancy our senses are our teachers - taste, sight, smell, hearing 

and touch. These are, if you like, the Nirvanic, ever-changing 

'becomingness' of lift. And the real irony is that Zen students then 

have to spend years of hard study Teaming to do it all over again. 

Many of the Great Japanese Masters hold that kids do haiku best. 

(Murray 2008: 9) 

By 1997, word of Jan's haiku workshops had spread across the Tasman. For 

the previous two years, she had been corresponding with New Zealand poet 

Emest J Beny, and he now invited her to be the keynote speaker at a festival 

called Haiku Sounds in Picton. As Bei'IJ' would later explain, 'Jan impressed 

eve1yone with her tutorial prowess and empathy' (Ben)' 2011). So much so that 

she would go on to give many other workshops in New Zealand over the next ten 
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years, not only for established haiku writers, but also for mainstream poets who 

wanted to fiJ' their hand at writing in styles derived from Japanese literOIJ' 

genres. 

It was during Jan's first visit to New Zealand, however, in the November of 

1997 that she gal to know haiku writer Catherine Mair, and ;poke to her about a 

long-held dream. 'There's a Japanese tradition of carving haiku on rocks, ' Jan 

explained, 'and 1 want to see one of my poems carved on a rock at the Tweed 

River Regional GalleiJ' in Murwillumbah before I die. 'Catherine was inspired by 

the idea of inscribing haiku on rocks - to the extent that Jan's words prompted 

her to begin planning a rock-based project for Katikati, her hometown on New 

Zealand's North Island. 

Sooner than anyone anticipated, Catherine built a reality .fi·om Jan's dream. 

The Katikati Haiku Pathway officially opened in July 2000. Meandering for one 

kilometre beside and across the town's Uretara stream, the pathway is the largest 

collection of haiku rocks outside Japan, and the only haiku pathway in the 

Southern Hemisphere. One of Jan's sumi-e free .fi'og designs would eventually 

become the project's logo, but in the meantime, two of her haiku would be hand

chiselled onto hl>o of the twenty-four boulders positioned along the pathway in 

places that resonate with their images. 

Catherine made sure Jan had two haiku rocks at Katikali. The .first, inscribed 

with her well-known 'stalionOIJ' bus' haiku, is located at the bus stop at the centre 

of town, which is where the pathway begins. Her second rock, which features the 

one-liner about a night heron lowering his neck into shadow, is situated on the ftw 

banks of the stream, toward the end of the pathway. 

Jim Kacian also has a haiku inscribed on a rock at Katikati. After visiting the 

town in October 2002, he noted that his boulder had been placed 'alone at a spot 

where the visible mountains are continually shredding the constant flow of clouds 

.fi·01n the west' (Kacian2002). 
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clouds seen 
through clouds 
seen through 

(Kacian 1997: 23) 

While later noting that the Katikati Haiku Pathway 'is not Cold Mountain-we 

are not here romanced by the power of story, as by the tales of Han Shan carving 

his Taoist poems onto the steep declivities of the Kun Lun ', Kacian would 

nonetheless concede that 'it's not too much to say that the Haiku Pathway is the 

single most important physical monument to what we are up to, and the only place 

in the world where English-language haiku is carved in stone' (Kacian 2002). 

Kacian 's trip to New Zealand in 2002 coincided with one of Jan's many visits, 

and a few years later he would describe 'admiring her tact' while he was teaching 

a haiku workshop that she had facilitated at the same festival in the previous year. 

Jan might have adopted a condescending position, feeling usurped, 

for instance. Instead, she was an eager participant and student, a 

colleague in poetry, and did a great deal to make me feel welcome in 

my role as 'leader'. It was ve1y generous of her, and I e~pect it is 

typical of her nature. (Kacian 2009) 

Between Jan's ji·equent trips to New Zealand during the late 1990s and early 

2000s, she found time to submit hundreds of haiku- as well as numerous haibun 

and tanka -for peer-reviewed publication. Her work appeared in a range of 

journals, including Modern Haiku (USA), Raw Nervz (Canada), Azami (Japan), 

Frogpond (USA), Spin (New Zealand), Famous Reporter (Australia), Mainichi 

Daily News (Japan), Blithe Spirit (UK), Albatross (Romania), Sparrow (Croatia), 

Haiku Magazine (USA) and Haiku Timepieces (USA). 

Jan also won several awards during this period. The one of which she was most 

proud was announced in 2002, when her best known haiku, "pregnant again", 
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went up against more than one thousand other haiku to take out first prize in the 

UK's Seashell Game for the 'Leading World Haiku' published in English. 

Another highlight in the same year was when Queensland's Minister for the 

Arts, Matt Foley, invited Jan- together with PaperWasp editors Jacqui Murray, 

Ross Clark and John Knight - to read haiku for Japan's Consul-General at 

Brisbane's Old Parliament House. Called Haiku Readings from the Red 

Chambered Heart, the event was held to celebrate 'the bond between Queensland 

and Japan' (Foley 2002). 

Again, Jan felt she had reached another 'Dorothy bag' moment in her life; she 

was receiving recognition for her generous contribution to Australian haiku, and 

her relationship with Silvester had settled into a mutually re;pectfili and 

harmonious dynamic. But in September 2003, doctors discovered that Silvester's 

original cancer had reappeared as a secondmJ' cancer in his bones. He was told 

that he had six months to live. 

Initially, Jan felt that Silvester fought the bone cancer 'with a strong heart and 

mind'. But as his health rapidly deteriorated over the next few months, she heard 

him repeatedly say that he no longer wanted to live. He begged doctors to help 

him die, but the most they could do was place him in a palliative care ward at the 

Murwillumbah District Hospital, where they tried to help manage his pain. Every 

few weeks, Silvester was allowed back to Dungay for a short home visit of three 

or four days, but for the .final two months of his life was confined to hospital. 

During this time, Jan found her husband's behaviour quite unusual. After more 

than thirty years of never mentioning their stillborn baby, for example, he began 

talking about the child. 'The baby sits at the end of my bed during the night, ' he 

told her. Silvester also said he had seen other dead relatives, including Clm-rie

'We talked about bananas'- and the cousin he had stayed with in Romania, when 

he was first OI]Jhaned during World War II. Jan wasn't sure what to make of these 

reports, but nurses explained that patients who were close to dying often talked 

about receiving visits fi'om deceased.fi-iend.~ and relatives. 
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Jan visited Silvester eveiJ' day that he was in palliative care, and was with him 

when he died on April 28, aged seventy-five. 

in those final hours your body warmed 
your hand now in memory kindling fires 

withdrawal came early like the distant 
thunder on a humid afternoon closing in 

ripping apart the hidden disease 
freeing it forever 

the quickness the unexpected bolt 
of lightning coming just before dark 

(Bostok 2004b: 27) 

The days immediately following Silvester's death were difficult for Jan in many 

respects. As well as grieving the loss of her husband, she was forced into a 

confi'ontation with their adopted son Greg, and it was this event that resulted in 

her ultimate estrangement .from him. 

Greg had travelled .from Cairns to see Silvester in the weeks before he died. He 

had then retumed to Dun gay for the funeral, accompanied by his partner, Rachel. 

But the night before the service, Jan and Norma heard Greg having an argument 

with Rachel, and when they went to investigate the commotion, found him 

attacking her. The women intervened, dragging Rachel away fi·om Greg. Jan then 

ordered Greg out of the house. As Greg /efi, he yelled that he would one day come 

back and kill Jan. EveiJ'One took the threat seriously. Vicki's husband John 

locked up all the guns on the property, just in case Greg went looking for them. 

But Greg had managed to hitch a ride north ji'Oin Dun gay, and was already on 

his way to the Gold Coast Airport, where he boarded the first plane back to 

Caims. The next day, however, he had a change of heart and caught another 
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flight back to the Gold Coast - just in time to attend Silvester's .fimeral in 

Murwil/umbah, where Jan noticed him sitting alone in the church. 

According to Jan, Greg had always had a horrible temper. As she would 

explain years later, 'He's one of those people that if you look them in the eye, 

they 'II say, "What are you looking at?" So after I saw what he did to Rachel -

and he was supposed to have been in love with her! - I waited until he'd gone 

home to Cairns and thenlwent into town and saw the magistrate -and by then I 

was walking with a walking stick - and I said, you know, "{(he comes at me, 

there's no way I'll be able to stop him", and so the magistrate wrote out an 

Apprehended Violence Order against him, and I've never seen him since. ' 

In the months following Silvester's fimera/ and Jan's altercation with Greg, she 

felt an emptiness that engul.fod her as silently 'as rain on a window' (Bostok 

2004c: 44). Somehow, though- perhaps through force of habit- she continued to 

find comfort in her writing, and published hl'o more books in quick succession: 

Songs Once Sung (2004a), her second collection of tanka, and Two-Thirds of 

Why (2004b) a chapbook of fi"ee verse and haiku about Silvester's struggle with 

cancer. 

no longer able 
to work the farm 
you pick threads 
from the carpet and specks 
off my clothes 

(Bostok 2004b: 59) 

After selling the farm to Vicki and John, Jan moved into Murwillumbah, where 

she wrote Stepping Stones (2007), an extended haibun about her experiences with 

Tony. It was the last book she would submit for publication. And although Jan 

continued with many of her editing, judging and teaching commitments, her 

literary life quietened down considerably. Instead of writing haiku for 
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publication, she began spending more time practicing sumi-e, and watching the 

birds in her garden. 

Jan's conference presentation time is up. Noticing Graham Nunn and Ron Moss 

walking towards her, she quips, 'Well, I'd better stop talking. Here come the 

bouncers!' As the men help Jan to her feet, the audience applauds. 

Later, over pre-dinner drinks, Jan is approached by a constant stream of writers, 

all of whom credit her with either their introduction to haiku or their deeper 

appreciation of the geme. I notice that the poets from New Zealand seem 

especially fond of her and are excited to have an opportunity to catch up in 

person. As Cyril Childs, past president of the New Zealand Poetry Society tells 

me, 'Jan is one of the best haiku friends you could have.' 

Watching from a distance, I find myself wishing Vicki could see her mother in 

this context- although maybe she wouldn't be impressed. A few weeks earlier, 

Vicki had finally agreed to be interviewed. We had met at Jan's unit, where Jan 

had hovered in the background, eventually drifting toward us and becoming part 

of the conversation. 
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Sharon: Your mum is considered a major figure in English-language 

haiku. How do you feel about her success? 

Vicki: I don't know. 

Jan: Big fish in a little pond? 

Vicki: (laughing) I don't think about it! 

Jan: I always thought you would be interested, because haiku's 

about nature, and you were always out in the paddock, 

talking to the cows. 



Sharon: Well, an ability to write haiku is something people value in 

your mum. That's her public profile. But you're Jan's only 

daughter. What does she mean to you? 

Vicki: I really don't know. 

Jan: I suppose you don't think about me, the same way you 

don't think about Tony. 

Vicki: This lady that sits in a little corner and paints and writes? 

Jan: Do you think I was adequate in bringing you up? 

Vicki: I suppose. 

Jan: You didn't feel neglected because of Tony 

Vicki: Yeah, I sometimes did. When you were always going up to 

Brisbane and that. 

Sharon: Any memories of just you and your mum from when you 

were growing up? 

Vicki: No. Not when I was a child. Don't remember Mum doing 

anything special for me. I can remember making up banana 

cartons. That's all I ever did, was make up the trays, and 

stack them up, and get them up as high as I could. I can 

remember doing that when I was only in primary school. 

Sharon: Do you feel like you spent a lot oftime alone? 

Vicki: Yeah. It wasn't a normal upbringing. I wish I'd had a sister, 

because I didn't get along with my brothers. There was 

always some kind of drama going down, so I'd go and sit in 

the paddock. I remember talking with the cows. That's all I 

can remember, going and sitting out in the paddock. 
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Thinking back to that interview, I feel sad about the emotional disconnection so 

evident between Jan and Vicki. Mother and daughter seem to have very little 

insight into one another's passions, hopes or dreams. Surveying the conference 

delegates, I take comfort in the thought that I' II at least have an opportunity to 

learn firsthand what Australian haiku writers think of Jan. 

First, I speak with conference convenor, Beverley George, who is a past editor 

of Yellow Moon, founder and current editor of Eucalpyt: a tanka journal, and 

current president of HaikuOz. Beverley says she admires the way Jan 'doesn't let 

pernickityness stand in the way of spark', as well as the way Jan 'is able to do a 

lovely balance of taking something that's innately Japanese, treating it with 

respect, not cloning it, but coming up with something that's intrinsically 

Australian'. 

Beverley then describes her impressions of Jan on the opening night of the 

conference. 'I was very much aware of Jan sitting there, and that she was totally at 

ease, and very much at home. She certainly has presence. She doesn't yell or 

demand attention, but she gets attention.' 

Lyn Reeves, from Tasmania, tells me it was a 'delight' to catch up with Jan 

again, and to renew a friendship that began when she created the haiku section in 

Famous Reporter in 1994. 'I was once privileged to spend time with Jan at 

Dungay,' Lyn explains, 'where I experienced some of the natural environment 

that shines so radiantly in her haiku.' 

In the weeks before the conference, Jan had painted a variety of sumi-e frogs on 

dozens of tiny canvasses. These canvasses were then carefully packed into her 

luggage with the cmtridges of insulin and other medications, and on welcome 

night at the conference Jan invited delegates to each choose a sumi-e frog as a gift 

to take home. Lyn now tells me that she had selected a painting of a tiny bell frog, 

while her husband had chosen a 'proud tree frog'. Lyn looks at the small crowd 

gathered around Jan, and adds that the generosity Jan displayed in making gifts 

for delegates reminds her of 'the generosity she has always shown to aspiring 

haiku writers'. 
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Vanessa Proctor, a Sydney-based haiku writer, agrees. She says she first met 

Jan in the year 2000 at a haiku conference in New Zealand, where Jan 'gave a 

workshop and was an inspiration.' Vanessa adds that when she asked Jan about 

renga not long after their first meeting, Jan 'very kindly' offered to write a renga 

with her by post. 'The letters made their way between Australia and Wellington, 

where I was then living,' Vanessa explains. 'Jan had only just met me, but was 

happy to spend time helping me become a better writer and taking me through the 

ropes of renga.' 

Vanessa explains that although she's kept in touch with Jan online, until the 

conference she hadn't seen her in person for nine years. 'It's been very special to 

see her again,' she says. 'I sat next to her today during the presentation of papers, 

and I was struck by her graciousness and quiet sense of humour, as she chuckled 

at certain moments. She exudes a sense of being comfortable in her own skin. 1 

could feel that she was thoroughly enjoying everything and, dare I say, being the 

centre of attention. Some poets are too showy, but that's not the case at all with 

Jan. She's more Japanese in her approach and manner. What I mean is that she 

has a certain humility.' 

After dinner, I have an opportunity to chat with Graham Nunn and Ron Moss. 

Graham describes Jan as a 'true original', and says that not long after he slatted 

reading and writing haiku, 'Jan was always there to help me find clarity in my 

images' and 'unknowingly filled me with a belief in my work'. Ron offers a 

similar tribute. 'My own personal memories are of someone who was always 

giving of her time during difficult periods in her life,' he says. '! remember 

sending Janice my first batch of reasonable haiku and she very kindly replied: 

"You don't need my approval, you are already on your way with your writing, 

and an exciting journey lies ahead.'' We kept in touch over the years and we even 

wrote a rengay together, which I enjoyed very much.' 

A rengay is a six-verse North American variation on Japanese linked-verse 

forms, and was invented by haiku writer Gary Gay in 1992. Like Jan, Ron is a 

keen artist and lover of sumi-e, so it's no surprise their collaborative work 

featured a term related to ink-brush painting. 
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'I credit Jan with introducing me to the term "flying white", which is the 

achievement of a quick and skilful brush stroke that barely touches the paper to 

create fine and broken lines of great beauty,' Ron explains. 'The strength of this 

stroke is that it reveals how the lightest of effects can carry the deepest of 

meanings- not unlike a haiku moment, or a well lived life.' 

Later, Ron would send me a copy of the rengay he wrote with Jan. 

Tells of the love 

still warm 
where the old dog laid 
cold empty house RM 

bright puppy eyes 
familiar echoes in its bark JB 

funeral service 
his name blurred from tears 
a football on the coffin RM 

signing the cheque 
his pen's energy creates 
the 'flying white' JB 

the hands of a deaf child 
tells of the love, for another RM 

she enters 
wheelchair decorated 
for her I OOth year JB 

(Bostok and Moss 2003) 

When I visit Jan in Murwillumbah a week after our retum from Terrigal, she tells 

me the conference was probably the most important event of her career - and, due 

to her deteriorating health, the last public event she will attend. 
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'I think because I had met almost everyone at the conference in some way over 

the years, they all reacted so warmly towards me and thanked me over and over 

again. So I can say that from the delegates of the conference, I received an 

informal thank you for my life's work in haiku.' 

'And now?' I ask. 

'Well, when you experience haiku, you absorb a moment and you understand it, 

and for that moment you are part of nature, and pm't of everything: the universe, 

the cosmos, or whatever you want to call it. And just for that moment, you feel 

you do belong ... and then yom· ego says, "Ooh, write it down and send it off to 

Modern Haiku!"' Jan laughs. 'But now, after forty years of writing haiku, I'm 

getting to the point where I will experience haiku but I won't write them down, 

because that's the human ego.' 

I'm reminded of David G Lanoue's haiku novel, Laughing Buddha, in which a 

character called Shiro, a fictional Japanese poet from ancient Japan, recommends 

the creation of only wordless poems. 'A poem in its pure form exists as a 

nonverbal insight ... a flash of wordless perfection ... ' (Lanoue 2000: 48). As Jan 

ages, she reminds me of Shiro: less inclined to exhale 'loud poetry', and settling 

instead into 'a complete practice of silent haiku, and for that matter, just plain 

silence' (Lanoue 2000: 48). 

I pass Jan a cup of tea. 'Everybody wants to be part of nature, you know,' she 

says. 'Human beings have separated themselves fmm the natural world, and I 

think part of that's come from religion, where Adam and Eve were kicked out of 

the Garden of Eden - and ever since, everyone's been trying to get back to 

paradise, back to nature. But all you've got to do is sit still, and you're there.' 
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Appendix I: Photo Credits 

All but two of the photographs featured in this book are from Janice M Bostok's 

private collection, and are reproduced here with her generous permission. 

My utmost gratitude goes to Ron Moss, a visual artist, haiku writer, and 

professional digital technician in the Tasmania Archives and Heritage Office. Ron 

very kindly employed his knowledge of mastering and restoration techniques to 

bring out the best in images used for the cover pages of the Prelude and Chapters 

I, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 7. 

Image Location 

Prelude: 

Introduction: 

Chapter I: 

Chapter 2: 

Chapter 3: 

Chapter 4: 

Chapter 5: 

Chapter 6: 

Chapter 7: 

Chapter 8: 

Credit Details 

Bostok as a young child. Bostok's private collection. 
Photographer unknown. 

Wollumbin's summit. Photograph by Sharon Dean. 

Bostok as a toddler. Bostok's private collection. 
Photographer unknown. 

Bostok's family (circa early 1950s). 
Bostok's private collection. Photographer unknown. 

Bostok and unidentified friend as teenagers at a 
Goonellabah Seventh-day Adventist camp (circa 1957). 
Bostok's private collection. Photographer unknown. 

Wedding photo of Jan and Silvester Bostok. 
Bostok's private collection. Photographer unknown. 

Wollumbin. Photograph by Lisa Verano. Used with 
her kind permission. 

Photo booth image of Bostok, aged twenty. 
Subject's private collection. 

Tony Bostok (circa 2008). Photograph by Lorraine 
Gorman. Used with her kind permission. 

Bostok (circa 1995). Unknown photographer. 
Subject's private collection. 
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Appendix 2 

Janice M Bostok Timeline 

1942: Birth 
II Janice Mae Irvine is born on April 9 to Valerie Eileen (a formet· Rawleigh's 
Healthcare representative) and Clarence Milton Irvine (a banana and pineapple 
farmer) in the small country town of Mullumbimby on the far north coast of New 
South Wales, Australia. She is delivered at home by her paternal aunt, Ivy 
Gosling, and is a sister for Norma Marie Irvine (now Govett), who is four years 
older. 

1942 - 1955: Childhood 
II Raised in Mullumbimby in a strict Seventh-day Adventist environment, Jan 
spends the formative years of her life attending church, exploring the sub-tropical 
countryside on her pushbike, caring for animals, and drawing bamboo. 
II At the age of thirteen, she renounces her family's religion. When other family 
members go to church, she stays home to care for her maternal grandmother, who 
has been diagnosed with dementia. 

1956- 1959: The In-Between Years 
8 After leaving Mullumbimby High School at the age of fourteen and a half, Jan 
spends two years caring for her grandmother, and learning touch typing and 
shorthand at night school. 
8 Towards the end of 1959, at the age of seventeen, Jan leaves home to work 
briefly at the Sydney Sanitarium (now the Sydney Adventist Hospital) as a 
delivery girl/bookkeeper for the hospital's pharmacy. 

1960- 1963: Marvellous Melbourne 
1111 Still aged seventeen, Jan moves to Melbourne in the first week of 1960. For her 
first three years in the city, she works as a typist for the Department of Defence at 
the Victoria Barracks in St Kilda. After several months in this position, she is 
cleared to process top secret and coded material. She spends her final year at the 
barracks working as a private secretary for a government official. 
1111 In 1962, Jan is engaged to marry Greek migrant, Dimitri Papadopolis, but by 
1963, the engagement is off. 
i1!1 Jan transfers to a secretarial position at a Department of Supply ammunitions 
factory in Footscray in 1963, and then later that year takes up an administrative 
position with the Victorian Tourist Development Authority in Collins Street, 
Melbourne. 
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1964: A Whirlwind Romance 
eOn May 2, twenty-two-year-old Jan enjoys a blind date with thirty-six-year-old 
Romanian migrant, Silvester Bostok (originally 'Bosteog'). On June 26, Jan and 
Silvester become engaged, and two weeks later, Jan resigns from her job at the 
tourist authority and moves into Silvester's home in the small Victorian sawmill 
town of Cann River. On September 6, barely four months after their first date, Jan 
and Silvester marry in Mullumbimby. After dividing their honeymoon between 
the far north coast ofNew South Wales and the Gold Coast of Queensland, they 
return to Cann River to start a family. 
e Bored and isolated in Cann River, Jan entertains herself by writing personal 
anecdotes and short stories. Some of her work is published in magazines such as 
The Australian Women's Weekly, The Secondary Teacher (Victoria), and New 
Idea. She doesn't attempt to write poetry, believing it too 'highfalutin' for her 
straightforward literary tastes. 

1965: Sorrow 
e Jan's first pregnancy results in a stillbirth at Orbost & District Hospital, 
Victoria. Jan and Silvester name the baby Mark, and he is buried at Orbost 
Cemetery. 

1966: New Life 
eOn July 18, Jan delivers her best friend's baby in the back seat of a car on the 
way to Orbost & District Hospital. 
e Just over two months later, on September 29, Jan gives bilth to a daughter, 
Vicki-Ann Bostok, via caesarean section at Orbost & District Hospital. 

1967 - 1969: Dungay Dreaming 
e The Bostoks move to a thirty-three-hectare banana plantation at Dungay, a 
small farming community in the hills outside Murwillumbah on the far north coast 
of New South Wales. 
e The farm is in bad shape, but within a couple of years the Bostoks establish four 
hectares of banana plants and 500 square metres of passionfruit vines. They also 
begin keeping a few cows. 
e Jan finds some hobbies. She cultivates bonsai, becomes a registered breeder of 
Welsh Corgis, and opens her own boarding kennels. 

1970: Introducing Haiku 
e Jan's burgeoning passion for writing extends to composing letters to people in 
foreign countries. In 1970, she learns about haiku from one of her American pen 
friends, Marcella Caine, and falls instantly in love with the unpretentious quality 
of the one-breath poems. 
e Over the next year, Jan subscribes to specialist American publications such as 
Haiku Highlights and Haiku Magazine. Unable to find any haiku writers in 
Australia, she begins corresponding with Americans in an effort to learn as much 
as she can about haiku and its related forms such as tanka, renga and haibun. 
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1971: An Adopted Son 
Ill Jan adopts a ten-month-old child and names him Gregory Jon Bostok. 

1972: Australia's First Haiku Magazine 
Ill Jan creates Tweed, Australia's first haiku magazine, which she initially edits on 
the farm at Dungay and prints at The Daily News in Murwillumbah. The first issue 
has a print run of one hundred copies, but within two years the magazine will 
boast more than five hundred subscribers, including contributors such as 
mainstream Australian poets Dorothy Porter and Robert Gray, as well as many 
highly acclaimed American haiku writers including William J Higginson, Cor van 
den Heuvel, Robert Spiess and LA Davidson. 
Ill Late in 1972, Sydney student Brian Joyce approaches Jan after reading Tweed. 
Jan and Brian become good friends, and Brian helps edit many issues of the 
magazine. 
Ill Jan self-publishes her first collection of haiku, Banana Leaves. 

1973: Anthologies & Diabetes 
Ill Jan's haiku begin appearing in anthologies and poetry journals in Australia and 
overseas, a pattern that will continue unabated for the next seven years. As 
America offers more publishing outlets for English-language haiku than any other 
country, Jan's haiku are predominantly published there- to the extent that for 
years, many haiku writers assume Janice M Bostok is a US citizen. 
Ill Jan falls pregnant again and is diagnosed with gestational diabetes. From this 
time on, she will suffer from glucose intolerance in one form or another for the 
rest of her I ife. 

1974: A New Son & A New Book 
Ill On February 24, Jan gives birth to another son: Anthony Scott Bostok. 
G American publisher, Shelters Press, releases Jan's second collection of haiku, 
Walking into the Sun, which wins a Haiku Society of America Book Award in 
1974 for outstanding achievement in the field of haiku publication. 

1975 - 1976: Brisbane Connection 
Ill In 1975, Baby Anthony (Tony) is diagnosed as profoundly deaf. Jan and Tony 
begin spending one week of every month at the Preschool for the Deaf in 
Brisbane, a routine that will continue for the next five years. 
G Over the next twelve months, Tony is also diagnosed with autism, cerebral 
palsy and an intellectual disability. 
G In 1976, Jan self-publishes her third collection of haiku, Hearing the Wind. 
II That same year, Brisbane poet Gerard Smith begins helping Jan with Tweed, 
and co-edits several issues with her over the next two years. The friends do most 
of the editing and production work on the magazine during the week each month 
that Jan spends in Brisbane with Tony at the Preschool for the Deaf. 

1977: Abdominal Surgery 
G Jan undergoes major abdominal surgery that will adversely affect her health for 
the rest of her life. 
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1978: Triumph,Tuition,Tragedy & Travel 
;Ill Brisbane's Makar Press publishes On Sparse Brush, a collection of Jan's free 
verse and haiku, as part of its Gargoyle Poets series. Other poets featured in the 
series include John Tranter, Shelton Lea and Antigone Kefala. 
II On Gerard's encouragement, Jan enrols at the University of Queensland. She 
begins studying part-time for a Bachelor of Arts degree. Gerard introduces Jan to 
Brisbane poet Lex Byers, and Jan and Lex become friends. 
0 Gerard Smith dies in a car accident the week before Jan leaves for a haiku 
pilgrimage to America that he helped plan. 
II Jan spends five weeks in America visiting high-profile haiku writers and 
editors, including William J Higginson, LA Davidson, Tadashi Kondo, Virginia 
Brady Young, Cor ven den Heuvel, Gary Hotham, Marlene Mountain and 
Michael McClintock. 

1979: Tweed Finale 
• With Lex Byers' assistance, Jan edits the final issues of Tweed. 

1980 - 1986: The Dark Years 
II By the beginning of the 1980s, Jan is emotionally and physically exhausted. 
She separates from Silvester, moves into a second house on the farm, and stops 
submitting haiku for publication. 
II In 1981, Tony goes into full-time care at the Endeavour Foundation, 
Toowoomba, Queensland. This is also the year that Jan divorces Silvester. 
II In I 983, Jan slips on a banana skin and dislocates her knee. While hospitalised 
for the injury, she is discovered to be suffering from abnormally high blood sugar 
levels, which doctors are unable to stabilise with diet or insulin tablets over a two
week period. Thus, although suffering from type 2 (rather than type l) diabetes, 
Jan is instructed to begin injecting insulin, a practice she will continue 
indefinitely. 
II Silvester attempts suicide on August 19, 1985. 
G On March 30, 1986, Jan's father Clarrie, aged eighty, dies of cancer. 
II In relation to this period in Australian haiku history, Australian haiku writer 
Jacqui Murray will later write that, 'Haiku in Australia was in the doldrums for 
quite a time after Janice M Bostok's pioneering work. By the late 1980s only a 
few isolated poets were still engaged with haiku' (Murray 2007). 

1986 - 1987: New Beginnings 
fl Jan and Silvester remarry on September 6, the twenty-second anniversary of 
their first wedding. 
!IIi Also in 1986, Jan graduates from the University of Queensland. She is awarded 
a Bachelor of Arts degree with a double major in English Literature. 
ill In 1987, Jan is the first woman elected as secretary of the Tweed district branch 
of the Banana Growers Federation (BGF), a New South Wales co-operative 
established in the early 1930s. She will hold the position for the next five years. 
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G On May 31, 1987, Jan's daughter Vicki marries John McLeod, a cane farmer 
from Kynnumboon, a small rural community located about six kilometres south of 
Dungay. Vicki and John move into a new house Silvester and Jan build for them 
on the Dungay farm. 

1986- 1991: Two Sad Facts 
G After Jan and Silvester remarry in 1986, Silvester bans Jan from writing haiku, 
believing that the energy she puts into striving to be published would be better 
directed into rebuilding their relationship. For five years, Jan writes haiku in 
secret- scribbling the poems on slips of paper, which she then hides in a shoebox 
at the bottom of her wardrobe. 
G Jan's mother Valerie, after suffering from dementia for the last few years of her 
life, dies at the age of eighty-seven on October 30, 1988. 

1988: World Expo 88 
G Japan Airlines (JAL) sponsors a haiku contest for Australian children as part of 
World Expo 88, which is held in Brisbane. The company invites Jacqui Murray to 
coordinate the contest. Murray knows she must 'find people with knowledge of 
haiku who would be prepared to undertake the monumental task of judging so 
many entries', and later laments that 'an obvious choice was Janice M Bostok but, 
unfortunately, no one knew where she was then living' (Murray 2007). Finally, 
two Brisbane poets, John Knight and Ross Clark, agree to assist Murray with the 
task. 'The result of the event,' she will later comment, 'is a sudden upsurge in 
interest in a form of poetry few Australians knew anything about' (Murray 2007). 

1989 - 1991: Romania 
G The Romanian Revolution takes place in December 1989, when rioters 
overthrow the country's communist regime and its dictator, Nicolae Ceausescu. 
Soon after, Jan begins planning an overseas trip. In June 1991, she and Silvester 
enjoy a tour of western Europe, then travel to Romania, where they manage to 
locate two of Silvester's cousins. The Romanian joumey ends in disappointment, 
however, when visa-related problems prevent the Bostoks from crossing the 
border into western Ukraine (formerly part of Romania), where Silvester's 
childhood village is located. 

1991 - 1996: Jan's Haiku Resurgence 
eln 1991, Romanian haiku writer Ion Codrescu translates a selection of Jan's 
earlier haiku into Romanian, and publishes them in his newly liberated country. 
Silvester, finally able to read Jan's work in his own language, has an epiphany: So 
this is what his wife has been doing all these years ... communing with nature! 
Also, Jan realises the translations somehow legitimise her work in Silvester's 
eyes. From this point on, Silvester is supportive of Jan's haiku-related activities. 
G With her husband's blessing, Jan resumes sending out haiku for publication. 
She is warmly welcomed back into the world haiku community, and her 
remarkable contribution to Australian haiku continues. 
G From 1991, influenced by American haiku writer Marlene Mountain, Jan 
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begins writing haiku exclusively in one line, a practice she maintains for five 
years. Her poems in this style are published by all the major haiku journals and 
anthologies in Australia and overseas. 
0 In I 994, the three Brisbane haiku writers involved with the World Expo 88 JAL 
Haiku Competition- Jacqui Murray, John Knight and Ross Clark- form a haiku 
group called Paper Wasp. With a view to starting a haiku magazine, they invite 
Jan to attend the group's inaugural meeting. As Jacqui will later write, 'Janice 
brought with her a wealth of experience and knowledge. With fresh enthusiasm, 
and support from haijin in Japan, haiku again started to forge ahead in Australia' 
(Murray 2007). 
e In 1995, Jan teams up with Australian haiku writer Cecily Stanton to write what 
is believed to be the first renku by two Australian women. Entitled The Far 
Horizon, the traditional Summer Kasen (thirty-six stanza) renku is published in 
the UK's Blithe Spirit. 
e In 1996, Brisbane publishing company Post Pressed releases Silver Path of 
Moon, Jan's collection of erotic haibun. 

1992: A Grandson 
0 On October 27, Jan is present at the birth of her only grandchild, Andrew John 
McLeod. 

1997 - 2007: Dynamic Decade 
0 The end of the twentieth century and beginning of the new millennium are 
incredibly productive years for Jan. Her contribution to Australian haiku during 
this period is immense (see Appendix 3: Select Bibliography and Achievements 
of Janice M Bostok). 
e In the late I 990s, with fellow Australian haiku writer John Bird, Jan co-edits 
the First Australian Haiku Anthology, which will prompt the formation of 
Australian Haiku Society (HaikuOz) in 2000. 
e Other editing/advisory/judging positions Jan holds during the late I 990s 
include haiku advisor for HOBO (during which time the magazine publishes The 
Gum Tree Conversations, her groundbreaking series of articles about Australian 
haiku), South Pacific editor for the Red Moon anthologies published in America, 
haiku advisor/judge/essay writer for Australia's Yellow Moon magazine, haiku 
editor for Stylus Poetry Journal and Side WaLK poetry magazine, and co
editor/judge for Paper Wasp. 
e Also during the late 1990s, Jan becomes a sought-after haiku workshop 
facilitator. As well as teaching in primary schools and art galleries on the far north 
coast of New South Wales, she also travels to New Zealand on several occasions 
to give talks on haiku and deliver haiku-related workshops. 
e While talking with New Zealand haiku writer Catherine Mair in I 997, Jan 
describes her dream of one day having her haiku carved on rocks, which is a 
Japanese tradition. Jan's words prompt Catherine to begin planning a rock-based 
project for Katikati, her hometown on New Zealand's north island, and in 2000 
the Katikati Haiku Pathway officially opens. It is the largest collection of haiku 
rocks outside Japan, and the only haiku pathway in the Southern Hemisphere. Jan 
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has two haiku rocks on the pathway, and one of her sumi-e tree frog designs 
becomes the project's logo. 
illll Throughout this dynamic decade, Jan's haiku-related work continues to appear 
(in English as well as in translation) in numerous publications, including Modern 
Haiku (USA), Raw Nerz (Canada), Azami (Japan), Frogpond (USA), Spin (New 
Zealand), Famous Reporter (Australia), Mainichi Daily News (Japan), Blythe 
Spirit (UK), Albatross (Romania), Span·ow (Croatia), Haiku Magazine (USA) and 
Haiku Timepieces (USA). 
illll Jan also wins several awards during this period. Her proudest achievement 
takes place in 2002, when one of her most well-known haiku, 'pregnant again', 
wins first prize in the UK's Seashell Game for the 'Leading World Haiku' 
published in English during that year. 
1111 In June 2002, Jan- together with Jacqui Murray, Ross Clark and John Knight
reads haiku for Japan's Consul-General at Brisbane's Old Parliament House. 
II On December 2, 2005, Jan attends the first ginko (haiku walk) enjoyed by a 
group of far north coast haiku writers- including John Bird, Quendryth Young, 
Max Ryan, Jacqui Murray and Sharon Dean- that will soon become known as 
Cloudcatchers. From that point on, the Cloudcatchers will meet for a ginko once 
every season (usually within view ofWollumbin), and Jan will be the group's 
patron. 
II Produced by Hot Lava Games, The Haiku Joumey Game is released in October 
2006. It is the world's first English-language haiku computer game, and features 
many of Jan's haiku. 
8 And finally, Jan releases twelve books of haiku-related work during this period. 
(See Bibliography for full publication details.): 
Still Waters (1997) [one-line haiku with sumi-e by Cornelis Vleeskens] 
The Farmer Tends his Land (1997) [a solo renga] 
shadow-patches (1998) [haibun with Bernard Gadd & Catherine Mair] 
A Splash of Sunlight (1998) [haiku) 
Dimmed the MysteJJ' (2000) [tanka) 
Treading Water (2000) [sumi-e and one-line haiku] 
Reaching Out fi'om Dreaming (200 I )[tanka) 
Amongst the Graffiti (2003) [haiku) 
Wagtail- 25: First Light and other poems (2003) [ft·ee verse & haiku] 
Songs Once Sung: Collected Tanka Poems 1972-2003 (2004) [tanka and sumi-e] 
Two Thirds of Why (2004) [free verse] 
Stepping Stones (2007) [extended haibun) 

1996 - 2004: A Sad Farewell 
8 In 1996, Silvester is diagnosed with prostate cancer. Early in 2003, a secondary 
cancer develops in his bones. In September of that year, Silvester is told he has six 
months to live, and spends most of that time in a palliative care ward, where Jan 
visits him every day. She is with him when he dies, aged seventy-five, on April 
28,2004. 
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2006 - 20 I 0: New Adventures 
GIn January, 2006, Jan sells the Dungay farm to daughter Vicki and Vicki's 
husband John, and moves into a unit in Murwillumbah. 
0 Griffith University PhD student, Sharon Dean, begins a series of interviews 
with Jan on March 29, 2007, with a view to writing her biography. 
0 Inspired by Jan's haiku, Melbourne composer Joanna Selleck creates a song 
cycle and multi-media piece entitled Becoming. Written for soprano, countetienor, 
bass, shakuhachi and string quartet, the work premieres at the Castlemaine 
Festival, Victoria, in April 2007. 
GIn June and July 2007, Jan conducts haiku writing workshops for the 
Queensland Poetry Festival. 
0 Jan reads haiku at the Byron Bay Writers' Festival to help launch a book/CD 
package called sand between the toes: a haiku journey through byron bay & 
beyond. (2007) Published by Dangerously Poetic Press, the package features 
many haiku by Jan and fellow Cloudcatchers. 
G On June 21 and 28, 2008, an interview with Jan is broadcast on ABC Radio 
National as part of a two-part program called Australian Haiku. 
GIn April 2009, Jan's haiku are showcased in The Haiku Foundation's Montage 
series (available at: http://www.thehaikufoundation.org/publications/montage/). 
G After thitty years of practicing sumi-e, Jan enjoys a two-week solo exhibition of 
her artwork at the Tweed River Art Gallery, Murwillumbah. The exhibition 
culminates in a weekend of talks and demonstrations on 'how she applies sumi-e 
principles to her western sketches' (Tweed River Art Gallery: 2009). 
0 At the Queensland Poetry Festival on August 23, 2009, in front of a dt·amatic 
multimedia backdrop, Jan and Jacqui Murray premiere Stonewashed Moon, a 
linked-verse collaboration believed to be the first one-hundred-verse renga written 
in English. 
G Australia's first international haiku conference, the Fourth Haiku Pac{fic Rim 
Conference: Wind over Water, is held in Terrigal, New South Wales, from 
September 22-25, 2009. Organised by HaikuOz President Beverley George, the 
historic event brings together fifty-seven delegates from seven countries. On 
September 24, Jan presents a talk about her life and work to more than seventy 
people. Overall, she is delighted to finally come face to face with haiku colleagues 
from all over the world, especially those she has corresponded with for years but 
has never met in person. From Jan's point of view, Wind Over Water is 'one big 
haiku family reunion'. 
G Early in 2010, Jan's health rapidly deteriorates. After collapsing at home on 
May 8, she is taken to Murwillumbah District Hospital and then Tweed Heads 
District Hospital. On May I 0, she is rushed to the Gold Coast Hospital, where she 
is fitted with a pacemaker. 
G Jan lives at home for the remainder of 2010, but early in 2011 is readmitted to 
hospital suffering from diabetes-related complications. At the time of writing 
(June 28, 20 II), Jan is waiting in Murwillumbah District Hospital for a permanent 
high-level care place to become available in a residential aged care centre. 
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Appendix 3 

Select Bibliography & Achievements of Janice M Bostok 

I. Publications 

1.1 Books 

1.2 Poetry 

1.3 Prose 

1.4 Book Reviews & Essays 

1.5 Interviews 

1.6 Anthologies 

1.7 Work Cited in Classic Haiku Books 

1.8 Awards 

2. Activities 

2.1 Positions held 

2.2 Readings, Workshops, Adjudications and Presentations 

2.3 Memberships 

1.1 Books Published 

(1972). Banana Leaves. Australia: Self-Published. 

(1974). Walking into the Sun. Milwaukee, Wisconsin: Shelters Press 
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(1976). Hearing the Wind. Australia: Self-Published. 

( 1978). On Sparse Brush. Brisbane: Makar Press. 

( 1996). Silver Path of Moon. Teneriffe, Brisbane: Post Pressed. 

(1997a). Still Waters. Cape Paterson, Victoria: Earth Dance. 

(1997b ). The Farmer Tend~ His Land. Enfield, USA: Tiny Poems Press. 

(1998). A Splash of Sunlight. Australia: Self-Published. 

(2000a). Dimmed the Mystel)'· London: Snapshot Press. 

(2000b). Treading Water. Australia: Self-Published. 

(2001). Reaching Out.fi·om Dreaming. Australia: Self-Published. 

(2003a). Amongst the Graffiti. Teneriffe, Brisbane: Post Pressed. 

(2003b) Wagtail No.25: First light and other poems by Janice Bostok. Newcastle: 

Picaro Press. 

(2004a). Songs Once Sung: Collected Tanka Poems 1972-2003. Flaxton, 

Queensland: Post Pressed. 

(2004b). Two-Third~ of Why. Highgate Hill, Queensland: Impressed Publishing. 

(2007). Stepping Stones. Teneriffe, Brisbane: Post Pressed. 
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1.2 Haiku and other poetry have been published in the following 

journals: 

Australia 

Centoria 

Daughters of Aphrodite 

Eucalypt: a tanka journal 

Grapeshot 

Hobo 

LiNQ 

Micro press 

Poetl)' Australia 

Salt-lick Quarterly 

SideWalk 

Stet 

The Naked Pomegranate 

Tweed 

United States 

Compass 

Divan 

Famous Reporter 

Hecate 

Khasmik 

Makar 

New England Review 

Quadrant 

Scope 

Social Alternatives 

Stylus PoeiiJ' Journal 

The Poefl'ix 

Ant,Ant,Ant,Ant,Ant Bm·dic Echoes 

Bitterroot Bonsai 

Brussels Sprout Dragmifly 

Encore Frogpond 

Haiku Happenings Haiku Highlights 

Haiku Magazine Haiku West 

Heron Quarterly of Haiku and Zen Poet!)' Hyacinths & Biscuits 

Janus-SCTH Lynx 

Mirrors 
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Modern Haiku 

Special Song 

White Heron 

New World Haiku 

Sunburst 

Wind Chimes 

Other International 

Japan: 

India: 

England: 

Austria: 

Canada: 

Romania: 

Croatia: 

New Zealand: 

Holland: 

Azami 

Outch 

YoMiMoNo 

Indian Poet 

Blithe Spirit 

Swarovski Collector 

Raw Nervz Haiku 

Mainichi Daily News 

PoetiJ' Nippon 

Haiku Byways 

Wind Song 

Albatross (English and Romanian) 

Tomis (translated into Romanian) 

Sparrow (both in English and translated into Croatian) 

Fresh 

PoetiJNZ 

Nineteen- 0- Splash 

WinterSpin 

Vuursteen (both in English and translated into Dutch) 
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1.3 Prose has been published in the following magazines and 

journals: 

Famous Reporter, Australia 

HOBO, Australia 

Holiday, USA 

New Idea, Australia 

Rockhound, USA 

Round the Pond, Romania 

Scope Magazine, Australia 

The Australian Women's Weekly 

The BGF Bulletin (Banana Industry Journal), Australia 

The Friendly Way, USA 

The SecondmJ' Teacher, Victoria 

Women's Household, USA 

1.4 Book Reviews & Essays have been published in the following 

magazines and journals: 

Stylus PoefiJ' Journal, Australia 

The Australian Multicultural Review 

The Sting (newsletter of the Paper Wasp haiku group), Australia 

Town & Count!)' Farmer, Australia 

Yellow Moon, Australia 

1.5 Interviews with Janice M Bostok have been appeared in: 

Yellow Moon, 1997 

The Australian, March 3, 2001 
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The Daily News, Murwillumbah, March 13, 2001 

"Australian Haiku Part 2", Poetica, Radio National, June 28, 2008 

1.6 Haiku-related work has been published in the following 

anthologies: 

Berg, Mary leona Ecklin (Ed.) (1973). Ruddy Haiku Hunt. Wilta, Iowa: 

United Amateur Press. 

Washington Poets Association (1974). Haiku 1973. Tacoma, Washington: 

Rhododendron. 

van den Heuvei, Cor (Ed.) (I 986). The Haiku Anthology (2nd ed.). New 

York: Simon & Shuster. 

Codrescu, Ion (Ed.) Constantza Haiku Anthology (1992). Romania: 

M untenia Press. 

Wicker, Nina, Willis Lyles, Peggy, and Leibman, Kenneth C. (Eds) 

(1994). Dreams Wander. New York: Haiku Society of America. 

Haiku International Association (1994). Haiku Anthology to mark the 

30d11 Anniversary of Basho 's Death. Tokyo: Haiku International 

Association. 

Haiku Society of America (1995). One Breath. New York: Haiku Society 

of America. 

Yates, Gloria (Ed.) (1995). Micropress Anthology. Petrie, Queensland: 

Micropress Oz. 
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Commemoration of the 30d" Anniversary of Matsuo Basho Contest: Haiku 

International Special Issue (1996). Tokyo: Haiku International 

Association. 

Kacian, Jim (Ed.) ( 1996) The Red Moon Anthology of English-Language 

Haiku I996. Winchester, Vermont: Red Moon Press. 

Kumamoto City Haiku Contest Anthology: 1 OOth Anniversary o.fNatswne 

Soseki living in Kumamoto (1996). Kumamoto City, Japan: Kumamoto 

University. 

Priebe, David (1996). Timepieces. Los Angeles: Haiku Headlines. 

A Guide to Haiku for the 21st Centlll)' (1997). Tokyo: Modern Haiku 

Association. (Note: Contains 30 ofBostok's haiku translated into 

English.) 

Jepson, Vivienne (Ed.) (1997) The Ordinal)' Magic. Wellington, New 

Zealand Poetry Society. 

Jiyu-Katari (Free Talking): Itoen Tea Company Haiku Contest Anthology 

(1997). Tokyo: Ito En. (Winning haiku, 'summer dusk', printed on Oi 

Ocha green tea bottle label.) 

Kacian, Jim (Ed.) (1997) The Red Moon Anthology of Eng/ish-Language 

Haiku/997. Winchester, Vermont: Red Moon Press. 

Stevenson, John (Ed.) (1997) From a Kind Neighbor: Haiku Society of 

America Members' Anthology. New York: Haiku Society of America. 

Mainichi Daily News 75'" AnniversmJ' Haiku Contest Anthology (1997). 

Tokyo: Mainichi Newspapers Co Ltd. 
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Gay, Gary (Ed.) (1998) Light and Shadow: Haiku Society of America 

Members' Anthology. New York: Haiku Society of America. 

Hardy, Jackie (Ed.) (2002) Haiku: PoetiJ' Ancient and Modern. Rutland, 

Vermont and Tokyo: Tuttle Publishing. 

Kacian, Jim, Ken Jones and Bruce Ross (Eds.) (2002) Summer Dreams: 

American Haibun & Haiga, Volume 3. Winchester, Vermont: Red Moon 

Press. 

Bazzano, Manu (Ed.) (2003) Haiku for Lovers. London: MQ Publications. 

Devas, Steve (Ed.) (2003) Wingbeats: Poetly.fi"om Byron Bay and Beyond. 

Byron Bay, NSW: Dangerously Poetic Press. 

Shore, Laura J, Michele, Shana, & Sweeney, Bev (Eds.) (2007). 

sand between the toes: a haiku journey through byron bay & beyond. 

Byron Bay, NSW: Dangerously Poetic Press. 

Bruce, Dawn and & Piko, Greg (Eds.) (2009). Wind Over Water: an 

anthology of haiku and tanka by delegates of the Fourth Haiku 

Pacific Rim Conference (pp. 20). Terrigal, NSW: Focus Press. 

1.7 Work Cited in Classic Haiku Books 

Higginson, William J, & with Harter, Penny (1989). The Haiku 

Handbook: How to Write, Share, and Teach Haiku. Tokyo: Kodansha 

International. 

A Haiku Path: The Haiku Society of America 1968-1988 (1994). 

New York: The Haiku Society of America. 
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Higginson, William J (1996). Haiku World: An International Poet1y 

Almanac. New York: Kodansha America, Inc. 

1.8 Selected Awards 

Haiku Society of America Book Award for Walking into the Sun, 1974 

Certificate of Honour, Kumamoto International Kusamakura Haiku 

Competition, Kumamoto City, Japan, 1996 

Tanka Splendor Award, AHA Books, California, United States, 1997. 

First Prize, Katikati "Have a Go" Haiku Contest, KatiKati, New Zealand, 

2001 

Winner of Seashell Game for 'Leading World Haiku' published in 

English, Presence, UK, 2002 

2. Activities 

2.1 Positions held 

Editor and Publisher TWEED, 1972- 1979 

Haiku Adviser, HOBO, 1995- 1999 

Editor for the American Red Moon Haiku Anthologies (Pacific 

region), 1996-200 I 
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Co-editor, First Australian Haiku Anthology, 1997-1999 

Co-editor, Paper Wmp, 1994 

Co-founder and Patron, HaikuOz (the Australian Haiku Society), 

2000 - present 

Judge and Advisor, Yellow Moon, 200 I - 2006 

Haiku Editor, Stylus Poetry Journal, 2002 - 2008 

Haiku Editor, SideWaLK, 2003 

Secretary of HaikuOz (the Australian Haiku Society), 2003 

Co-editor of Second Australia Haiku Anthology, 2003 

Patron, Cloudcatchers (nmthern NSW haiku group), 2005 -present 

2.2 Readings, Workshops, Adjudications and Presentations 

Judged Scope Haiku Contest 1995, 1996 and 1997 

Featured reader at Warana's Writer's Week, 1995 

Edited and illustrated Bells are Calling: Haiku & Semyu by Jack deVidas, 

1996, and also his book River of Stars, 1997 

Co-judged JAL Haiku Contest (for schools in Queensland), 1996 

Co-judged HOBO Haiku Contest, 1997 and 1998 
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Talks for school groups, Tweed River Regional Art Gallery, May 1997 

Featured reader at Queensland Poetry Festival, August 1997 

Gave speech and reading at Writer's in Profile event, Griffith University, 

1997 

Gave speech and reading to Poetry Society of New Zealand, Wellington, 

New Zealand, 1997 

Guest Speaker, Haiku Sounds '97 weekend, Picton, New Zealand, 1997 

Guest Poet, Into the Light Poetry Festival, Tauranga, New Zealand, 1998 

Judged New Zealand Poetry Society's International Haiku Contest, 1998, 

and launched the Society's contest anthology in Wellington, New Zealand, 

1998 

Launched the Second New Zealand Haiku Anthology, Picton, New 

Zealand, I 998 

Presented haiku weekend workshop, Queen Charlotte Spring School, 

Picton, New Zealand, 1999 

Helped form the Writers in the Tweed (WITT) group, June 2002 

Read by invitation at Old Parliament House, Brisbane, for the Consul

General of Japan, 2002 

Invited Guest, Brisbane Poetry Festival, Brisbane, 2002 
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Reader and Chairperson, Queensland Poetry Festival, Brisbane, 2003 

Reader at launch of sand between the toes: a haiku journey through byron 

bay and beyond, Byron Bay Writers' Festival, Byron Bay, NSW, July 29, 

2007 

With co-author Jacqueline Murray, Jan recited 'Stonewashed Moon' 

(believed to be the first I 00-verse renga written in English) at the 

Queensland Poetry Festival, Brisbane, August 23, 2009 

Featured Speaker, Fourth Haiku Pacific Rim Conference, Terrigal, NSW, 

September 22, 2009 

2.2 Memberships 

Dangerously Poetic Publishing Collective, Byron Bay, NSW 

Haiku Society of America 

Haiku Society of Britain 

Nmthern Rivers Writers Centre, Byron Bay, NSW 

Paper Wasp, Brisbane 

Queensland Writers Centre 

The Fellowship of Australian Writers Queensland, Inc. 

The New Zealand Poetry Society 

Writers in the Tweed (WITT) 

NOTE: A selection ofBostok's published work is available on her website: 

bttn:/,'!JJellJbers.clgclg&Qn1.a~Litlll\)_os/ 
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Appendix 4: Informed Consent Mechanism Package- Part I 

INFORMATION SHEET 

Gold Coast Campus 
PMB 50 GCMC Qld 9726 

Confirmed PhD Candidate 
Sharon Dean 

Mob 0416 821 173 
sharon.happy@gmail.com 

Working title of project: Fresh Seeing: A Haiku Novel and Exegesis 

Who is conducting the research? 

Sharon Dean 
Confirmed PhD Candidate 
(Contact details outlined above.) 

Senior Investigator and Principal Supervisor 

Associate Professor Nigel Krauth 
School of Arts 
Gold Coast Campus 
PMB 50, GCMC, Queensland, 9726 
Mob: 0437 308 632 
Email: Jtkrat(! h(l_{~wi n_sh~lp, ro1 11 ,au 

Purpose of the Research 

This research forms part of Sharon Dean's academic program at Griffith University. 
Undertaking a PhD in Creative Writing, Ms Dean will produce an unconventional 
biography-- or 'non-fiction haiku novel'- celebrating the life and work of Australian 
haijin (haiku poet), Janice M Bostok. Written in the style ofhaibun- a Japanese litera1y 
genre that combines haiku with auto/biographical poetic prose- the book will comprise 
the creative component ofMs Dean's postdoctoral dissertation. 

The written work will also feature contextualising material in the form of investigations 
into the evolution of English-language haiku in the West, and the hist01y of haiku and its 
related f01ms in Japan. Ultimately, the project will aim to help readers understand why 
Bostok is an inspiration to Australian haijin, while paying tribute to her significant 
contribution to the worldwide development of haiku and its related forms in English. 
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For almost forty years, Bostok has written award-winning English-language haiku, 
earning herself a reputation as "Australia's leading haiku poet" and "the spirit of haiku 
in the southem hemisphere". During that time she has also raised a severely disabled 
son, lost a husband to cancer, cared for a mother suffering from dementia ... all the 
while battling her own diabetes and partial blindness, and managing to mn a banana 
fann in the hills outside Murwillumbah. 

More than four thousand ofBostok's haiku have been published (in books and journals 
in Australia and overseas, on rocks in New Zealand, in American computer games, and 
even on bottles of green tea in Japan). Many have been translated into several languages, 
and this year sees the release of her sixteenth collection of haiku-related work. 

Bostok was co-founder of the Australian Haiku Society, co-editor of The First 
Australian Haiku Anthology, and author of a series of articles, The Gum Tree 
Conve~Cwtions, in which she demonstrated the relevance of haiku to the Austt·alian 
experience and landscape. She continues to judge national and international literary 
competitions, and edits the haiku sections of poetry anthologies and magazines, 
including Stylus Poet!)' Journal and paper wasp. 

What you will be asked to do 

How do you tell the story of a life? In preparation for the telling, there must be a 
generous amount of listening on the part of the storyteller. The proposed data collection 
activity will comprise a series of extensive intctviews with Bostok, as well as an 
undetctmined number of one-on-one intetviews with the subject's friends, colleagues 
and family members. If you are reading this infmmation sheet, you fall into one of these 
categories. 

The researcher aims to collect verbal critiques ofBostok's work as well as anecdotal 
material about key events in the writer's life. Participants' cmmnents are expected to 
elaborate, con finn or contradict dimensions of the secondary research material already 
gathered by the researcher. Of importance arc pm1icipants' memories of shared 
experiences with Bostok, as well as opinions on the culhtral value of her body of written 
work. 

Procedures 

Once a volunteer's Consent Fonn has been returned to the researcher, the researcher will 
interview the volunteer at a time and venue convenient to the volunteer. A digital sound 
recording of the intetview will be made and subsequently transcribed into word 
document form by the researcher. 

The intetviews will be largely open-ended and semi-unstmctured. Key questions will 
refer to the participant's experience and/or knowledge of events in Bostok's life, and 
also their opinions relating to the issues, themes and cultttral value of the author's haiku 
and related writings. The researcher might also ask questions relating to the volunteer's 
personal and/or professional relationship with Bostok. 
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The data collected during the interviews will be used to shape the researcher's 
understanding and insight into Bostok's life and work. As an extension, a participant's 
response to a particular question might find its way into the final creative product in a 
number of ways - for example: as an element of a physical description of the subject at a 
certain age; as a major or minor character's direct or paraphrased dialogue; or even as a 
detail that contributes to the portrayal of the mood of the weather on a particular day in 
histmy. 

Some biographies present a long list of facts and details strung out like shirts, pants and 
socks on a line. The researcher's objective is to take various insights about Bostok and 
blend them together to create an entertaining, infonnative and publishable novel-length 
work. While every endeavour will be made during the writing to accurately reflect 
participants' recorded memories and descriptions of events, participants should note that 
data might occasionally be fictionalised to some extent as pmt of the researcher's efforts 
to bring Bostok's stmy to life on the page. Where consent is given, real names will be 
used. 

The expected benefits of the research 

This research is expected to contribute to litermy knowledge about the evolution of 
English-language haikn in Australia and the impottant role Bostok has played (and is 
still playing) in that process. Ms Dean aims to produce a non-fiction haiku novel that 
will encourage an educational awareness of English-language haiku and its related 
forms, while alerting readers to the diversity and quality of haiku being written in 
Australia today. 

Bostok is confident that "in embracing the Japanese haiku, [Australia] will eventually 
intemalise the art form's cultural origins and make the 'spirit of haiku' its own". It is 
expected that the researcher's haiku novel will contribute to that process. 

The potential risks associated with participation 

It is the researcher's hope that the interviewing process and evenhtal experience of the 
creative product will be a joyful and satisfYing one for all participants. A potential 
difficulty, however, unless your life has been entirely free of unhappiness, is that painful 
episodes from the past may have to be faced again. To speak effectively about such 
events and emotions, you must, to a certain extent, relive them in your imagination. 
Thus, the risks associated with pmticipating in this research might include emotional or 
psychological distress. 

Only you can decide whether you are ready to face the emotions that talking about any 
unhappy experiences may arouse. Many people find it healing to talk about painful 
episodes, but others discover the time is not yet right, or that they would like further help 
before talking about patticular events. Please be assured that the researcher's aim is not 
to hurt or upset participants; she is aware that sometimes it can be too difficult or painfttl 
to revisit certain parts of a life. Therefore, any participant's desire to tenninate an 
interview, or keep a particular section of an interview 'off the record', will be respected 
at all times. 
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Your confidentiality 

Identifiable data will be collected, and some key figures in Bostok's life will be 
identifiable in the creative product. Data will be stored in transcribed fom1at in hard 
copy and on CD in Word document files; audio data will be stored on CD for back-up 
purposes only. Due to the highly personal nature of the data, the senior researcher 
supports Ms Dean's resolve to store the data at her home, rather than at Griffith 
University. Ms Dean will be the only person who has access to the recordings and 
transcriptions, which will be destroyed five years after completion of the research. 

Specific consent will be sought for any proposed retention and use of the recordings and 
transcriptions beyond the parameters of this PhD project. 

Identifiable participants will be given the opportunity to confirm the accuracy of any 
attributed comments or identifiable commentary in the two months preceding the 
submission ofMs Dean's PhD dissertation. Ms Dean will provide each identifiable 
participant with copies of the relevant sections of the creative product for their perusal at 
this time. Bostok will be given a copy of the full draft manuscript during this same 
period. Identifiable participants will be given two weeks in which to respond to the 
drafts by contacting Ms Dean via phone or email. If inaccuracies are found in any 
attributed comments or identifiable conunentaty, Ms Dean will correct or rewrite the 
relevant sections of her work and give the amended versions to the relevant parties for 
their further consideration. This process will be repeated until all participants are 
satisfied with the accuracy of all attributed comments and identifiable commentary. 

Your participation is voluntary 

Your participation is voluntaty and you are fi·ee to withdraw from an interview at any 
time. 

Questions/further information 

Feel free at any time to contact the researcher using the phone or email details provided 
at beginning of this infmmation sheet. Alternatively, you may contact the researcher's 
principal supervisor, Associate Professor Nigel Krauth (contact details as above). 

The ethical conduct of this research 

Griffith University conducts research in accordance with the National Statement on 
Ethical Conduct in Research Involving Humans. If potential participants have any 
concerns or complaints about the ethical conduct of the research project they should 
contact the Manager, Research Ethics, on (07) 3735 5585 or email research
ethics@griffith.edu.au. 
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Feedback to you 

As mentioned above, identifiable participants will be given the opportunity to confn·m 
the accuracy of attributed comments. If the creative product is accepted for commercial 
publication, identifiable participants will be notified of relevant launch activities and 
cordially invited to such events. 

Privacy Statement- Anticipated Disclosure 

The conduct of this research involves the collection, access and/or use of your identified 
personal infmmation. As outlined elsewhere in this infmmation sheet, your identified 
personal information might appear (albeit in slightly fictionalised fmm) in the final 
creative product of this research, a semi-auto/biographical haiku novel written by the 
researcher. Other than this disclosure, the information collected is confidential and will 
not be disclosed to third parties without your consent, except to meet government, legal 
or other regulatory authority requirements. For further infmmation consult Griffith 
University's Privacy Plan at www.griffith.edu.au/ua/aa/vc/pp or telephone (07) 3875 
5585. 
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